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GOVERNMENT OF KARNATAKA 

Ref. No.:GFGC/106/2012-13 
        Office of the Principal, 
        Government First Grade College,            
        Channapatna.Date:21-06-2013 
        Ph:08027255313 Fax. 27255313 
        Website:www.gfgcc.com 
        Email: gfgc-cpt@live.in 
 
The Director, 
National Assessment and Accresitation Council, 
Post Box No:1075, Nagarabhavi, 
Bangalore-560072 
 
Dear Sir, 

 Sub: Submission of  LOI for Re-Accreditation of the College. 
Please  find here with enclosed  the “Letter of Intent “(LOI) seeking Re-Accreditation  of 
Government  First  Grade College, Channapatna,  Ramanagara   District, Karnataka  State. The 
Re-Accreditation  Report (RAR) is  almost   ready and it would be  submitted  to you very soon. 
The  Letter  of  Intent  was  sent to you through your Website on 20/06/2013 and  Track id  is  
KACOGN10361. 
This is for your kind information and to initiate needful  action in this regard. The receipt of this  
letter may kindly be acknowledged.  
With  warm  regards,                                                                                                          
         Yours Faithfully 

  Sd/-  Principal, 
                 Government First Grade College, 

Channapatna-562160 
                                                                                                             

 Encls: 
1) 2 (f) 12 (B) Certificate 
2)  Latest UGC Grant Certificate 
3) Affiliation Certificate 
4) Translated version of  Affiliation Certificate 

Copies: 
1) Regional Coordinator, Southern Region, NAAC, Nagara bhavi, Bangalore 
2) Commissioner, Collegiate Education, Bangalore 
3) Director, Collegiate Education, Bangalore 
4) Regional Director, Bangalore Region, Bangalore 
5) SQAC, DCE-Bangalore 
6) Office File 
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OUR VISION 

 
“ To be a quality centre for teaching and learning of social, ethical, 

moral and human values all through  the perennial streams of higher 

education and social research by recognizing the inherent  strengths of 

students hailing from backward villages of channapatna taluk and other  

areas and giving them  ample  opportunities to promote themselves to 

the higher standards of life with firm commitment  to render  self-less 

service to the society and the nation in times of need ”. 
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MISSION 

 

“ Provide a strong edifice  for imparting quality education to the rural 

students  through   excellent  and competent teaching by dedicated and 

committed  staff at an affordable cost thereby achieving  the National 

goal of balanced regional development ”. 
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first time and was assessed and Accredited by NAAC with suitable grade some 

time in the Past. During the time of first Accreditation ours was  a moderate college 

with student strength of  less than one thousand, twenty teachers and  just eight 

class rooms. Many initiatives have been taken during the post-Accreditaton period 

for imparting quality education to the students of rural society. I am quitely 

delighted to say that the growth of our institution has been unprecedented in all 

spheres of  higher education since its first Accreditation. The academic growth of 

the institution  is simply incredible. I can say with confidence that our instutition 

has been on onward march towards quality and excellence. It has all the qualities to 

be recognised by UGC as a college with potential for excellence. 

People say that drafting of  NAAC report is an herculean task. It is not as much 

easy as we talk. But, as far as my experience is concerned it is not difficult to draft 

report if there is co-operation from all sides. It only requires commitment of the 

Co-ordinator and the total involvement of the principal, members of Steering 

Committee, Heads of all departments, faculty members and even the administrative 

staff of the college.  

I have been involed in the NAAC work in this college from the time of the first 

Accreditation of the college till to-day. I had an opportunity to draft Self–Study 

Report, submitted it to NAAC and got the college Accredited  in 2003. Again I 

have been made as co-ordinator of Steering Committee and given an opportunity to 

draft RAR of our great institution. The onus of preparing and submitting report was 

on me. Now it gives me immense pleasure in presenting this report.  
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of the joint efforts of the entire staff. I have drafted major portions of this report at 

my house as there was no time for me in the college since I was to engage my 

classes besides managing a huge Commerce and Management department as an 

HOD and attending other works assigned by the principal from time to time. 

My special thanks to the principal for his valuable suggestions and co-operation in 

planning and organising the information and preparing final report. My thanks are 

also due to Members of Steering Committee,  Heads of all departments,  Convenors 

and members of seven Criteria-wise Committees, all teachers, Manager and other 

non-teaching staff of the college for their co-operation, assistance and help in 

drafting report. I am also thankful to the proprietor, S.S.Enterprises for  printing of 

our report. 

I agree that there has been delay in preparing report. It is due to some inherent 

problems faced by me while drafting report the mention of which here is not 

tenable. I request the authorities to condone the delay in submitting the report.   

I hope that our college will be Assessed and Re-Accredited by NAAC with best 

grade. I dedicate this report to the student faternity of our college who will be the 

direct beneficiaries from the outcome of  Re-Accreditation of our college by 

NAAC. 

 

 
                                                                   YAMI CHANNAIAH 
                                                                    NAAC Co-ordinator,  
                                                             Associate Professor and HOD, 
                                                          Department of Commerce and Management, 
                                                       Govt, First Grade College, Channapatna.               
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About  Channapatna 

 
Channapatna  is a land of toys. The toys  manufactured  here  are world famous.It  attracts  tourists 

from  all over  India including foreigners. The toys  of various  designs  are carved  out of  raw 

wood and they are even  exported to foreign  countries. It has now  become  a commercial centre. 

Geographically  it  is an attractive  place. It is a beautiful  city  of bountiful people . It has   rich 

cultural  heritage . It now belongs  to  newly  created  Ramanagara  District. Earlier  it was a part 

of  Bangalore  Rural District. This city  is situated  between  Bangalore  and  Mysore.  

 It  has historical and Mythological background.The history of Channapatna reveals  that  so many 

significant  historical  events took place here.Cholas  and Gangas lived  in this place. 

Jayadevaraya also ruled this part of  Karnataka State and he was contemporary  to the rulers  of  

Vijayanagara empire and Kempe Gowda who was  a  founder of  Bangalore.Later  Thimmappa 

Raje Urs came in  and ruled  this place.He built a beautiful  mansion in the  town and it was  

dismantled by Archeological Department a few years  ago  as it was  in dilapidated condition. 

A famous  Apprameya  Swamy Temple was built  by Cholas in Dodda Maluru  which is now  in 

the outskirt  of the city.Ambegalu Krishna (Toddlar Krishna)   is worshiped here. The temple is 

known for its  wonderful  architecture.The devotees  from all over India visit  this temple. 

Channapatna  has  Kanva  Reservoir  too.It is  said  mythologically that  a seer by name  Kanva  

lived here and the  village  is named after him. Kanva  Reservoir is the brain child of  Bharata  

Ranta Sir. M. Vishweshwaraiah.  

Channapatna has been  in the  fore front  in all walks of  human  life especially in the  field  of 

education and social service.It has  now  become a  centre  for higher education.There are  many  

premier educational  Institutions  offering quality  education  to rural students. It  is now 

recognized as a  prominent  city  in the State of Karnataka. 
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Preface 
 

The Erstwhile  Government First  Grade College, Channapatna   was established  at the time  

when  there was no college in this locality  which could  offer  higher education in various  

branches  at the  UG level to  rural students  at an affordable cost. It has  been in existence for  

nearly three  decades  catering to varied  needs  of aspirants hailing from diverse  rural society.It is  

a  renowned  institution  of higher  learning in mofussil  area. This Institution is dedicated  by the 

Government  for the noble  cause  of   education to the rural people. The Vision of the  Institution  

has been to  provide best educational  services in all  disciplines at both UG and PG level to the 

poor, less-privileged, marginalized and  other weaker  sections  of the  society at the cost they can  

afford to pay.The college was begun  with  only  70 students 29 years ago and now  it has  an 

incredible  students  strength of 2452 and it continues  to  increase in future .The students strength 

has never dropped since  the  inception of the college which is a  sign of  potentiality. 

The college offers four UG courses in Arts, Commerce, Management and Science. New  

programs  have been  introduced over the past  few years to meet  the requirements of students. 

The courses have been diversified  at UG level for enabling students to have wider choice in 

selecting suitable course according to  their  ability and interest. Great efforts have been made by 

the institution to extend  Higher Education beyond UG level. There is  huge demand  for PG  

courses in this  area. Therefore  the desire  for opening PG courses has  been nurtured in the past 

three years. The dream  has  now come to be fulfilled with the  commencement of PG courses in 

three subjects from the academic  year 2013-14.Launching PG course  is like  a new feather in the 

cap of  the institution. It will  facilitate the promotion of research among the staff and students by 

including research as major component in teaching-learning. 

Ours is a co-education college .But the girl  students  account for   67% of the  total student  

strength.Therefore a  Women Cell has been  formed  and entrusted with the  responsibility of  

organizing various programs exclusively  for women empowerment.  

The Institution has  sought  Accreditation from NAAC in 2003 for the first time. Accordingly  a 

Self-Study Report (SSR)  giving a brief  account  of academic activities carried on by the 

Institution was prepared with in a span of  three months and was submitted to NAAC on 3rd 

March,2003 for assessment.The Peer  Team  visited  the college  for two days  on 25-26 March 
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2003 and assessed the  Institutional  activities.As a result  of  Assessment our Institution  has been 

Accredited  by NAAC with C+ grade on  29th April 2003. 

The growth and development  of the institution has been remarkable  during  the post-

Accreditation period. It has made significant strides  in the field of  Higher Education. The 

academic progress  of the institution during the last 10 years is very conspicuous to all stake 

holders  of higher education. Recommendations made by  the members  of Peer Team  have  been   

implemented. Observations made by the peer team have also been  fulfilled to the extent of  

90%.The remnant of observations  to the extent of 10% will be fulfilled  with in a year.The 

compliance report criteria wise  is also given at the beneath of each criteria. 

The Institution has quest for excellence. It has been  on  onward  march  towards  quality and 

excellence. IQAC has  been  established  with  the prime objective of   quality improvement, 

sustenance  and enhancement in day-to day activities of the institution. Many academic and 

administrative  committees have  been  constituted  to discharge assigned responsibilities which  

work under the  umbrella of IQAC. Recently an Innovative Club  has been set up   in the month of 

July  2013 being headed by the principal as  chairperson and  a senior teacher  with doctoral  

degree  as   convenor. The Club is going to create an awareness   among stake holders about the  

importance of Innovation in the present context of Higher Education.The Club will encourage  

innovative activities  in the college  by utilizing the local resources and also through collaborating 

with outside agencies. 

It has been striving very hard  in moulding the students character and shaping their future and 

eventually it transforms them as responsible citizens of civil society.An alround development of 

student’s personality is the need of the hour. Imparting basic  skills  to students  has been  in 

vogue in this college.  A set of skills are imparted to students through Skill Development 

Programs being organized  by  IQAC, Departmentmental  Forums, Students Council, Placement 

cell, Women’s Cell, NSS Units. 

Besides teaching prescribed curriculum, the students  are  also taught  the importance of  hard 

work, self-motivation,moral and ethical standards which are the   key  ingredients  for  

success.The real  gospel of the college is that there is no sacred thing than wisdom.It is through 

wisdom that every  thing  can be conquered .The institution also believes that the real education is 

like  a  jewel  in  times of  prosperity and refuge in times of adversity 
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EXECUTIVE  SUMMARY 

 
The erstwhile Government First Grade College , Channapatna is a premier institution of higher 

learning in mofussil area. It was founded by  the then MLA from channapatna constituency in 

the year  1984. The vision of the founder  was to provide  quality higher education in all streams  

to the  aspirants coming from  less-privileged  and weaker sections of the society at an affordable  

cost. At that point  of time  there was no  any other Government college  which could offer 

higher education  at an affordable cost. The higher education  during that time  was not  with in  

the reach  of common man. The institution was dedicated by the government  for the noble cause 

of education to the rural  and economically backward sections  of society.The main aim of this 

institution is to impart  value based  education  in all disciplines  to the needy and deserving  

people. The college  is located  in the heart  of channapatna town on a sprawling  campus of  two 

acres. It is  in prime location and  on Mysore-Bangalore road and well connected by road as well 

as rail.It is adjacent to  KSRTC bus stand. It has been  the trend setter in higher education. All 

facilities  required  by  students  of the college  are easily available. All stakeholders of higher 

education  both internal and external like students, teachers, parents, community, industry etc, 

can have accessibility  to the institution. It is in transition period. The institution has already 

completed 29 years  of its existence. It is going to celebrate silver jubilee shortly. It has now 

become  a centre of higher  education  in this part of the state. It  is an  institution  of distinctive 

characterstics inculcating  social, ethical, moral and other human values to the students  apart 

from teaching prescribed  curriculum. The college will soon be recognized as  a ‘centre of 

Excellence’ by the Department of Collegiate Education. It will soon acquire  research status . 

Our college  comes under  the administrative control of DCE, Government of Karnataka and 

academic control by the Bangalore University. It has been  included  U/S 2(f) and 12 (B) of UGC  

Act. The UGC has sanctioned  Rs. 40 lakhs under xi  plan  for capacity building, purchase of 

books, subscribtion  to national and international  journals, lab equipments, desks  and other 

furnitures, computers, audio-visual tools, construction of canteen, rest room for girls and other E- 

resources. The grants  have been utilised as per the UGC guidelines. Government First Grade 

college, channapatna  is the most potential  college among  all colleges affiliated   to Bangalore 
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university. The potentiality is reflected in an increase in enrolment of students for all courses  

year after year and enhancement of  infrastructure facilities available  to students. There has been  

a substantial increase  in enrolment of students since its inception. The institution  began  with  

only 70 students in 1984. Out of   them, 52 were in Arts discipline and the rest were in 

commerce. Ours is a co-education college. The total number of students admitted to all courses is 

2452 during  the    academic  year  2012-13. Out of whom, 1521 are girls and the rest are boys. 

The girls are morethan boys. The girls account for  67% of the total  strength of students. The 

Government is giving  importance  to education  of girls as it  wants to empower women. Girls 

are exempted  from  payment of tution  fees since  4 years. As a result the enrolment of girls to 

the college has gone up during the last 4 years. Consequently the GER in higher education has 

been on increase in this area. 

 The college  began with Arts, Commerce and  Science course at UG level. Arts and commerce  

courses  have expanded over  the years, but the science course could not be  continued and the 

course was suspended. As of now  quite a large number  of students  are seeking admissions to 

BA and B.Com courses. 4 combinations such as HEP, HES, HSK ( All kannada media) and 

HEE(English media) are offered in Arts discipline. There is flexibility in the course content. The 

students  have wider options in selecting the combination of their interest.HEP and HES have 

been offered from the very beginning. HSK and HEE were  introduced  in 2002 and 2006 

respectively. BCom is offered  as per the guidelines of  the university. There are  many  elective  

options available  to commerce  students. The students  have flexibility to pursue   the 

programme  with horizontal and  vertical mobility and elective options in commerce. Gradually 

other courses were introduced to cater to  the local requirements. It so appeared that the 

economically poor and disadvantaged  students from this locality were denied the managemnt 

education. The prime reason was that they could not  afford to  go to city colleges to pursue  the 

management education as the cost  of education was abnormally high. So, there was a dire need  

for management course. This  imbalance was set right  by starting BBM course  in 2006. It is 

opted by students  who studied commerce, Arts, science and even job orientation at plus two 

stage. The emergence  of MNC’s  has created  a demand for  management graduates. It is a 

course of job orientation. In this college  the management  students have been fine tuned to meet  

the requirements of job market. The need for Science education has arisen  out of  growing needs 

for scientific research in the country. The Science education is a pre-requisite  for the  conduct of  
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scintific research and innovation. The  promotion  of Science education is the need of the hour. 

In this  background the Government has  taken  initiative  in promoting science education in the 

State. B.Sc course  which was suspended  earlier was  re-started in 2010. Two combinations 

PCM and CBZ are offered in Science discipline. A new combination  with Computer Science  

will be offered from next year. A high-tech  laboratory  in each subject of Science  excluding  

mathematics has been set up with in a short span of time. All basic infrastructure  and other 

facilities  are made available  to Science students. 

Language subjects like Kannada, Urdu, Sanskrit and Hindi   as first language  and language 

English  as second language  are offered by the college. The institution  is now offering  quality  

higher education in all disciplines such as Arts, Commerce,  Management and Science. 
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SWOC analysis of the institution 

Strengths 

 It is the most potential college  with  constant  increase in student strength year after year. 

 Students are the real strength as many of them belong to  first generation learners and are 

most obedient, hard working and determined to achieve goal with indomitable will. 

 Has many feeding institutions in and around channapatna taluk and attracts students from 

all sections of society through quality  and innovative teaching methods. 

 The college is located in the heart of the town and easily accessible to  all stakeholders. 

 Good and effective leadership  and the most efficient, honest and  students friendly 

administrative staff. 

 A  band of  qualified, competent and committed  teaching staff. 

 Academic ambience  on the college campus and the environment is condusive for  

teaching-learning. 

 Eagerness of teachers to keep themselves abreast of changes  that take place in the field of  

higher education and inspire students to follow  the same. 

 Well stocked library  and a good information centre with book bank facilities. 

 Central computer lab with internet facilities for students and staff. 

 Well equipped Science lab. 

 Has its own identity in the form of  attractive and beautiful permanent structure  of the 

building with spacious class rooms with all facilities and adequate ventilation. 

 Adequate sports facilities for  indoor  and out door  games with qualified and dynamic 

Physical Education Director. 

   
Weaknesses 
 Classes are run on  two shift basis from 9.00 A.M  to  5.00 P.M 

 Teachers need to be  present  in the college from 8.45 A.M to 5.00 P.M 

 A very  tight  academic  schedule of  semester 
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 Transfer of permanent teachers in Government college is inevitable 

 Students are very weak in language as they come from   villages. 

 

Opportunities 

 Wider options to students in choosing any program/combination of their interest  and 

abilities 

 Free accessibility of library  resources to the  internal stake holders 

 Learning through computer and internet technology 

 Financial   Assistance   to   SC/ST,  Minority,  economically   backward,  differently -abled  

and meritorious students from Government, philanthropists  and other agencies. 

 Hostel  facilities to  poor and destitute  students through Social  Welfare department 

 Grooming of leadership among students at various  levels 

 Personality development and enrichment  programs  for students 

 Remedial coaching for  slow learners and  weaker students 

 Academic, personal, career, and psycho-social counselling services through trained staff 

 Affordable cost of education as the  fees structure is minimum 

 Girls are exempt  from  payment  of  tution   fees 

 Students  are exposed to  new practical ideas, concepts  through field work, industrial visit, 

academic  tours and other adventurous   activities 

 After graduation the students can pursue PG and then do  M.Phil,  Ph.D degree and take up 

teaching  profession or occupy lucrative position in Government  departments 

 

Challenges 

 Fulfilling high expectation of stake holders 

 Inviting companies  for  selection  of students on the campus 

 Venturing  of  students into  right  vocations,  professionals, and entrepreneurship through 
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excellent  teaching  adopting innovative teaching methods using Audio-Visual tools and 

providing effective counseling services. 

 Improving academic standards through rational thinking and creating and implementing 

innovative ideas in order to bring out the graduates of excellence and good virtues. 

 Preparing students  to appear for competitive examinations and achieve success 

 Nurture critical thinking, creativity and  Scientific  temper among students to transform 

them  into  life long  learners and innovators. 

 Future Plans-To 

• Provide  required facilities to all departments to have  more seminars/workshops 

with  eminent persons 

• Organize UGC sponsored  seminars /workshops 

• Equip class rooms with ICT facilities 

• Introduce new courses/combinations with vibrant subjects 

• Introduce job oriented/certificate courses for the  benefit of  students 

• Have MOU’s with industry for sharing  of knowledge and  experiences 

• Generate funds through counseling services 

• Provide separate  space for special units of the college 

• Subscribe more number of  Journals, periodicals and magazines of national and  

international  repute 

• Have fully  computerized  library 

• Purchase more number of computers, increase internet facilities to have 

satisfactory computer-student ratio 

• Provide separate rest room for girls 

• Take measures to improve  students  result 
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Profile of the Institution: 

1. Name and address of the college: 

Name :  Government First Grade College 

Address: Near KSRTC Bus Stand, B.M.Road, 

City :  Channapatna Town, Ramanagara Dist. 

Pin :  562160                                             

 State:  Karnataka 

Email :  gfgc_cpt@live.in 

Website :  www.gfgcc.com  

Phone:  080-27255313 Fax : 27255313 

 

2. For communication:  

Designation Name Telephone Mobile Fax Email 

Principal 

Grade-I 

Lingannaiah.S O:080-27255313 

R: 

9880605175 O:080 -

27255313 

gfgc_cpt@live.in 

Steering 

Committee 

Co-ordinatior 

Yamichannaiah R:080-27255251 9743603308 ***** ychannaiah@yahoo. 

com 

 

3. Status of the of Institution : 

  Affiliated College 
 Constituent College  
 Any other (specify)                                                                                                                                                          
     
  
 
 

√ 
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4.  Type of Institution:  

a. By Gender  

i. For Men  
ii. For Women  

iii. Co-education 
 

 b. By shift  

i. Regular  
ii. Day 

iii. Evening  
 

5. Is it a recognized minority institution?  

 Yes  

 No   

If yes specify the minority status (Religious/linguistic/ any other) and provide 

documentary   evidence.  

 

6. Nature of funding:             

Government   

Grant-in-aid  

Self-financing  

Any other  

7. a. Date of establishment of the college: 27-06-1984  (dd/mm/yyyy)  

b. University to which the college is affiliated /or which governs the college  (If it is an 

 constituent college)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

√ 

 

 

 

√ 

 

√ 

 

 

Bangalore University 
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 c. Details of UGC recognition:  

Under Section Date,Month & Year  

(dd-mm-yyyy) 

Remarks(If any) 

i  2 (f) 27-07-2006  

ii  12 (B) 27-07-2006  

       (Enclose the Certificate of recognition u/s 2 (f) and 12 (B) of the UGC Act) 

 

 d. Details of recognition/approval by statutory/regulatory bodies other than UGC  

 (AICTE,NCTE,MCI,DCI,PCI,RCI etc.) 

 

Under 

Section/clause 

  

Recognition/Approval   

detailsInstitution/Depart

ment/programme 

Day,Month And 

Year(dd-mm-yyyy) 

Validity Remarks 

i.     

ii. NIL    

iii.     

iv.     

                                      (Enclose the recognition/approval letter)  

 
8.  Does the affiliating University Act provide for conferment of autonomy (as 

recognized by the UGC), to its affiliated colleges  ?  

Yes        

No   

    If yes, has the college applied for availing the autonomous status?  

Yes    

  No 

 

 

√ 
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9. Is the college recognized 

a. by UGC as a college with Potential for Excellence?  

Yes  No   

 

If yes, date of recognition : …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy) 

b. for its performance by any other governmental agency? 

Yes  No   

 

If yes, Name of the agency …………………… and  

Date of recognition: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)  

 

10. Location of the campus and area in sq.mts:   

Location* Rural 

Campus area in sq.mts. 80000 Sq. Mtrs 

Built up area in sq.mts. 2740 Sq. Mtrs 

(* Urban, Semi-urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly Area, Any others specify)  

 

11. Facilities available on the campus (Tick the available facility and provide numbers or 

other details at appropriate places) or in case the institute has an agreement with other 

agencies in using any of the listed facilities provide information on the facilities covered 

under the agreement.  

• Auditorium/seminar complex with infrastructural facilities  

 Sports facilities 

 Play ground  

    ∗   Swimming pool  

          ∗   Gymnasium  

         ∗   Hostel 

 √ 
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 ∗   Boys hostel  

i.   Number of hostels  

ii.  Number of inmates  

iii.  Facilities (mention available facilities) ∗   Girls’ hostel  

i.  Number of hostels  

ii.  Number of inmates  

iii.  Facilities (mention available facilities) ∗   Working women’s hostel  

i.  Number of inmates  

ii.  Facilities (mention available facilities)  

• Residential facilities for teaching and non-teaching staff ( give numbers 

available and cadre wise) 

• Cafeteria 

• Health centre - 

√First aid, Inpatient,  outpatient, emergency care facility, ambulance……. 

Health centre staff - 

Qualified doctor Full   time      Part- time   

Qualified Nurse    Full time    Part- time    

• Facilities like banking, post office, book shops 

•  Transport facilities to cater to the needs of students and staff  

•  Animal house  

 Biological waste disposal  

 Generator or other facility for managing constant supply and voltage of  
 electricity  

 Solid waste management facility  

 Waste water management  
•  Water harvesting 
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12. Details of programmes offered by the college  (Give data for current  academic 

 year) 

 
Details of  Programmes offered  by the College(Data for 2012-13), Under Graduate only, 

Duaration three years, Entry level qualification PUC, 10+2 

Programmes Medium of 

instruction 

Sanctioned 

Strength 

1st year (Entry 

level) 

Number of students Admitted 

I 

Year  

II Year III Year Total 

B.A Kannada 

English 

560 505 483 410 1398 

B.COM English 250 306 240 242 788 

BBM English 100   39   44   49 132 

B.Sc English 120   49   42   43 134 

Total   899 805 744 2452 

 

13. Does the college offer self-financed Programmes? 

 
Yes No   

 

If yes, how many?    

 

 

14. New programmes introduced  in the college  during the last five years if any? 

 

 

 

 √ 

 

Yes √ No  Number 02 
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15. List the departments  :( respond if applicable only and do not list facilities like 

Library,  

 Physical Education as departments, unless they are also offering academic degree 

awarding programmes. Similarly also do not list the departments offering common 

compulsory subjects for all the programmes like English, regional languages etc.)  

Particulars UG PG Research 

Science 05 -- -- 

Arts 04 -- -- 

Commerce  01 -- -- 

Mangement 01 -- -- 

Any Other not covered 

above 

         -- -- -- 

 

16. Number of Programmes offered under (Programme  means  a  degree  course  like  

BA, BSc, MA, M.Com…)  

a.  Annual system   

b.   Semester system  

c. Trimester system   

 

17. Number of Programmes with  

a.  Choice based credit system   

b.  Inter/multidisciplinary approach  

c.  Any other ( specify and provide details)  

  

18. Does the college offer UG and/or PG programmes in Teacher Education?  

Yes  No   

 

04 

 

 

 

 

 √ 
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If yes,  

a.  Year of Introduction of the 

programme(s)………………. (dd/mm/yyyy)   and number 

of batches that completed the programme   

b.  NCTE recognition details (if applicable)  

Notification No.: …………………………………… Date: …………………………… 

(dd/mm/yyyy) Validity:………………………..  

c.  Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Teacher  

 education  separately?  

Yes  No  

 

 

19. Does the college offer UG or PG programme in Physical Education?  

Yes  

No  

If yes,  

a.  Year of Introduction of the 

programme(s)………………. (dd/mm/yyyy)   and 

number of batches that completed the programme   

b.  NCTE recognition details (if applicable)  

Notification No.: …………………………………… Date: …………………………… 

(dd/mm/yyyy) Validity:……………………  

c.  Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Physical  

 Education separately?  

Yes   No  

 

 

 

  

 

√ 
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20. Number of teaching and non-teaching positions in the Institution 

Positions Teaching faculty Non-

teaching 

staff 

Technical staff 

Professor Associate 

Professor 

Assistant 

Professor 

 *M *F *M *F *

M 

*F *

M 

*F *M *F 

Sanctioned by the 

UGC/University/ 

State Government 

          Recruited 

  

 

 

14 

 

2 

 

13 

 

13 

 

7 

 

3 

 

Nil 

 

Nil 

Yet to recruit           

Sanctioned by the 

Management/societ

y or other 

authorized                

bodies 

               Recruited 

Part time lectuer 

M F         

 

25 

 

47 

 

        

Yet to recruit           

*M-Male  *F-Female  

21. Qualifications of the teaching staff 

Highest 

qualification 

Professor Associate 

Professor 

Assistant 

Professor 

Total 

Male Female Male Female Male Female  

Permanent teachers 

D.Sc./D.Litt.        

Ph.D.   03 02 03 03 11 
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M.Phil.     04 - 08 09 21 

PG      06       -    03      01 10 

Part-time teacher 

Ph.D.     01 0  

M.Phil.     04 02  

PG     20 45  

 

22. Number of Visiting Faculty engaged with the College.   

 

23. Furnish the number of the students admitted to the Institute during the last four  

 academic years.  

Categorie

s 

      2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 

M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total 

SC 180 166 346 188 185 373 191 216 407 230 211 441 

ST 3 2 5 2 3 5 1 4 5 6 5 11 

OBC 406 582 988 495 690 1185 611 967 1578 675 1098 1773 

General 66 109 175 68 127 195 31 56 87 27 51 78 

Total 655 859 1514 753 1005 1758 834 1243 2077 938 1365 2303 

 

24. Details on students enrolled in the college during the current academic year:  

Type of students UG PG M.Phil Ph.D Total 

Student from the same state 

Where the college is located 

2452  _ _ 2452 

Students from other states of 

India 

Nil  _ _ _ 

15 
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NRI students Nil  _ _ _ 

Foreign students  Nil  _ _ _ 

Total 2452    2452 

 

25. Dropout rate in UG and PG (average for the last two batches)  

Enrolled in first year, minus those appeared for final exams in the final year from among them = 

Dropout. (e.g. enrolled in 2007, 100. Minus those who appeared for final exams in 2010, 85 = 

dropout 15)  

UG  PG  

 

26. Unit Cost of Education 

(Unit cost = total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total number of 

students enrolled ) 

(a) including the salary component  

 (b) excluding the salary component  

 

27. Does the college offer distance education programmes (DEP)?  

Yes 

No 

If yes,  

a)  Is it a registered centre for offering distance education programmes of another 

University  

 Yes No 

  

b) Name of the University whose courses are offered  

 

6% _ 

Rs.9066/- 

Rs.1300/- 

 

√ 

 √ 
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c) Number of programmes offered  

d) Recognized by the Distance Education Council.  

Yes                  No   

 

28. Provide Teacher-student ratio for each of the programme/course offered  

 BA-1:90,  BCOM-1:180,      BBM-1:180,    BSc-1:13. 

 

29. Is the college  applying for  

 

Accreditation :  

   Cycle 1      Cycle2  Cycle  3  Cycle 4 

Re-Assessment:  

(Cycle 1refers to first accreditation and Cycle 2 , cycle3 and cycle 4 refers to re-

accreditation)  

 

30. Date of accreditation* (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and re-assessment  

 only)  

Cycle 1:     29-04-2003           (dd/mm/yyyy)   Accreditation Outcome/Result :  C+ 

Cycle 2: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)   Accreditation Outcome/Result……..  

Cycle 3: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)   Accreditation Outcome/Result……..  

* Kindly enclose copy of accreditation certificate(s) and peer team report(s)  

 

31. Number of working days during the last academic year.  

 

32. Number of teaching days during the last academic year 

(Teaching days means days on which lectures were 

engaged excluding the examination days)  

 

  

 √   

 

304 

180 
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33. Date of establishment of Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)  

 IQAC   05-07-2005  (dd/mm/yyyy)  

 

34. Details on submission of Annual Quality Assurance Reports (AQAR)  

AQAR  (i) 15-05-2012  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

AQAR (ii) 15-05-2012  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

AQAR (iii) 15-05-2012  (dd/mm/yyyy)  

AQAR (iv) 15-05-2012  (dd/mm/yyyy)  

 

35. Any other  relevant data (not covered above) the college would like to include.  

 (Do not include explanatory/descriptive  information)  
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CRITERIA-WISE ANALYTICAL REPORT 
 

CRITERION I: CURRICULAR ASPECTS 
 

Curricular activity has been given more importance  since it  is a core activity of the college.The 
college  got upgraded  by itself  in course of time  with regard to performing varied  curricular 
activities. Over the years  the area of higher education  has been  expanded further to enable   
students  to have  a  wider choice. The institution diversified  curricular activities by starting  new 
course in management  in 2006 and revival and re-starting of Science  course  in 2010. Presently  
the college  offers  four udergraduate courses in Arts, Commerce, Management and Science 
disciplines. Different  combinations are offered  to students  under Arts and Science discipline. 
Commerce and  Management courses are market oriented.These UG courses  have been started 
and offered as per  the regulations of the affiliating university.The college intended  to start PG 
courses a few years ago. The dream for PG courses has now been realised. The Government has 
accorded sanction  to open  PG courses in Kannada, History and Economics and the university  
has alloted intake  for all these  subjects. These PG courses would be offered by the college from 
the ensuing academic year 2013-14. Launching  PG courses in rural and mofussil area is like  a 
new feather  to the cap  of the  great institution.The  institution has a clear Vision for the future. 
The college continued  the same Vision, Mission and Goals and Objectives as  were framed in 
the past. There is clarity, crispness and clearness in the  Vision and Mission statement made by 
the college in a lucid language  and enunciated  in the pre-amble of the college along with the 
chief goals and objectives. They are brought to the knowledge of the teaching, non-teaching 
staff, students and other stakeholders through  college website, displaying it on the notice board 
and pronouncements made by the principal to the assembly  of students, staff, parents and alumni 
on different occasions.      
Our college has been  identified by the Government  as a community college very recently in the 
month of  September 2012. Very soon  the certificate  courses  would be launched  by the college  
based on  the occupational requirements  of local people under the banner of community college 
by giving training to them. The college  is going to have  MOU with  industry, resource persons, 
entrepreneurs, institutions offering  practical knowledge and expertise. 
The institution  is dependant  on affiliating university  for curricular planning. The university 
designs and develops curriculum for each programme. The syllabi  for each  subject of the 
programme  is prescribed  by the  university  with the help of  BOS constituted  by it for that 
purpose. The BOS  is statutory body constituted  under  the university Act by the university for 
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each programme from time  to time  and empowered  to frame and restructure the syllabus 
content for all subjects of the programme by obtaining necessary inputs from the industries, 
corporate companies, academicians, expets and senior teachers. The college  implements the 
curriculum designed  by the university by adding  some  more  vital  components for curriculum 
enrichment. The senior teachers of the college  contribute  in designing and development  of 
curriculum by giving suggestions, ideas as members of  BOS. Even otherwise the teachers  can 
give  suggestions to the members of the board while re-structuring the syllabus. Workshops are 
conducted by the university whenever  the syllabus  is re-structured. The concerned  teachers of 
our college  are permitted to  attend the workshops and involve in discussions and gain first hand  
knowledge  on the implementation of the  syllabus. Language  subjects  have been revised and 
updated almost every year. The subjects of  commerce and Management discipline have been  
revised and updated too periodically incorporating the changing needs of employment markets. 
The BOS in commerce and Management re-structured the syllabus  contents which are  effective 
from  the present academic year 2012-13. The new vibrant subjects like MBCA, MTBD, MP and 
OM are introduced  in place of subjects having  no relevance. A workshop was held  in 
Bangalore on this  to which 03 teachers of the department  were sent to  participate. 
The college has a mechanism to obtain   feedback from the  concerned stakeholders about  the 
curriculum. It is obtained orally and in written form. The  feedback  so gathered  from  students, 
Alumni, parents about  course content as well as syllabus  content will be analysed. The principal 
will place  it before the  teachers and later on  it will be  sent to the university  for restructuring 
the syllabus.Action plans  are prepared by each  and every department for effective 
implementation of curriculum. IQAC does this job. 
The college aims at  holistic  development  of students. Alround  development of  student’s 
personality is the prime concern of the college. Steps  were taken  by the college to mould the 
character of students. It is  done by  effective  curriculum delivery through the  sincere and co-
ordinated efforts  of teaching and administrative staff of the college. It is  also  being done by  
imparting  moral and ethical values, employable and life skills to   students. The college  has put 
in  efforts  to integrate  the  cross cutting  issues  such as gender, environmental education, 
Human rights, ICT into the  curriculum. E-Resources are provided  to  students through  
computer lab. EVS, CF and IC have been introduced  as compulsory subjects to the students of  
all discipline. The institution ensures that the  curriculum bears thrust  on core values adopted  by 
NAAC. It has  been  done  through  spoken English  , involving students in community 
orientation, skill development programme.  
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CRITERION II:TEACHING –LEARNING AND EVALUATION 

 

The admission process adopted by the college  is quite  transparent. Admissions shall be made as 

per the guidelines and calender of events issued by the university. Since it is  a Government 

college roster system  will be strictly followed. After the admissions are over  induction  

programme will be  conducted for  freshers . The minimum percentage  of marks  for admission  

at entry level is 35% and the criteria adopted  for admission  is  interview and counselling. Intake 

for each programme has been  raised  from time to time with the permission of the  Government 

and the university. Four years ago  the Government issued  a circular to all Government colleges 

in Karnataka to give admissions to all students without considering the intake. Our college  

follows the same  instruction  even now  by giving  admissions to all aspirants for different 

programmes. The students who seek  admissions to this college  are from diverse Socio-

Economic background.As a Government college the  admission policy  is in favour of and has 

access to  different categories of students  such as SC/ST, OBC, women, differently abled, 

economically weaker sections and minority for  soial justice. In this college  the demand  ratio  

for admission  is very high especially commerce and management as compared to  other  

colleges  in the locality. Every year  the number  of applications received for  admissions by the  

college  are more than the number of seats  available. This shows that  ours is the most  potential 

college. 

The college is catering to diverse needs of  students by providing all  facilities they need.The 

students of diverse  nature  like slow learners, reluctant  learners, Advance learners will be 

classified by  the concerned teachers after the commencement of the programme. The students 

faternity  in this college  is very complex.Comprahending  the complexity of students   

community  is a tough task. They come to the college with different expectations and  

aspirations. But they are very weak in language, expression,grasping and undestanding. Many  of 

them  are average and below average students.Strong and advanced learners are a very 

few.Bringing 100% result by  giving  admissions only to  meritorious and advance  learners is  

very easy.But to bring the same percentage of result by giving admissions to average  and below  

average students is very difficult. Our college does the later one  and bring 100% result in some 

subjects and the aggregate success rate  is comparatively better than other affiliated  colleges. It 
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is due to  the hardwork and selfless services rendered by  the teacher faternity of the college. The 

students will be assessed in terms of  knowledge  and skills. The knowledge gap of enrolled 

students will be known through interview at the time of  admission and interaction with them 

subsequently. It can be overcome  with remedial measures.Special attention is paid to slow 

learners to improve  their grasping power through  remedial and coaching  classes. Advance  

learners  are further encouraged to attend workshops and seminars along with  teachers. The 

college adheres to Government policy to cater to the needs of differently –abled students. Ramp 

facility  is provided  to physically  challenged  students. They get scholarship from Government 

and NGO’s. 

Gradually  the teaching-learning process has improved a lot over the years. It is being  

strengthened from time to time with increase  in all types of facilities that are needed  like 

physical, Human, financial and  technological  and optimum use of these facilities by teachers  

and students.Resources in the library are augmented   and used  to the maximum extent. Various 

measures  are initiated  by the college for facilitating the process of teaching and learning. 

Academic calender is prepared by the university and the same is followed by the college by 

adding some more items  regarding cultural, sports and games, extension activiies through NSS 

and so on  and  so forth.  The faculty prepares teaching plans  and  implements them under the  

guidance  of HOD’s. The teaching plan includes  various components that are necessary to make  

the process  effective  and meaninful. The components that are  usually  included in plans are 

lectures, seminars by students, group discussion, home assignments, Skill development 

programme, tests, interactive sessions  and so on. The activities carried out by the institution are  

student-centric making the students to learn independently through  interaction, collaboration and 

involving themselves  actively  in the process.  A set of skills  are  imparted  to students  and 

nurture critical thinking, scientific temper and creativity  among them that will transfer them into  

lifelong learners and innovators.IQAC has been formed  by the college  which  plays  a  

significant role in  sustaining and enhancing the quality of teaching and learning process. It co-

ordinates and monitors all   activities of the  college. The  IQAC has been defined  in accordance  

with the  guidelines of NAAC and it has been  acting as a change agent  in our great institution. 

The college  has a band of  competant  and dedicated teachers who were  appointed  by the 

Government  through KPSC. New  recruitment was made  by the Government  in 2009. The 

Government  attracts qualified and competant  teachers by way of  offering  2006 new UGC  pay 
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scales with career advancement programmes. New posts  are created  with launching  of new  

courses and combinations. Presently  the college  has  shortage  of teachers  and the deficiency  is 

met  with the  appointment of guest faculty by the principal by taking the prior permission  from 

the  higher authority.Teacher quality is enhanced by way of  offering staff development 

programmes. Teachers  are sent  with permission letter to undergo  orientation and Refresher 

course which is a mandatory for their placement. Teachers  of the college  are more enthusiastic 

to undergo  such  courses  to orient   themselves  towards  the concepts, innovative ideas, 

methods, procedures to be adopted  in teachig. Teachers are inspired  and granted  study leave  to  

participate  and present  research papers in seminars, conferences and workshops to enrich  and 

update their knowledge. A few  teachers attended Teacher Empowerment Training Programme 

organized by  the DCE in march 2012. The teachers  keep abreast of  current   affairs innovate 

ideas, new  publications and  articals which has   a great positive impact  on the learning process. 

 The college  adopts  an effective  evaluation system in which  the students are evaluated  on the 

basis  of tests, assignments, seminars, skill development programme, regularity in attendance. 

Similarly the performance  of teacher  in class room is being  evaluated  by the students. If the 

result of evaluation  is positive , the efforts of teacher will be appreciated. Otherwise  the  

concerned teacher is informed  about  it  to make modification in his/her teaching methods. 

Teacher shall be  required  to make  self-appraisal in the given format  at  year end  and then  the 

principal has to give  his opinion about  his/her attitude, optitude, behaviour and performance.  

Then  it will be  sent  to the superior authority for further  evaluation to  assess the academic 

worthiness of each and every teacher. 

The learning outcomes are determined and  brought to the  notice of teachers  and  

students.Graduate attributes are also  specified by the college  and  make known to all 

stakeholders.   
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CRITERION  III :RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION 

 

When the vision was framed  by the college  the concept of research was kept  in mind and hence  

the Vision  of the college  provides  for promotion of research among the staff and  students. As 

the college  is affiliated  one  it depends  on curriculum being designed  and developed by 

university for all UG courses. Initially the  curriculum for UG courses  did not include  the 

component of  research. Consequently during  the  period  prior to  the first assessment  and 

accreditation of the college  by NAAC the research culture  and temperament was not  imbided  

among students. The college has been  on semester mode since  2004. After   introduction  of 

semester  system by  university the curriculum for all UG courses was  changed drastically. The 

course content  and syllabus content  were re-designed and re-structured under semester system 

by stressing upon  the various  concepts of  research like , scientific, Socio-Economic, Industrial, 

commercial etc. The present curriculum is research  and skill oriented and have social and 

economical relevance. 

A research activity  was taken up by  college  in a fulfledged manner after the introduction  of 

semester  scheme. It is being done  in a phased way. As a prelude to the promotion  of research 

the college  came under  2(f)  and 12(B) of UGC regulation in 2006. As a result  there is   a lot  

of scope  for teachers to take  up research work  under FIP. Many of our teachers  have already  

completed research work and were  awarded doctorate  degrees. Their  knowledge, expertise and 

experiences on research  have been utilized in the college by non- Ph.D  holders who are doing 

research as well as  by students. A lot  of teachers acquired  M.Phil. Some more  teachers have 

enrolled  themselves for  research work have been looking for  good guides. With  this  morethan 

80% of teaching staff  of the college  would be  doctorate degree holders. The college has formed 

UGC committee comprising  of all heads  of the department. It takes  decisions  in respect of 

utilization  of funds  given  by UGC. In fact it also acts  as research committee  to  promote  

research among staff and students. Through this committee and with   the involvement  of all 

teaching staff  an awareness  about the  significance  of research  has been creaed  among 

students. Consistant  efforts have been made  by the  institution in developing  scientific temper, 

research culture and optitude  among students. New pedagogy has been  adopted. New models  

are used  in teaching. Students learn through  interaction, group discussion, seminars. They also  
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learn  with  the help of electronic  resources in computer lab. 

Teachers act as guides for M.Phil and Ph.D candidates.A few  M.Phil candidates were already 

guided by a few teachers of our college who hold  doctorate degrees. A whole lot  of teachers 

enrich  their  research knowledge by attending and presenting UGC sponsored  State/National  

level seminars, conferences and workshops organized by the university and other institutions of 

higher education. Teachers are  in the habit  of  writing articals on their  subjects and  current 

affairs. A few  of them  were  published  in State/National journals. Text and reference  books 

have been  written and published  by teachers on subjects prescribed  by  university for UG 

courses.There are teachers who wrote  and published general books also. Teachers delivered 

guest lectures on specific  topics in  other  institutions and Government departments. 

The students  of BBM would take up project  work  regularly as a part of  their study  which is  

made  mandatory by  university for  award of  Management  degree. They prepare relevant 

topics, visit  industry, Corporate companies, Banks etc to gather data, prepare and submit  project 

reports under   guidance of  the  faculty. The reports will be sent  to University for evaluation. 

The  project is self-funding. Students  are also  involved  in small projects like  socio- Economic 

surveys through NSS at  camp site. The  findings  of  surveys and recommendations are 

communicated  to  officers  of the  revenue department. 

The college has two NSS units with about  200 volunteers. The  institution has taken up social  

responsibility and  renders yeomen services to the  society through NSS, cultural Forum and  

Departmental Forums. Extension activities such as  blood donation camp, women  

empowerment, health and hyeigine and  Aids awareness programmes, social and environment 

awareness, legal and civic  awareness, afforestation programme by  planting saplings and the like 

are organized  regularly through  NSS units, Physical Education Department, Cultural Forum. 

Students were taken  on jathas, rallies on the streets of Channapatna town to  mobilize  funds  

from   public to the victims  of natural  disaster like Sunami on the coastal areas of India, flood in 

the  North Karnataka and the  amount so collected  was sent to  victims through DC in the form 

of demand draft. The  college  is also  providing  consultancy services  to people through  

different  departments at free of cost.   
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CRITERION IV: INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES 

 

  The erstwhile Government First Grade College, Channapatna was started  in 1984 without  a 

building  of its own. It was housed in near by Government Junior college building and the classes 

were  held there itself. The Government constructed a separate building  for  college  and it was  

shifted to present building in 1994. Subsequently the college building  was to be  extended on 

account  of introduction  of new  courses and combinations and increase in  enrolment  of 

students  to all courses offered  by  college. Hence, the building has been  extended by  

constructing  first and second  floor from the  grants  given by the  Government  as well as  MP 

fund. Grants  were also  given  by   UGC under  XI plan for  capacity building. New  block will 

be  constructed  soon  for  which  the Government  has  sanctioned Rs. 90 lakhs. A separate  rest 

room  with all the facilities exclusively for women is coming up from UGC grants. The college  

has  grown  and developed substantially in all its  spheres. At  the same time  there have been  

increase  in  infrastructure facilities which facilitate effective teaching and learning. The 

institution has been trying  to provide  required  facilities for all   activities that include  

curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular. Though there is increase in infrastructure facility, it 

is not  in line with  academic  growth. The college is still  short  of class rooms, separate space  

for important  activities of the college is yet to be provided. It is  due to  sudden increase  in 

students strength during the last four years. The admission of students  to this college at  the 

entry level  is always upward trend. It  has  never dropped in the last ten years. There are two  

noticeable reasons for increase  in number of students i.e. the college  is imparting value based  

and quality education to margianalised  students  of society and  the college has  the added 

advantage  of its location. The student strength has been increased by  approximately 150% from 

the time of  its first assessment and accreditation by NAAC till date. The college  has a computer  

lab  with internet facility, laboratory for each subject of science, increased facilities  in the 

Physical Education Department for students to play indoor  and outdoor  games. The college  has  

made  available  ICT facilities for teaching-learning in computer lab which have been  developed 

and upgraded every time if need arises. The learning resources in library  have been augmented  

by adding wide range of  text books, latest editions, new titles, enclopedia, reference books 

written by  standard authors, subscription  to  national and  international journals. The library is 
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user friendly which motivates students  and staff  to visit   library frequently and use the 

resources  extensively.  The feedback  obtained from  user of library resources is analysed and 

used for  further  improvement of services. 

The automation of   administrative office  of the college  has begun well and  it is in progress. 

The  office is well equipped with computers, internet facility, printers, Xerox machine, Fax. 

Office staff  have been  trained  in basic  computer knowledge , DTP, M.S. word, E-mail, Tally, 

Taking printout. With the  use  of ICT facilities there is  definitely quickness, Transfarency, 

efficiency and effectiveness in performing office work. It reduces  the cost  of operation 

considerably and saves a lot of  time. The automation of library  is yet to start. The college 

ensures allocation and utilization of   available  financial resources for  maintenance and upkeep 

of   facilities such as building, furniture, equipment, computer etc. The maintenance and upkeep 

of building  is the  responsibility  of the  state  PWD. The annual  repairs and  renovations are 

taken up by  it. The college receives maintenance  grants from  Government  every year  for  

maintance of other facilities.The college  will also  make  provision  in the annual budget for 

procurement, upgradation, deployment and maintenance of computer and other  accessories.  
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CRITERION V: STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION 

 

Ours is  a reputed college  in rural area with unique features among all affiliated colleges of 

university. It  attracts large number of students from the lower strata  of the society. The students  

seeking admission to this college  are from  diverse socio-economic background. The 

information regarding admission policy, procedure  and  criteria is disseminated to   prospective  

students through advertisement in local news papers, display on  notice board, personal contact 

and the members of concerned committee.The fee structure adopted by  college  is minimum and  

affordable  to   people.Higher education  has been liberalized  by   Government by fixing lower 

amount  of fees, giving concession and exemptions. Slow learners are identified and taken care 

of by the  concerned  faculty. Advanced learners are further  encouraged to do seminars in class 

room, attend  seminar  and workshop along with faculty, participate in  various competitions in 

and outside the  college, assume leadership roles, keep in touch with resource persons  and 

exposed to new  areas of study. The college caters very well to the  special needs of  physically 

and visually challenged  students by making available  all  facilities they need. The services that 

are provided by  college to these students are ramp facility, easy way to  class room, access to 

library resources, free movement  on the wheel chair,financial assistance  and so on. Special 

attention  is paid to   students from disadvantaged sections of society. Students from SC/ST, 

OBC and economically weaker sections receive scholarship from State and Central Government, 

Minority commission and NGO’s. Central Government also gives scholarship to meritorious 

students. A poor boys fund has also been instituted by  college for providing financial assistance 

to   eligible poor students who do not  get  any scholarship. 

Since  students come from rural area they are  very keen to learn the subject with  intense interest 

and increase their  knowledge and skills. The faculty helps   students to improve their  abilities 

and performance by adopting scientific and innovative method of teaching.The college has  

holistic approach towards  students fraternity and the chief aim of the college  is alround 

development  of student personality i.e. academically, Physicaslly,  morally, socially and so on 

and so forth. This is the Vision of the college too. The students need to  be taught social  

etiquetties which is done by  the entire  staff of the college formally and  even informally. Skill 

Development  Programmes such as spoken English, computer literature, job skills, interview 
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skills, entrepreneurial  skills are organized in the college  by staff as well as  by inviting resource 

persons for  students to develop their innate skills and enrich  their knowledge.The institution 

prepares  students to   the challenges posed by the  competitive world.  The students are oriented 

towards the society and community development and are  made  to realize their roles  to serve 

the community from which they come.They can learn leadership skills and develop their 

personality through NSS. 

The institution has a placement cell which is committed to give better career guidance and 

support to students in getting suitable job according to their  abilities. It trains students in 

employable skills and  sends them for campus selection outside the college and is  trying to  

arrange for campus selection  in the college by inviting corporate companies. A student 

grievance redressal cell is in place addressing the  grievances  of students systematically with the  

help and co-operation of the principal and staff. Students can voice  their grievances  when they 

are in general assembly with the principal  and staff.All types of  counselling services have been 

provided to  students by trained staff in the  counselling centre established for the same 

purpose.Nutritious and hygienic food  is provided  to  students at subsidized rate through  mobile 

canteen on the campus. Various welfare schemes have been  devised by the institution for the 

benefit  of students. The progression of students to further education is tremendous. Higher 

percentage of students join post-graduation courses in M.A. M.Com, MBA and professional 

courses like CA, ICWA,CS etc. Students are taught good virtues like humility, honesty, loyalty, 

co-operative  spirit  etc  through various programmes. It is the speciality of the college.    
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CRITERION VI : GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 

 

The Government First Grade College, Channapatna has been in existence for nearly three 

decades catering  to higher educational needs of students   who come  from  diverse Socio-

Economic  background. The students  who seek  admission to this college are mostly from the 

lower strata of the society.The Government  has dedicated this college to give social justice, 

ensure equity, empowerment  of downtrodden people especially  women through quality higher 

education in all branches.Our college  got committed to this noble cause from the very 

beginning. So, it  aims at  TQM through good governance and  effective  leadership. Our college  

has a great  vision  for  future and has been  trying to achieve  an excellence of high order by  

constantly improving the quality  of educational services.The  vision, mission and goals and 

objectives of the institution are clearly stated in the pre-amble of the college and are brought to 

the notice of  all stakeholders. The  mission statement  defines  the role of the institution in 

addressing the needs of society as well as  students it would seek to  serve by focusing on value 

orientation. 

Our college comes under the  administrative control of Collegiate Education, Government of 

Karnataka and  academic  control by Bangalore University. The activities  of  college  are  

governed  and monitored regulary by   higher officers of  the Collegiate Education. The principal 

is the head of the institution. The  college has  Grade II principal in whom  a good leadership has 

been found. The guidelines  issued  by Government  and university are strictly followed for 

smooth running of the college.The institution is run by democratic principles and participative 

management.The stakeholders are often consulted and their views will be incorporated  in 

plans.Meetings are held frequently in which  all internal stakeholders would participate  and the 

decisions will be taken  through consensus.All are involved by the principal in designing and 

implementing quality policy and plans. Action plans  are chalked out at the beginning of every 

year and implemented  to achieve  the goals  and objectives of the institution. 

The college has a very good organization and management as the principles of  scientific  

management  are being employed to fulfil the stated  mission.The committee  form of  

organization is in vogue. Different  committees  are constituted  every year  by the  principal to 

carry out the academic  and  administrative  activities systematically which eventually leads to 
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smooth  and efficient  running   of the institution. Constitution of committees leads to  grooming 

of leadership at various levels. The faculties especially the younger generation can develop 

leadership qualities  being the convenors, members of different committees to perform assigned  

responsibilities. 

Ours is  a large  growing  institution of higher  education with  13 departments including 

languages. PG courses  in three subjects will be  started  from this year. Each department  has 

been  given  operational autonomy to the extent possible  to improve the quality  of teaching and 

learning.All departments work  in co-ordination with each other.Decentralized Governance 

system  is being followed. 

The  activities  of  college  are reviewed  at the year end. The feedback about  the institutional 

performance is collected, analyzed and  the outcome  is used for further  improvement. 

The College Development Council (CDC)  has ben formed  in the  college which is headed by 

local MLA.It is the highest  decision making body  at the college level.Meetings  will be  

conducted whenever  required  to take  decisions. Two meetings  were held in the last year and 

discussed  upon  various issues.The resolutions  passed  by   council have been implemented.The 

members of the council often come to  college and monitor  college activities. 

The college is on the mode of autonomous status. There is a  proposal before  the Government  to 

grant  autonomous status to some Government colleges.Our college  would also be  given 

autonomous  status definitely as it is the  most potential one  at    taluk level. 

The growth and development of  the institution  has been  remarkable  in the last ten years.The 

strength  of students  has grown from 957 in  2002-03 to 2452 in 2012-13. There has  also been 

proportionate  increase  in   number  of teaching and non-teaching staff as well as the basic  

facilities needed for teaching and learning. There was  a need for an appropriate mechanism to 

address the grievances of internal stakeholders.The institution has created a very good workable 

mechanism to  receive, analyse  and to take steps  to redress the grievances for promoting better 

stakeholder relationship. The  grievances are redressed then and there without  any delay.On 

account  of this  there is  cordial relationship between stakeholders which facilitates the  teaching 

and learning process to a greater extent. 

Over the years  the institution  emphasized the need for  faculty  empowerment programmes. 

Sincere efforts were made  to enhance  the professional development  of  both teaching and non-
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teaching staff.Teachers were deputed  to attend  teacher’s empowerment training programme  

conducted by the department,Orientation and Refresher courses, seminars, conferences and 

workshops  and presented papers.Teachers are allowed  to take up  research work in their 

respective subjects.Senior  teachers received  training in administration at ATI, Mysore.Non-

teaching staff  have been  trained  in administrative skills, computer languages and application 

and use of ICT facilities. 

The Institutional annual budget is prepared  and sent to  Government  through the  department. 

The college  is getting  grants from Government  for all activities as per the  budget.Grants were 

also  received  from   UGC for capacity building.The  funds given by  Government  and UGC 

have been  spent  wisely, judiciously strictly as per   guidelines  and ensured  transparency.All 

purchases were  made  through  purchase committee only.  College accounts  are maintained  

meticulously which are again subject to  internal and external audit. Annual audit is done 

regularly. There have been  no major  audit  objections so far. Audit by  university and 

Accountant General will improve  the  work efficiency of  non-teaching  staff and tone up the 

administration.  
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CRITERION VII : INNOVATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES 

 

Our institution  has been recognized  as one of the  most potential institutions  of higher education 
in rural area by  external stakeholders. It has been fulfilling the desires and aspirations  of socially 
and economically deprived students  from this locality in its long journey  of providing  value 
based  higher education  in all branches.This institution  is indeed a ray of hope  to such hapless 
students.It  has been  on its  onward  march  towards quality and excellence eversince  it came into  
being in 1984 especially  when it got assessed and accredited  by NAAC in 2003.Much 
importance  has been  given  to promotion  of healthy  environment  on the college campus.There 
has been  a very good academic environment  which has  positive  impact  on  functioning  of the 
college.Persistant efforts  have been made  to introduce  innovations in teaching  prescribed 
curriculum effectively.The college has a band of  qualified, competent and committed teachers 
who are  willing to  contribute  towards realizing the institutional objectives.New pedagogy  has 
been adopted  by teachers to improve student learning. Teachers  are inquisitive in nature and 
would also always like to  change  the method of teaching so frequently which they acquire  
through training and attending seminars and workshops for the  sake of students  in order to  
enable them to learn  in a better way.Many measures were so far taken to introduce best practices 
which served as complementary  in performing academic activities in a better way which have 
strengthened the standards of the institution.Students are sensitized and exposed to new areas of 
study and enrich their knowledge and experiences with innovative ideas and new concepts 
through the  sincere efforts  of teachers.Learning is made  enjoyable  by students  through  
adopting best practices.Innovative programmes have been organized  in the college  periodically 
to promote the  interest  of students and help them to  improve  their level of  performance. 
Internal quality  is being assured  with the establishment of   IQAC which takes measures to 
sustain and enhance quality on a regular basis. IQAC is playing   a leading role  to bring out the 
change  in  internal activities  of the college  for  betterment of students community.Creativity  is 
nurtured among students by giving  them ample opportunities to showcase their latent talents in 
cultural events, writing and displaying articles in  college  and wall magazine, physical activities, 
extension and outreach activities.Students have amazing  campus  experiences as they are learning 
through computer and internet, ICT facilities, attending brain storming sessions, skill development 
programmes etc. Social activities and surveys are  conducted through NSS units.The college 
would become  research centre with introduction of  PG courses in three subjects.The 
environment  on the campus is  Eco-friendly. 
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CRITERIA-WISE REPORT 
CRITERION I : CURRICULAR ASPECTS  

1.1 Curriculum planning and implementation 

1.1.1 State the vision, mission and objectives of the institution, and describe 

how these are communicated to the students, teachers, staff and other 

stakeholders.  

VISION 

“ To be a quality centre for teaching and learning of social, ethical, moral and human 

values all through  the perennial streams of higher education and social research by 

recognizing the inherent  strengths of students hailing from backward villages of 

channapatna taluk and other  areas and giving them  ample  opportunities to promote 

themselves to the higher standards of life with firm commitment  to render  self-less 

service to the society and the nation in times of need ”. 

MISSION 

“ Provide a strong edifice  for imparting quality education to the rural students  

through   excellent  and competent teaching by dedicated and committed  staff at an 

affordable cost thereby achieving  the National goal of balanced regional 

development ”. 

OBJECTIVES 

 Imparting knowledge and skills through quality teaching 

 To provide  an excellent  personal and academic counselling 

 To harness the students  potentiality through coordinated efforts and personal 

attention 

 Inculcation of personality development  traits. 

 Extra coaching and remedial classes for weaker  students 

 To sharpen the skills needed for modern and competitive business world 

 To train students  with practical knowledge 
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 Venturing of students  into right vocations, professional and entrepreneurship 

through excellent career guidance. 

 To bring out graduates of excellence, competence, good character and 

integrity. 

                                 

1.1.2 How does the institution develop and deploy action plans for effective      

implementation of the curriculum? Give details  of the process and  

substantiate through specific examples. 

Effective implementation  of curriculum designed, developed and prescribed by  the 

affiliating university  is the academic responsibility of the institution since it is  a core 

activity.This is  often realized by  the institution and acts upon  its  effective  

implementation  in all possible ways by strictly adhering to  the norms  and guidelines 

of the university besides chalking out action plans.It has been the usual practice to 

hold a meeting of  staff council in the beginning of each and every year in which  a 

detailed discussion about  what and how  action plans  would be chalked out for 

proper and effective  implementation of  curriculum.The inputs  given  by  each 

faculty are noted and discussed  upon its merits and demerits and  the better one   with 

greater advantages will be selected collectively and included in  action plans  as vital  

components.Immediately after this  reasonable  and  tenable action plans  are 

developed and  deployed  as per the requirements of  the semester system.IQAC plays  

a significant  role  in preparing action plans.It guides and coordinates activities  

throughout the year. 

 

1.1.3 What type of support  (procedural and practical ) do the teachers receive 

(from   the University and /or institution ) for effectively translating the 

curriculum and improving teaching practices? 

The University Act laysdown the procedure  for designing and developing curriculum 

for all prescribed  courses and programmes.  According to the procedure  the 

curriculum has to be  developed by the  university by constituting  statutory body 

called BOS. The board  is headed by  a  chairperson and has other members who are 
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academicians  and  subject experts in the respective  field. The senior  teachers  of the 

college  have been appointed  as members  of the board by the university.  The 

curriculum developed by  the University  will be implemented by the  college. The 

college  has committed  teaching staff with positive  bent of mind . The teachers are 

inclined  to adopt innovative teaching  methods. Healthy teaching practices  have also 

been followed by  teachers  in teaching of curriculum. The university is organizing  

seminars  and workshops on  all subjects  to have a detailed  discussion over the  

syllabus content. The teachers  of our college  are deputed  to participate  in them. 

During  the deliberations  the procedural matters  in respect  of curriculum, the method 

of teaching,the issues to be covered and objectives of the  curriculum are discussed in 

detail. The doubts if any, as to the implementation of the curriculum are also being 

clarified. Above all  teachers of the college  are in regular touch with  the members of  

BOS, eminent personalities and other institutions.  The teachers obtain  useful inputs 

and suggestions from these personalities and  apply them scientifically for translating  

the   curriculum which also  influences the teaching practices in the college. Thus the  

teachers receive  procedural and  practical support from the university and other 

institutions for effectively translating the curriculum and influencing teaching 

practices for the benefit of  students community at  large. The  university  will also 

send  circulars making clarifications  about the  various issues  of the curriculum and 

this in turn  will be  termed  as procedural support extended  by the  university  to   

teachers of the college. 

 

1.1.4 Specify the initiatives taken up or contributions made by the institution 

for  effective  curriculum delivery and transaction on the curriculum 

provided by the affiliating university or other statutory agency. 

Since the college is  an affiliated one the curriculum prescribed by  the university  has 

to be followed. The institution  is committed to innovation and has quest for 

excellence. In this  background  the institution  would  always  focus on   achieving  

curriculum objectives that necessistates the need to  take  initiatives for effective  

curriculum delivery and transaction  on the curriculum provided  by the  affiliating  

university. So, many initiatives  have been taken  consistently for the  purpose of 
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delivery  of curriculum effectively and efficiently and also  make  sure that the 

transactions occur in a logical and sequential manner as per the  schedule.The  college  

has to its  credit  a band of qualified , competent  and committed  teaching fraternity 

rendering  services  having  no regard to self  in the process of effective curriculum 

delivery.Information technology  is being applied in the process.Teachers employ 

empirical method  in teaching.Computer aided  with internet  facilities facilitates  the 

process of  curriculum delivery.Teachers participate in  FDP, ETP and HRDP 

regularly which enable  them to  update  and enrich their  knowledge  and develop 

new teaching skills. They also  attend  workshops in related  subject when the  

curriculum is revised.Good academic  environment  and harmonious  relationship 

between  prime stake holders contribute to effective  curriculum delivery. 

  

1.1.5 How does  the institution  network  and interact with  beneficiaries such 

as industry, research bodies and  the  university in effective 

operationalisation of the curriculum? 

The institution has  carved  its own  niche  in Higher Education. It has been  imparting  

qualitative education to the students  belonging to first generation learners. Eversince  

the inception the college  has  gradually started  developing  its own network with  

external stakeholders of higher education. The growth  of institution  academically has 

been phenomenon in the last five years. The institution has  undertaken measures  for  

effective  operationalisation of the curriculum by  developing network and interacting  

with  beneficiaries of higher education such as Industry, research bodies, University 

and others.  Through interaction  the inputs  will be obtained  from these bodies  for 

curricular enrichment. The  institution  will obtain feedback from these  stakeholders 

and it will be  analysed and used  for effective  operationalisation  of the curriculum. 

The college  organizes  various programmes  to which  the eminent personalities  from 

the above bodies  will be invited. ICT devices are being used  for  continuous 

interacton which facilitates the  effective  operatonalisation of curriculum. 
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1.1.6 What are the contributions  of the institution  and / or its staff members  

to the  development  of the curriculum by the  university ? (number  of 

staff members /departments represented  on the Board  of Studies , 

student feedback, teacher  feedback  stakeholder feedback  provided, 

specific  suggestions etc. 

The curricula  is designed  and developed  by the university  through the BOS. The 

university  constitutes  BOS for different subjects . It consists of  senior  most  

teachers, subject experts  and academicians from different affiliated colleges  and 

academic institutions. Senior teachers  of the college  become  the members of the 

board. The college takes special initiateves  and makes  valuable contributions  in 

curricula  design  and development process. The college  has a separate  teachers 

council. It is the  highest  academic body  in the college  which is empowered  to have  

a discussions  over the  syllabus . The curricula  will be  placed  in the council  

meeting  and the views  expressed  by the  staff  over the curricula  will be sent to the 

BOS at the university  level through  the representatatives  of the college  who happen 

to be the  members  of the board . Thus, the opinions of the college council  gets  

reflected  in the syllabus. A database  has also been  developed by the college  for 

dissemination of  information  for various academic purposes. For this purpose  the 

college  has developed  the healthy  practice  of collecting feedback  from  faculty , 

students , alumni, employees  and academic peers  and communicates  the  same  to 

the statutory  academic  bodies  for inclusion  in the syllabus. In addition  to that  the  

institution  has also constituted  the college development council(CDC) headed by 

local MLA. The CDC comprises  of academicians , industrialists, entreprenuurs, 

social activists and other  known knowledgeble  persons  as members  whose opinions 

about the  course content  will also be  considered  and sent  to the statutory body  for 

inclusion  in the curicula. Thus, the college  actively participates  in curriculum design 

and development  process by sending  agenda  items  to the statutory  academic body. 
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1.1.7 Does the  institution  develop curriculum for any of the courses  offered 

(other than those under the purview of the affiliating university) by it? If 

yes, give details  on the  process (needs assessment , design, development 

and planning) and  the courses  for which  the curriculum has been 

developed. 

No. The college does not  offer its own courses. The institution offers only those  

courses  which have been  prescribed  by the University. The designing, developing  

and planning  of the curriculum are being done  by the university for the courses 

offered  by it. So, the  designing and developing of curriculum by the   institution 

independently does not arise at all. 

 

1.1.8 How does institution analyse/ensure that the stated objectives of 

curriculum are achieved in the course of implementation. 

The institution offers  UG courses in Arts, Commerce, Management and Science. 

University regulations  pertaining to  these courses are strictly followed.Courses and 

curriculum objectives  have been framed by the university which need to be  analysed  

by the faculty members in related subjects and communicate the same  to the students  

throughout  the course duration.The basic objectives  of curriculum are  to prepare  

students  to take up  higher education to become  business scientists, administrative 

officers, scientific researchers, entrepreneurs, consultants and teachers with core 

competancies, interdisciplinary and holistic approach with a focus on social 

responsibility and ecological sustainability.These core objectives shall be achieved 

through textual teaching in class room, co and extra-curricular activities.Good virtues 

are taught  to the  students  besides grooming leadership among them  in the course of  

implementation of curriculum.Ours is  a quality institution in terms of achieving the 

stated  curriculum objectives. 
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1.2 Academic Flexibility 

1.2.1 Specifying  the goals  and objectives  give details  of  the 
certificate/diploma/ skill development  courses etc., offered  by the 
institution. 

 The college is undergraduate one . It only offers  undergraduate courses  such as BA, 

B.Com, BBM and B.SC. B.SC course was offered  from  the very beginning  of the  

college  and  was  discontinued  ten years back. It was  re-started  two years ago . New  

programme  options have been  introduced  in B.SC course. At present  there are  

many programme options  available  to  students  in all courses. The students  have 

options  to choose  any  programme  of their interest. Degrees  will be  awarded  only 

in  under graduate courses. The college  has proposed  to start  post-graduate  courses 

in  Kannada, Economics and history  from  the  academic  year  2013-14. The Govt. 

has  already  given  permission  for starting  post-graduate  courses. Certificate  and 

Diploma courses are not yet  offered by  the  college. There is  a great  demand  for 

these  courses  at present . There  are  plans to start  these courses in due course.  

 

1.2.2 Does the institution  offer programmes  that facilitate  twinning/dual 
degree? If yes, give details. 

No. The college does not  offer  programmes  that facilitate  twinning / dual degree. 

The  college  is affiliated  to Bangalore University.  There is no provision for such  

programmes  as per the norms and regulations of the university. 

 

1.2.3 Give details on the various institutional provisions with reference to 
academic flexibility  and  how  it  has  been  helpful  to  students  in  terms  
of  skills development, academic mobility, progression to higher studies 
and improved potential for employability  

 Range of Core /Elective options offered by the University and those  

opted by the college 

 Choice Based  Credit System and range of subject options 

 Courses offered in modular form 

 Credit transfer and accumulation facility 
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 Lateral and vertical mobility within and across programmes and courses 

 Enrichment courses. 

The college has created necessary provisions with reference to  academic    flexilibity 

which is  helpful to students to imbide skills to go in for  higher studies and improve 

potential  for employability.Four UG courses are offered  by the college  at present 

which provide academic flexibility to students. Students have wider options in 

choosing  any programme  according to their  interest and abilities. 

Core options are available to students at UG level and these are  governed by rules and 

regulations  of university.Affiliating university  has diversified core options  in the 

form of UG/PG degree. 

Core options offered by the college are  

i. BA-History,Economics, Sociology 

ii. B.Com –As per Bangalore university guidelines 

iii. BBM - As per Bangalore university guidelines 

iv. B.Sc - Physics, Chemistry, Botany 

The university has prescribed  non-core subjects as compulsory papers to students  of 

all courses at UG level.The college is offering  elective options along with  core 

options as per  the regulations  of university.There are many groups of elective 

subjects in each course which make students to have wider choice in 

selection.Elective groups  offered by university and college  are  

a) BA-Political Science, Sociology, Optional Kannada, Optional English 

b) B.Com-Accounting and Taxation, Finance,Marketing,Information and 

Technology,Human Resource,Banking and Insurance 

c) BBM- Finance,Marketing ,Human Resource,International Business and 

Information and technology 

d) B.Sc-Mathematics and Zoology 

There is vertical mobility at the UG level. Students having  passed PUC  science can 

opt any of  B.Sc, B.Com, BBM and BA courses. Students having passed  PUC Arts 
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can opt any of BA,BCom and BBM courses.Students having passed PUC commerce 

can opt any of Bcom, BBM and BA courses.Student who has studied job oriented 

subjects in PUC can be given  admission to BA orBCom or BBM.Student who has 

passed diploma with secretarial practice  can be admitted  directly to II BCom. 

There are no separate enrichment courses for students.But students enrichment has 

become an integral part of  present curricula.Core and non-core subjects  introduced 

by university and college are skill oriented.This apart the institution  has started 

comprehensive Skill Development Programme(CSDP) to impart  various skills to 

students.Workshops and seminars  in various subjects are conducted  from time to 

time  to enrich student knowledge.Personality development programme and  spoken 

English classes  are also held   often for students to enrich their knowledge and 

develop skills so as  to improve potentiality for employability. 

 

1.2.4 Does the institution offer self-financed programmes? If yes, list them and 
indicate how they differ from other programmes, with reference to 
admission, curriculum, fee structure, teacher qualification,salary etc.  

The self-financed programme are not  run by the institution 

 

1.2.5 Does the college provide additional skill oriented programmes, relevant to 
regional and global employment markets? If yes provide details of such 
programme and the beneficiaries.  

Yes. The chief aim of the institution is to help  students to acquire  basic skills 

while teaching curricula. The institution has made efforts to introduce  skill 

oriented programme over the years. Quite a majority  of students studying  in this 

college  are first generation learners. The students are potential and intelligents but 

they lack some skills  required for the employment markets.  They need to be 

inculcated  necessary skills required for job  markets. The requirements of job 

markets are changing continuously. The students should  equip themselves to face 

the challenges posed by the competitive world. Keeping this in mind the institution 

took initiatives  in providing skill oriented programmes which are relevant to the 

regional, national and global employment  markets. Various programmes are 

prescribed by the university  at undergraduate level. The university has been 
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effecting changes in all programmes frequently so as to prescribe skill oriented 

programmes which are socially more relevant. Further,  at the college level some 

more concepts are included for making the programme skill oriented. In addition to 

teaching  of  curricula, the personality development programmes, skill development 

programme, brain storming sessions, spoken English classes, students counseling 

are conducted regularly through which the students will be able to learn skills 

needed for employment  markets. Through all this  the college has  virtually 

converted all programmes as students oriented programmes.  

 

1.2.6   Does the university provide for the flexibility of combining the conventional face 
–to- face and Distance Mode of Education for students to  choose the 
courses/Combination of their choice? If yes, how does the institution take 
advantage of such provision for the benefit of students?  
No.The college is offering only Undergraduate  courses like BA, B.Com,BBM and 

B.Sc as per the regulations of university. The students may seek admissions to any 

of these courses of their interest.The distance mode of education is not offered by 

the institution.The conventional Undergraduate courses can not be combined with 

the distance mode of education.The university rules do not provide for this.The 

students are not allowed to pursue the conventional Undergraduate course along 

with distance mode of education.The university does not provide the flexibility of 

combining the conventional face to face and distance mode of education for 

students to make use of the combination of courses they are interested in.  

 

1.3 Curriculum Enrichment 

1.3.1 Describe the efforts made by the institution to supplement  the 
university’s Curriculum  to ensure that the academic programmes and  
institution’s goals and objectives are integrated. 

The academic programmes introduced by the college are  consistant with the goals 

and objectives of the college. The college is affiliated to  Bangalore University. The  

academic programmes are prescribed by the university.The college has chosen the 

programmes  which are relevant to the present needs of the society.The curricula 

for each subject of programme has been designed and developed by the respective 
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board of studies (BOS) constituted by the University periodically.The senior and 

experienced teachers  of the college are appointed  as members of the board by the 

university on a rotaion basis. These teachers attend board meetings convened by 

the chairpersons of respective boards and give suggestions  in developing curricula 

in their subjects.The curricula developed by the BOS is being adopted by the 

college  in toto.The curricula  is subject to revision from time  to time for 

incorporating the changing needs of the environment. At the college level some 

more aspects relevant to the society are also included in the curricula  as per the 

goals and objectives of the college so as to make it to be more effective and 

motivating to students.Very recently the university has prescribed  non-core 

subjects  such as environmental studies ,Indian constitution and computer 

fundamentals which are made compulsory  to the students of all UG courses.It 

enables  students to know the importance of ecology  and environment ,value 

orientation and ICT. The concepts of ICT are included in the curricula which help  

students to acquire  new skills required to meet the demands of present job market . 

Most of the students of the college are less privileged  and disadvantaged one. Such 

students are guided  constantly by the committed  staff in understanding  curricula  

and acquiring the skills which leads to all-round development of their 

personality.The curricula designed  and developed is relevant to the society  and 

based on developmental needs. A care has been taken by the institution to make the 

curricula  accessible to disadvantaged,equity,self development, community and 

national development, ecology and environment,value orientation,employment and 

ICT.   

 

1.3.2 What are the efforts made by the institution to modify, enrich and 
organize the curriculum to explicitly reflect  the experiences of the 
students and cater to needs of the dynamic employment market?  

The university has introduced  semester system at UG level in 2004.Consequently 

new vibrant subjects with dynamic curriculum have been  prescribed for all 

courses.The course content   has been revised  periodically so as to  facilitate 

students  to acquire  basic skills. Sincere efforts have been made  at the college 

level to modify, enrich and organize curriculum to cater to needs  of dynamic 
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employment market. New concepts  relevant to the curriculum have been 

integrated.Teachers are deputed  continually to participate  in empowerment 

training, seminars,workshops,conferences,OP, RC, HRDP to learn new 

knowledge and skills and develop the same  among students.Special lectures, 

workshops,personality development, spoken English, creativity, group discussion, 

industrial tours, project work, skill development are conducted  regularly which 

add up to the  curriculum to explicitly reflect  the experiences of students and cater 

to needs of present employment market.Our college is situated on the highway 

between Bangalore and Mysore which happens to be the hub of  employment 

opportunities.Hence,our students  most of the time  visit  library and keenly go 

through the news papers of national and international editions.At the  same time  

we send  our students  to  participate  in Udyoga Mela.We  as faculty   in the 

subjects teach and give  such information which as and when we come across the 

topics  in the curriculum.We also  enrich studens by making them aware through  

advertisements in the TV channels.  

 

1.3.3 Enumerate the efforts  made by the institution to integrate the cross 
cutting issues such as  Gender, Climate change, Environmental 
Education, Human Rights, ICT etc., into the curriculum?  

Great efforts  have been made  to enrich  curriculum with new concepts.It has been 

modified to the extent possible in order to  integrate the cross  cutting  issues such 

as gender, climate change, environment education, Human Rights, ICT etc. 

Teachers have been trained profusely to expose students and to create an awareness 

among them about these issues.Teachers empower and equip themselves to address  

these issues while teaching curriculum.Ours is  a co-education college  having 67% 

of girl students.A women cell has been in place  which has organized various 

programmes with regard to gender sensitization.The faculty members enrich 

students  with their  knowledge  regarding climate change  and its effects on 

environment.NSS units  organize  programmes  with  regard to  environment 

education, health related aspects, Human Rights.Experts are invited  to the college  

frequently to address these  issues to  students and staff. Students and staff are 

encouraged  to make use of ICT facilities in teaching and learning.Audio-visual 
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tools are being used in the process of education.These are part of our curriculum. 

 

1.3.4 What are the various value-added courses/enrichment programmes 
offered to ensure  holistic development of students?  

   moral and ethical values  

   employable and life skills  

   better career options 

   community orientation 

The vision of the institution has been to provide value based higher education to  

students. The institution will always ensure  holistic  development  of students by 

offering enrichment  programmes. The institution has taken measures internally for 

curricular enrichment  and introducing changes. Internally  the curricular is based 

on value orientation, self development , community development,national 

development  and employment. The value frame work designed by the NAAC has 

been adopted by the institution for inculcating values among the students of Higher 

Education. The institution’s  wish is that the curricula must be based on moral and 

ethical  values, employable and life skills, better career paths and community 

orientation.The vision of the institution is teaching and learning social, ethical, 

moral and other human values through the streams of Higher Education. 

Value added courses 

 Computer Fundamentals 

 Environmental Studies 

 Indian Constitution 

 Comprehensive Skill Development Programmes (CSDP) 

 

1.3.5 Citing a few examples enumerate on the extent of use of the feedback 
from stakeholders in enriching the curriculum?  

The college involves  all stakeholders in its activities for successful 

operation.Hence, the leadership is in constant  touch with them who are the 

beneficiaries of higher education.Involvement of stakeholders  helps a lot in 
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enriching curriculum.There is a mechanism to obtain feedback from them  on all 

activities including curriculum.The feedback so collected  on curriculum will be 

analysed systematically and the outcome used  to a larger extent  for its 

enrichment.Ideas and suggestions given by them are incorporated into curriculum 

designed by university.Many examples can be quoted here to the  extent of  use of  

feedback in enriching the curriculum.Teacher empowerment training programme 

and activities leading to  student enrichment which are complementary to 

curricular activities are conducted  on a regular basis.Both teachers and students 

should be  exposed to  external activities  rather than  always being  confined to  

class room teaching. On the analysis and  use of feedback it is found that  textual 

learning is not enough.The teachers should  impart practical knowledge, skills, 

values, abilities to the students  and instill confidence to face the problems boldy 

posed by the present complex  competitive  job market.   

 

1.3.6 How does the institution monitor and evaluate the quality of its 
enrichment programmes?  

The institution took initiatives in organizing enrichment programmes in a planned 

way to achieve its mission.At the same time  steps are being taken  to ensure  that 

the programmes  would be  conducted  in such a manner that  it will  help students 

to acquire additional knowledge and develop comprehensive skills which are 

complementary to curriculum.In this  background, the college  always  focuses on 

monitoring and evaluating the  programmes  in terms of quality.As the 

decentralized system  of governance is followed various committees comprising of 

teachers and administrative personnel are constituted every year which are 

entrusted with the responsibilities  of conducting programmes.The principal, 

HODs and IQAC monitor and evaluate  them and give suggestions to improve the 

quality of programmes.Apart from this the faculties  in related subjects hold tests, 

seminars and give assignments to the students  from time to time  which also helps  

in monitoring the progress of the  planned series  of events. 
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1.4 Feedback System 

1.4.1 What are  the contributions  of the institution in the design and 

development of the curriculum prepared by the university? 

The Board  of  Studies for designing and developing  curriculum  is constituted by 

the university  for all departments.The senior teachers  from undergraduate colleges 

become the members of Board. The senior teachers of our college also  are on 

Board as members. The teachers attend the meetings convened by the Boards and 

give constructive suggestions  in designing  curricula. Teachers who are not 

members  are also allowed to give  suggestions  to design  curricula. Information 

through  seminars and workshops  has been passed on to  the university  to upgrade  

the topics and subjects  to be introduced  by the university. 

 

1.4.2 Is there  a formal mechanism to obtain feedback  from students and 

stakeholders on curriculum? If yes, how is it communicated to the 

University   and   made   use   internally   for   curriculum   enrichment   

and introducing changes/new programmes  

Yes.The college obtains  feedback  from  all stakeholders  of higher education. 

The college  has developed  a system  through which  the feed back  is obtained  

automatically. The feedback so obtained  will be used for  continuous 

improvement . Meetings of academicians, experts and  knowledgeable  persons  

will be conducted  at an appropriate time  so often  to discuss  the feedback in 

detail. Besides , the feedback so obtained  will be placed  for discussion  at length  

in  seminars and workshops.  The suggestions given in the meeting and the 

proceedings of  seminars  and workships will be forwarded to the statutory bodies 

at the university level for  appropriate  inclusion through  the members of board. 

 

1.4.3 How many new programmes/courses were introduced by the institution 

during the last four years? What was the  rationale for introducing new 

courses/programmes?  

The institution has been introducing  new programmes periodically to meet the 
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requirements  of aspiring students. Two  programmes were  introduced  during the 

last seven  years. BBM was introduced  in 2006. B.Sc course was introduced 

during the year 2010-11. Two combinations  such as PCM  and  CBZ are offered 

by the  institution in B.Sc course.The rationale for introducing this new course was 

to fulfil the demand for science education.The need for science education has arisen 

out of growing demand  for scientific research in the country.The science education 

is a pre-requisite  for the conduct of scientific research and  innovation in the 

country. The promotion of science is the need of the hour. In this background the 

Government has  taken initiative in promoting science education in the state.In 

pursuance of the Government policy for promoting science education,the 

institution took initiative for introducing science course. Many more combinations 

will be introduced  in B.Sc course in due course. 

 

FOR RE- ACCREDITATION: 
 

1. What were  the  evaluative observations made under Curricular Aspects in the 

previous assessment report and how they have been acted upon. 

 The following  evaluative observations were made by NAAC peer team during  its 

visit  to the college  for first accreditation and also made  recommendations for 

further growth and development. 

 The peer team  appreciated the vision  of the founder  to impart quality  

higher education to the students  coming from backward villages at an affordable 

cost. 

 The team noted  and commended that the college  is striving  for the 

upliftment of   the socio-economic, educational and cultural development  of the 

rural society in the peripheral of a metropolis. 

 It is necessary that  the college  may gradually switch over to semester system 

with the choice based credit system and sufficient  elective  options for adequate 

horizontal mobility to its students. The History course may be interlinked with 

tourism and fieldwork like visit to Historical Monuments. 
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 Recommended introduction of BBM, Computer Science and other basic 

sciences like Chemistry, Physics and Bio-Technology in degree course, Post-

Graduate Courses in Kannada, History, Political Science and Commerce and 

Management, Evening courses with vacational training, Vacational course with 

job-potentials i.e. need based courses be started, Diploma and certificate courses in 

vocational subjects, appropriate bridge courses may be designed  for the  benefit  

of students of different  academic disciplines. 

 

Steps taken by the  college  to fulfil the observations and implement  the   

recommendations made by the peer team  in its  Previous Assessment Report. 

 The first two observations are positive. The peer team  extolled the efforts of 

the founder and the college administration to impart  quality higher  education and 

striving  for alround  development  of rural society in this area. We thank the 

members of the peer team for extolling. 

 The system of  higher education  has been completely changed. The college  

has switched over to semester system  from annual  system of education. There 

have been  drastic changes in Curricular activities with  the introduction  of 

semester  scheme since 2004. The new system  offers  sufficient  elective options  

for adequate  horizontal  mobility to the students. So far as  Horizontal Mobility  is 

concerned  the students  of Arts and Science  discipline  can study  B.Com or 

BBM at Under Graduate level and M.Com or MBA at Post-Graduate level. 

 Efforts are being made by the college  to interlink  the subject History with 

the  Tourism concept. It will be  introduced soon. Athough, a Heritage  club has 

been  formed  three  years ago  being funded by the government. History students  

become  members of the Club. It involves  other students as well for collection 

and dissemination of informations  about Historical Monuments. The major  

activities  of the club  are, arranging  programmes  on the college  campus  and  

taking  students  to the  field work, on Historical tour and visit to Historical 

Monuments. 

 Sincere efforts  were made  by the college  to introduce  new courses  soon 
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after  the first Accreditation as  recommended  by the  peer team. The desire  of 

local students  for management education was fulfilled  with the introduction of  

BBM Course in 2006. The BBM course  has strengthened  the commerce 

education and is being efficiently managed by the  Commerce Department.A new 

combination, HEE(History, Economics and Optional English) in Arts discipline 

was also  introduced  in the same year  encouraging  students  to study  the 

subjects  in English  Media. 

 Pertinent efforts  have been  made  by  the college  to start  Post-Graduate  

Courses. A  CDC(College Development Council) meeting was held  under the 

presidentship  of local MLA in which  a resolution  was passed  to start  Post-

Graduate  courses  in Kannada, History, Economics, Polical Science  and 

Commerce and Management and  the same was sent to the Government  for 

approval. But the Government  has accorded approval  for PG Courses  in 

Kannada, History and Economics. Intake has already been allotted by the 

university for each course and  the courses  will commence positively from  the  

academic  year  2013-14. Teachers with Doctorate degrees  in concerned subjects 

have been  appointed  as Co-ordinators. 

 It is a matter of  pride  to report  here that  the Government  has identified  our 

college as Community College. The proposals  for starting  Certificate  Courses  in 

vocational  subjects have been prepared  and sent  to the  Government  for 

approval. Courses with vocational  training  will commence soon 

  

2. What are the other  quality sustenance and enhancement  measures undertaken by 

the institution since the previous assessment and accreditation with regard    to  

Curricular Aspects? 

The institution has taken  the following  quality sustenance  and enhancement  

measures since  the previous  assessment  and Accreditation with regard to  

Curricular Aspects. 

 IQAC has been formed  and is performing  well. It is pro-active. 

 Computer lab has been established  with broad band  internet  facilities and  
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used by students  to learn  basic computer knowledge and develop soft skills 

required  for job markets. Lab is also used by  teachers. 

 The wings of higher education  have been widened  by introducing  new 

courses  and combinations in Under Graduate  degree courses. PG courses will 

commence soon. 

 Some teachers  have undergone “Teachers Training  in students conselling” 

conducted through NIMHANS, Bangalore. 

 Most of the teachers  have participated  and presented papers in seminars, 

workshops, conferences, symposia and the like. 

 A few  teachers  have published  books, written articles in journals of  

national repute. 

 Special guest lectures  were arranged  departmental wise by inviting  resource 

persons from university, Industry, and neighbouring colleges. 

 The teachers conduct  regularly  seminars by students, skill development 

programme on each subject, group discussion, given assignment on topics 

covered, workshop to assess  the ability of students in grasping and understanding  

subjects. 

 Students are regularly taken on education  tour, industrial visit  and Historical 

tour and expose them to the fieldwork  and practical study. 

 Spoken English classes,personality development programmes, Brain 

storming sessions, Management games are held  periodically for students. 

 Departmental meetings are held frequently for planning, implementing and 

evaluating curricular activities of respective departments. 

 Project work done by students under  the guidance of  faculty. 

 Orientation  of teachers  has been going on by  way of giving  permission  to 

them to attend  Orientation courses,Refresher courses and  Teachers 

empowerment  training programme. 

 Commerce and Management  department  started  Book Bank facility  for its  
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students. Old question papers  are bounded  and issued to students  for reference. 

 Some teachers have undergone training in administration at ATI 

(Administrative Training Institute) at Mysore. 

 A few teachers were deputed to attend  TQM programme  organized by  

District Task Force. 

 A senior teacher underwent  training  in IQAC at ATI, Mysore. 

 Computarisation  to the extent of  100% in admission and examination 

process, morethan 90% in administration  and accounts  has been done. Library is 

to be computarised. 
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CRITERION II: TEACHING-LEARNING AND EVALUATION 

 

2.1  Student Enrolment and Profile 

2.1.1 How does the college ensure publicity and transparency in the admission 

process?  

The institution  ensures wide publicity to the admission process by giving  

advertisements in  selected local and regional  news papers.The admission process  is 

being advertised  in such  newspapers 15 days  before the commencement of 

admissions in the beginning of the academic year. 

The college has designed and developed its own website.The website is 

www.gfgcc.com .It is being updated every now and then. Wide publicity  is being  

given to the admission process even through the institutional website. 

There has been a good  practice to put up  the details regarding  admissions in the 

college  notice boards. Most of the  students seeking admissions to various courses  

offered  by the  college  belong to  first genereation  learners.The college is located  

in the heart of the town enabling  students  to have  an  easy access.They simply walk 

in  straight  away to the college  along with  their Parents/Guardians to  enquire  

about  admissions.They can see the noticeboard  for admission process.Apart from 

this a   separate admission committee  for each course  comprising  of respective  

teachers of the course will be constituted.The aspirants  for  admission will be 

couselled  by the members  of the committee regarding admission process.Thus the 

college ensures wide publicity  to the admission process.   

Ours is a Government college . Hence the institution is adopting  transparent method  

for admission  of students  to different courses at the UG level.Admission committees 

constituted for this purpose will look into the admission process.Applications  

received will then be sorted out  by the concerned admission committees and then the 

merit list  will be  prepared according  to the reservation  policy  of the government 

and announced in the notice board.Sufficient time  will also be given  to the selected  

students  for admissions.There is a complete transparencey in admission process of 
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the institution. 

2.1.2 Explain in detail the criteria adopted and process of admission 

(Ex.(i)merit(ii)Common admission test conducted by  state agencies and 

national agencies(iii)Combination of  merit  and entrance test or merit, entrance 

test and  interview(iv) any other) to various  programmes of  the institution. 

It is an institution run by the Government. The process of admission followed by the 

college  is strictly according to the reservation policy  of Government of Karnataka 

and norms, rules and admission guidelines issued by the affiliating university.The 

admission committee is formed before the start of  admissions at  entry level. The 

wards who seek admissions have to appear before the committee along with their 

parents. The committee verifies the copies of   records given by them earlier. The 

age, marks scored in the previous examination, the place of  student are the 

informations which need to be looked into seriously. Admissions are always given  

on the basis of the academic records of the aspirants for all courses. The students are 

selected on the basis of merit of previous  qualifying examination. The merits and the 

reservation plicy of the Government are the criterios  for admissions.Entrance test is 

not conducted for admission to UG courses.Admissions are made through interviews. 

The students will be asked questions about their background, interest to select  a 

particular course, their ambitions etc,. This will help to assess the potentiality of new 

entrants. In addition to this , it is also helpful to know whether the wards  will fit 

enough to new course or not. 

 

2.1.3 Give the minimum and maximum percentage of marks for admission at entry 

level for each of the programmes offered by the college and provide a 

comparison with other colleges  of the affiliating university within the 

city/district.  

It is a potential institution of Higher Education in rural area. The enrolment of 

students for all courses offered by the  institution at entry level has been enhancing 

year after year. It is evident from academic records. The minimum percentage of 

marks for admission at entry level for each of the programmes offered by the college 
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is 35%. The maximum percentage of marks for admission to each  programme  

varies. There is heavy rush of  students  for admission to  all UG courses at entry 

level. The students with minimum 35% of marks and students  with morethan 90% of 

marks  scored  in previous qualifying examination will be given admissions to  

various programmes. Even the students from neighbouring taluks are seeking 

admissions to this institution.But local students will be given preference. The number 

of students seeking admission to this college  is comparatively larger than the number 

of students seeking admission to other affiliating colleges of  the University. At 

present this is  the only potential institution of higher education in mofussil area  in 

the state of Karnataka. The college has diversified students faternity as compared to 

other  colleges in the district.Average, below average and students with distinctions 

are  enrolled to  different courses.Students  from  diverse socio-economic background 

such as Below poverty line(BPL), Above poverty line (APL) and affluent classes are 

admitted.The minimum and maximum percentage of marks for admission at  entry 

level for each of the programme offered by the college are furnished  below. 

 

Course Min. % Max. % 

 

 

BA 

 
HEP 

35     90.17 

HES 35      87.50 

HSK 35      90.67 

HEE 35      86.83 

 B.Com 35      88.67 

 BBM 35      83.00 

 

B.Sc 

PCM 35      90.67 

CBZ 35     91.00 
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2.1.4 Is there  a mechanism in the institution to review the admission process  and 

student profiles annually? If yes, what is the outcome of such an  effort and how 

has it contributed to the improvement of the process?  

Yes. The college revises the admission process and students profile annually.It is a 

Government college being affiliated to Bangalore University. The institution shall 

have to follow  the policy of the Government  and the rules and regulations of the 

university in the admission process. The revision of admission process and students 

profile  annually is subject to the reservation policy of the Government of Karnataka 

and guidelines  issued  by the university. The university has been revising the 

admission process  every year. New guidelines have been issued by the  university 

annually.The affiliating university reformed the admission process for introducing 

quickness and transparency  in admissions.The Government may also revise  its 

reservation policy for ensuring social justice. All these factors  will be considered  in 

revision of the admission process.The institution would like to  improve students 

profile by de;nying  admission to unwanted and undeserving students. Now 

admissions are made on-line for all UG and PG courses by the university. The 

concept of E-admission has been introduced into the admission process. The 

institution will employ the  same kind of mechanism for the revision of admission 

process.The revision will definitely lead to the improvement  in admission process. 

 

2.1.5 Reflecting  on the  strategies adopted to increase/improve access for following  

categories  of students ,enumerate on how the admission policy of the institution 

and its student profiles demonstrate/reflect the National commitment to 

diversity and inclusion  

∗  SC/ST  

∗  OBC  

∗  Women  

∗  Differently abled  

∗  Economically weaker sections  
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*   Minority community 

*  Any other 

The institution is providing higher education  in all streams to students from 

disadvantaged community, Women, Differently-abled, economically weaker 

sections, sports personnel and less-priviliged  students of diverse society.The mission 

of the institution  is to provide value based education to these students  by providing 

all facilities they need  in their learning at an  affordable cost.It is a co-education 

college having more girls than boys.Girls from all categories  are exempt from  

payement of tution fees in Government college. Government of Karnataka has given  

special consideration to women in higher education.The intention of the Government  

is to enhance GER(Gross Enrolment Ratio) of women especially in rural area.Since it 

is a Government   college the reservation policy of the Government  will be strictly 

followed which would  eventually  ensure equity in the admission  process for all 

categories.Quite a large number of  students who are  selected for admissions are 

from  rural area who are first generation learners.The institution is promoting access 

to have  equity in the admission  process for all categories.Now a days  admissions  

are given to students  of all categories  beyond  intake promoting access to ensure 

equity  to all.No cut off marks  for any course. 

The student strength  of the college during 2012-13 is 2452, of whom 1521 are Girls 

and 932 are boys.Girls account for 62% of total strength.Of the total strength 543 and 

238 are SC/ST and Minority students respectively.There are only 05 differently-abled 

students  of whom 03 are girls.The admission policy of the institution is to 

demonstrate the national commitment to diversity and inclusion. 

 

2.1.6 Provide the following details for various programmes offered by the 

institution during the last four years and comment on the trends. i.e. reasons 

for increase/decrease and actions initiated for improvement. 
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UG  

Only 

Number  of applications Number of students  

admitted 

Demand Ratio 

1 2 3 4 1   2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

BA 470 500 580 600 419 480 535 557 1.09:1 1.04:1 1.08:1 1.08:1 

B.Com 200 250 300 300 155 209 275 250 1.29:1 1.20:1 1.09:1 1.20:1 

BBM 50 70 65 80 46 55 58 62 1.09:1 1.27:1 1.12:1 1.29:1 

B.Sc - - 50   60    -  - 49  46  -    - 1.02:1 1.30:1 

Our college attracts  more  number of students from  all sections of the society 

especially economically weakers. There has been  an increase  in students  strength 

during the last 10 years.The college had 957 students  at the time of first accreditation 

in 2003 and now  it has gone upto  2452 students during the year 2012-13 showing  

an increase of over 156%. The strength is likely to increase  in future also. Every year  

the demand  ratio for admission  is more. Ours is a highly potential  college  in rural 

area. The college has an increasing trend  for admission to various programmes 

offered  by  it. Number of applications  received  are more than  the sanctioned  

intake.That is why  the intake  has been raised  frequently with the approval  of the  

university. Imparting quality education by qualified, competant and committed  

teaching staff,academic ambience  on the college campus, adopting holistic process,  

good infrastructure facility,affordable  cost  of  education, prime  location  of  the 

college    on  B-M road are some of the reasons for increase in enrolment of students. 

 

2.2  Catering to Diverse Needs of students 

2.2.1 How does the institution cater to the needs of differently- abled students              
and ensure adherence to government policies in this regard? 
The institution has a few differently-abled students.The number is very small.The 

college is giving special attention to  such students.Government policy is strictly 

followed  to cater to the needs of these students.Ramp facility is provided to 

them.These students are given other facilities  which they need  for their learning. 
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2.2.2 Does the institution assess the students’ needs in terms of knowledge               
and skills before the  commencement of the programme? If ‘yes’, give              
details on the process.  
Yes.There is a provision  for assessing students  knowledge and skills before the 

commencement  of the programme.There are programme options available to them. 

The students have wide choice in selecting  any programme of their interest.The 

institution adopts different strategies for assessing students knowledge and skills.The 

assessment will be done by the concerned  teacher  under the guidance of HOD.The 

students will be assessd in terms of their  ability to understand, communication skills 

and their interest on programme. 

 

2.2.3 What are the strategies drawn and deployed by the institution to bridge  
the knowledge gap of the enrolled students to enale them to cope with the 
programme of their choice?(Bridge/Remedial/Add-on/Enrichment Courses etc.) 
At the time of admission the students are  allowed freely to select any programme of 

their  interest.Generally the students are  admitted  to  different courses as per the  

university norms on the basis of  marks obtained in the previous  qualifying 

examination.It so appears  that the students  do not  have  sufficient  knowledge and 

skills to cope with the programme to which they are  enrolled.There is  certainly 

knowledge gap of incoming students.After the  completion of  admission process, 

each department will assess the  length of knowledge  and skills of incoming 

students.The teaching plan chalked out  by each  faculty will make provision 

naturally to  assess the students knowledge and skills on the course content of  the 

programme selected by him/her through discussion  formally and 

informally.Various strategies  are drawn and deployed to bridge the knowledge gap 

of the enrolled students to enable  them to   cope the programme of their  choice 

through remedial coaching and enrichment  programmes such as 

seminars,workshops, special lectures with internal and external resource persons, 

skill development etc.The students need to be  oriented towards curricula, pattern of 

examinations etc. Still there is also scope  for student  to  change  the course  if 

he/she does not  cope up with the course in the beginning itself. 
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2.2.4 How does the college sensitize its staff and students on issues such as         
gender, inclusion, environment etc.?  
The college is more concerned  about the issues of gender,  inclusion, environment so 

on and so forth.Persistant efforts have been made by the institution to sinsitize  the  

staff and students on the issues stated above.Guidelines issued by the Government, 

affiliating university and other agencies are strictly adhered to sensitize the staff and 

students on such issues.This is the co-education college but the ratio of girls is much 

higher than boys. A women cell has been formed in the college which has taken  up 

the responsibility of conducting various welfare  activities exclusively for 

women.The cell invites officers from women and children welfare department and 

women doctors to create an awareness on various issues.The cell in association with 

the  Rotary Club conducted a programme on women health and cleanliness.The 

university has  recently prescribed Environment Studies as  compulsory non-core 

paper to the students of all  courses through which the students are sensitized 

effectively towards the issues concerning to environment.                                

 

2.2.5 How does the institution identify and respond to special         
educational/learning needs of advanced learners?  

     It is quite natural  that there are advance learners in each programme. While  

assessing the students  knowledge and skills, the advance learners  may be 

identified. The concerned teachers  keep on observing  the  behaviour of  students  

after  the commencement  of the programme. The advanced learners will be 

identified on the basis  of performance  of students  in tests, seminars, asignments 

Skill development  programme, group discussion , interaction of students  with peer 

group and teachers. Many strategies  are being used  for facilitating  advanced 

learners.  The teachers  take  an extra care of  these  students because  they are the 

laurels of the institution. They are encouraged to participate  in seminars, workshops 

along with teachers and motivated  to take part in various  competitions conducted  

in the college  and even outside. The academic needs of advanced learners  are also 

taken care of by the concerned teachers. The advance learners are further 

encouraged to  face the challenges  posed by the present competitive world. The 

teachers inspire them to appear for  competitive examinations conducted by KPSC 
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and UPSC. Training with professionals, role  play, under graduate  research such as  

study group, assignment, field work, socio- economic survey  and elaberate  study 

are   other activities  on which the advance learners can engage. These students  are 

recognized during talents day by giving attractive prizes. 

 

2.2.6 How does the institute collect, analyze and use the data and information on 
the academic performance (through the programme duration) of the        
students at risk  of  drop  out (students  from  the  disadvantaged  sections  of  
society, physically challenged, slow learners, economically weaker  sections 
etc.)?  

            The college  is situated  in rural area and run by the Government  to provide  higher 

education to the  students  hailing from rural and backward villages of channapatna 

taluk and  also from  neighbouring  taluks at minimum cost. The college  attracts 

large number of students from all sections of society since the fee structure  is very 

minimum. Majority  of students who are  admitted to different disciplines are from  

economically weaker  and disadvantaged  sections  of society. Some of  these 

students are slow learners and there are  a  very few  physically challenged students. 

These students  are always  at the risk of drop out. There is  a special provision in the 

college  to cater to the needs of such less-privileged  and poor students.  A 

comprahensive list  showing the students admitted  categorywise with gender will be 

prepared  every year  as soon as  admissions are over . A copy of this  list  of students  

is given to all departments for necessary action. Those students who are  at the risk of  

dropout will be identified immediately after the commencement of  programmes. 

Some students can be identified  also at the time of  admission itself. These  students  

will be watched carefully and  given  extra care by the  staff throughout the 

programme duration.Upto date records are maintained  properly by the college  

which provide  information about the  academic performance of all students. The data 

are  obtained  from records, analyzed and used  on the academic performance of 

students who are at the risk of  dropout. These  students  are constantly in touch  with  

the staff. A class teacher  is appointed  to each class  by the principal in the beginning  

of the year  who can also  collect  data  directly from students and also by 

observation. The data so collected  will be  analyzed and subsequently used to 
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measure  the level  of academic performance  of students  who are at the risk of 

dropout. Slow learners  will  be also  identified  on  the basis  of performance  of 

students  in tests, seminars, assignments, interaction of students  with peer group and 

teachers. Students from disadvantaged community  are slow learners. They are 

motivated to speed up their grasping ability . Special  classes are  taken  for 

facilitating slow learners. They do have  frequent interaction with teachers  of the 

concerned department. Study materials  are provided  to them along with counselling 

services by the trained staff. The teachers  make sure  that the students  do not  

dropout in the  middle  of the course. Such students  are persuaded  by the staff to 

continue  their  education  and  become  graduates. Through  all this  the confidence 

level of slow learners  will go up which will gradually lead to allround development 

of their personalities. By doing all this the dropout rate has been reduced to 

minimum. 

 

2.3  Teaching-Learning Process 

2.3.1 How  does  the  College  plan  and  organise  the  teaching,  learning  and         
evaluation schedules? (Academic calendar, teaching plan, evaluation blue print, 
etc.)  

 The institution ensures that all activities are undertaken in a planned way.Planning 

and organizing of teaching-learning and evaluation  is a continuous process in this 

institution.The college has created a good academic ambience by planning and 

organizing the activities  in a systemic way.The process got strengthened  year after 

year.The college has taken several steps in planning and organizing the following 

activities. 

 Academic Calender:-The institution prepares  its own academic calendar.It is 

planned and prepared at the beginning of each academic year.The academic calendar 

for the institution is prepared on the basis of the calendar  of events announced by 

the affiliating university.As the institution  follows the semester  system at the  UG  

level the calendar of events will be prepared according to the  requirements of 

semester system.While preparing the calendar  of events  the number of working 

days, teaching days and government holidays will be taken into consideration.The 
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events to be included in  the calendar are discussed at length in staff meeting 

convened by the principal to which the students representatives  are also invited.The 

opinions of students  representatatives are also considered  in preparing the 

institutional calendar of events.Once the calendar  of events  is finalised it is brought  

to the notice of  all staff members and students.The calendar of events is the most 

flexible  one. It is likely to be revised  if the university revises its own calender of 

events. 

 Teaching Plan:- The institution plans and organizes  teaching-learning  activities 

systematically.The teachers are committed to their profession and  they come 

forward  voluntarily to prepare teaching plan.A departmental meting will be held in 

the beginning of the academic year to discuss about the teaching plan.Each faculty 

has to prepare  the lession plan on the  subjects  to be  taught and hand it over to  

HOD.The HOD will then  submit  it to the  principal for information.The teaching 

plan includes the method of teaching and evaluation, tests, home assignments, 

seminars, group discussion, question and answer sessions, skill development, 

revision of topics, seminars, special lecture etc.All activities will be carried out  as 

per the  lession  plan. 

 Evaluation Blue Print:- The teaching plan also  includes  the evaluation 

schedule.Each faculty  has to carry out the  evaluation process continuously as per 

the schedule.The evaluation is helpful to  know the  performance of  students. 

Through this process the slow and advanced learners  can be easily identified. 

 

2.3.2 How does  IQAC contribute to improve the teaching -learning process?      
 The vision of the institution is to improve  the teaching  and learning process 

continuously. In this background  the institution took initiave in establishing IQAC 

for  continuous enhancement and sustaining quality in all academic and 

administrative activities of the college. The IQAC is headed by the  principal as 

chairperson and the senior and experienced teachers who are known for commitment 

and sincerety, devotion toduty have been appointed as its  members. The IQAC is 

very pro-active in the college.It assumes  the responsibilities of the improvement of 

quality  in all activies  of the institution on its own. It is supported by all the staff 
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members. The IQAC is committed to innovation and improvement in teaching and 

learning process.It has initiated various measures for quality enhancement and 

sustaining .It plans, implements and monitors all  activities of the college. The 

members of IQAC are always up in action  and committed to innovation and 

improvement in teaching and learning process. They  are yearning to achieve  

something new. It will prepare action plans annually and get them implemented 

through departments. It measures  the performance of each department and faculty  at 

end of the period. It will help  teachers  in preparing teaching plans.It gives 

constructive suggestions to all  departments for effective implementation of lesson 

plans to improve  teaching, learning and evaluation process.It ensures  academic and 

administrative transfarency in the institution. It motivates the staff  to organize  

seminars and workshops by involving students. It has created an academic ambience  

in the college campus. IQAC co-ordinates  all the activities of the departments. It 

collects  data, analyses it and uses it for decision making purpose. IQAC is striving 

very hard   to improve the teaching  and learning process. 

 

2.3.3 How is learning made more student-centric? Give details on the support 
structures and systems available for teachers to develop skills like interactive 
learning,  collaborative  learning  and  independent  learning among  the 
students?  

 The institution has put in consistant efforts for making learning student-centric.The 

curricula for each course  has been designed and developed by  the university 

through BOS and the same has been adopted  by the college  by including relevant 

components.The present curricula is designed  in such a manner  that it is made  

student-centric.It is updated  frequently  to the changing needs of the present job  

market and society.It is made students  oriented by including skill development 

programme. Many strategies have been employed by the institution for   students to 

acquire  necessary skills.Support structures and systems are made available for 

teachers to develop skills like interactive, collaborative and independent learning 

among students. A placement  cell  has been  established with  an officer. The cell 

organizes different programmes which would  enable students  to develop skills 

required for  job market.The career oriented programmes are also  being conducted 
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regulary.Besides this, the personality development  programmes are organized in 

which  the students  can  imbide life skills, knowledgement skills. Quite often 

interpersonal skills are taught to the students. Learning is made  student-centric in 

this institution. 

 

2.3.4 How does the institution nurture  Critical thinking, creativity and scientific 
temper among the students to transform them into life-long learners and   
innovators?  

                     The institution adopts innovative methods in teaching-learning. It works on different  

strategies for making the teaching-learning process dynamic. The institution has 

developed  a process  in such a manner  that both the teachers and students will be 

actively involved  to perform their assigned duties effectively. The process is not 

made  stagnant but will keep on changing . Though the students  of this college  

belong to  first generation learners, they are highly potential. The students are 

inquisitive in nature  They are inclined to be life-long learners and innovators. Many 

strategies  have been employed  by the institution for inspiring   students to acquire  

life long skills. The teaching and learning process has been extended by the 

institution beyond the class room for enabling students to learn life long skills like 

professional skills, management sklls, communication skills, yoga and exercise. The 

teachers are trained to motivate students to become life long learners and innovators.  

The institution ensures that the students should have creativity and scientific temper 

in learning. The creativity and scientific temper will be nurturned among  students 

while teaching. The institution will engage   students in different  programmes like 

personality development programme,, management games, cultural events, sports 

activities etc,. The students  are made  to know  the importance  of acquiring  lifelong  

skills and innovations. Through innovation the students can become life long 

entrepreneurs. 

2.3.5 What are the technologies and facilities available and used by the faculty for 
effective  teaching?  Eg:  Virtual  laboratories,  e-learning resources  from 
National  Programme  on  Technology  Enhanced  LearningNPTEL)  and 
National  Mission  on  Education  through  Information and communication  
Technology (NME-ICT), ope  educational resources, mobile education, etc.  

          The institution has developed  a  wide network   with external  stakeholders, 
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Government departments and other agencies and  institutes for augmenting  teaching 

and learning resources. The institution has grown  tremendously both in terms of 

quality and quantity. Teaching  methods  have improved during the last  five  years 

with use of  technological facilities. The college  gets the technological facilities 

from the Government  and the Government sponsored  departments for  

strengthening higher education. The  teachers  use technology  and other facilities  

for effective teaching. The computer lab  has been set up  with brand band internet 

facilities which can be  used  as  teaching aids. The UGC has given grants to 

purchase OHP, LCD, smart  board and other materials  required for teaching and 

the same will be  used by  teachers  in teaching. 

 

2.3.6 How are the students and faculty exposed to advanced level of knowledge and 
skills (blended learning, expert lectures, seminars, workshops etc.)?  

                   The institution has committed and honest  teachers. They wish to enrich  their  

knowledge and skills . The students  of the college  are highly disciplined and simply  

follow the footprints of their  teachers. The students  and faculty  are exposed  to 

advance knowledge and skills. The college is known for perfect  blending  of 

teachers  knowledge  with the expectations of students. Both  the faculty and students  

are  inclined  to sharpen   teaching and learning  skills respectively. The students 

depend entirely  on the teachers  for knowledge  and skills  as  they are the  first 

generation learners. They need to be  given  utmost  attention by  teachers both  in 

and out  of the  classrooms. Teachers  can  enhance  their knowledge  by attending  

seminars , workshops  and conferences. They  are deputed  to participate  in 

academic  and administrative training programmes being organized  by the  

Department of collegiate education  and university. Expert lectures and guest lectures 

are also held  by inviting  resource persons and eminent personalities for  both 

students  and the faculty. Computer and internet facilities  are available  in the college  

which can be used  by the students  and faculty. They can  enhance  their  knowledge  

by browsing  internet. The students  will attend  workshops  and seminars  along with  

teachers . All this exposes  the students  and faculty to  advance knowledge and skills. 
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2.3.7 Detail (process and the number of students \benefitted) on the cademic, personal  
and psycho-social support and guidance services (professionalcounseling/ 
mentoring/academic advise)  provided to students? 

The college  has grown  from strength to strength  academically. The growth of the  

institution  in the last five years  has been  remarkable with heavy  enrolment  of 

students  to all courses offered by the  college. There are complexities in students 

expectations from different courses  since they come from different background  

and social set up. The students need to be given  the academic , personal, psycho-

social support and  guidance services  by the faculty. Some of the teachers  have 

been trained  as counsillors. They  attended teachers training in students 

counselling programme  at NIMHANS, Bangalore. These  teachers  are giving  

excellent  counseling services  to deserving  students  separately for girls  and boys. 

The faculty advises   students  academically at all stages. More of such advises  will 

be given to   students  in selecting  a course /programme at the entry level, during 

the course and when they leave the institution after completing the course. 

Psycologists and  experts are invited  to the college  so often  and through them 

psycho-social supports and guidance services are provided to  students. 

 

2.3.8 Provide details of innovative teaching approaches/methods adopted by the 
faculty during the last four years.What are the efforts made by the institution 
to encourage  the faculty to adopt  new and innovative approaches and the 
impact of such innovative practices on student learning?  

The teachers of the college  are enthusiastic and pro-active. They are progressive in 

thinking and  are willing to innovate  and create new ideas in teaching. The 

teaching and learning process  has been changed drastically. More improvements 

have taken place  in the last a few years. The teachers  have been adopting 

innovative methods in teaching  and as a result  of that  teaching and learning has 

become  effective. Efforts have also  been made by the institution for encouraging 

faculty in adopting  new and innovative approaches. 
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2.3.9 How are library resources used to augment the teaching-learning                 
process?  

The institution has  a holistic approach  towards  students of  higher education. The 

teaching and learning  has been dynamic  in this college owing to  hi-tech-

library.The college  has a fulfledged  and well stocked  library. The library of the 

college  has been functioning  as a  resource  and information centre. It is  

considered to be  a main organ  of the college  as it contributes  to the  academic 

development  of the  college. The library  has  come to  occupy a prominent place . 

A top priority  has been  given to  library  eversince  the college made  humble 

beginning in the year  1984. It was a small library then and now it has become  a 

huge one.  The library facilities  have got expanded  over the years. With the  

increase  in students  strength  and with the introduction of   new programmes the 

library  facilities  are also  getting  expanded. The library  had just  begun with 450  

books  and currently there are  about  28000  books. Books  have been added every 

year. There are books on different subjects such as languages, Arts subjects, 

commerce nad management and Science. General books  are also  avaliable  in the 

library. Grants are given  by the Government and UGC every year for purchasing  

books  for college library. New editions  and titles  of the books  will be purchased  

and added  to the existing ones. Books  are  issued  to the  students at scheduled 

time .Reference section  is also open for teachers. 

The library  is housed in  1st floor  which is spacious  and more accommodative. 

There is natural lighting  with enough  ventilation in the library. It has been  

maintained  meticulously by a trained  and experienced  librarian. The  library is 

having serene atmosphere and it is students friendly. The facilities in the library  are  

modernized to cater  to the  requirements  of students  of all streams  of higher 

education. The library  is  open for  long hours  from 8.30 am to  5.pm.  This 

enables  students  and teachers  to make  references . Introduction  of  e-Library  is 

an anvil. 

 

2.3.10 Does the institution face any challenges in completing the curriculum            
within the planned time frame and calendar? If yes, elaborate on the 
 challenges encountered and the institutional approaches to overcome these. 
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Yes. The institution is facing  many challenges in completing the curriculum with 

in the planned  timeframe and calendar. The college is affiliated to Bangalore 

university. The university will prepare the calendar of events  every year and send 

it to all affiliating colleges. Institutional  calendar  of events  will be prepared based 

on the  university calendar of units. The calendar includes the number of working 

days, teaching days and other events. The institution follows semester system since 

2004. A planned timeframe has been fixed  by the university for completing the 

curriculam. As the semester system is in force, the given curriculam can not be 

completed with in the planned timeframe and calendar. The  teachers encounter 

difficulties in completing  the curriculam. They should attend  university related 

works such as  examinations, valuation and also assist  principal in administrative 

matters. The services of teachers are also  utilized  in co-curricular and extra-

curricular activities of the college. They do not have sufficient time for completing 

the curriculum. But the teachers have more concern for students and committed to 

completing the curriculum by  taking  special classes beyond the planned 

timeframe  and calendar. The faculty works for morethan  seven hours each day 

from 8.30 a.m to  5 p.m. Some time  they work during holidays  and Sundays to get 

the curriculum completed. The challenges  encountered by the faculty in 

completing the curriculum could be  overcome by the professionally committed 

and devotion to duty  of the faculty. 

 

2.3.11 How does the institute monitor and evaluate the quality of teaching         
learning?  
The institution is striving very hard  to augment the quality of  teaching and 

learning. The teachers keep on changing  the methods of teaching. They use new 

and innovative methods which will enable  students  to learn better. The college 

ensures that  quality is the defining element  in teaching and learning. Various  

measures  are undertaken  by the college for enhancing and sustaining the quality. 

One of the measures  being undertaken  for this  is the  continuous monitoring  and 

evaluating the quality of  teaching and learning. The teachers have to prepare  

teaching plans in the beginning of the year. It will be decided in the departmental 
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meeting. HOD has to give instructions to the faculty  in preparing teaching plans. 

Teaching has to be done by each faculty as per the plan. Each faculty should 

maintain a work diary regarding work done. The work diary  will be evaluated  and 

signed by  the concerned HOD every month and then it will be  evaluated further 

and signed by the principal. The principal and the concerned HOD monitor the 

quality of teaching and learning. The principal will also obtain the feedback from  

students regarding the quality of teaching by each faculty and analyses it . The 

suggestions will be given by the principal to the concerned teachars  for 

improvement  after analyzing the feedback. A self –evaluation will be made by each 

faculty at the  end of the year . The principal will further evaluate it  before 

preparing  a confidential report of each faculty and it would be sent to the higher 

authority. The ability of students in understanding the subjects will be assessed by  

the concerned teachers and HOD. The performance of students in classrooms has to 

be assessed by the concerned teachers. The teachers can also evaluate the 

performance  of students  in tests, seminars, group discussion and interaction.The 

IQAC also monitors and evaluates the quality of teaching and learning. 

 

2.4  Teacher Quality 

2.4.1 Provide  the following details  and eloberate on the strategies adopted by the 
college in planning and management(recruitment and retention) of its 
human resource(qualified and competent teachers) to meet the             
changing requirements of the curriculum. 

Human resources are planned and managed by the Government since it is a 

Government college. Three  years  ago  the Government  has created  HRMS  

through  the Department of collegiate education for effective  management  of 

Human Resources electronically (E-Management). The Government formulates the 

recruitment  and retention policies to attract  the qualified and competent teachers to 

meet the changing requirements  of the curriculum. The Government is offering  

2006 UGC scales for retaining and  attracting qualified  and competent  teachers so 

as to  fulfil the ever changing requirements  of the  curriculum.   
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Highest 

Qualification 

Professor Associate Professor Assistant  Professor Total 

Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Permanent teachers 
D.Sc./D.Litt. - - - - - - - 

   Ph.D - - 03 02 03 03 11 

   M.Phil - - 04 - 08 09 21 

   PG - - 06 - 03 01 10 

                Part-time teachers 

 M           F               Total 

Ph.D 01 - 01 

M.Phil 04 02 06 

PG 20 45 65 

 

2.4.2 How does the institution cope with the growing demand/  scarcity of qualified 
senior faculty to teach new programmes/ modern  areas(emerging areas) of 
study being introduced Biotechnology, IT, Bioinformatics etc.)?            
Provide details on the efforts made by the institution in this direction           
and the outcome during the last three years.  

The strength of students has increased  enormously in the last five years. The college 

is getting expanded academically with constant increase in  enrolment of students 

each year. The vision of the institution is to provide  value based education to the 

aspirants in all undergraduate courses at an affordable cost. There is a great demand  

for new courses/programmes in this area. The college has to cater to the needs of  

aspirants for new courses. New courses/programmes were introduced  in the last 

seven years to meet the growing demands of the new generation. There is  a plan to 

introduce Post-Graduate courses from the next academic year. Naturally the 

institution is facing the problems of  qualified and competent teachers.New subjects 

like  Computer Fundamentals, Computer Application in Business, Accounting 

Information System (software), Management Information System (software) Have 

been introduced. To handle these subjects qualified teachers were appointed on part 
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time basis by taking the permission from the department. Above all, qualified 

technical experts are invited  so often  to the college as resource persons to deliver 

special lecturers on the above  subjects. There will be a scarcity  of teachers  

whenever the new programmes are introduced. 

 

2.4.3 Providing details on staff development programmes during the last four 
years elaborate on the strategies adopted by the institution in enhancing the          
teacher quality 

a) Nomination to staff development programmes 

Academic Staff Development Programmes Number of faculty 

nominated 

Refresher Courses 08 

HRD Programmes 30 

Orientation Programmes 10 

Staff training conducted by the university 15 

Staff training conducted by other institutions 25 

Summer/winter schools, workshops, etc. 08 

 

b) Faculty Training Programmes organized by the  institution to empower 

and enable the use of  various tools and technology for improved teaching-

learning  

Teaching learning methods/approaches 

Handling new curriculum 

Content/knowledge management 

Selection, development and use of enrichment materials 

Assessment  

Cross cutting issues 

Audio Visual Aids/multimedia 
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OER,s 

 Teaching learning material development,selection and use 

In the wake of  changing scenario in the field of higher education the college  has 

taken a number of initiatives over the past a few years to improve teaching-

learning.We need to teach  students  to be creative and innovative and make them  to 

think  on their own and  achieve  success in life.This requires teachers to be 

empowered and enabled them to use various  tools and technology in handling 

subject.In this very background the college has been providing support system to 

teachers in teaching and  also to  administrative personnel  in doing  office work.Our 

college  has a band of young, enthusiastic and experienced  teachers who always  

empower themselves by various means  the use of  Audio Visual  aids, enrichment 

materials and equipments, new methods in teaching and keep abreast of changes and 

help  to keep  students in similar way.Teachers and non-teachers of the college  

received training  in computer, use of audio visual tools, handling systems in batches 

conducted by the  department of collegiate education.Teachers were also sent to  

participate in  Teacher Empowerment Training Programme organized by the 

department.Now a days  curriculum  has been changed frequently by the 

university.Concerned teachers are permitted  to attend  workshops being organized 

by  the university to enrich  teachers about  handling  new curriculum.Teachers  are 

participating regularly  in Faculty  Empowerment Programmes  which are 

frequently  organized by the department, university and other training institutes. 

c) Percentage of faculty 

Invited as resource persons in Workshops/Seminars/Cinferences organized by 

external professional agencies 

18% of staff members  were invited as  resource persons organized by external 

professional agencies. 

Participated in external workshops/seminars/conferences organized  by 

State/national/international professional bodies 

100% of staff  participated in external  programmes organized by professional 

bodies. 
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 Presented papers in workshops/ seminars/conferences conducted or 

organized  by profession agencies. 

90% of staff  presented papers in workshops/ seminars/ conferences conducted by 

professional agencies. 

 

2.4.4 What policies/systems are in place to recharge teachers? (eg:providing 
research grants, study leave, support for research and academic publications 
teaching experience in other national institutions and specialized 
programmes, industrial engagement etc.) 

Efforts are made by the institution for professional development of the faculty. 

Many facilities  are available  to  teachers  for their professional development  as per 

the  UGC guidelines and Government policies. The college has been included u/s 

2(f) and 12(B) of UGC Act. It supports the FDP as per the UGC guidelines. 

Teachers can be granted  study leave  to undertake  research work. At present  many 

teachers are pursueing the research work without availing study leave. The teachers 

can also avail leave to participate in  national and international seminars  and 

conferences.UGC gives grants  to the teachers  to undertake many projects. Teachers 

are encouraged to make publications. Some teachers have been publishing books in 

their respective subjects. There are teachers also who have published articles in 

journals in relation to  their subjects. Teachers of the college are highly professional. 

They are invited by other institutes as resource persons and have special teaching 

experiences. The institution supports teachers  to take up research work. The 

teachers  are having the best internal and external teaching experiences.industrial 

engagement.  

 

2.4.5 Give the number of faculty who received awards / recognition at the state, 
national and international level  for excellent in teching during the last four 
years.Enunciate how the  institutional culture and  environment contributed 
to such performance/achievement of the faculty.  

The institution has a good  and pleasant  academic environment  which is motivating  

teachers to perform better. The teachers are very ambitious , dynamic and 

competitive. The academic ambience so far created  influences  teachers to develop 

positive attitude  towards teaching and students and promote healthy competition 
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among them. The institutional environment culture and  tradition has positive impact  

on the importance and achievement of the faculty. The faculty sets high academic 

goals and will try to realize them with honest and consistant efforts. The institution is 

giving much needed support  to the faculty  in all  activities they perform and enable 

them to achieve set goals.Teachers are known for  excellence in teaching  and are 

admired by  students. The details regarding the awards and recognitions received by 

the faculty and their academic achievements are furnished in the respective  

departmental and personal profile of the faculty. 

 

2.4.6 Has the institution introduced evaluation of teachers by the students and  
external Peers? If yes, how is the evaluation used for improving the  quality 
of the teaching-learning process?  

Yes. The institution has introduced a system of evaluation of teachers by students. 

This kind of evaluation is done internally by  students.Teachers have to be evaluated 

by  students  for improving the quality of teaching –learning process. The students 

and teachers are very much aware  about  this . The students will evaluate   teachers  

in a fair manner. There has been  a cordial relationship between the teachers and 

students and this would go a long way in helping  students for making the fair 

evaluation of their own teachers. On account of this  the quality of teaching-learning 

process will be enhanced and sustained and eventually the students will be benefitted. 

The principal will collect the feedback from students regularly regarding teaching  

and make a fair analysis.  The results of analysis of feedback will be brought to the 

notice of concerned faculty for further improvement. 

 

2.5 Evaluation Process and Reforms  

2.5.1 How does the institution ensure that the stakeholders of the institution  
 especially students and faculty are aware of the evaluation processes? 

The evaluation  is a continuous process  in this institution. It is firmly believed that 

the evaluation would improve  the performance of  students at all stages.The teaching 

and learning process will be incomplete without  evaluation. The teaching ,learning 

and evaluation is happening in a sequential manner  in this college.The goal of the 
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institution is to provide  quality education to the students through effective teaching 

and  learning  which would ultimately depend upon evaluation process.Better 

evaluation methods have been adopted by the college  for making teaching and 

learning more effective. The evaluation methods are communicated to the students 

and faculty  in the beginning of the academic year.A staff meeting is held before the 

commencement of the programme in which the teachers are instructed  about 

evaluation methods by the principal. In turn the students are made aware  about the 

evaluation process in class room by respective teachers.The semester  system has 

been introduced by the university  at UG level. According to this system the students  

should be awarded  IA marks. IA marks are awarded by evaluating the performance  

of students  in tests, assignment , skill development  programme  and project reports. 

 

2.5.2 What are the major evaluation reforms of the university that the      
institution has adopted and  what  are the  reforms  initiated by the 
institution  on its own?  

The university took initiative  in reforming the evaluation method  after the 

introduction of  semester scheme.Major reforms have been introduced by the 

university  in evaluation method during the last three years. The reformations are still 

going on. The major evaluation reforms  of university  are providing large benefits to 

the students. Bangalore university is known for bringing major reforms in evaluation 

method  in the state of Karnataka. The university ensures that the evaluation is 

undertaken quickly and the results would be announced  as per the schedule. Many 

provisions have been introduced for the use of  students.Coding system has been 

introduced  to have fair evaluation. The results would be announced on website.ICT 

devises are being used by the university  in evaluation.The students can obtain photo 

state copy  of valued answer scripts.They can also apply for Re-totalling  and Re-

valuation immediately after the results are announced. The results of Re-valuation 

will be made available on  university website.There is also  a provision for challenge 

valuation. The university proposes to  introduce  online  evaluation.There will be 

major reforms  in evaluation method in future also. 
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2.5.3 How does the institution ensure effective implementation of the  evaluation 
reforms of the university and those initiated by the   institution on its own?  

The college has regular correspondence with the university regarding academic 

issues.The university is reforming  the evaluation method  continuously. The 

evaluation reforms  of the university  will be communicated to all affiliated colleges 

immediately.The evaluation reforms do not serve any purpose unless they are 

implemented by affiliated colleges. These reforms will improve the quality of 

teaching and learning. The institution has been implementing the reforms in 

evaluation process through the co-operation of  faculty members. The faculty and 

students will be made aware of evaluation reforms  introduced by the university. The 

principal and HODs ensure that the evaluation  reforms of the university will be 

implemented by the staff of the college. The IQAC also plays  a significant role  in  

implementing the evaluation reforms  of the university. An awareness is being 

created among students by the college  about it. The implementation of evaluation 

reforms is being monitored by the principal,HODs and IQAC. 

 

2.5.4 Provide details on the formative and summative evaluation approaches 
adapted to measure student achievement. Cite a few examples which have 
positively impacted the system?  

The activities and actions  of the institution are directed towads student achievement 

which is the end  result  of educational  process.Student is an  important stakeholder 

and a direct beneficiary in the  process of education.The college keeps students on 

right track always, mentor and monitor their performance and  progress and measure 

their  achievement until they graduate either to progress for higher education or 

enter the job market.Evaluation is a  continuous process where in  student 

achievement can be measured at various  levels.Student  is  evaluated by teacher 

internally at the institutional level and externally by university.Different evaluation 

approaches are being adopted by the college to measure student enrichment.Teacher 

evaluates student through test, assignment, seminar, skill development, class room 

presentation so on and so forth.Grading system  has been followed in the semester 

scheme in which  grades like A,B,C $ D are assigned to the students of 1st $ 2nd year 

based on their performance.The  students of final year have been  awarded  Internal 
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Assessment marks instead of grades on the basis of performance.The university  

awards degrees to the students on the basis of  performance and achievement  which 

is evaluated by the central  evaluation unit.  

 

2.5.5 Enumerate on how the institution monitors and communicates the progress 
and performance of students through the duration of the 
course/programme? Provide an analysis of the students results/achievements 
(Programme/cource wise for last four years)  and explain the differences if 
any and patterns of achievement across the programmes/courses offered. 

The students are the real strength   of the college . They are the  source  of inspiration 

to the teaching faternity. There has been  a good  rapport  between  the teachers  and 

students. The teaching and learning process has become more dynamic  owing to  

active participation  of students  in all activities  voluntarily. The students  are highly  

potential  and their potentiality will be nurturned  through the  sincere efforts  of 

teachers. The students  of the college  are  ambitious and are well aware of their  

goals  since they are  first generation  learners . They develop a sense of 

responsibility. The students pass through the duration of the course /programme  

positively showing  good performance  at all stages. The performance of students  in 

examinations  is very high. They bring good results  every year . Some students  

score morethan 90%. The performance of students  during course of their study will 

be carefully watched and monitored. It is  entrusted  to individual  teacher. The 

progress and performance  of students  through the duration of the programme is 

monitored  by conducting  unit tests, seminars, group discussion, skill development  

programme  and assignments. The  concerned teacher  discusses the performance of 

students  in class room also. The performance of students is  also measured  by the 

participation  of students  in extra and co-curricular  activities, extension and 

community  development  programmes . The principal, HOD,s and IQAC members 

would also monitor  the progress  of students  all through  the duration of the course. 

The  achievements of students  will be discussed  in departmental and staff meetings 

held periodically. The results  are  communicated  to the students  and parents  

through notice board, college website and even personally.  
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2.5.6 Detail on the significant  improvements  made in ensuring rigour and 
transparency in the internal assessment during the last four years and 
weightages assigned for the  overall development  of students(weightage for  
behavioural aspects, independent learning, communication skills etc. 

The institution  has a clear vision for future which  ensures  transparency  in the 

internal assessment . During the last five years  significant  improvement  has been 

made  so far as transparency  in the internal assessment is concerned. Transparent 

methods are adopted  in the  process of internal assessment . The main goal of the 

institution is the holistic  development  of students. Ample opportunities  have been 

created  and provided to the students  for their overall development. The college is 

focussing  on the overall development  of the students personalities by  assigning  

more weightage to the behavioural aspects, Independent learning and communication 

skills. The institution  has  a provision for mentoring   of  students. It is believed that  

the mentoring  of students  is obsolutely necessary for allround development  of 

students personalities. Through mentoring the behavioural pattern of students 

undergo  changes. The students  are taught  the value of  independent  learning and 

importance of  communication skills. Self study  is the best study is made known to 

the students.  

 
2.5.7 Does the institution and individual teachers use assessment/evaluation as an 

indicator for evaluating student performance, achievement of learning   
objectives and planning ? If ‘yes’ provide details on the process and cite a few 
examples.  

The college has become  a centre of higher  teaching and learning with committed  

and honest teachers.The teachers are  dynamic and more enthuasiastic in their 

profession.Because of this the individual teachers use evaluation as an indicator for 

evaluating their performance,achievement of learning objectives and the same can be 

incorporated  in planning. The well defined learning objectives are determined by the 

institution. The vision and mission statement  also highlights the learning objectives. 

An awareness has been created  among the faculty and students about this . 

 

2.5.8 What are the mechanisms for redressal of grievances with reference to 
evaluation both at the college and  University level? 

The teachers  have put in honest efforts  to achieve the intended learning 
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objectives.They always want to measure their performance. They have been using 

the evaluation as an indicator for evaluating  their own performance  and also 

achievement of learning objectives. The  students  are taught  a sense of 

responsibility. They have been made to realize their latent  talents. They are given 

opportunities  to utilize  their talents and excel academically. The institution is 

motivating  them to achieve  learning objectives. The teachers  are also making  self-

evaluation. The outcome of evaluation will be used in planning for further 

improvement in teaching and learning.Teaching plans  are prepared  by individual 

teachers which are flexible  in nature. New events  can be included at any time if 

need arises for augmenting the quality  of teaching and learning. 

The strength of students has grown remarkably during the last four years.Currently 

there are 2452 students from all courses studying in this college. The grievances of 

students  with reference to the evaluation  are quite natural. But the  institution has 

developed a mechanism for redressing the grievances of students.The students 

grievances redressal cell has been set up in the college for this purpose. The 

grievances of students  with regard to evaluation have been classified  into  two types 

such as grievances of internal evaluation and grievances of external evaluation. The 

grievances of internal evaluation will be redressed by  the cell. Such grievances will 

also be redressed by the principal, HODs and IQAC. The students grievances of 

external evaluation shall be redressed by  the university  according to  the rules and 

regulations. The principal, the cell, HODs, the faculty help  students to get their 

grievances of external evaluation redressed by the university forthwith. 

 

2.6 Student performance and Learning Outcomes 

2.6.1 Does the college have clearly stated learning outcomes? If ‘yes’ give details on 
how the students and staff are made aware of these ?  

Yes. The institution has clearly stated the learning outcomes.It has framed  a strong 

vision,  mission and clearcut goals and objectives which are made known to all 

stakeholders including the students and staff. The learning has been made effective in 

the college. The students feel comfortable and can develop more interest in learning.  

Students are inspired by the committed and sincere staff of the college.  Students are 
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made aware of  learning outcomes at the time of admission itself. The parents will 

also be informed regarding the learning outcomes which are defined and clearly 

stated by the institution. The staff of the college  is made aware of the learning out 

comes in staff meeting conducted by the principal periodically. The favourable 

learning environment  is being created  in the college in which both students and staff 

are reminded of learning outcomes automatically. Apartment from that umpteen 

number  of academic programmes are being organized  in the college which facilitate 

the staff  as well as students to come to know of the  institution’s learning outcomes. 

The institution helps  students to study well by availing the competancies of the staff 

and other available resources in the college and show good performance in 

examinations. Students are prepared not only to face the examinations but also face 

the challenges  in life. The aim of the institution would be to grooming of students  to 

become good citizens of to-morrow. The college is aiming at to bring out the 

graduates of excellence, competence, good character and integrity. 

 

2.6.2 How are the teaching, learning and assessment strategies of the institution 
structured to facilitate the achievement of the intended learning outcomes?  

The learning outcomes are determined and clearly stated by the institution.These 

outcomes are to be achieved by employing various strategies. The strategies 

pertaining to teaching, learning and assessment have been structured meaningfully to 

facilitate the achievement of intended learning outcomes. The institution works on 

different strategies for achieveing learning outcomes.They are structured  every year  

before the commencement of programme. A detailed time table is prepared  for 

teaching-learning, assessment and evaluation to be followed throughout the year. The 

faculty will prepare   teaching plan and it will be executed,monitored and evaluated 

throughout the year,Institutional calendar will be prepared based on the  university 

calendar of events. The curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities  are 

structured excellently which lead to achievement of the intended learning outcomes. 
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2.6.3  What are the measures/initiatives taken up by the institution to enhance the 
social and economic relevance (quality Jobs, entrepreneurship, innovation 
and  research aptitude) of the courses offered?  

The college  has introduced  only those courses and combinations which are socially 

and economically relevant. Some measures have been undertaken by the institution 

so as to enhance  the social and economical relevance of the courses offered.Social 

values are taught  to the students along with teaching of curricula. The college has 

been providing value based education to the students.The institution ensures that the 

social concepts are included enabling  students to learn the fundamental human 

values like social, ethical and moral. It is the vision of the  institution  also.The 

courses are virtually converted as social and economic orientation. The primary aim 

of the courses  would be to orientation of  students towards the social and economic 

issues.Various programmes have been incorporated into the courses for promoting 

social and economic interest  of students.The college has been organizing the 

personality development programmes, skill development programmes through which 

the students can develop their personality.The students are  given career and 

academic guidance. They can acquire  skills required for job market and seek 

quality/suitable jobs. They can also develop entrepreneurship qualities and research 

optitude. The entpreneurship qualities and techniques of innovation are taught  to the 

students. The courses are facilitating  students to acquire  entrepreneurship qualities 

and innovative bent of mind. By learning and acquiring these qualities they can 

become employers rather than being mere employees.The learning ventures  students 

into right vocations, professionals and entrepreneurship. 

 

2.6.4 How does the institution collect and analyse data on student learning             
outcomes and use it for planning and overcoming barriers of learning?  

Academic records are maintained  in the college which will provide  data on students 

learning outcomes. The data about the learning outcomes can also be collected  from 

the faculty, students and even from the parents.The interaction between the faculty 

and students take place continuously which will also generate data on learning  

outcomes. The feedback will be collected directly from  students about their 

achievements.The data collected will be analysed systemically. The analysis of data  
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would help in drawing inferences about  students learning outcomes and the same 

will be used for planning to overcome the barriers of learning. 

 

2.6.5 How does the institution monitor and ensure the achievement of learning         
outcomes? 

     The learning outcomes  have been  clearly  stated  by the institution   and are brought 

to the notice of  all stakeholders especially the students and teachers. The students of 

the college  are highly disciplined, obedient  and hard working  in nature. They 

depend  upon teachers  for help and guidance. The college has been  providing  all  

teaching and learning facilities to the  students  to achieve desired goals. The college  

has  qualified  and experienced teachers  with  P.hd and M.phil degrees. The teachers  

are  committed  to achieve   learning outcomes  by  updating  their knowledge and 

developing new skills required  for  effective teaching. They wish to learn  new 

techniques  and  employ  innovative  methods in teaching  which  stimulates students 

to develop intense interest in learning.  A fulfledged computer lab has been set up 

with brand band internet facilities which facilitates  teaching and learning process. 

Learning resources are made available to students. These resources  are on increase  

these days.   It improves the performance of students and will accomplish learning 

outcomes. The top management  is overseeing  every thing. The monitoring authority 

is vested  in principal and has to  ensure  that the stated  learning outcomes  will be 

achieved successfully with the support and co-operation  of the staff.  The principal 

constitutes many academic committees every year  to which the responsibilities are 

assigned. The committees prepare action plans in their assigned areas and implement  

them to fulfil  academic needs of  students. The committees also monitor, assess the 

progress and performance of students and provide  information to the principal. This  

process  is useful to the principal in monitoring  and achieveing  the learning 

outcomes.  

 

2.6.6 What are the  graduate  attributes specified by the college /affiliating 
university? How does the college  ensure  the attainment  of these by the 
students? 

 The graduates  attributes  are clearly specified and are enunciated in vision, mission 
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statements  and objectives  of the college . These attributes  are in  line with the  one  

as prescribed by the affiliating university. UG courses are only offered  by the college 

at present. PG courses in different subjects  will be offered  shortly. Degrees  are not 

only  awarded to the successful students. The college  is aimed at  to bring out the 

graduates of excellence , competance, good character and integrity by imparting  

knowledge,skills, values and attitudes. The students  are reformed  completely  before 

they become graduates and are awarded degrees. The students are prepared  to face 

the  challenges in life . The students are encouraged  to learn  various skills like 

presentation skills, job skills, interpersonal  skills, soft skills and  life skills. One of 

the graduates attributes is that  the students should become  life long learners and 

innovators. Another attribute is to  make  the students  to become  good  citizens apart  

from being  graduates.  Generic qualities  such as  honesty, loyalty, hardwork, co-

operative behaviour, willingness  to work, obedience, patience and perseverence are 

imparted  to the  students. The college is committed to  attain   these graduate 

attributes by providing  all  facilities to the students in learning. These attributes are 

achieved  through  excellent teaching  by committed staff, best career guidance and 

excellent counselling services by trained staff. Spoken english  classes are conducted  

for students to improve their communication skills, Computer lab has been set up to 

enable students  to learn soft skills. Seminars  are conducted  in classes for students  

to improve  presentation skills. Students are given  ample opportunities  to promote 

themselves  to the higher standards of life with firm commitment  to render self less 

service   to the society in which they live. 

 

FOR  RE-ACCREDITATION:- 

1. What were the evaluative observations made  under Teaching-Learning and 

Evaluation in the previous Assessment Report and how they have been acted upon? 

Previous Observations: 

 The peer team  lauded the admission process, educational facilities  to a relatively  

less  developed  area of the state, periodical tests and model examinations to assess  

the knowledge  and skills  of the students, Remedial coaching to weaker  students in 
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English, regular tests and assignment works to ensure  the performance of students 

and exposing students  to field work under NSS. 

 The teacher community is to be encouraged to attend  and participate  in workshops, 

seminars and conferences. 

 The faculty should adopt  electronic/computer based method for teaching and to 

articulate  students  receptivity and response. 

 All academic  administrative staff  may be encouraged to obtain  basic training in 

computer. 

 Audio-visual facility  be introduced  and utilized  for teaching. 

 Adequate number  of teaching  staff   be appointed  in English and other    

 departments. 

 Seminars, workshops and conferences be organized  frequently. The visits of 

experts/Technocrats from academics and industries be encouraged. 

 Computerisation of library  will provide easy access to students. 

 

Compliance Report: 

 The teachers have been  permitted  to  attend and present  papers in 

seminars,workshops,conferences and symposia. A majority  of teachers  presented 

papers in their areas. They keep on updating their knowledge whenever the need 

arises and keep themselves abreast of changes  taking place in higher education. 

 A  fulfledged  computer lab  was established with internet facilities in 2010. 

Teachers  are encouraged  to use  computer technology  in teaching. The students  

and staff  can have easy access to the internet  facilities in the college. Computer  

aided teaching  strengthened  the teaching-learning process.Electronic method  of 

teaching articulates students receptivity  and response. In addition to this  the 

teaching and administrative staff  of the college  had attended  one month intensive 

training programme on basic  computer languages and its applications conducted by  

the Department of Collegiate Education in Bangalore. The training has helped   a lot  
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to improve the quality  of electronic method of teaching. 

 Many computer based  subjects such as AIS(Accounting Information 

System),MIS(Management Information System,both Software) and CAB(Computer 

Application in Business) have been prescribed  by the university for B.Com and 

BBM courses under  semester system.Apart from this  Computer Fundamentals has 

been  prescribed by the university  as compulsory subject for all UG courses. A 

majority  of teachers  are trained  in basic  computer  language, M.S.word.power-

point presentation, tally, applications etc,. They teach  theory to students in class 

room and do practicals in computer lab.Audio-visual tools are gradually used  in 

teaching-learning process. The  students can grasp and understand subjects without 

any hindrance with the help of computers and information technology and learn IT 

skills. 

 Being Government college teachers have been  appointed by the  Government 

through the KPSC. The government  has appointed  teachers in all departments in 

2009. But  the number  is not adequate in Kannada, English and commerce and 

Management department. There is  more demand  for B.Com course  in this area. 

More number of  teachers  are needed in commerce and management  department  

as  additional  sections  have been  created resulting  into creation of additional 

posts. The shortage of teachers  is met by appointment of Guest Faculty by the 

principal with the consent  of higher authority. A proposal has been  sent  by the 

principal to the Government  to appoint required number of teachers  to all 

departments. 

 Steps are being taken by the  college  to computerise library resources to make the 

students  and staff to have  free access to the library. It is in process. 

 

2. What are the other quality sustenance and enhancement  measures  undertaken by 

the institution since the previous assessment and accreditation with regard to 

Teaching-Learning and Evaluation? 

 Qualified and competant teachers with NET, M.Phil and P.hd degrees have been 

appointed by the Government to meet the  changing requirements of the 
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Curriculum. 

 Teaching-learning is made enjoyable through  creating  an academic  ambience in 

the college. 

 Pedagogy has been changed.Various  Teaching-learning methods like lecture 

method, interactive method, project-based –learning, computer assisted learning 

have been  adopted by teachers 

 Provisions  are made  for selection  of teachers under FIP. 

 The students of BBM  are exposed to field work and  do project work.  They prepare 

and submit Project Reports  under the guidance of  faculty. The reports are sent to 

the university for evaluation. The copies of reports are kept and maintained  in the 

commerce and Management department. 

 Slow learners are identified and given remedial coaching. 

 Evaluation of students by teachers and teachers by students has been in vogue. The 

feedback  is obtained, analysed and necessary modifications  are made in Teaching-

learning process. 

 The students  are vertually transformed  as life long learners and innovators by 

inculcating soft skills, job skills, communication skills andentrepreneurship skills. 

As a result many of our past students have been self-employed and have given jobs 

to other job seekers. 

 The teachers  attended Orientaion and Refresher course to enrich and update their 

knowledge. 

 As many  as 200 students of final B.com, BBM and BA were trained in spoken 

English skills, interview skills and employability skills sponsored by  the 

Department  of Collegiate Education. 

 IQAC has taken a lead to improve Teaching-learning process. 

 Student-centric activites are emphasised by the college by providing facilities for 

teachers to develop skills like independent learning, interactive learning and 

collaboerative learning among students. 
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 LIC( Local Inquiry Committee) from affiliating university  visits the college  every 

year  to conduct  academic  audit. The suggestions given by the  committee so far  

about the Teaching-learning were implemented and complied with.  
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CRITERION III: RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION 

 

3.1 Promotion of Research 

3.1.1 Does the institution have recognized research center/s of the affiliating 
           University or any other agency/organization?  

No. The institution does not  have  recognized  research center of the affiliating 

university  or any other  agency/organization. 

 

3.1.2 Does the Institution have a research committee to monitor and address  the 
issues   of   research?   If   so,   what   is   its   composition,   mention   a   few 
recommendations made by the committee for implementation and their 
impact?  

      Yes. An UGC committee has been formed  in the college  headed by the principal 

and a senior  teacher  who holds  doctorate degree as its co-ordinator. The Heads of  

all departments  are made  as the  members of the committee. It is also acting as  

research committee.The college  has been included u/s 2(f) and 12(B) of UGC Act. 

The college has received  grants  from UGC under  xi plan for capacity building, 

Purchase of teaching aids, library books, Construction of rest room for women etc,. 

The  committee has taken decisions for utilizing UGC grants. Apart from that  the 

committee is taking decisions in respect of promoting research in the college. This 

committee meets often  to have  discussions over various issues relating to UGC and 

research activities. The committee is encouraging teachers  to take up research under 

FDP.Those teachers who wish  to do research  will be deputed  as per the guidelines 

of UGC. Teachers are also  encouraged  to undertake major and minor research 

projects funded by  UGC. 

 

3.1.3 What are the measures taken by the institution to facilitate smooth progress 
and implementation of research schemes/projects?  

   autonomy to the principal investigator  

   timely availability or release of resources  

   adequate infrastructure and human resources  
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   time-off, reduced teaching load, special leave etc. to teachers  

   support in terms of  technology and information needs  

 facilitate timely auditing and submission of utilization certificate  
     to the funding authorities  

   any other  

       Only undergraduate courses are offered by the college.  PG courses  have not been  

started. Some of the departments  intend to  start  PG courses  shortly which will 

provide  an opportunity  to promote  research among students. Sincere  efforts are on 

in this direction. Though the research  is not the  major  component  in curicular 

activities, more emphasis  is paid on research. The institution has  created  research 

culture  and temperaments not only among the staff but  also students. The 

orientation  of staff    and students  towards research  is going  on. Many  initiatives  

have been taken by the college  to prepare and work on some useful research 

projects. The research schemes  initiated  by the college  are mostly general in nature. 

The specific research projects in real sense have not been  initiated by college. The 

college  is facilitating  smooth progress  and implementation of  research schemes by 

the staff and students. The staff is very keen  to pursue  specific  research  in 

respective  areas for career development. They have taken up research.  It is 

necessiated by new guidelines issued  by UGC. The  institution  is providing  all  

facilities  to   staff to complete their research projects. The staff can avail  study leave  

while doing research. Some teachers have already  started  doing  research  and there 

are others  who are inclined  to do research. They are in  search of suitable guides. 

Adjustement  in teaching schedule  is also made  for those  teachers who are  doing 

research  without availing  study leave. Apart from this  students are also motivated 

to take up general research projects such as  socio-economic survey, environment 

survey in villages  where special camps  are conducted. These surveys are usually 

undertaken by NSS volunteers. In addition to this   students of BBM are supposed to 

undertake  project work. These students  choose  title  of the project, visit   industry, 

collect  data, prepare and submit  project reports to the university under the guidance 

of teachers  for award of degrees. The college  is extending all support needed  by 

students  and staff  for smooth progress and implementation of projects. 
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3.1.4 What are the efforts made by the institution in developing scientific temper 
and research culture and aptitude  among students ?  

          The institution has realized the need for  research  in view of the  changes taking 

place  in higher education. The needs  of national and international job market in 

particular  and the society  in general are  undergoing  changes  drastically. In order 

to cater  to the changing needs of society  and job market , research activities have 

been included in the curricula. The job  markets have become more competitive . 

They expect  students to be  research oriented.The institution has made  efforts  to 

create research  temperaments among  students. The curriculum  has been modified  

whenever  required  for integrating  curricular activities with that of research 

activities. Teachers of the college  are  research oriented. Some teachers hold 

doctorate  degrees. While others are doing research work in their subjects. Teachers 

have developed research culture  among themselves and they are also promoting the 

research culture among students. Extension activities are conducted  through NSS in 

which students are actively involved. Students can develop  research optitude  and 

scientific temper. The institution is promoting  participation of students  in research 

activities such as project work and socio-economic survey ctc. 

 

3.1.5 Give details of the faculty involvement in  active  research(Guiding student 
research, leading Research Projects, engaged in  individual/collaborative 
research activity etc.)  

  The institution is planning  for colloberative research  with others. It will seek 

recognition from UGC shortly. Some teachers  are engaged  in individual research  

activities. It will become research centre  in due course. The institution is promoting  

research culture among the faculty and students. Teachers are actively engaged in 

research activities. They inspire  students to develop scientific temper and research 

optitude. Teachers are inclined  to undertake research work which will have positive 

impact on students. Those teachers who hold doctorate degrees are guiding  research 

students. Many such students were guided  by the faculty  so far. The faculty 

members  are going to  take up major and minor research  project funded by UGC 

shortly.Some of the faculty  members are permitted  to guide M.Phil projects. 
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3.1.6 Give details of workshops/ training programmes/ sensitization programmes 
conducted / organized by the institution with focus on  capacity building 
in terms of research and imbiding research culture among the staff and 
students.  

       The primary objective of the institution  is to develop  research culture  among  the 

staff and students. The staff members  are more sensitive to research activities and 

they have already developed  research culture among themselves. The attitude  of the 

staff towards research is positive. They wish to participate in research activities  

voluntarily. Teachers are deputed to participate in workshops and training 

programmes organized by the department of collegiate education, affiliating 

university  and other research organizations as per the guidelines issued by UGC. 

Both the staff and students have been  sensitized  towards research. Students are  

allowed  to participate in workshop along with teachers. 

 

3.1.7 Provide details of prioritised research areas and the expertise available with 
the institution. 

       Many of our teachers had undertaken  research work and acquired doctorate degrees. 

These teachers  possess expert knowledge in their respective  subjects. Some more 

teachers  have already got their  names registered for doing research.With this more 

than 80% of the staff is engaged  in research work. The institution  has  best of 

human talents and research skills in   teachers with commitment and conviction who 

are already research oriented. The prioritized research areas  identified by the 

teachers are  marketing, Finance, Human Resource, Taxation etc, in commerce and 

Management ,Economics, Political science , sociology  history in Arts.  Details  of 

prioritized  research areas  are  given in their  personal profiles. 

 

3.1.8 Enumerate the efforts of the institution in attracting researchers of eminence 
to visit the campus and interact with teachers and students? 

         Students are  encouraged  and motivated  to acquire  scientific knowledge  while 

studying. The teachers and students  are made  aware  of the significance  of 

scientific knowledge , research and  innovation. Students  are expected  to become  

life long learners  and innovators  and make  substantial  contribution to society. 

Keeping this in view  students  have been allowed  to have  interaction with teachers  
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about research activities. Besides, the institution has been inviting  research scholars, 

experts  and eminent  researchers  from research bodies  and allowing  teachers and 

students  to have interaction with them. Research experts from university  have also 

been invited  to the college  to deliver special lecturers on research. Inviting  resource 

persons, eminent  research  stalwarts from   different  fields to the college  has 

become the regular activity  in the college. Teachers and students  can have  effective 

interaction with them whenever they visit the college. The  interactive programmes  

stimulate   students  to  develop interest  on research activities. 

 

3.1.9 What  percentage  of  the faculty  has  utilized  sabbatical  leave  for  
research activities? How has the provision contributed to improve the 
quality of research and imbide research culture on the campus? 

         There is provision for granting study leave  for those teachers  who want to  carry on  

research activities. The institution grants  study leave  to  teachers  as per the rules  

and regulations of UGC under FDP after obtaining  permission from the Department 

of collegiate education. The leave will be  granted  subject to  the condition. Granting 

of  study leave  will increase  research quality and culture  of the college. Most of the 

faculty members  are undertaking   research activities without obtaining   study 

leave.They  do it on a part time basis. Some teachers are planning  to avail study 

leave  to carry on research activities  on full time  basis. The provision envisaged  in 

UGC regulations is helpful in promoting research culture  of the college. 

 

3.1.10 Provide   Details of the initiatives taken up by the institution in creating            
awareness/advocating/transfer of relative findings of research of the            
institution and elsewhere  to students and community (lab to land).  

         The institution makes  significant contribution to  community by advocating  the 

relative  findings of the research. It ensures that the  benefits  of research will be 

made available to  deserving  people  in the community. The aim of the institution is 

to see that  the fruit of  higher education and research should reach common people. 

There are  two NSS units  in the college which organize  extension and outreach 

programmes through which  students  can have  easy access  to the community. 

Students  will  be engaged  in socio-economic survey, market survey, ecological and 
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environment survey and the findings  of these surveys will be ultimately transferred 

to the  community at large. Teachers and students are  responsive to the changing 

needs of society. 

 

3.2 Resource Mobilization for Research 

3.2.1 What percentage of the total budget is earmarked for research? Give          
details of major heads of expenditure, financial allocation and actual         
utilization.  

      The college   is not yet  recognized  as a research centre. It is a premier institution of 

higher education offering  only UG courses.  PG courses  will  start  from the ensuing  

academic year  for which  the Government  has accorded  permission. It will then 

become  a research centre. Till then  the research is not a major component  in 

teaching . So, the budget is not earmarked  for research. Financial allocation for 

research  does not arise . There are no major heads of expenditure  to be incurred  for 

research activities. The faculty  can undertake  major and minor  projects being 

funded by  UGC directly. Financial allocations will be made by UGC individually 

based on the importance  and size of the projects. 

 

3.2.2 Is there a provision in the institution to provide seed money to the faculty for 
research? If so, specify the amount disbursed and the percentage of the 
faculty who has availed the facility in the last four years?  

          There is no provision  in the institution to provide seed money  to faculty  for 

research. No faculty has availed this facility in the last four years. UGC is the funding 

agency for research activities. The faculty will be allowed to take up major and minor 

projects either on part time basis or full time basis for which the grants would be 

released by  UGC. The faculty  can avail facilities as per the guidelines and rules and 

regulations of  Government. 

 

3.2.3 What are the financial provisions made available to support student 
          research projects by students? 

    There are no specific  financial provisions made available for supporting students 

research projects. Since the college is not  a research institution, such provisions are 
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not available  to  students. BBM students shall have  to undertake  project work as 

per the regulations  of  university. Project work is prescribed  as one of the 

compulsory subjects to the students  in BBM course. The institution is  only engaging  

students  in socio- economic  projects for  developing research culture and optitude  

for the benefit of students  community in particular and the society in general. 

Teachers  are extending only academic support to  students for strengthening  

academic  stansdards  while learning. 

 

3.2.4 How does the various departments/units/staff of the institute interact in 
         undertaking   inter-disciplinary   research?Cite   examples   of successful 
         endeavors and challenges faced in organizing interdisciplinary research.  

 The college is not yet recognized as research centre.So, the units/staff  of the college  

do not  interact in undertaking inter-disciplinary research. No such activities were 

taken up till now.But the college  is promoting research culture and temperament 

among  the staff and students. Now  the college  has 42  teaching  faculty of whom 11 

are  Ph.D holders. Teachers who have doctoral degree often  share  their knowledge 

and experiences with those who are doing research and guide them in their 

endeavour. 

 

3.2.5 How does the institution ensure optimal use of various equipment and             
research facilities of the institution by its staff and students.  

        The college  receives  grants from the Government  every year for purchasing  

equipments ,tools, materials , computers and library books etc,. Grants have also been 

given  by  UGC under xi plan for capacity building and purchasing  the above items. 

So, the institution has sufficient equipments and tools  and created adequate  facilities 

for the use of teachers and students. The availability of facilities  in adequate quantity  

is stimulating  students  in developing positive attitude  towards  research. The 

institution is ensuring the optimum use of  these facilities  both by the staff and 

students. There are more number of books in the college library.The staff and 

students  will be persuaded  to go to library  frequently for using  library resources. 

Computer lab has been set up  with internet facilities. The  staff and students  have 
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been permitted  to  use  computer  and internet technology  relating to their subjects at 

stipulated time. Students of science  can avail facilities  available  in  laboratory  to 

the maximum extent. For ensuring  the optimum use of each resource  a separate time 

table has been drawn up. This would  not only ensure  the optimum use of  resources 

and also make sure that there will be utmost discipline while using these resources. 

 

3.2.6 Has the institution received any special grants or finances  from the industry 
or other beneficiary agency for developing research facility? If ‘yes’ give 
details. 

No. The institution  has not received  any special grants or finances for developing  

research facility  from the industry  or any other beneficiary agency. 

 

3.2.7 Enumerate the support provided to the faculty in securing research funds  
from various funding agencies, industry and other organizations. Provide  
details of ongoing and completed projects and grants received during the last 
four years. 

UGC is the funding agency  for research  projects. The faculty secures research funds 

from UGC only. No faculty  has received  any funds from industry  and  other 

organizations for doing research projects during  last four years. 

 
3.3 Infrastructure for Research 

3.3.1 Whar are the research facilities available to  the  students and research        
scholars with in the campus. 

The institution has created   a huge library  which is considered to  be the  main organ 

of the institution. At the moment there is no specific library  or any information 

centre  available for researchers. The library has general books as well as  books  on 

all subjects  of UG courses. Books on research  are also made available  to  

researchers. There are reference books  for students  and researchers. The college has 

a well stocked library. 

 

3.3.2 What are the institutional strategies for planning, upgrading and  creating 
infrastructural facilities to meet the needs  of researchers especially in the 
new  and emerging areas of research? 
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The pattern of research has undergone  changes now a days. The new and emerging 

areas of research are being identified  by  researchers to meet the  changing needs of  

environment and society. The research has been  integrated with  academic  curricula 

for facilitating students  to develop positive attitude towards   research activities. The 

institution is adopting  different strategies for planning, upgrading and creating 

infrastructural facilities to meet the needs of students. Capacity building has been 

going on at a larger scale since last four years. It will be expanded in future also. The 

institution has prepared working plan for upgrading old facilities and creating new 

ones for the use of students. The physical and intellectual  facilities  are made 

available  to students  for developing research culture and research optitude.  

 

3.3.3 Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry 
or other beneficiary agency for developing research facilities?? If          
‘yes’, what are the instruments/ facilities created during the last four years 

No. The institution  has not received  any special grants or finances for developing  

research facility  from  industry or other benefiatiary agency. 

 

3.3.4 What are the research facilities made available to the students and research 
                    scholars outside the campus / other research laboratories? 

The college  is not  yet  recognised as a PG centre. Hence, there are no  students  who 

pursue  specific research in any identified area as the  college  offers only 

undergraduate courses. But an awareness has been  created  among students about  

the significance  of research. The Institution  has  successfully created  research 

culture among  the staff and students. A whole lot of teachers  are doing research 

work  on a part time basis. The college encourages   teacher scholars to use  facilities 

available  in  college  to the maximum extent  and also will allow them  to  make use 

of  research facilities  available  outside  the college campus. The college  is 

associated  with  industries  and other institutions of higher learning. It is also  in 

regular touch  with different departments  of affiliating  university. Students  are 

taken  on  visit to  industries, research organisations and study centre  at affiliating 

university as a part of academic programme. Project work is prescribed by university 

as one of the  compulsory subjects for BBM students. Students  visit  industries  
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every year   along with  teachers of commerce department.While preparing  project  

reports, the permission  letters  would be given  to students to visit  industries  to 

collect  data pertaining  to their  project work. The college  has an  unwritten 

agreement  with industries  in the locality. It  has been  encouraging and motivating   

teacher scholars and students to avail  research facilities  wherever  available outside 

the college campus. 

 

3.3.5 Provide details on the library/ information resource centre or any other 
         facilities available specifically for the researchers? 

The institution  has created  a huge  library  which is considered to be  the main  

organ  of the institution. At the moment  there is no specific  library  or any 

information centre  available  for researchers. The library has general books  as well 

as  books  on  all subjects  of UG courses. Books on  research  are also  made 

available  to  researchers. There are reference books  for students  and researchers. 

The college  has well stocked library. 

 

3.3.6 What are the collaborative research facilities developed / created by the         
research institutes in the college. For ex. Laboratories, library, instruments, 
computers, new technology etc. 

The institution is committed to  promote  research among the students and staff not 

only through  teaching and learning activities but also  through developing  network 

with  outside agencies. Accordingly, it is developing  a wide network  with industries, 

local bodies, administrative  agencies, service sector, agriculture  sector  and the like. 

It is in collaberation with above agencies for the benefit of stakeholders. Research 

will be incorporated in curriculum once the college is recognised as a research centre. 

Socio-Economic  research has already been  undertaken by the college through NSS 

units in collaboration with  local bodies and associatons. The college is very keen to 

augment  and standardise research facilities especially in using  new technology, 

instruments, computers, laboratories and even library through collabeooration. A 

computer  lab has been set up with 27 computers which is used  by  students and 

staff. New technology has been used  in teaching and learning with the help of 

collaboration. New technology  and instruments are also in use to carryout the 
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administrative activities effectively and  in transparent manner. Library facilities got  

expanded over the years. The college is planning  to have collaborative activities to 

create and develop research facilities for the use of  students and staff. 

 

3.4 Research Publications and Awards 

3.4.1 Highlight the major research achievements of the staff and students in           
terms of 

 Patents obtained and filed (process and product) 

 Original research contributing to product improvement 
   Research studies or surveys benefiting the community or improving the 

Services. 
 Research inputs contributing to new initiatives and social developmen 

 

List of Faculties who have done research 

SL. 

NO. 

Name of the Faculty Department Title of the thesis 

1 Dr. Venkatesh.V  History Cultural studies of Kolar District Inscriptions 

2 Dr.Kempe Gowda  Botony A study on photo chemical and molecular markars 

in some medicinal plant 

3 Dr.Nethravathi.B.T Kannada  A Cultural Study of Shabdamani Darpana  

4 Dr.Madhusudhana             

Charya Joshi 

Kannada                                   Rebelious literarure Hyderabad Karnataka-

Heritage 

5 Dr.Shyamala Devi.S Economics Environment and Industrial development. A study 

of selected industries in Bangalore 

6 Dr.Deve Gowda History Political and cultural History of Hoysala Ballala III 

7 Dr.Nage Gowda.P  Chemistry Developmental of new analytical method for 

parmacitical formulation 
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8 Dr.Annaiah.T.B History A study of Hoysala Rajamuneshwar A.D.1235-

1255 

9 Dr.Renukamba.P.C  Economics Women economic development  of Karnataka. A 

case of Women Development Corporation  

10 Dr. Shobha.S.Mallari    Economics Economic analysis of flowricultural crops.A case 

study of Karnataka 

11 Dr.Poornima.G.R     Political 

Science 

External challenges to Indias National 

Security(Defence and Diplomatic) 

List of Faculties pursueing research 

     1 Prof. Kumar.KV Commerce Problems and prospects of 

Organized Retailing with reference 

to Food Products 

    2 Prof.Jayaramaiah.G.M Political 

Science 

Constitutional and legal Provisions 

to eradicate the child labour with 

special reference to Karnataka. A 

study. 

    3 Prof.Harish.M.G English J.M. Coetzee’s Novels:A stunning 

Portrayal of Aparthied in South 

Africa. 

   4 Prof.Smitha. M.Bhavi Katti History Farmer Agitations in 

Ramanagaram District 

 

3.4.2 Does the Institute publish or partner in publication of research        
journal(s)? If‘yes’, indicate the composition of the editorial board,   
publication policies and whether such publication is listed in any 
international database 

No. The institute  does not  publish  or partner  in publication  of research journals. 
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3.4.3 Give details of publications by the faculty and students: 
 Publication per faculty 

 Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers 

The institution has enough teachers to write  articles and publish them. A few  

teachers are always  in the habit of  writing articles and getting them published in 

dailies and journals.Some of them are prolific writers.They  write  articles  on 

specific subjects as well as  current  affairs. Text and  general books  have been 

written  and published by  some of our teachers.Senior  teachers  with rich experience  

wrote  books and  got published.The  college is also encouraging newly appointed  

teachers to develop the habit of  writing  articles and books  and make 

publications.The  faculties in the department of Kannada, English,History, 

Economics,Political Science, Chemistry made publications.The details are  shown  as 

an answer  to question No. 19 in the respective  departmental inputs and in personal 

profiles  to avoid  repetition here. 

 

3.4.4 Provide details (if any) of 
 research awards received by the faculty 

recognition received by the faculty from reputed professional bodies    and 

agencies, nationally and internationally 

The faculty did not receive  recognition  from reputed professional body and agency, 

nationally and internationally. 

 incentives given to faculty for receiving state, national and           

international recognitions for research contributions. 

Incentives were not given to faculty. 

 

3.5  Consultancy 

3.5.1 Give details of the systems and strategies for establishing institute-  
industry interface? 

The institution is in  transition period and therefore  a fulfledged  institute- Industry  

interface is yet to be established. The process has already  been set  in  and will be  
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achieved  gradually. The policy  of the institution  is to establish  long term  

relationship with industry for mutual benefits  of   students , staff, Industry and other 

stakeholders. A good systems  are evolved  and  workable strategies  are framed  by  

the institution  with useful inputs given by  internal stakeholders to establish institute: 

industry interface. Industrial visit  is a part of  academic  study. Students  of the 

college  are allowed  to go on  industrial visit  with their  teachers  every year  and 

learn  new knowledge and enrich  their experiences. Students  of BBM shall  

undertake  project work as a part of their  study. Topics will be selected  by  students  

for project work, visit industry, collect data and prepare and submit project report to 

the university for award of degrees. Institution : industry  interface  is much useful to  

students to acquire  new practical knowledge and develop new attitude . Besides  it 

improves the  consultancy  services  rendered by the staff and  it paves  the way for  

placement  of students  at the end/after graduation. 

 

3.5.2 What is the stated policy of the institution to promote consultancy? How           
is the available expertise advocated and publicized? 

The educational provisions of the institution are stated in vision statement. 

Consultancy is a part of it. The institution  adopts  a comprehensive  policy  to 

promote  all  activities  including  consultancy, Research and  extension  as per the 

direction  of the Government. The institution  is aimed  at  promoting  consultancy  

by creating  and providing  required  facilities to the faculty. The  facilities are on 

increase  these days  with increase in the strength of faculty. Teachers  have scholarly 

attitude  and are humane  in nature. The services of experienced teachers  can be 

utilised  not only in class rooms but also  extended  to the  community. Some  

teachers  are always  willing  to extend  their  services  and are motivated with all the 

facilities they need. The avaliable expertises  are  advocated  and published through  

college website , annual magazine , notifications, circulars  and the like 

 

3.5.3 How does the institution encourage the staff to utilize their expertise and 
        available facilities for consultancy services? 

Teachers  continuously enhance  and enrich  their  knowledge  and skills by attending  
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seminars, workshops  and conferences. Frequently  they undergo  training  conducted  

by the  department  and training institutes. They are  deligent  and hardworking and 

are very eager to render  consultancy services  to the  deserving  people. Teachers are 

encouraged to  utilise  their  expertise  and facilities  available  in the college  for 

consultancy services. Special casual  leave  and OOD are  granted  to those  staff who 

would  like  to go  out  to give  that services. Even permission would be given  to  any 

teacher  who  wants to move out after engaging classes in this regard. Teachers  are 

allowed to  work  for  long hours  in the  college  and  accommodated fully so that  

they can  engage  in giving  consultancy services. All this  is made possible  by 

ensuring  flexibility in the operations of the institution. 

 

3.5.4 List the broad areas and major consultancy services provided by the 
         institution and the revenue generated during the last four years. 

Initially  the institution provided some consultancy  services in one way or the other 

to  needy people. The institution offered  more of such services to  interested  people 

indirectly  and even to the departments  after it got  accredited  by NAAC in 2003. 

During   last five years  the college offered  various consultancy services to needy 

people, departments, organisations, institutions  indirectly. It is due to the  growth of  

the institution in terms of students and faculty. Ours is a  growing institution . So, it 

will contitue to  provide valuable  consultancy  services in different areas at a larger 

scale in future also. The areas in which  the consultancy services  provided by the 

institution/staff and its benefitiaries are mentioned  below. 

The language departments  such as Kannada and English actively involve  in 

translation work, drafting of important  letters and other linguistic works. These  

services are provided to the people who are  in need of it. People in the close vicinity 

are  beneficiaries. Language teachers have been invited  as resource persons to 

workshops, seminars conducted by local institutions and organisations. The  services 

of  language teachers  have been utilised  by the local associations in promoting  

language especially vernacular. 

A  Hiritahe club  has been set up and managed by  History department to which the 

students of history become members. The purpose of the  club is to create  an 
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awareness among students  about the significance  of historical places in channapatna 

taluk and other places all over karnataka. Students  were  taken on visit  to different  

places. There are  scholars in history department with Ph.d degrees  who offered  a 

good deal of historical informations  to those  graduates who wanted  to appear for  

competitive examinations like IAS and KAS. 

The annual budgets presented  by the central and State  Government  are critically 

analysed  by the teachers  of Economics department  every year. The  key elements in 

budgets are highlighted  by them and their views  are  displayed  in college  notice  

board  for use of students and are also published in local news papers and dialies. The 

outcomes  of such  analysis are passed on to the general public, businessmen, 

industrilists and  media. This service  has been  appreciated  by all stakeholders of 

higher education. 

Teachers  in   sociology department  have been  trained  in counselling and  offered 

counselling services to  deserving students and community people. Teachers visited   

villages  where special camps  were held  by NSS units of the college  and advised  

people against  child marriage , honour killings, subjugation  and harassment of 

women, ill-effects of alcohol consumption and  drug addiction etc. 

The department of commerce and management is a unique  department  in the 

college  since  it has been providing  valuable  consultancy services in income tax, 

Accounting, Auditing, Management and administration and the like. Consultancy 

services in income tax have been provided to all  teachers  of the college , teachers of 

other institutions, employees of Government department, local businessmen and  

entreprneurs, organisations and industry. The department guides  in calculating  tax 

liability , preparation of forn No 16 and  submission of income tax returns.Ex-

students  of the college   who are self employed have also availed consultancy 

services.   

3.5.5 What is the policy of the institution in sharing the income generated through 
consultancy (staff involved: Institution) and its use for institutional 
development? 

Consultancy services rendered by the institution  are not  remunerative. The  services  

offered by the staff  were honourary. It was treated  by teachers  as a special service. 
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No incomes  were  generated  through consultancy  services so far. So, there  is no 

specific  policy  in sharing  the income generated  between staff involved  and 

institution. The institution got non-monetory benefits indirectly by strengthening 

academic  standards. The staff involved enriched their experiences and expressions. 

The institution earned  good reputation among stakeholders. 

 

3.6 Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension Activities 

3.6.1 How does the institution promote institution-neighbourhood-community 
network and student engagement, contributing to good citizenship, service 

orientation and holistic development of students? 

The vision of the  institution  has been  the holistic   development of students. The 

students  are prepared  to face the  challenges  in their lives  rather than  making them 

mere graduates. The college strives  for alround development  of students  

personality. The students are given  ample opportunities  for their personality 

development . The various programmes such as  personality development , career 

development  and a host of  other events are being organized  by the college  which  

lead to   alround development  of students  personality. The institution is promoting  

neighbourhood –community  network by engaging  students  in extenstion activities. 

Students have been   taught the value of service  to the society. They are engaged in  

extension activities.  The community  network  would enable  students  to render  

valuable services  to the society. The students have been oriented  towards  social 

service, community development ctc,. 

 

3.6.2 What is the Institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement in 
various social movements / activities which promote citizenship roles? 

The community network has been developed  through NSS for involving   students  

in social activities. The college plans  and conducts  various social activities in and 

outside the college  campus in which the  students  can be actively  involved. The 

students  are encouraged and motivated  to take  part in social movements  that are 

held  in this area. The students  involve  in  social activities  voluntarily  as they 

belong to first generation learners. Morethan 80% of students  are coming from rural 
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area and having access to the community. The  students are made  to feel  that  they 

are  responsible  to the society  by being  good citizens. A sense of  social 

responsibility  has been  created  among   students. The staff of the college  make  

students  to feel that they should play citizenship roles. Human values, social values 

and social etiquittes are  incultated to   students while teaching curricula. The 

institution promotes  the participation  of students in social activities  and which will 

also promote citizenship roles. 

3.6.3 How does the institution solicit stakeholder perception on the overall 
           performance and quality of the institution? 

The institution has been in regular touch with  all  stakeholders of higher education. 

On account of this  there is constant  interaction between the institution and 

stakeholders on the academic and administratative matters. During the course of 

interaction  the perception  of stakeholders on the overall performance  and quality  

of the institution  would be solicited. There are different stakeholders who perceive  

the performance  and quality  differently. The institution adopts different 

measurements  to understand the perception of stakeholders on overall performance  

and  quality. Through measuring  the perception of   stakeholders , it is possible to 

know whether the stakeholders  of higher education  are satisfied or not. The 

perception of stakeholders may be positive  or negative. If it is positive  the 

institution has performed well and maintains a very high quality  in education. If it is 

otherwise  the institution  has performed badly and not maintainced  expected 

quality  in providing education.  Soliciting and measuring  the perception   of 

stakeholders  on how the institution is performing  is used for further improvement. 

Thus, the stakeholders  are real judges  who will measure the performance  and 

quality  of institution. 

3.6.4 How does the institution plan and organize its extension and outreach       
programmes? Providing the budgetary details for last four years, list the   
major extension and outreach programmes and their impact on the  overall 
development of students. 

The extension and outreach  programmes  are planned  and organized  by the 

institution through NSS and cultural forum. These programmes  have been 

successfully integrated with curricular  activites  of the college which have created  a 
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greater impact  on students  campus experience. There are two NSS units  in the 

college  which are planning  and organizing  the various  extension programmes  

through out  the year. A cultural forum has been  formed  which organizes   cultural  

events  such as debate, essay writing , quiz  and a host of other events. The extension  

activites  organized by the NSS are  social work, Medical camp, Aids awareness 

programme, blood  donation camp, community development programmes , Health 

and Hygienic and legal awareness programme etc,. 

     

3.6.5 How does the institution promote the participation of students and faculty in 
extension activities including participation in NSS, NCC, YRC and other 
National/ International agencies? 

The students and faculty  would participate  in all activities of the college  

voluntarily. They are more sensitive and curious  in nature. They always wish to 

enrich their knowledge by participating  in extension and  outreach programmes. 

The students  want to be exposed  to new areas  of study. The students of the college  

always think that  they can learn better  through participating  in extension  

programmes. The institution is also promoting  students and faculty to participate  in 

extension activities which are organized  by NSS and other agencies. Extension 

activities  will be organized  by NSS units  in collaboration with local associations 

and Government agencies in which  the students  and faculty will be encouraged to 

participate. 

 

3.6.6 Give details on social surveys, research or extension work (if any) 
undertakenby the college to ensure social justice and empower students 
from underprivileged and vulnerable sections of society? 

      The vision of the college  is to serve the society especially the weaker  

sections by conducting  social research and surveys. Sincere efforts have been made 

by the institution  to integrate  social survey, research and extension activites  in 

curriculum. All these activites have been undertaken  by NSS units of the college. 

The NSS units organize  regular camps  every week  and special camp for seven days  

in selected village.  The village  will be selected  in consultation with  Tahasildar  and 

other concerned  officers of Government departments. The NSS students  are 
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involved  in conducting socio-economic surveys  and research in the village  where  

the special camp is organized. A report about survey  is prepared  and submitted  to 

the development  officers  of  Government  for taking necessary  actions. Along with 

socio-economic survey  the various extension activities  are conducted  by NSS 

students  at the camp site. Some of the extension activites  undertaken  by NSS 

students in the village  were blood donation camp, Medical camp, legal awareness  

programme, Health and hygienic etc,. By this way the institution ensures social 

justice , equity  and empower under-privileged and volunerable sections of the 

society. 

 

3.6.7 Reflecting on objectives and expected outcomes of the extension activities 
organized by the institution, comment on how they complement students’ 
academic learning experience and specify the values and skills inculcated. 

The primary objective of the college  has been the holistic development  of students . 

The faculty  as well as  students  are very much aware  about  this. It is well thought 

that  this objective  can be  accomplished  not only through teaching  curricula  in 

class room  but also  by  organizing  extension  activities  along with outreach  

programmes  continually through NSS and local agencies which provide  long lasting  

benefits  to   students  on the one hand  and render  services to the community on the 

other hand. These activities  will definitely improve  the learning  experiences of 

students. The college is providing  ample opportunities  to the students  for their  

alround development  of their personalities. It has created  an environment  which is 

students friendly. The extension activities  complement  students  in improving the 

academic learning experiences. The basic  human and social values  and skills  are 

inculcated to  students  through these activities. The students can  learn 

communication skills by participating in such activities. 

 

3.6.8 How does the institution ensure the involvement of the community in its 
reach out activities and contribute to the community development? Detail on 
the initiatives of the institution that encourage community participation in its 
activities? 

The institution is easily accessible to the community since it is  located  in the  heart 
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of the town.It has been  rendering  invaluable  services to the sociey and contributing  

a lot  to the development  of  community eversince it came into being in 1984. Social 

service and community development  are envisaged  in the vision statement  of the 

institution. Community development  is ensured  either directly or indirectly through  

its  meaningfull activities. So far  it has produced  graduates who could become  the 

productive members of community  and make a great contribution to their own 

community.Sincere efforts have been made by the institution  to involve  the 

community in  its activities.. Moreover, the college is run in the midst of community  

offering  quality higher educational services. Many initiatives have been taken by the 

institution in organising community development programmes. The community is 

encouraged and motivated  to involve  actively in all such  activities. There are two 

NSS units with about 200 volunteers which organise  community development 

programmes every year. Special and weekly camps are held in the backward and 

slum areas. All these programmes  enable   students to get access to the community. 

The NSS volunteers  will be motiated  to mix up with community and  to understand  

the aspirations and ambitions of common people. The volunteers stayed  in villages  

for about a week and undertaken the constructive programmes leading  to the 

community development. The programmes organized by NSS units  were  free 

medical check up, health and hygienic , aids awareness etc. The principal and staff of 

the college supported  whole heartedly. Many outreach activities were also organised 

by the college in association with  GO and NGO,s in which the community  

participated  actively. The University  is also extending  support in conducting 

outreach activities  for the benefit of community. 

 

3.6.9 Give details on the constructive relationships forged (if any) with other 
          institutions of the locality for working on various outreach and extension 
         activities. 

Over the years the college  has successfully forged constructive relationship with 

local institutions for working on various outreach and extension activities. The desire 

of the college is that the fruits of higher education provided by the college should 

reach the community at large. So, to cater to the needs of community and render 
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yeomen services to the society in general it got associated with GO,s and NGO,s of 

the locality. It has been  in constant touch  with GO,s  and Government  departments 

like Revenue, Horticulture, Forest, Judiciary, Social welfare, Health, Agriculture, 

Village and Taluk  panchayath, PWD. Similarly it is also in touch with NGO,s such 

as Sports and cultural club, Rotary club, Red cross society, pro-kannada associations, 

Former,s association etc,. The college  has developed  a strong endurable relationship 

with all of them. Umpteen number of  outreach  and extension activities were 

organised by the college through NSS,  Cultural Forum, Sports department,Forums 

of different units of the college in  association with Go,s and NGO,s. Some of the 

activities  were  sponsored  by Government departments and also by GO,s in which 

the students  participated  enthusiastically. Blood donation camps  were held  in the 

college  by NSS units in association  with Red cross society. Both the students and 

staff donated blood voluntarily. This  type of camp  is held almost  every year. A 

programme  called legal Aid  to the students  and community was conducted by 

inviting judges as resource persons.  An innovative programmes  such as Go-Green 

and afforestation were organised  in co-ordination with Forest department. An 

awareness was created among people about health and hygiene, Aids , dengue fewer, 

malaria and infectuous deseases by organising programmes in association with  

health department.The services of students  were utilised in immunisation 

programme conducted by health department. Social and environment  awareness 

programmes could be conducted by the college by involving  concerned Go,s and 

NGO,s. Saplings supplied by Forest department  were planted  in and around college 

premises and villages  where  special camps were conducted  by NSS units. A 

women  cell was inaugurated  in the college  by women judges with an object of 

providing legal aid , and prevention of harashment to women. Students were taken on 

rallies, jathas holding placards creating  an awareness among people about the social 

evils plagueing the society such as female infanticide , foeticide etc,. 

3.6.10 Give details of awards received by the institution for extension activities 
and/contributions to the social/community development during the last four 
years. 

The institution  has contributed  a lot  to the development  of community through its 

meaningful extension and outreach activities by associating itself with other 
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institution of the locality. So far it has done  a commendable  job  in rendering unique 

services to the society by inculcating social and ethical values among students. The 

same  has been envisaged in the preamble of the college. Social services rendered by 

the  college  have been recognised by all  stakeholders and the general public. The 

institution is best known  for its  activities being conducted  for the sake of 

development  of the community. The  students  have received  a word of appreciation 

from local  institutions and  community people. The prominent people  in the locality  

also applauded  the contribution made by the institution to the development of 

community. The students won medals,prizes and received certificate of appreciation 

from local institutions and associations. The details  are given  in annexures. 

 

3.7  Collaborations 

3.7.1 How does the institution collaborate and interact with research laboratories,  
institutes and industry for research activities. Cite examples and benefits 
accrued of the initiatives - collaborative research, staff exchange, sharing 
facilities and equipment, research scholarships etc. 

The college is not recognized as a research center. Hence, it is not collaborating  and 

interacting with  research laboratories , institutes and industry for research activities. 

The college  wants to have  autonomous  status  and to be  recognized  as a research 

centre. PG courses will commence  from next year . The college will apply for 

autonomous status  after  starting  PG courses. The institution is planning to have 

collaboration and interaction with the above agencies. 

 

3.7.2 Provide details on the MoUs/collaborative arrangements (if any) with 
        institutions of national importance/other universities/ industries/Corporate 
       (Corporate entities) etc. and how they have contributed to the development 

 of the institution. 
The college does not have formal MOUs/Collaborative  arrangements with  

institutions of national importance and others.But it has  unwritten agreements and 

informanl collaborative  arrangements with industries/Corporate entities and other 

universities which have  contributed substantially to the development of the 

institution. 
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3.7.3 Give details (if any) on the industry-institution-community interactions  that 
have contributed to the establishment / creation/up-gradation of    academic 
facilities, student and staff support, infrastructure facilities of the institution 
viz. laboratories / library/ new technology /placement services etc. 

The college has been  interacting continuously with industry on the one hand and  the 

community on the other.Actually it works in the midst of them.The interaction takes 

place for some specific actions and activities which leads to  upgradation of academic 

facility, support to students and staff, placement services etc. Experts from industry  

are invited  to the college to train  students  in management skills, interview skills 

etc.Industrial tours/trips are arranged  by  all departments every year through which  

the students pay  visit to industry,organizations,  corporate company, Banks, business 

establishments which is a part of academic programme.Industry interaction facilitates 

BBM students to do  mandatory project work.The placement cell  of the college  is in 

touch with industry for providing placement  services to the  students.Similarly 

community  is also involved in certain activities which results into creation  and 

upgradation of some  basic facility which are absolutely  needed in learning process. 

Now the college  is identified by the Government as community college.It will soon 

introduce community oriented  programme through formal collaboration with 

industry and community. 

 

3.7.4 Highlighting the names of eminent scientists/participants who contributed to 
the events, provide details of national and international conferences       
organized by the college during the last four years. 

National and international conferences were not organized  by the college during the 

last four years. 

 

3.7.5 How many of the linkages/collaborations have actually resulted in formal 
MoUs and agreements ? List out the activities and beneficiaries and cite 
examples (if any) of the established linkages that enhanced and/or facilitated 
- 
a) Curriculum development/enrichment 

b) Internship/ On-the-job training 

c) Summer placement 
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d) Faculty exchange and professional development 

e) Research 

f) Consultancy 

g) Extension 

h) Publication 

i) Student Placement 

j) Twinning programmes 

k) Introduction of new courses 

l) Student exchange 

m)  Any other 

The linkages have not  actually resulted in formal  MOUs and agreements.There have 

been unwritten agreements and various activities  carried on  based on  the 

understandings. The institution networks with  industry, local bodies, associations, 

administrative agencies, service sector , agriculture sector  and Government 

departments. It has developed a wide networks with  different  departments of 

affiliating university. Many linkages have been developed  with above  agencies to 

carry on educational activites meangingfully to achieve the stated goals and 

objectives. The college works on various projects in collaboration with outside 

agencies for the benefits of stakeholders. Many of its activites are carried on through 

linkages only which has benefited  the students and staff. The collaborative activites 

facilitated the institution  in curricular development, promotion of research, extension  

activities, counselling and placement of students. 

The teachers of our college  actively participate  in seminars and workshops every 

year  organised by  affiliating  university. Linkages with industry and local bodies  

help in curricular development/enrichment. The department of commerce and 

management, Bangalore university developed new curriculm for B.Com and BBM 

courses which are effective  from the year 2012-13. New subjects  have been  

introduced  by updating the syllabus content  to cater to the  needs of present 

employment markets. Recently  a workshop was held  in 2012  in Bangalore  by the 
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Forum of commerce teachers in  consultation with the department of commerce and 

management, Bangalore university about  the implementation of  new curriculum to 

which the  teachers of commerce department of this college participated. The 

outcomes of linkages  will be used in curricular development. 

The linkages  are highly useful in giving training to both teaching and non-teaching 

staff of the college on various  issues such as  new teaching methods  to be adopted, 

TQM, administration, counselling etc,. A few teachers and non-teaching staff were 

deputed to attend  trainging in computer skills organised by the department of 

collegiate  education in 2010 and 2011. More than 25%  of teachers  were sent to 

receive  training in students counselling conducted by  NIMHANS in Bangalore. 

Senior teachers  of the college  attended  training on IQAC held at ATI, Mysore. 

Senior teachers have also attended  training on  administrative issues sponsored by  

the DCE through ATI, Mysore. 

The teachers  have gained a lot  from collaboration  with outside  agencies.  Through 

linkages the staff and students are exposed to  all options  available to them. Teachers 

are encouraged and   allowed to participate  and present papers in State and National 

level seminars and conferences organised by management  and technical institutes 

and other institutions of higher education.  

The college  promotes research through linkages. It creates  research culture and 

temparaments among  students. The institution  is in transition period as far as 

promotion of reseach  is concerned  through linkages. The students of BBM are 

required to undertake  project works.  Hence, they visit  industries in and around 

Ramanagaram District to collect data  relating to project works. Collaberative 

activities help these  in preparing and submitting project reports to the university. 

Collaboration improves  consultancy servces provided by the college. All 

departments give  consultancy services to  industries, community and other 

institutions and organisations in their respective areas. These services are provided  at 

free of cost  that enhances the reputation of the institution.        
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3.7.6 Detail on the systematic efforts of the institution in planning, establishing  
and implementing the initiatives of the linkages/collaborations. 

As the college is located  in rural area, the management  has understood  the 

inevitability of establishing linkages to cater to the  varied needs of  students coming 

from diverse socio-economic background.What is  expected  generally of this 

institution in this part is that the diverse  needs  of students should be satisfied with 

well developed linkages.Thus the college is taking initiatives and putting systematic 

efforts in planning, establishing and implementing the  so called initiatives of 

linkages.The college runs  with 13 departments and  also has  other  units  to plan and  

perform co/extra-curricular activities, extension and outreach programmes.Initiatives 

of linkages have been  implemented  all through these units.All  core departments of 

the college along with supportive units have  full freedom to develop useful linkages 

with  outside  agencies, industry,associations and bodies and institutions.Eventually 

the so called linkages provide immense benefits to the learners in particular and 

society  in general that enhances  the reputation of the college. 

 

FOR  RE-ACCREDITATION:- 

1. What were the evaluative observations made under Research, Consultancy 
and Extension in the previous Assessment Report and how they have been 
acted upon? 
Previous Observations:- 

 The team applauded the encouragement  given  by the college to the teachers to 

attend orientation programmes and refresher courses by granting them study leave. 

 Appreciation was also made by the team members about the extension activities 

like community development, social work, Health and hygiene awareness, medical 

camps, literay camps, blood donation camps,Aids and Environmental awareness 

conducted through NSS units. 

 Consultancy services are not undertaken by the college. 

 FIP (Faculty Improvement Programme) is not available to the teachers. 

 There is no research programme or project of any funding agency in the college. 

 Research and Discussion  forum to be formed by the college. 
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 Generation of funds for extension services  be encouraged. 

Actions taken by the college to fulfil the above observations. 

 The college recognized  the need for providing consultancy  services  soon after its 

first  Assessment and Accreditation by NAAC. Gradually  the college started 

providing consultancy  services in some areas  through some departments. The 

Department of Commerce and Management plays  a significant role  in this 

direction. It provides consultancy services to the needy people  in the locality  at 

free of cost. Usually the services are provided in the areas of Taxation, Finance, 

Marketing, Accounting and Auditing. Apart from this  language  departments  such 

as Kannada and English offer  some services in drafting  of letters, translation 

works and other linguistic matters at free of cost also  to the people  who seek such 

services from them. No funds  are generated so far. The  college  is planning to 

formalise  consultancy services with a view to  generate  some funds for extension 

activities. 

 The college has created  provisions of FIP for teachers. Now  the teachers can take  

up research work on full time  basis  by availing study leave  as per the guidelines 

of UGC. The college  is now promoting research among teachers  so as to improve  

the quality of teaching-learning process. 

 A UGC committee  comprising of all Heads of the departments has been formed  in 

the college. It also  acts as research committee. It guides and advises on the issues 

relating to promotion of research  activities, take decisions in respect of  utilization 

of UGC  funds. The committee will focus on  capacity building in terms of research 

and imbiding research culture  among the staff and students. It develops  scientific 

temper,research culture  and optitude among students. 

 

2.  What are the other quality sustenance  and enhancement measures 
undertaken  by the college since the previous assessment and 
accreditation with regard to  under Research, Consultancy and 
Extension? 

 The college has a band of  42 teachers in all departments which consists of young, 

energetic and most experienced. The teachers are encouraged  and motivated to 
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take up research work. 11 teachers  have already  acquired Ph.D  degrees. 04 

teachers  are pursueing  research work  in specialised areas on part time basis 

without availing study leave. Many of remaining teachers are in search of  suitable 

guides. The college  has  taken  measures  to imbide  research culture  on the 

campus. 

 A few teachers authored  Text Books and  reference  books and published  articles 

in journals  of national repute. Some more  are  in the  process of writing books and 

publishing articles. 

 The  teachers in Commerce and Management  department are  giving  consultancy  

services at free of cost to  individuals, firms, academicians, employees of 

Government department, private company. They assisted  in calculation of  tax 

liability, preparation of Form no.16,  filling of income tax returns, E-filing, 

preparation of final accounts. 

 So many outreach and extension activities were organised on the campus and 

outside through NSS units and sports department.The students got wide exposure 

and gained practical knowledge. 

 Students of BBM are inspired to do project work in priortised research areas like 

HRM, Finance, Marketing, Banking and Insurance etc,. 

 Students of  Political Science  went  and watched live proceedings in legislative 

assembly  along with teachers at Vidhana Soudha in Bangalore. 

 Teachers in Science department took students  to Science Exhibition held at 

Bangalore. 

 Students of BBM visited  My Sugar  Co. ltd, at Mandya in 2011 and Mangalore  

Port Trust ltd at Mangalore in 2012 alongwith teachers. 

 The teachers are also allowed to take up minor or major research projects being 

funded by UGC. 
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CRITERION IV: INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES 

4.1 Physical Facilities 

4.1.1 What is the policy of the Institution for creation and enhancement of 
      infrastructure that facilitate effective teaching and learning? 

Since the institution is run by the Government , the policy  of the Government  is 

being followed  by the college for creation and enhancement  of infrastructure for 

facilitating effective  teaching  and learning. Higher education  policy  in respect of  

creation and enhancement of infrastructure  facilities  for all Government colleges  

has been devised  by the Government  of Karnataka  which is being implemented  

through the Department of Collegiate Education. The Government has given a top 

priority  to provide  adequate  physical facilities  since education has been identified 

as one of the priority  sectors. Normally the policy of the Government  is in favour of  

creating and enhancing  the enough infrastructure  facilities to  colleges. The main 

objective of the Government policy  is to enhance  the GER of students  in Higher 

Education institutions.  The principal has to  send a proposal for creating  additional 

infrastructure  facilities  to the Government  through  DCE. Many such proposals  

were sent  by the  principal to the Government  in the last four years and they were all 

accepted  by the  Government. It has resulted into  the enhancement of  infrastructure  

facilities  over the years and consequently it has indeed  made  teaching and learning  

more effective. With the increase in effectiveness  of teaching and learning the 

teachers  and students  can further  sharpen  their  teaching and learning  skills 

respectively. The college is  committed to have effective  teaching and learning 

process. The college is to adopt  the policy of the Government  with regard to  

enhancement of physical facilities  in order to  have  effective  teaching and learning 

process. 

 

4.1.2 Detail the facilities available for 
a) Curricular and co-curricular activities – classrooms, technology enabled 

learning spaces, seminar halls, tutorial spaces, laboratories, botanical garden, 

Animal house, specialized facilities and equipment for teaching, learning and 
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research etc. 

b) Extra –curricular activities – sports, outdoor and indoor games, gymnasium, 

 auditorium, NSS, NCC, cultural activities, Public speaking, communication 

 skills development, yoga, health and hygiene etc. 

In order to provide quality higher education to the students  coming from rural areas 

the institution  carries on an innumerable  co-curricular  and extra-curicular  activities 

. Various facilities  have been created  and enhanced  substantially over the years for 

conducting  all these activities meaningfully. The college has its own identity . It has 

a huge permanent structure  comprising  of  class rooms, library,  science laboratory, 

principal chamber, college office , computer lab, NSS and sports room. The details  

regarding  the availability  of facilities  are furnished below. 

Class Rooms:- Initially  there were  just 08 class rooms as the permanent structure  

of the building was limited to  ground floor. The college  could very well manage  

with it since  it had  offered  only BA and B.Com courses. The number of students  

enrolled  to these courses  were  also limited. But the growth of the college  was  

remarkable  in the last ten years with introduction of  new courses and combinations. 

The enrollment of students  to all courses  that necessitated  the creation of number of 

class rooms. Initiation  was made by the college  for extension  of  building  to create 

more class rooms and other facilities. The first floor of the building  has been  

constructed  recently. The construction of the second floor is in progress and it is 

likely to be completed in a couple of months. With the extension of  building  the 

number of class rooms  has increased  from 08  rooms in 2003 to 25 rooms  at 

present. The class rooms of varying sizes have been  created  with  an object of 

providing  accommodation to  students  of all classes. All class rooms are evenly  

equipped  and well ventilated. Some class rooms are more spacious  providing 

accommodation for more than 100 students. The class rooms are created  and 

prepared  in such a manner that the students  feel comfortable while learning. 

 In the passage of time  the infrastructural facilities have improved  with the  use of 

technological devices in learning process. The institution has been successful in 

creating  technology enabled  learning spaces. Modern and scientific  teaching aids  
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have been used  in the class rooms to a certain extent  to enable  students to learn 

better. A fulfledged computer lab with 27 computers with internet facilities has been 

established. The lab provides an opportunity  to  students to learn  computer skills 

practically. They can also be accessible  to  internet facilities .  Teachers are also 

allowed  to use  computers and internet facilities during stipulated  hours. 

A seminar hall has been  created  in the first floor of the building which has large 

space and will be  adequately equipped. All  facilities  required for holding  seminars 

will be made available  in the seminar hall. The seminar hall will be not only  used  

for conducting  seminars and workshops but also being used for  holding  meetings of 

the staff, students, CDC, Alumni, Parents etc,. The seminar hall  strengthens  the 

standards of teaching and learning. 

In addition to the  above  some specialized equipments  and facilities  have been 

made  available  for teaching , learning  and research activities. New and updated  

technology  has been used  in teaching and learning. Audio and visuals tools such as  

LCD and OHP are used in teaching. Smart and white boards  have also been  fixed to 

each class room which facilitates the teaching and learning process. 

 

4.1.3 How does the institution plan and ensure that the available infrastructure is 
in line with its academic growth and is optimally utilized? Give specific 
examples of the facilities developed/augmented and the amount spent 
during the last four years (Enclose the Master Plan of the Institution/ 
campus and indicate the existing physical infrastructure and the future 
planned expansions if any). 

The college did not have its own identity when it was started in 1984. It was housed  

in nearby Government PU college building for ten years. The Government took 

initiative  in constructing a separate building for college for which  a Master plan was 

prepared. Sufficient building grants were also released by the  Government. The 

building was constructed and then the college was shifted to  present building in 

1994.  A proposal  to construct  the first floor was prepared and sent to the 

Government for sanction in 2004. In the meantime the local MP agreed to release 

grants to construct first  floor on the recommendation of  local MLA in 2005.  The 

Government also  accorded sanction and the work was started in 2006.  
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The construction of  first floor  on the front and backside (South and North) was 

completed in 2009 and made available  for taking  classes. North wing  on the first 

floor has been allotted to science departments to establish laboratory and to engage 

classes. A fulfledged  science lab  has been set up at a cost  of RS. 1 crore. Rooms on 

the south wing have been allotted to  other departments for taking classes. More class 

rooms  were required  with  increase in intake of students to all existing courses and 

introduction of  new courses such as BBM in 2006 and B.Sc in 2010. Number of  

sections  have also increased in the existing courses of BA and B.Com. On the 

instruction of local MLA another proposal  to construct  remaing portions of first 

floor on north and west side was prepared and sent to the Government for sanction in 

2009. The Government has accepted the proposal and given sanction. 

The construction work of  1st floor (remaining portions) and second floor on the other 

sides started in 2010. The civil work is still going on. When the work is completed  

sufficient rooms  will be available  for taking  classes and conducting other activities 

of the college.Classes are held on shift basis due to shortage  of rooms. Classes were 

held on three shift basis  from 8.30 am to 5pm during  the year  2011-12. It has been 

reduced  to two shift  from 9am to 4.40 pm during the year 2012-13 as the additional 

rooms are created  in the first floor. In addition to the  proposed  expansion  of 

existing physical  infrastructure, the construction  of rest room for women students  

from UGC funds has already started and  it is in progress.There is also  proposal to 

build  college  canteen. Though additional rooms  are created  in the first floor, the 

shift  system  can not be avoided  because  of heavy enrollment of students  to all 

courses  especially BCom course.  

The college has grown academically in the last five years.Naturally it was inevitable  

to augment infrastructure  to keep pace with academic growth. The college was 

established  almost 30 years ago without building of its own. But today it has its own 

identity. The needs for infrastructure  were met through building grants, grants for 

library books and furniture released by the Government. 

The principal creates an awareness among the staff and students about available 

infrastructure facilities. The efforts of principal ensure the optimum utilisation of 

infrasructure facilities. The college   carries on an innumerrable activities such as 
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curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular  which helps to maximum use of 

resources. In addition to this extension activities are also being carried out  which will 

enable further use of resources.The library always remains opened  to students from 

morning to evening, so that they can sit and study.Sports and other facilities are 

accessible to them. The regular classes are engaged  for all courses  on shift basis. 

Students come in batches  and engage in their work which enables optimum use of  

facilities. The infrastructure facilities  have been used not only during working days 

of the college but also during holidays. Remedial and tutorial classes are also 

conducted. College functions, celebration of national festivals would also help to 

utilise available resources in a best possible manner. The quality of education  

emanates from  effective utilisation of resources. That is the symbol of this 

institution. 

The academic facilities in the college are being allowed to be used  by others  for 

various purposes such as  holding blood donation camps, organizing aids awareness 

programmes by the co-ordinator of NSS, Bangalore University. The Tahsildar often 

uses  the building for  Election purposes. KPSC and Police Department  conduct 

competitive examinations in this centre. CET examinations are also held here. Above 

all  the neighbouring colleges often use class rooms for conducting their 

examinations.Accommodations are also provided to the police personnel  in the 

college  during  election times.NGO,s are also availing the facilities that are available 

in the college. Through this an healthy atmosphere has been created in and around 

the college. This helps the college to grow in a big way.  

        

4.1.4 How does the institution ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet the 
   requirements of students with physical disabilities ? 

A special attention  has been given to differently abled students by taking care of 

their  needs. The institution ensures that  the  infrastructure facilities  meet the 

requirements  of  these students. The college is located  in the  heart of the town. It  is 

quite adjacent to  KSRTC bus stand  and  also is very near to  Railway station. The 

location  of the college  is the most convenient  to these students  to attend  classes. 

The infrastructure facilities  of the college  are easily accessible to differently abled 
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students. They can reach the college  safely by choosing any convenient mode of 

transport. 

 

4.1.5 Give details on the residential facility and various provisions available    
within them: 

Hostel Facility – Accommodation available 

Recreational facilities, gymnasium, yoga center, etc. 

Computer facility including access to internet in hostel 

Facilities for medical emergencies 

Library facility in the hostels 

Internet and Wi-Fi facility 

Recreational facility-common room with audio-visual equipments 

Available residential facility for the staff and occupancy Constant supply 

of safe drinking water 

Security 

Hostels are not run by the college independantly. They are run by the Government 

through social welfare  department  and department of backward community. The 

students  have been given  accommodation  in  SC/ST hostel, OBC hostel and 

minority hostel. The former hostels are run by the  social welfare department  and the 

later  is maintained  by the minority association. The college has been  in regular 

correspondence  with these  hostels  and  ensures that  the students are safe  and  

secured  while staying  in hostels. The principal and staff  visit  the hostels  frequently 

and  enquire  about  the well being  of students. 

 

4.1.6 What are the provisions made available to students and staff in terms of         
health care on the campus and off the campus? 

The  institution is more concerned about the  health of students and staff. It is a big  

institution of 2452 students and about 50 teaching and non-teaching staff. Some 

provisions  are made  available  to  students  and staff in terms of  health care. The 
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college  tried to set up a health centre on the campus. But it could not be  materialised 

owing to  lack of  accommodation. The proposal of setting up of health centre is still  

there on record and it would be set up  when  the problem of accommodation  is 

resolved.   However, the students    have access to the  health care services since  the 

college is in prime location. The Government hospital  is very  near to the college. 

The private hospitals  are in the close vicinity. The college is in constant  touch with  

local Doctors both Government and private. They are frequently invited to the 

college  on a number of occassions like blood donotion camps, Medical check- up 

and Aids awareness programmes etc,. The NSS units in the college  are having  a list 

of Doctors whom the students can meet at any time. 

The teaching and non-teaching staff of the college can also avail  medical facilities 

offered by the Government.The medical bills of  the staff will be re-imbursed by the 

Government as per KCSR. 

 

4.1.7 Give details of the Common Facilities available on the campus –spaces for 
special units like IQAC, Grievance Redressal unit, Women’s Cell, Counseling 

and Career Guidance, Placement Unit, Health Centre, Canteen, recreational 

spaces for staff and students, safe drinking water facility, auditorium, etc. 

Ours is a growing institution. It is  the most  potential college  in rural area. Massive  

expansion  of college  in terms of students  strength  has taken place in the last  five 

years. Long term plans  are formulated  by the  management to expand physical 

infrastructure.There has been  an increase  in physical  infrastructure facilities also in 

the last five years. But  the  increase in facilities are not  inline  with academic 

growth. The college is facing  the problem of class rooms. Available  class rooms are 

not sufficient  to engage  all  classes at the same time. Classes are held on shift basis. 

Spaces for special  units  are not yet  provided.  Special units like  IQAC,Women,s 

cell, Grievance  Redressel unit, Placement unit and counselling  meet in room no.03. 

Some time  these special units use class rooms whenever the classes are not engaged. 

Some class rooms are  vacant  after 3.00 pm which can be used by special units  for 

holding meetings.Career guidance is given to  students  in class room itself. IQAC is 

always pro-active. Non-availability of  separate space  is not an hindrance  to its 
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functioning.Teachers of our college  are committed to perform their assigned 

duties.They show a lot of concern to  students.Health centre will be set up soon once 

the room is made available for it. There is a proposal to construct  building  for 

canteen.Mobile canteen facility  is provided  to  students  and staff in college 

premises at present. Canteen committee  ensures that snacks and food items  are 

provided  at subsidised rates. Students  and staff would often engage  in recreational  

activities. Sufficient space is provided  to them  in big class  room and on campus. 

The college is planning to have auditorium on the campus . Safe drinking  water 

facility  has been provided  to students   on the corridors. Sincere efforts will be made 

by the college to allott spaces for functioning of special units in future.  

 

4.2 Library as a Learning Resource 

4.2.1 Does the library have an Advisory Committee? Specify the composition of 
such a committee. What significant initiatives have been implemented by the 

committee to render the library, student/user friendly? 

Yes. A library advisory committee comprising  of the principal as  the chairperson, 

the librarian as convenor  and  a few   teachers  as its  members is constituted  by the 

principal every year. It shall also  act as  Reading room committee. The librarian 

works under  the  guidance  of the committee. The librarian  is responsible  for 

maintaining  the library  meticulously. The advisory committee meets whenever 

required. It will take initiatives and try to  implement  them to make the library  

students friendly. Library  grants  are received by the  institution  from the 

Government , UGC for  the purchase  of books, titles, journals  periodicals and 

dailies. Library fees  are also collected  from students  at the time of admissions. The 

fees  collected  from  students  shall be utilized for purchase  of library books, 

journals and magazines. The committee  advises and gives suggestions  on  

utilization of grants  and fees  for purchasing books and journals. The committee will 

also advise  on the matters  relating  to issue  of books to  students, maintainance of 

library  systamatically, library stock verification at the end of the year, purchase of  

news papers both vernacular and English. It also  ensures  that the  students  have  
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access to the  library  freely. Purchase  of  unwanted  books will be avoided. It would 

also ensure  that the  transparency will be  maintained  in purchasing of books. 

 

Library Advisory Committee 

SL. NO. Name of the staff Designation  Position 

     1 Linagannaiah Principal Grade-I  Chairperson 

     2 V. Venkateshaiah Selection Grade Librarian   Convenor 

     3 K.M.Mayige Gowda  Associate Professor of Economics    Member 

     4 Puttaswamy Assistant Professor of History      Member 

     5 J. Nagaraju  Assistant  Professor of Physics     Member 

     6 Dr. G.R.Poornima Assistant Professor of Political 

Science 

    Member 

   7 R.Mahesh Assistant Professor of Commerce    Member 

 

 

4.2.2 Provide details of the following: 
 Total area of the library (in Sq. Mts.)      -  175 Sq. Mts. 

 Total seating capacity                             -  500 students 

 Working hours (on working days, on holidays, before examination days, 

during examination days, during vacation) 

The library  is open for long hours from 8.30 am to 5.30 pm on all working days , 

before examination days  and during examination days. It works  from  10 am to 5 

pm during  vacation. It is not opened  on  Sundays and  Government holidays.  

 Layout of the library (individual reading carrels, lounge area for browsing and 

relaxed reading, IT zone for accessing e-resources) 

The library  is housed  in  first  floor which  is spacious  and accommodative. There is 
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enough natural lighting with proper ventilation. The room  has been built exclusively 

for library. It will be  shifted  to new  room  shortly. Its  layout  is very good and 

attractive. Libray is a big hall  which is also providing space  for reading room 

facility. But  there is no lounge  area for browsing and relaxed  reading, IT zone for 

accessing e- resources. There is a proposal to have  all these facilities  in the library in 

future. Introduction of E-library is an anvil. 

 

4.2.3 How does the library ensure purchase and use of current titles, print and e-
journals and other reading materials? Specify the amount spent on            
procuring new books, journals and e-resources during the last four years. 

A Library Advisory Committee is constituted by the college every year being headed 

by the principal as chairperson and librarian  as its convenor. The Government gives 

grants to the college every year for purchase of books, Journals and periodicals. The 

college has also received grants from UGC for purchase of books, Journals and  

periodicals under 11th plan. The committee  is playing a key role in  utilizing the 

funds  wisely. It is to make  proportionate  allocation of funds  to the different 

departments and recommend  the purchase of current titles, reference books, revised 

editions and other reading materials as per the syllabus content.  The committee also 

sees that  the suggestions must be taken from all HOD,s and  faculty members while 

purchasing books and  reading materials. The amount spent  on procuring new books, 

journals, periodicals and other reading materials  during the last four years are 

furnished below. 

Library 

Holdings 

2009-10 2010-11 20011-12 2012-13 

Number Total 

Cost 

Number Total 

Cost 

Number Total 

Cost 

Number Total 

Cost 

Text 

books 

1089 72201 7660 1118204 1999 245464 3663 371868 

Referenc

e books 

272 77520 470 169200 280 120400 537 234132 

TOTAL 1361 149721 8130 1287404 2279 365864 4200 606000 
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4.2.4 Provide details on the ICT and other tools deployed to provide maximum 
access to the library collection? 

 Library automation 

 Total number of computers for public access - 1 Number 

 Total numbers of printers for public access  - 1 Number 

 Internet facility      - BSNL Broad Band  

The process of total automation has begun.Office automation is in progress and about 

to complete.Library automation will be taken up shortly.The college is planning to 

provide ICT tools and other facilities from UGC grants to make students to have 

maximum access to the  library collection.Now the library  has one computer and one 

priner for its use.The college is having  a computer lab in which  on-line and 

internet(Brand band) facilities  are made available  for  students  and staff. 

 

4.2.5 Provide details 
 Average number of walk-ins                    - 450 walk-ins 

 Average number of books issued/returned       - 150 books 

 Ratio of library books to students enrolled       - 13:1 ratio 

 Average number of books added during last three years 

    4870 books added at the cost Rs. 7,53,089/- 

 Details of “weeding out” of books and other materials 

Library  

Holdings 

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Number Total 

cost 

Number Total 

cost 

Number Total 

cost 

Number Total 

cost 

Journals/ 

periodicals 

 

31 

 

17860 

 

33 

 

1832 

 

32 

 

27274 

 

30 

 

25984 
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Library stock  verification will be done every year in the month of  March.A 

committee of teachers constituted  being headed  by a senior teacher as convenor will 

verify the library stock physically and submit  a report to the principal.Then the  

books and other materials which can not be used further will be written off with the 

permission of the department.Weeding out of books and materials shall be done   in 

accordance with  the provisions and  procedure. 

 

4.2.6 Give details of the specialized services provided by the library 
* Reference 

* Information deployment and notification (Information Deployment and 

Notification) 

* Download 

* Printing 

* Reading list/ Bibliography compilation 

* User Orientation and awareness 

* Assistance in searching Databases 

As the college  is getting expanded the services provided by the library have 

improved.Reference section is open for both the staff and students  to which new 

titles and books have been added  every year.But the specialized services are yet to 

be provided by the library.It does not have inter library loan service.Inflibnet/IUC 

facilities are not in existence.These specialized services will be  definitely provided in 

near future. 

 

4.2.7 Enumerate on the support provided by the Library staff to the students           
and teachers of the college. 

The institution has a good and able  library  staff. The library staff  consists of  a 

senior most librarian of 25 years of experience and supportive staff. The staff is 

discharging the assigned duties  efficiently and excellently. The staff is committed to 

the noble cause of  students and honest  to the core in performing  their duties . They 

are very generous  and students friendly. They are supportive  and accommodative  to 
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the  teachers  and students. Students  and teachers  are  encouraged  and motivated  to 

walk into the  library so often  and use  the  facilities  in the library. Students are  

helped  by the staff  in drawing  books from and returning  to the library. Students  

have been  allowed to  keep the books  until the examinations are over. It helps 

students a lot  during examination times. The open  access is provided  to the students  

and teachers. A reference section  has been opened  for the staff. Reading room is 

also maintained  along with library. Seating arrangements  are made  neately in the 

library  to make  students  and teachers  to sit  with  easeness and refer. Old question 

papers are bounded  and kept in the library  and allowed to be used  by the students 

and teachers  for reference. The library  is  opened  for long hours from 9.00 AM to 

5.10 PM. as the classes  are held  on  two shift  basis from 9.00 AM to 5.100PM. It is   

helpful to the students  and staff to go to the library  whenever  they get  free and   

avail library resourses.  The students and teachers  need not take  risk in searching  

and picking  the particular  books  from the  rack.  The staff  pickouts  particular 

books  from the rack immediately without  wasting time and hand it over  to the 

students and teachers. The  institution  is a  big  one  with over  more than 2400 

students  at present . The library  staff is not  adequate  to cater to  the needs  of  all 

students. In spite of  the inadequate staff , the existing  staff  has been able to  satisfy  

all the students and staff  with available  library resources by  devoting  their  extra 

time. It makes  plans  and prepare time schedules for issue of and return of  books to 

different classes and  combinations. It sticks to its time  schedule  without any 

deviations  and ensuring  the discipline  among  students  in availing  library 

resources. 

   

4.2.8 What are the special facilities offered by the library to the  visually/physically 
challenged persons? Give details. 

Ours is a large institution  having  more than 2400 students studying  in  different 

courses. Students  community  of the  college  is the most  complex  one  since  they 

come from  different sections of  society. It is  quite  natural that  the institution has  

visually and physically challenged  persons. Presently the college has   a very few 

students  who are  suffering  from visual and physical problems. These students  have  
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been  identified  and a separate list  has been prepared.The college library  has a list 

of  such students  for providing  special  facilities.The  needs of  these students  will 

be taken care of  by the  library staff. The  library is housed  in the first floor. These 

students are unable to  go to the library  without the  support  of others. The staff of 

the library helps these students  to come up to the library  and will be given  first 

preference in issueing books. A separate seating arrangements are being made  for 

them  to sit in  comfortably to make reference  and go through  the news papers. The 

library staff  is providing  support  to such  students  while  they are in library. 

Whenever  they can not move  into the library  in the first floor  the staff will  fulfil 

their needs with books, periodicals and journals. These students  are  offered special  

facilities by the library  staff for using the library resoures as much as  other normal 

students  can use.  These students  are also supported  by student  friends  and 

teachers  in using  the library resources to the maximum extent. 

 

4.2.9 Does the library get the feedback from its users? If yes, how is it analysed and 
used for improving the library services. (What strategies are deployed   by 
the Library to collect feedback from users? How is the feedback analysed 
and used for further improvement of the library services?) 

Yes. The library  is constantly getting  the feedback from its users for improving  the 

library  services . The student s , teachers  and non-teaching staff members  are the  

users  of  library  services.  The library services will never be improved  unless  the  

feedback is obtained  from its users. Various strategies  have been deployed  by the  

library  to collect  feedback from users. The library advisory committee advises  as to 

how  the feedback can be collected  and analysed for improving  the services of 

library . Under the guidance of  the principal and  Advisory committee the librarian  

has to  collect  the feedback from all its users. Usually  the feedback  will be  

obtained  formally and informally from all internal  stakeholders of the institution. 

Normally some students  give feedfack  about library services  orally to the principal, 

teachers  and even the CDC members. This is  happening every day. At the end of the 

semester  the feedback  will be collected formally from all users. The feedback  so 

collected  will be analysed  critically and used for  further  improvement  of library 

services. The suggestions given by  users of library services  will be implemented  by 
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the library staff to improve the  services further. With the help of  feedback the 

quality  of library services  has improved . The services which are rendered by  

library  are   at present comparatively much better than  the services  rendered in the 

past. There will be continuous  improvement  in library services  in future  also  with 

the  help of  collecting  and analyzing feedback from its users.  

4.3  IT Infrastructure 

4.3.1 Give details on the computing facility available (hardware and software) at 
the institution. 

An initiation was taken  in providing computing facility in the form of  fulfledged 

computer lab with internet facility which has been used by  students, teachers and 

office personnel. 

• Number of computers with Configuration (provide actual number with 
    exact configuration of each available system) 

27 computers 

• Computer-student ratio 

1:90 

• Stand alone facility 

• LAN facility 

• Licensed software 

    Software uploaded  by the  department as required to the office procedure. 

• Number of nodes/ computers with Internet facility 

• Any other 

 

4.3.2 Detail on the computer and internet facility made available to the faculty and 
students on the campus and off-campus? 

The college  has been  encouraging  both the  students  and teachers  to use  computer 

and  internet technology in teaching and learning. Consistant efforts  have been made  

by the institution to have effective  teaching, learning  by making  available  the 

computer and internet facilities to  the faculty and students.  The academic standards  

have been  improving  by using IT/ICT devises on the  compus . A separate  
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fulfledged  computer lab has been set up recently and  is well equipped  with modern 

facilities. About 27 computers have been installed  with internet  facilities. The lab 

provides  an opportunity  to students  to learn  computer skills  practically. Teachers  

can also  utilize  computer lab and sharpen  their  skills  required for teaching. The  

faculty and students  can access  to the  computer  and internet facilities during  

working hours of the  college. 

 

4.3.3 What are the institutional plans and strategies for deploying and upgrading 
      the IT infrastructure and associated facilities? 

Action plans are formulated  and strategies  are worked out, selected  and deployed 

for upgrading IT infrastructure and associated  facilities. IT infrastructure  is being 

upgraded   on a  continuous basis. IT enabled  services  are being  provided  by the 

institution for augmenting  the quality  of teaching  and learning. The  Government  

has supplied  computers and accessories to the college  through  the DCE. The grants 

have also been received  from the UGC for purchase  of computers  and  Audio-

visual tools u/s 2(f) and 12(B) of UGC Act. IT infrastructure  has increased  

gradually during the last four years facilitating teaching-learning process. New 

computer systems are purchased and  added to the existing one. 

 

4.3.4 Provide details on the provision made in the annual budget for  procurement, 
upgradation, deployment and maintenance of the computers  and their 
accessories in the institution (Year wise for last four years) 

Provision made in annual budget for procurement, upgradation, deployment and 

maintenance of computers and other  accessories  year wise for last four years  from 

2009-10 to 2012-13 were Rs. 5000, 832372, 69 255 and 4950 respectively. 

 

 

4.3.5 How does the institution facilitate extensive use of ICT resources including 
development and use of computer-aided teaching/ learning materials by its 

staff and students? 

The methods of teaching and learning are undergoing changes in this college  with 
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the use of  new  and improved  information technology. ICT resources are provided  

to the  teachers  and students  for better  teaching  and understanding. Innovative  

methods of teaching  have been adopted  by the faculty. It has  enabled   students  to 

acquire  new skills  required  for the  job  markets. Teachers  are encouraged  to use    

computers  as teaching aids. Computer aided teaching  has been taken up by the 

faculty with interest. Students are delighted  in understanding  with the  use of  

computers as new teaching aids  by teachers. The  institution  facilitates  the teachers  

and students  for the extensive use of  ICT resources. The institution  is providing  

internet facilities  with bradbond, LCD, OHP, Laser printer, DVD writer  are 

purchased  and  allowed to be used by the staff and students  extensively. 

 

4.3.6 Elaborate giving suitable examples on how the learning activities and 
technologies deployed (access to on-line teaching - learning resources, 
independent learning, ICT enabled classrooms/learning spaces etc.) by the 
institution place the student at the centre of teaching-learning process and   
render the role of a facilitator for the teacher. 

Ours is a growing institution.It is quite  evident from the constant increase in the 

student strength in the last  ten years. Above all academic records maintained  in the 

college speak volumes about  the growing potentiality of the institution.At the same 

time in support of this the college  has taken  necessary steps to improve teaching-

learning activities.It has been  trying  sincerely to have  access to online teaching-

learning resources, facilitates independent learning and to provide ICT  enabled  class 

rooms.The use of technology  has been promoted  gradually with the  setting up of  

central computer lab in the college and providing access to online teaching-learning  

resources.It is in transitionary  period in using technological resources  and making  

student  to develop the habit of  independent learning.On line teaching-learning is 

done  to a certain extent in the computer lab.ICT facilities are not yet provided in the 

class room.Extension of building is in progess.Class rooms  will be equipped with 

ICT facilities  as soo as  the civil work is complete.Funds given by the Government 

and UGC will be utilized for this purpose.The institution  is gradually  placing the 

students at the  centre of  teaching-learning process and render the role of a facilitator 

for the teacher.  
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4.3.7 Does the Institution avail of the National Knowledge Network connectivity 
directly or through the affiliating university? If so, what are the services 
availed of? 

No. The institution  does not avail of the  National knowledge  Network connectivity 

either  directly or through the affiliating university. 

 

4.4 Maintenance of Campus Facilities 

4.4.1 How does the institution ensure optimal allocation and utilization of the 
available financial resources for maintenance and upkeep of the following 
facilities ( substantiate your statements by providing details of budget 
allocated during last four years for Building, Furniture, Equipment,  
Computers, Vehicles and Any other)? 

The college is funded by the Government. The Government  is giving  grants  for all 

activities  of the institution including maintainance  and upkeep of the  various 

facilities like Building, Furniture, Epuipment Computers etc. There are  enough 

financial resources as a Government college. Funds are utilised  judiciously as per the 

guidelines  for the purpose  for which they are given. The maintanance  and upkeep  

of college building is the responsibility of the State PWD. It undertakes repairs and 

renovations every year. Painting is done annually.All these works  are done under the 

supervision  of junior Engineer from PWD, the principal and office management.The 

rest  of the facilities  are maintained by the  college  for which  the funds  are given  

by the Government.The principal and  office manager   in consultaion with the senior 

teachers  decide upon and ensure  optimum allocation and utilisation of the  financial 

resources for maintanance  and upkeep of  various facilities.Transparency  is ensured  

while  utilising funds. The principal and  manager with the assistance  of the staff  

oversee every thing throughout the year.  

Details  of budget allocated  and utilized  for each of the above items  during last four 

years  are shown below. 

a) Building-Rs. 20 Lakhs from MP Fund in 2007-08, Rs.24.33 Lakhs from 

 Government  in 2011-12 and Rs. 2.92 Crores in 2012-13 for  construction 

of  Ist and IInd floor. 

b) Furniture- Rs. 50,000, 95,000 & 75,000  during 2009-10, 2011-12 & 2012-13 
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 respectively. 

c) Equipment-Rs. 3,00,000, 16,800, 21,546 & 4,91,442 during 2009-10,       

2010-11, 2011-12 & 2012-13 respectively. 

d) Computer-Details are given to Q.No. 4.3.4. 

e) Vehicles-           Nil 

f) Science Lab items- Rs. 1,50,000, 14,40,000, 1,45,000 & 3,80,634  during 

2009-10, 2010-11, 2011-12 & 2012-13 respectively(Other than grants given by 

UGC). 

UGC Grants of Rs. 20.60 Lakhs under XI plan were received during 2009-10 

  Details of Grants                                                                               Rs. In Lakhs 

i. Development Assistance     7.50 
ii. Catch up Grants       3.00  

iii. Remedial coaching Classes for SC/ST/OBC/Minority   3.10 
iv. Stipend for  students SC/ST/OBC/Minority   1.20 
v. Special grant for enhancement for Capacity Building    4.20 

vi. Improvement of facilities to existing Premises, common  1.60 
rooms and toilet facilities for women 

 

4.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for maintenance and upkeep of the 
        infrastructure, facilities and equipment of the college? 

The infrastructure of the college  is being maintained through the maintenance grants  

released by the Government from time to time. The structure of the building has been 

maintained by  the PWD. The State PWD undertakes repairs and renovates the 

building every year. For this  sanction is accorded by the  Government. The upkeep 

of the college building is the responsibility of PWD. The principal has been in regular 

correspondence  with the chief engineer in this regard. The infrastructure  other than 

building is to be maintained by the college itself.  

 

4.4.3 How and with what frequency does the institute take up calibration and      
other precision measures for the equipment/instruments? 

In the passage of time many equipments/instruments have been  installed for 
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successful operation of the institution and to provide quality educational services 

quickly, efficiently and effectively to  needy people.Calibration and other precision 

measures are frequently taken up  by the institution for such items.These are checked 

and  maintained meticulously by technicians. 

 

4.4.4 What are the major steps taken for location, upkeep and maintenance of 
                  sensitive equipment( voltage fluctuations, constant supply of water etc.)? 

The college has grown in size over the years with constant increase in students 

strength and proportionate increase in number of staff. It is the most potential 

institution in this locality.At present the college has 2452 students and 53 staff 

members.Sensitive valuable equipments have been installed in the college in order to 

be able to cater to the basic needs of the students and staff . The management has 

taken concrete steps for loction,upkeep and maintainance of these equipments.UPS 

worth of rupees 7.50 lakhs supplied by the department in 2010-11 has been installed 

and maintained immaculately to get rid of power problems.Cauvery water supplied 

by water supply department is being stored in huge underground tank and is lifted 

frequently to the overhead tank.Aquaguards have also been installed at convenient 

points to ensure constant supply of pure drinking water to the students and staff. 

 

FOR-ACCREDITATION 

1. What were the evaluative observations made under Infrastructure and 

learning Resources in  the previous Assessment Report and how hey have 

been acted upon? 

Previous observations:- 

 The peer team appreciated that the  college  is situated in a land of  2 acres 

  in a very important commercial area. 

 There is an urgency  of construction of new class  rooms for the   

  institution. The college is in need of 13 class rooms.  

 Director for Physical Education  is to be appointed. 
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 The college  has no computer lab for imparting computer education to 

  students. 

 More facilities  to the students  in departments and in campus be  

  provided 

 A canteen to cater to the needs of the students be started immediately. 

 More toilet blocks be constructed 

 Adequate steps be taken for water supply in the campus. The principal 

 may approach and pursue the competant authority for allocation of 

 additional funds for developing the campus facility. 

 The college  can approach the local MP/MLA for financial assistance 

 from Local Area Development Fund. 

 Facilities for medical check-up of students  be provided. 

 Boys and girls common room facility be created. 

 More facilities for library including creation of  space for reference 

 section, separate reading room for girls, purchase of books, journals to be 

 provided. 

 

Steps being taken by the institution to act upon the observations and  

recommendations made by the peer team 

 The college began with  only 8 class rooms since the permanent structure  

 of building was confined  to ground floor.The classes were run on shift 

 basis.Over the years  the need for more number of class rooms arose  

 owing to increase  in students strength and introduction of new courses  

 and combinations to cater  to the needs  of aspirants for higher 

 education. The college took initiatives to construct  more nubmer of class 

 rooms.  The college approached  local MP through MLA for financial 

 assistance to construct  class rooms .The MP sanctioned a sum of Rs. 75 

 lakhs towards  the construction of  the first floor. At the same time , the 

 Government  sanctioned RS. 1 crore for extension of building.The 
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 permanent structure   got expanded during  the last  7 years. The number 

 of class rooms has increased 20  from just 8 with the construction of 1st  

 and 2nd floor. The construction of second floor  is still in progress. The 

 number of class rooms will be  increased  to 25 when the work is  

 completed. 

 The Government has appointed  qualified  and competant  person as 

 Physical Education Director to the college. He is  a very dynamic person 

 and is always  up in action. He is always  seen in the midsts of 

 students.As the classes are run on shift basis  from 9 A.M. to 5.10 P.M, he 

 comes  in the morning at the start of classes and stays  in the college till 

 the classes are over in the evening encouraging students to play both 

 indoor and outdoor games. He is mentoring  students  to perfection. The 

 Physical activities got boosted up during his period. 

 A computer lab was set up  in 2010 with 27 computers being supplied by  

 the Directorate of Collegiate Education.Internet facilities have been made 

 available in the lab.Students  have free access to  computer lab.Teachers 

 adopt  computer-based method of teaching which improves the quality of 

 Teaching-learning process. It has been made possible  to teach basic 

 computer  languages, Tally, applications and impart soft skills to  

 students by utilising the facilities  available  in the lab. 

 The college compus is student friendly and has academic ambience. 

 There is enough vacant  place  aroung the flinth area of the college. The 

 campus  is developed, beautified and maintained by  NSS units. Cleaning 

 drives  are often held in the campus.Stone slabs  have been fixed at 

 important  places.Saplings were planted  around the college building and 

 in front  of the  college  on either side upto B-M road and maintained by 

 NSS students.Tne college has serene atmosphere in the campus.Students  

 can sit and relax  and feel comfortable. The college is run with 13 

 departments. The facilities in departments  have been improved  from  time 

 to time. 
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 A temprorary arrangement  for canteen  to cater to the needs of students  

 in the form of mobile canteen was made  two years ago. It is still  catering 

 to the needs of students on the college campus. 

 There was a dire need for more toilet- blocks  on account of heavy 

 enrollment  of students.Additional toilet blocks are created  with the 

 construction of  1st  and 2nd  floor. It is planned to construct one more 

 toilet-block on the campus at a cost of Rs. 2 lakhs. 

 Steps  were taken by the college for water supply in the campus. Cauvery 

 water is being supplied  by City Municipal Corporation to the college  

 every day.Ours is a growing college. So, it is  foreseen  that the college  

 will be in  need of more  quantity of water  in future  owing to increase  in 

 number of students. Therefore, it is also planned by the college  

 administration to dig up a borewell in the college campus in order to 

 provide adequate  supply of water  to the college. 

 A health centre was proposed by the college a few years ago, but  it could 

 not be possible due to lack of space. A space will be provided  to set up 

 health centre in the college shortly to provide regular medical check up to 

 students. 

 The college  administration initiated various measures for providing 

 adequate facilities to   library. A large room is constructed  exclusively for 

 college library in the first floor. The library  will be shifted  to this room 

 shortly.  It is well equipped with natural ventilation. It has enough space 

 for Reference section  and Reading room. 

 

2. What are the other quality sustenance and enhancement measures 

undertaken by the  institution since the previous Assessment and 

Accreditation with regard to  Infrastructure and Learning resources? 

The extension of college building took place  during  the last 7 years with the 

construction of  first and second floor adding more number of class rooms to the 

existing ones. The number of class rooms increased  from just 8 in 2003 to 25 at 
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present.Massive expansion of college  premises has taken place  since its first 

Assessment and Accreditation. 

Science  Lab has been established  as the B.Sc course  is offered during  the year 

2010-11. There is a separate lab  for Physics, Chemistry and Biology. Each lab is 

spacious and adequate. All the Labs  are fulfledged and evenly equipped. Lakhs of 

rupees have been received from  the Government  for purchasing lab equipments. 

Grants are also received  from UGC for purchasing  lab equipments and other  

accessaries for promoting science education. All  Labs  have been  very well 

maintained  by senior and experienced  teachers. 

A Computer lab has been started  in the ground floor.27 computers  are installed with 

internet facilities facilitating Teaching-Learning process. The lab provides an 

opportunity to students  to learn  computer skills practically. Teachers  are also 

encouraged  to use computers and internet facilities during  stipulated  hours. 

The college  has a colour television  set which can be used  for watching UGC 

programmes, live presentation of Central and State budget and news items by staff 

and students  without affecting the regular  activities of the college. 

The college purchased a xerox machine at the cost of Rs. 60,000 and has been used 

for xeroxing  of important  office documents, circulars etc, for  academic and 

administrative purposes only. 

A dire need was there  in the college  to purchase more number of desks since  

additional sections were created  in Ats and Commerce  disciplines. The  college  

administration acted immediately to solve the  problems of desks. In 2011-12  50 

desks were purchased from CDF (College Development Fund). Again in 2012-13  

150 desks were purchased  from UGC grants. Sufficient  number of chairs, tables and 

other materials  were also purchased  from CDF and UGC grants. The college is now 

self-sufficient  in desks  and other furnitures. 

The college has more girls  than boys. Therefore, a rest room exclusively for girls is 

coming up soon from UGC grants. The foundation for  construction of rest room is 

already lead. 

The repair of cane chairs was taken up by the visually challenged  from the “National 
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Association of Blind” in 2010-11. The repaired chairs have further been used in the 

college. 

Aqua-guard water filter has been installed  on the corridor  to provide students  with 

pure drinking water. 

Each class room has a podium and a smart green board fitted  to the wall. 

An electronic device  is fitted  to the college bell to regulate  the ringing of bell  

according to the college schedule. 

The Government  of Karnataka  has sanctioned  R.90 lakhs for the construction of 

new block during the year 2012-13. 

The staff room  was without a attached toilet upto 2004-05. The principal and senior 

staff  approached  local MLA for financial assistance to  construct  toilet. On listening 

this  the MLA talked  to AEE of PWD over phone and instructed him to construct  

separate attached toilets for men and women. The engineer  acted upon the words of  

MLA and constructed  toilets with in a  short  span of time. We  the teachers of the 

college  are greately thankful to MLA 
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CRITERION V: STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION 

 

5.1 Student Mentoring and Support 

5.1.1 Does the institution publish its updated prospectus/handbook annually? If 
‘yes’, what is the information provided to students through these 
documents and how does the institution ensure its commitment and 
accountability? 

A hand book was published  in 2005 and 2006 but later on it was stopped.Now  the 

institution proposed  to  publish a fulfledged  prospectus from next year.It will be 

prepared and given to  prospective students annually at the time of admissions.It will 

contain  information  about  courses and combinations offered, fee structure, 

admission schedule, list of staff members, rules of the college, scholarships, 

availability of infrastructure and other facilities .It will give  the profile of the college. 

 

5.1.2 Specify the type, number and amount of institutional scholarships / freeships 
given to the students during the last four years and whether the financial 
aid was available and disbursed on time? 

                    Scholarships/ Freeships  given to the students during  the last four years 

SL.

No 

Name of the 

Scholarship 

 

         2009-10 

 

      2010-11 

   

      2011-12 

 

    2012-13 

No of 

students 

Amount No of 

stude

nts 

Amount No of 

stude

nts 

Amount No of 

stude

nts 

Amoun

t 

01 Backward 

community and 

Minority dept 

532 434080 925 477150 56 75200 233 92300 

02 Taluk Social 

welfare dept, 

Cpt 

217 291160 726 1526903 432 1770153 - - 

03 City - - - - - - 50 106000 
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Corporation,Cpt 

04 Women and 

Children 

Welfare dept, 

Ramanagara 

- - 04 6000 02 4000 02 4200 

05 Minority dept, 

Bangalore 

36 66600 107 197150 - - - - 

06 Karnataka 

Minority  dept  

corp Ltd, B,lore 

- - - - 01 10000 01 10000 

07 Backward 

community and 

Minority 

deptRamanagara 

- - 35 140000 43 179000 25 100000 

08 Seetharam 

Zindal 

Foundn.B,lore 

- - 05 17400 05 15000 - - 

09 Sir, 

C.V.Raman,stud

ent  scholarship, 

DCE,B,lore 

- - - - - - 22 110000 

10 Minority 

dept,B,lore 

87 261000 - - - - - - 

11 DCE, Bangalore 04 6800 01 1500 04 8000 - - 

12 others - - 09 2800 09 20250 - - 

                          Total 876 1059640 1812 2368903 552 2081603 333 422500 

Social  welfare  Department  and  some other  agencies have not yet  released student 

scholarship for the year 2012-13. The amount may  be released with  in one or two 

months. 
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5.1.3 What percentage of students receive financial assistance from state 
        government, central government and other national agencies? 

Every year  around 30% of students  receive  financial assistance in the form of 

scholarship and Freeship from Central Govt. State Govt. and other agencies. 

 

5.1.4 What are the specific support services/facilities available for 
  Students from SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections 

  Students with physical disabilities 

  Overseas students 

  Students to participate in various competitions/National and International 

  Medical assistance to students: health centre, health insurance etc. 

  Organizing coaching classes for competitive exams 

  Skill development (spoken English, computer literacy, etc.,) 

  Support for “slow learners” 

  Exposures of students to other institution of higher learning/ corporate/business 

house etc. 

 Publication of student magazines 

The institution is located  in the mofussil area. It offers quality higher education  to  

students coming from backward villages of channapatna taluk. Majority  of students  

enrolled to different  courses  are first generation learners. More than 80% of students  

studying in  this college  belong to  SC/ST, OBC and other economically weaker 

sections of the society. These are the less privileged  and oppressed  persons in the 

society. The institution takes care of them by providing  special support services 

/facilities the moment they are enrolled  to different courses. A comprehensive list  

showing  the category-wise students  such as SC/ST, OBC. Minority ,  and GM will 

be prepared as soon as  the admissions  are over . The list will help to identify the 

number  and percentage of students belonging to  SC/ST, OBC and economically 

weaker  sections.SC/ST students  are exempt  from  the payment  of tution fees. OBC 

and Economically weaker students  would be given concession  in  tution and 
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examination fees on production of Income Certificate  issued by the competent 

authority. 

There are also a few  physically challenged  students in the college. The number is  

very few.The college is providing  all the facilities  they need  in learning. The 

college is situated in the heart of the town and is adjacent to  KSRTC bus stand. They 

can easily come and go. Efforts  have been made  by the institution to ensure that  

they can access to the facilities such as library , sports,cultural, laboratory. Special 

privileges  are given to these students  regularly. These students  feel  more 

comfortable as specific support  services are  made available  in learning process. The 

staff  of the college is also helping such students  voluntarily in times of need. 

There are no overseas students in the college. 

The students are the real strength  of college  They are more dynamic  and inquisitive 

in nature. They are willing to participate  in external activities at the national and 

international level. Students of the college  always want to be exposed to new areas 

and participate in various competitions.  Students have been  allowed to participate  

in cultural, sports and linguistic competitions  organized  at the university and  State 

level. Cultural and sports committee have been constituted  in the college which are  

encouraging  students  to participate  in various  competitions  conducted  outside  the 

college. The talented  students  are selected  and deputed  along with the staff to 

participate  in competitions every year.  Some students  were successful and have 

owned  prizes and medals. The medals  owned by  students  are exhibited  in the 

college.  Students  bring honour to the college  by participating in various 

competitions  voluntarily.   

There is no  provision  for health insurance  to  students. But the college is planning 

to have health centre . But it could not be set up  due to  lack  of facilities. Now , the 

college is  getting  expanded in terms of  infrastructure  facilities. It has become  a big  

college  with heavy  enrolment of students  and is in  need of  health centre for 

providing  medical services  to  students. A separate  room will be  made available  

and the college  will  set up medical centre soon. Medical camps  are held  in the 

campus  by inviting  doctors enabling   students  to have  medical check up. The 
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college is providing    medical assistance  to  needy students  regularly through the 

Government hospital which is situated  very near to the  college.   

The institution has taken  a special  initiative  in organizing  coaching classes for  

competitive examinations.  Students  of the college  are highly competitive  and  

challenging in nature. A placement  cell  has  been formed  in the college  which  

organizes  coaching  classes for students  who wish to appear  for competitive 

examinations by inviting  resource  persons  from  concerned  fields. Local 

associations  and agencies  have also been involved  in conducting  coaching classes 

effectively for competitive examinations. All Heads of the  department and faculty  

motivate   students  to prepare  for competitive  examinations such as  KAS, IAS and  

Bank examinations during  the course of their study.     

The skill development  is made  as an  integral part of  the curriculum. The present  

course  and syllabus  content  emphasize  on the skill development  of students. The 

students  need to acquire  basic skills  through     curriculum. The  skills required  for 

the present job markets  and life long skills  are inculcated  to  students  by organizing  

skill development  programmes  frequently. IQAC, Placement cell, students welfare 

committee and the  Heads of the department do take special interest  to organize  skill 

development programmes for the use of students. Majority  of students  belong to  

first generation learners  and  hence  they are very weak in English. Spoken English  

classes  are taken for   students  frequently. Computer Fundamentals is prescribed  as 

one of the  non-core  subjects by  university  for  students of all UG courses. Students 

can learn computer literacy  and  develop skills.  Students  have been  taught  the 

computer literacy  not only in class room  but also in computer laboratory. Students 

are  enabled  to learn the  computer skills  practically by  utilizing  the computer lab  

extensively.   

The curriculum has been  designed  in such a way  that the students  shall have to 

visit  corporate houses, Business houses, hospitals, Business Establishments, Banks 

and even  institutions of higher learning as a part of  their  study.Students of BCom 

and BBM  are supposed to  visit these organizations and prepare  skill development  

programme and submit  the same  for award of International Assessment  marks and 

even grades. The students  will visit  commercial Establishments and the institution 
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of higher  learning along with   teachers  on many occasions. They are also taken on 

industrial visit  and tours  to different  places by the commerce faculty.  Students  

have also been participating in various  competitions conducted by the  institutions  

of higher  learning , social clubs and organisations along with teachers.  

                                     

5.1.5 Describe the efforts made by the institution to facilitate entrepreneurial skills, 
among the students and the impact of the efforts. 

Venturing  of students  into right  vocations, professionals and entrepreneurship 

through excellent  teaching  and career guidance  is one of the objectives of the 

institution. The college has  been  making constant  efforts to fulfil this objective. 

Entrepreneural skills are imparted  among students  through curriculum, extra-

curricular  and co-curricular activities. Placement  cell and cultural forum have been 

formed  which organize the EDPs for  students  facilitating  them to learn 

entrepreneurial skills. Special guest lectures regarding entrepreneurial development  

are also  being conducted  by inviting  eminent  industrialists, Businessmen in the 

vicinity  by which  the students  are able to know the significance  of imbiding  the 

entrepreneurial skills. The real intention of the institute  is to convert the students  

virtually into  life long innovators and learners by inculcating  the entrepreneurial 

skills not only through  curriculum but also by organizing  ED training. The 

university has prescribed  EDP as one of the compulsory subjects to the students  of   

Commerce and Management Courses  and will seek  self- employment  in any 

venture. Many of our  students  were  self-employed  in different  ventures and 

created  and provided  jobs  to other  unemployed  persons. Through these  efforts  

the students  are taught that  they should  become  employers rather than being 

employees. 

 

5.1.6 Enumerate the policies and strategies of the institution which promote 
participation of students in extracurricular and co-curricular activities such as 
sports, games, Quiz competitions, debate and discussions, cultural activities etc. 
* additional academic support, flexibility in examinations 

* special dietary requirements, sports uniform and materials 
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* any other 

Eversince the inception of the college much emphasis has been  not only on 

curricular activities but also on  extra and co-curricular activities. The Vision of the 

college  is also on  physical  and moral  education besides teaching  curriculum. The 

policy of the  institution  is to create  an awareness among  students about  the need to  

participate  in extra and co-curricular activities. The institution is  adopting  various 

strategies to promote  the participation of  students  in  extra and co-curricular 

activities such as  sports, games, quiz competions, debate and discussions, cultural 

activities etc. Students are encouraged to participate actively in these activities by 

sending  circulars to class rooms, by way of publicity, displaying it in notice board 

and through college website. Sports and cultural  committees are also set up which 

promote the interest of students on sports, games and cultural events. These activities 

are conducted on regular basis along with  curricular activities as per the calender of 

events prepared specially for  this purpose. The teachers  also involve  voluntarily to 

groom the interest of students on sports and cultural events. The students are inspired  

to take part enthusiastically in such activities by way of appreciation and extending 

academic support. Relaxation  in attendance  is given to  those students  who 

participate regularly. In sports and games  teams are selected for different events and 

are given uniforms. The teams  are allowed  to participate  in competitions at taluk, 

district  and university level alongwith Physical education director besides taking part  

regularly in the events  on the college campus.  

The students wear  sports uniform while playing  games  which  has positive impact  

on other students. Teams are also selected  for various  cultural events and are sent to  

participate in competions outside  the college. The winners are given suitable prizes. 

They also get creditable certificates for participating and winning in various 

activities.Preference will be given to  outstanding  students  in admission to  PG 

courses under special sports  quota  at university  level. The  talented students  are 

recognized and  their achivements  are honoured  at the time  of annual functions. 

 

5.1.7 Enumerating on the support and guidance provided to the students in preparing 
for the competitive exams, give details on the number of students appeared and 
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qualified in various competitive exams such as UGC-CSIR NET, UGC-NET, 
SLET, ATE / CAT / GRE / TOFEL / GMAT / Central /State services, Defense, 
Civil Services, etc. 

The institution is harnessing  the students potentiality  through  co-ordinated  efforts  

and  personal attention. Though the students  of the college are first  generation 

learners they have  latent  talents in them. The students  are  highly  competitive and 

want to face  the challenges  posed by  the  present  competitive  world. They are 

very  eager to  appear  for competitive examinations. The  institution is providing  

enough support  and guidance  to   students  in preparing  for competitive  

examinations such as  UGC, NET, SLET CAT, IAS,IFS,IPS, KAS, Railway  and 

Bank examinations. The institution is helping  these  students  by offering  various  

programme such as  skill development, Group discussion Spoken and other 

communication skills and special teaching on current topics. IAS,KAS and IPS 

officers  are often  invited to  the college  to give  guidance  to  students  regarding 

competitive examinations. Some graduates  of the college who did post –graduation 

are  interested  in appearing  for UGC-NET and SLET examinations to become  

lecturers in first grade colleges. Support  services  and guidance  are being  given to 

these  students  through  the experts and knowledgeable persons by arranging  

training programmes  on such  competitive examinations. Many  of our  students  got  

success  in NET, SLET and UGC examinations  and were appointed as lecturers in 

Government  and private  institutions. Some of them are  working  in this institution 

as  Assistant Professors. The institution  has proven its worth  in the arena of Higher 

Education.   

 

5.1.8 What type of counseling services are made available to the students (academic,  
personal, career, psycho-social etc.) 

Most of  students studying  in this college belong to first generation learners as the 

college  is located  in rural area. The students  need to be given  all types of 

counselling services. Thus,  the college renders invaluable  counselling services to  

needy students. Through this the students  can improve learning skills and develop 

creative thinking. The counselling services so rendered by the college  are detailed 

below. 
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Academic:-  Organised method of teaching  has been adopted  in the college  in 

which  each faculty  member acts as academic counsellor to the students.All teachers 

of the college are made aware of their academic responsibilities towards  students to 

whom they teach. Every teacher  performs his /her duty  both inside  and outside 

class room. The teacher  does not confine  to teach the subject  conventionally. But 

the students  are exposed  to the outerworld.  Teachers counsel the students on all 

academic matters systamatically. Students have been classified as  slow and 

advanced learners and the teachers counsel them according to their grasping abilities. 

The teachers review the academic  performances of  students periodically and help 

them score  better. Teachers of our college act  as academic guides to students at all 

stages and times until they pass out of the college. The academic  results of students  

speak volumes  about  the sincere  efforts  of teachers in academic counselling of 

students.   

Personal:- Morethan 80% of students  come  from  rural areas and are entagled in  

personal problems. Some of them  are at the risk of dropouts. The institution takes 

special care to retain these students at any cost till they become graduates by giving 

personal counselling services.These services are made available to all those students 

who are in need of it.Personal counselling of students  is a must  in this college since 

the college attracts large number of students from all sections of society. Students 

with personal problems are attended  with care by experienced and trained teachers. 

There are 5 teachers  in the college  who have been trained  in students counselling at 

NIMHANS, Bangalore organised by  the Department of Collegiate Education. The 

teachers  take  personal interest to attend  to the problems  of students. These teachers  

have been providing an expert  counselling to deserving students. There are women  

counsellers  as  well in the college who can provide an excellent  counselling to 

women students. Above all  a committee is also constituted  regarding counselling.  

Career:- The college  has set up a placement  cell  which has been  giving  career 

guidance  to students. The cell  has  a placement  officer  and other members  who 

always  take initiatives to provide  information to students regarding employment 

opportunities according  to their  needs and abilities.In our college  all  faculty 

members  offer career counselling to  students  every now and then.Advise on 
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employment opportunties and career guidance  are given to  students,especially those 

who are in final year. Students are very eager to get this advise  as they are very 

much concerned  about their future.  Students do have regular contact  with faculty 

and this gives them an opportunity to be closure. There has been a greater awareness  

among students of this college that each faculty is giving valuable advise. There has 

been  a good rapport between  the students and faculty and therefore the teachers 

guide  students to appear for competitive examinations conducted by UPSC, 

KPSC,Railway and Banks.The placement cell ensures that the students will be placed 

into right job after they finish their graduation.                                                                                                                           

  Psycho-Social:- Counselling services  on psycho-social aspects are also  rendered 

by the institution to needy students through  the trained teachers. There are teachers  

in the college  who have been  trained  at NIMHANS in students counselling. They  

not only  guide  students  to combat  the psycho-social  problems  but also  invite  

psychologists and psychiatrists to the college to have  interaction  with students. Prof. 

C.R. Chandrashekhar, a well known  psychiatrist from NIMHANS was invited  to 

the college as a resource person  to deliver  special lecture  on personal, psycho-social 

problems  haunting the students. He spoke at length  about  the reasons  for lack of 

concentration, and memory power and also suggested  the ways by which the 

students  can overcome these problems.He has also stressed the importance of  IQ 

(Intelligent Quotient) and EQ (Emotional Quotient) to  students. Students had 

interaction with him  at the  end of the session. It was  a open session for all students  

of the college  on the campus. This type of  sessions are often held  in the college by 

inviting  eminent persons besides giving  useful guidance to  students every day by 

teacher counsellors. Other than this  various competitions are organized  every week  

in the college to change the mind set of students in which the students can have 

oportunities to learn some skills such as organizing skills,debating skills, writing 

skills, communication skills and even soft skills. It is a great help to the students to 

get rid of the personal, psycho-social problems so easily.     

 

5.1.9 Does the institution have a structured mechanism for career guidance and 
placement of its students? If ‘yes’, detail on the services provided to help 
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students identify job opportunities and prepare themselves for interview        
and the percentage of students selected during campus interviews by different 
employers (list the employers and the programmes). 

Yes. The institution has developed  a mechanism for career guidance  and placement  

of students. A placement cell  has been  constituted  headed by  a senior  teacher as 

the  placement  officer.The Cell has been actively  involved in providing information 

about the availablity of employment opportunities. It trains students to face the 

challenges posed by the employment markets. Experts have been invited to prepare 

students to write competitive examinations. Many of our students who wrote various 

competitive examinations were successful and employed in government departments. 

The Cell has been trying sincerely in inviting companies for compus selection. It has 

been in touch with corporate companies and employers and will be able to impress 

and invite  them  to the college for selection of the students on the campus with in a 

couple of months. The cell  is sending students to participate in campus selection held 

by Bangalore city colleges every year. Many of those who participated have been 

selected by various companies. The college conducts SAHAYOGA Traing 

Programme to train students in interview through the placement cell with the help 

and support of KVT(Karnataka Vocational Training) and Skill Development 

Corporation Ltd( A Govt of India Undertaking) and SDC (Skill Development 

Corporation) every year. This type of training program has been held every year 

particulary for the students of final year. The main objective of the course is to 

improve the employability of student. Number of students who got placement 

through this course and those who participated in campus selection held at other 

colleges are given in annexure.       

 

5.1.10 Does the institution have a students grievance cell? If ‘yes’ list (if any) the 
grievances  reported  and redressed  during the last four years.   

Yes. Students redressal cell has been formed which is headed by  a senior  teacher  as 

convenor and five other teachers as members. Students welfare officer is also  a 

member  of the cell. The cell  is  responsible  to redress  the grievances of students at 

an earliest. A complaint/suggestion box has been kept in front of the principal’s 

chamber and it is emptied once a fortnight. Sincere efforts  were made by  the cell to 
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redress the grievances of students with in the limitations during the last four years. 

The cell  redressed the following grievancees 

 More class rooms were added with the construction of  1st and 2nd floor.  Students 

met  local MLA and MP and requested  them to get the building grants released  

from Government  and MP fund for the extension of building. 

 Acqwa guards  have been installed  on the corridors of the college to provide pure 

drinking water. 

 Mobile canteen facility has been provided  to  students and staff on demand.  

 Library was conjested  in the ground floor. Hence, It has  been shifted to 1st floor 

to make it to be more convenient to students. 

 Working hours of library   have been increased  from  8 hours per day to 9 hours 

as the classes are run on shift basis. 

 Library facilities have been extended on demand. 

 At the desire of students  the rest room  for women is coming up. The construction  

is in progress. 

 Hostels are not run by  the college. But, the facilities are provided to needy 

students  in the SC/ST and OBC hostels run by Social Welfare  Department.  

 

5.1.11  What are the  institutional provisions for resolving  issues pertaining to                 
sexual harassment? 

Ours is a co-education college. The institution  is getting  expanded  in terms of  

enrolment  of students. The  strength  of students  has  gone upto 2452 at present. 

Women students  account for morethan 60% of total students. It is always  expected  

that the  incidents of  sexual harassment  may happen in the college camps. The 

institution has a measure  to prevent  this. So, it  has created  provision for resolving 

issues pertaining  to sexual harassment. The institution  has constituted  a women cell 

which  is  entrusted  wit h the responsibility of resolving  issues  relating to  the 

incidents of  sexual harassment. The women  cell will prevent  the incidents  of 

sexual  harassment  and also shall take  action against  the persons  indulging in the 
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sexual harassment. The disciplinary committee will also  render  support  to the 

women cell in preventing sexual harassment in the college campus. 

 

5.1.12 Is there an anti-ragging committee? How many instances (if any) have             
been reported during the last four years and what action has been taken            
on these? 

There is no anti-ragging committee  in the college. But the  institution has constituted  

disciplinary  committee  which also acts as anti-ragging committee. The disciplinary 

committee monitors  the movement of  students  in the college  campus and ensures  

the discipline  among them.This  committee  deals with  and resolves the issues  

pertaining  to  discipline. The college  has formed  its own  rules for creating 

condusive  environment . All  students  should  follow the rules of the college 

obediently. The rules of the college  say that ragging of any kind  is an offense and  it 

is strictly prohibited  and should not indulge in  unlawful and immoral activities in 

the college. The disciplinary committee shall take action against   students  who 

violate the rules of the  college. Major  incidents of  ragging  have not been  reported  

during the last four years.  

 

5.1.13 Enumerate the welfare schemes made available to students by the           
institution. 

The college is very much concerned about  the welfare of students.The students of 

this college  are coming from  economically backward sections of society.So, the 

college  offers various welfare  schemes  for students. It is being a Government 

college the welfare schemes  introduced by Government  are implemented through  

the institution. Some more schemes  have been  introduced  at the college level. 

Students welfare officer has been appointed  by the principal to implement the 

welfare schemes. The college has a vision of inculcating  value based higher 

education in all possible  streams to students coming from backward villages of 

Channapatna Taluk at an affordable  cost by offering many welfare schemes. The 

welfare schemes made available  to students are:- 

 Tution fees fixed by the Government is very low. No donation is collected  from 

students at the time  of admissions.  There is further reduction  in tution fees to 
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those students who produce income certificate issued by competent authority. 

 Women students are exempt from  payment of  tution fees. The intention of  

Government  in giving  exemption  is the empowerment of women through  

higher education. 

 The college is imparting higher education  to SC/ST students  at free of cost by 

giving scholarship every year  which has been sanctioned by Government. 

 Financial assistance  is given to eligible and deserving students  every year  in the 

form of scholarship, Freeship and Financial aid. 

 Merit scholarship of Rs. 10,000 is awarded  by central Government  through  

MHRD to all students  who secured first class marks  in previous  qualifying 

examinations. The amount  is directly deposited  to bank account of  eligible 

students. 

 Refreshment  is being provided  to students  on the campus  at reasonable  rates 

through  mobile  canteen facility. Permanent structure  for canteen  will come up 

soon  from UGC funds through which  meals  will also be provided to students  at 

subsidized rate. 

 Poor boys fund  has been created in the college to give financial aid  to very poor 

and destitute  students. 

 Students are  engaged  in  recreational activities at the week end after class hours 

which include  pick and speak, fancy dress, singing of songs, playing of musical 

instruments, mono-acting etc,. 

 Sports and games facilities are accessible to students (Both idoor and out door 

games) before and after class hours and during leisure hour.  

5.1.14 Does the institution have a registered Alumni Association? If ‘yes’, what          
are its activities and major contributions for institutional, academic and 

         infrastructure development? 

Yes. The institution  has a Alumni Association,but it is yet to be registered. It was 

formed during  the year 2003-04 immediately after the college was accredited by 

NAAC. The Alumni of the college is occupying  prominent position  in Government  
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departments, public and private companies and  self-employed doing lucrative 

business.The Association meets three to four time  in a year . A committee of 

teachers  has been formed  by the principal to guide the activities of Alumni 

Association. The alumni is involved  in all the activities of the institution such as 

academic, extra and co- curricular and extension activities. Many sports, games  and 

cultural events  were organized  on the campus  with the co-operation of 

Alumni.Majority of students come from villages  and are very weak in English 

language. Spoken  English classes are arranged  by Alumni by bringing resource 

persons from outside  and also  utilizing the services of our teachers enabling  

students of our college  to learn communication skills. Feedbak is obtained  regularly  

from Alumni about the academic  perforamce  of the institution. The suggestions 

given by  it  are incorporated  in academic planning formulated  by the college 

through IQAC for improvement. 

Alumni has been  a perennial source of finance  to the institution. A lot of funds  have 

been generated  from  the day it was formed  till to-day. Till now  a sum of Rs 5 lakhs  

has been mobilized  from Alumni. A bank account  has been opened  in the name of 

principal to which  the contributions made by Alumni  are deposited. A sum of Rs. 

1.50 lakhs was spent on various activities of the college  on the direction of  Alumni. 

Presently the  account  shows  balance of Rs. 3.50 lakhs. 

A meeting was held  on 09-02-2013 in  which  a decision  was taken  to celebrate  

silver  jubilee of the college. 

Alumni has made  substantial  contribution to the college. Its activities  are 

complementary  to the growh and development  of the institution.     
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5.2 Student Progression 

5.2.1 Providing the percentage of students progressing to higher education or 
employment (for the last four batches) highlight the trends observed. 

Students progression 2008-09 

% 

2009-10 

% 

2010-11 

% 

2011-12 

% 

UG to PG 28 31 33 35 

PG to M.Phil     

PG to Ph.D     

Employed 

 Campus selection 

 Other than campus recruitment 

 

 

67 

 

 

65 

 

 

64 

 

 

62 

 

Ours is a quality institution aimed at  persuading students to continue  education by 

joining PG or Professional courses.The percentage  of students  progressing to higher 

education has been  on increase in the  last six  years.Majority of Arts students join 

MA  in choosing any of Economics, History, Political Science and Sociology 

subjects.A few students  opt  MA  in languages such as Kannada or 

English.Commerce and Management graduates opt  either M.Com or MBA or 

MFA.Some of them  would like to  study  professional courses like CA, ICWA, 

CS.Our students are joining PG courses  in different universities.This apart some 

more  students wish to  study PG courses  in correspondence in different universities. 

This is the  usual trend  in almost every year.Rest of the students  are  recruited by   

the Government, MNC,s and other private companies and  a sizable number  is self-

employed. In addition  to this  a few  brilliant  students decide  neither  to continue 

education nor  seek  jobs but prepare themselves  to appear for  competitive central 

and state civil service  examinations like IAS and KAS. 

Campus selection was not held so far.The college has placement cell which has been 

trying sincerely to invite companies for campus recruitment.Probably the cell will be 
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able to arrange for campus selection during the year 2013-2014. However, the 

students  are encouraged to attend campus selection held at colleges in Bangalore city 

and some of them especially commerce and management students were recruited by 

many companies. Our  college management is always concerned about placement of 

students. 

 

5.2.2 Provide details of the programme wise pass percentage and completion rate 
for the last four years (course wise/batch wise as stipulated by the 
university)? Furnish programme-wise details in comparison with that of 
the previous performance of the same institution and that of the Colleges of 
the affiliating university within the city/district. 

 

       Course wise  pass percentage for the last four years (May/June) 

Course 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 

BA 52.27 53.24 70.00 73.00 

BCom 60.24 71.57 66.36 74.86 

BBM 65.90 71.79 55.55 80.00 

 Other details are available in Annexures. 

 

5.2.3 How does the institution facilitate student progression to higher level of          
education and/or towards employment? 

The primary objective  of the  institution  is to facilitate  student progression to higher  

level of  education or towards employment. Action plans  are prepared  every year  to 

guide  students  systematically to pursue  higher education. The action plans  are 

prepared  departmental wise for promoting  students  to higher education. The faculty 

of the college  is actively  involved  in guiding  students  to continue their  education 

by joining PG/ professional courses. The students are in constant touch with  the 

faculty and seek  their  guidance.  Students  are guided by the  faculty  almost  every 

day  about their future  plans.   Teachers will guide them while  teaching  in class 

rooms about  the prospects of higher education they can join once they complete  

their graduation. B.Com and BBM graduates  are persuaded  to  join PG courses  
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such as M.Com and MBA and professional courses like  CA, ICWA, CS. BA and 

B.Sc  graduates  are advised  to continue  their education by joining PG courses like 

MA and M.Sc and other  professional courses. Many of our graduates  are joining  

PG courses in various subjects each year. The  efforts are made  by the institution to 

prepare  students  either to pursue  higher level of education or seek  employment. 

The college is producing  graduates of  excellence and competancies  who can fit into  

the  society and lead  quality life. Quite  a majority  of students  are seeking  

employment  after    graduation. The graduates of the  college are highly talented and 

competitive. Most of the  graduates  are  self –employed and providing jobs  to 

others. The Placement  cell has been  providing career guidance to  students. It 

provides  information to   students about employment opportunities. The products of 

the college  are  placed in various  fields such as Government service, social service, 

politics, journalism and self-employed. 

 

5.2.4 Enumerate the special support provided to students who are at risk of failure 
and drop out? 

Ours is a potential college.Since it is a Government  college  being located  in rural 

area it attracts quite  a large  number of students from all sections of society. More  

number of students  come from far off villages and are  from very poor families. 

Some of these  students  belong to  the lowest  strata of society  economically and 

even socially. These students  are always at the risk of  failure and dropout. Such 

students  are  identified at the entry level  itself during  admission time. The 

concerned HOD and faculty keep a track of  these students throughout  the course.   

Students are taken into confidence and suitable advise and suggestions given. All the 

required  support  is extended to  students  to avoid drop out and reduce failure. 

Financial  assistance in the form of  scholarship is given. Reading materials  are 

issued to  deserving students. Books are drawn from the library  in the names of 

teachers and given  them to students voluntarily by teachers in addition to  the books  

being drawn  by them individually. Library facilities have been  extended by issueing  

two to three books during examination time  depending  upon  the availability of 

books and allowing students to use the books till the  examinations are over. Teachers 
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motivate  students to attend  spoken english classes, personality development  

programmes and programmes relating  to career guidance arranged  specially for  

these students to learn  communicative  skills and acquire employability skills  to  

secure job. 

The institution  renders  all types of counselling services  such as  academic . personal, 

career and  psycho-social to  students through the trained  and experienced  teachers  

and ensure  that  drop out  is minimum and failure  be avoided. 

In our college  the dropout rate  is minimum to the  gigantic strength  of students. The 

reasons attributable  to the  dropout  are unavoidable . The  reasons are  transfer  of 

students to other colleges, mariage of girl students, students being employed in state 

and Central Government  departments on the basis of PUE qualification etc,. 

 

5.3 Student Participation and Activities 

5.3.1 List the range of sports, games, cultural and other extra-curricular activities 
available to students. Provide details of participation and program          
calendar.  

Sports and Games: 

Eversince  the inception of the college much emphasis has been on both academic 

programmes and on sports. The Vision  of the college is also on physical and moral 

education. The Department  of Physical Education is occupying centre stage  in this 

college. Academic and physical  activities will eventually lead to  an alround 

development  of student,s personality. Keeping this in mind  the more impetus is being 

given to  academic and physical activities. All these activities are going on  

simultaneously. The college is providing required  facilities for sports and games. 

There are sufficient sports  materials and equipments in the college.New sports 

materials and equipments are purchased every year.The facilities  for sports and 

games are on increase and has been accumulating year after year. There has been 

proportionate increase  in sports facilities with every increase in  students strength. 

There are  enough indoor and outdoor  games equipments. Students of this college are 

sportive  in nature. They play both  indoor and outdoor  games every day.   Students 

play the games of their interest before and after the class hours and also during leisure 
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hours. Some events  are routine  and they are regularly held. Inter class-tournaments 

are being conducted  frequently. Every year  the selection of students will be made for  

various events  to participate in inter-college and university level tournaments. So far  

substantial  number of students have own prizes and medals  in many tournaments and 

they have brought  honour to the institution. Besides, annual events will be conducted 

at end of the academic year and  the winners would be given  suitable  prizes in the 

valedictory  function. The students of the college  have so far participated  in Taluk 

level and District level tournaments.  

   The range of sports and games activities available to students are :- 

1) Indoor Games:- 

a) Shuttle Badminton  b)Carrom c) Chess  d)  Table Tennis 

2) Outdoor games:- 

a) Volley Ball   b) Cricket   c) Kabaddi   d) Kho Kho   e) Foot Ball   

 f)Tennikot  g) Throw Ball  

Cultural Activities: 

Students  have intense interest  on cultural activities. Cultural programmes  are 

organised  throughout the year. A Cultural Committee (Cultural Form) has been 

constituted every year for conducting  cultural  programmes. The committee  

encourages students  to participate  actively in cultural activities. Some students are 

self-motivated and highly competitive.They are willing to take part  in cultural 

activities  voluntarily. The  committee begins with inauguration of  cultural events. At 

the end of the academic year  cultural competitions  will be held  for two days  in 

which  all  students  can compete joyfully. The winners  in various events  would be 

given  appropriate  prizes in valedictory function  to be held almost  at the close of the 

year. Parents would be  invited  to have a glimpse of  closing ceremony.The occasion  

looks like  a cultural  festival. In between  some culturally talented students have been 

selected  in the beginning of the year and make them to participate in inter-collegiate  

cultural competitions. This is going on  through out  the year. Some students  have 

own prizes and medals, while others  brought rolling shield. Through this  the students  

have brought the  honour  to the college. They have spread the  name and fame  of the 
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college  far and wide. The college  has  cultural  inputs  which are being harneshed  

and this will turn  augment  the quality of  education. Students  are also excelling  

culturally. 

The range of cultural activities  available for students  are shown below:- 

Debate,essay writing,Pick and speak, Mimicry, Drama, Monoacting, 

Monodrama,Fancy Dress, Singing of Patriatic songs, Devotional songs, film songs, 

Folk songs, Community songs,Group songs and a host of other events. 

 National Service Scheme (NSS): 

It has been more than 25 years  since NSS unit was opened in the college. The college  

has been  rendering  yeomen services to the  community at large through NSS. There 

are two  NSS units  in the college , each having 100 students.The NSS units of our 

college  are students and community centric.The activities  of NSS always  focus on 

social service and community development  involving students actively.The NSS 

units are represented by young,dynamic and enthusiastic teachers  as programme 

officers. The NSS units  are in the forefront in organising  extension and outreach  

activities. Students can join NSS  on voluntary basis.But preference will be given to  

students of second and third year.NSS activities are funded by Bangalore Univerisity  

and the programmes  will be organized  as  per the  guidelines  of the University. The 

duration of NSS for every volunteer is two years.A certificate  will be  issued  to each  

volunteer  by the co-ordinator  for NSS  of University  after  completion  of two 

years.The NSS units are taking lead in  campus development. Students can  learn 

leadership skills  and develop their personality through NSS. 

The range of  activites  available for students  through NSS are enumerated below:- 

i) Organizes  regular  camps  on the college campus  and outside  in selected  

villages.The villages for conducting regular camps  will be selected in consultation 

with officers of Revenue department. 

ii) Conducts  weekly  camp on every Saturday  at selected places. 

iii)  Arranges training programmes  to NSS volunteers by inviting Senior  NSS 

officers from neighbouring colleges,Philonthrapists, Programme co-ordinator from 

university. 
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iv)  Organizes Special Camp every year for 7 days  at selected place.Special Camp 

site  is to be selected  in consultaion with  the principal, Senior ex-NSS officers of the 

college,Revenue officers,elected representatives, concerned panchayat officers and 

other prominent persons.Selection of backward village  as special camp site  is in 

vogue. Umpteen number of activities  are planned and conducted at camp site  that 

includes Physical, Cultural,Free medical check up, planting of sapplings, Socio-

Economic survey, Aids awareness, health and hygienic, legal aid,Free eye check up 

for senior citizens and issue of spectacles at free of cost  and providing  useful 

information to   farmers through officers of Government departments such as 

Revenue, Agriculture, Horticulture and Forest. 

v) Aids awareness programmes, Health and hygienic are held  every year  for all 

students  of the college by inviting  doctors from  government and Private hospitals, 

Medical officers from Family Planning Department. 

vi) Cleaning Drives  are conducted  so often  on the college campus. The college 

campus is being maintained by NSS volunteers. They take a lead in campus 

development.It is also held even outside the college to create  an awareness  among 

citizens  about the importance of  cleanliness. The message “Cleanliness is Godliness” 

is propogated  by NSS volunteers. 

vii)   Officers  from Police Department like SP,DYSP, Circle Inspector and SI often 

come to the college on the request of  principal and NSS programme officers to 

address  the students  on the topics  of Civic Sense, Law and Order and Traffic Rules. 

viii)  Organizes legal awareness programmes for students  by inviting Judges, 

Government pleaders and senior advocates. 

ix) NSS units of our college are known for holding Blood Donation Camp almost 

every year under the banner ‘Red Ribben’ in co-opeation with  Red Cross 

Society.NSS students come forward  in donating blood voluntarily. They also 

motivate non-NSS students to donate blood.Teachers  also  donate  blood voluntarily.  

The blood collected  is being  supplied to the poor patients in Government Hospital, 

The NSS units maintain  the list of donors who will come forward  voluntarily to 

donate blood  whenever needed  by the poor patients in Government Hospitals.      
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5.3.2 Furnish the details of major student achievements in co-curricular, 
extracurricular and cultural activities at different levels: University / State / 
Zonal / National / International, etc. for the previous four years. 
The college aimed at student achievement  both in curricular and non-curricular 

activities.Therefore, it has been giving equal importance to all activities for the 

alround development of student’s personality. Participation of  students  in co-

curricular, extracurricular and cultural activities at the college and inter college level is 

routine.Further the students are  encouraged  to participate in such  activities held 

outside  the college.For this the selection of  students  is made  based on  their talents, 

interest and punchuality.Only selected students are sent to  participate in the  events  

conducted  outside the  college alongwith concerned teachers and represent the college 

at  various levels.It has become a best practice as far as the above activities are 

concerned.Students own prizes both in cash  and kind, bring rolling shield  every time  

they participate and it is a great honour  to the institution.The details  of major student 

achievement  in  co-curricular, extracurricular and cultural activities at  different levels 

are given in annexure. 

 

5.3.3 How does the college seek and use data and feedback from its graduates and 
employers, to improve the performance and quality of the institutional 
provisions? 
The college has been  in existence  for nearly three decades  and  has produced  

excellent  graduates in all  disciplines by imparting  quality  education. It is  now 

recognised  as a premier  institution of higher learning in this part  of the state by  

employers, graduates and even public. The main reason  attributable  to this  status  is 

that the  institution  has constantly improved  the performance and quality  of  

educational provisions by collecting,analysing and  using feedback from graduates 

and employers.The feedback is collected  from its own graduates every year through a 

questionnaire and also orally about the  performance  and quality of education and the 

same  will be  analysed systamatically and the  outcome will be used  for further 

improvement.The collection of feedback is facilitated  by Alumni Association. The 

graduates help us a lot  to make necessary  modifications in institutional provisions.On 

the other hand  the employer  monitors the functioning of the institution so as to 
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ensure  quality management, transparancy  and accountability in all  the activities  of 

the institution.Being a Government college the higher authorities would come  and 

assess  the level of performance  and give  feedback over it and make  

recommendations for improvement.The college has an inbuilt mechanisms for  getting 

feedback from graduates and employer for  continuous improvement in performance  

and educational provisions. 

 

5.3.4 How does the college involve and encourage students to publish materials like 
catalogues, wall magazines, college magazine, and other material? List the 
publications/ materials brought out by the students during the previous four 
academic sessions. 
Though the majority of  our students  belong to first generation learners they are 

highly talented and creative. They wish  to write articles on contemporary issues, 

poem,essays and even critics in vernacular language and english. The college  

involves and encourages students to bring out  their hidden talents.The creativity of 

students  is nurtured by way  of giving opportunities to them  for writing  and 

publishing materials. The materials published by students  are furnished below. 

College Magazine: 

“CHANDANA” an annual magazine was launched by the college formally in the year 

2004. Since then  the college has been successfully bringing out the magazine every 

year. It is like a mirror reflecting the activities and the achievements of the college. It 

has three  sections  such as Kannada, Urdu and English. The magazine contains a brief  

report about the  college activities, action photos, list of students who secure  highest 

marks in the university  examinations,Prizes and medals  own by students in cultural 

events and sports and games and articles written by students and staff. The studens  

are creative  writers and write articles  pertaining  to current affairs, They also write 

articles relating to  social, economical,moral and ethical issues. This  will act as  a 

complementary  for strengthening  the academic standards of the college. The 

magazine also has  ditties, critics and  caricatures contributed by the fanciful students. 

Each year a magazine  committee is formed  which is responsible for editing and 

publishing the magazine. The magazine  gives ample opportunities to  students for  

nurturing their cultural talents.  
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The Department of Kannada involves and encourages students to bringout the 

materials pertaining to vernacular language. Monthly a wall magazine by name  

“SUGGI” is being brought out regularly.  Students  of language, especially optional 

students write  and publish materials through  wall magazine.It stimulates creativity 

among students. It is an  immense opportunity  to students to bring out their latent  

talents. The  wall magazine exposes students to the literary world. 

The Department of English encourages students,especially optional English to write 

and publish materials relating to  English literature.The  Department bringsout a wall 

magazine  entitled  “GRAFITTI” which has fortnightly editions. The materials  

prepared by students will be scrutinized and edited by  the faculty members and later 

on published. It is  displayed  colourfully on  the college  notice board catching the 

attention of  other students. This makes  students to be more creative  by contributing 

small but meaningful materials  about English literature to the wall magazine. 

   

5.3.5 Does the college have a Student Council or any similar body? Give details on its 
selection, constitution, activities and funding. 
Yes. A student council is formed  every year  which is  in the form of  cultural Forum. 

The Forum serves  as a platform to students  to show case their latent talents. It is a 

forum of  students  representatives who play  vital role  in taking major decisions  and 

teachers  who play  the role of mentors to guide students  in planning and organizing 

cultural activities throughout the year. 

Selection, Composition and Constitution:- 

A class teacher is appointed  for each class  by the principal. Two class representatives 

i.e. one from girls and another one from boys will be selected by the concerned class 

teacher.No election is conducted.But selection will be made purely on the basis of 

merit and regularity. Those students  who scored highest  percentage of marks in 

aggregate will be selected as class representatives. They have to monitor the  entire 

class  under the guidance of class teacher. The class representatives will then become  

the members of cultural Forum. A consolidated  list  of Class representatives  of all 

classes  will be prepared  by the cultural secretary and submitted  to the principal for 

suitable action.The principal will decide about the composition of Forum. Finally a 
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Cultural Forum  will be formed and  announced by the principal and the same would 

be circulated  among all students and staff. 

Functions:- 

 Cultural Forum  is a democratic body  of students. It takes major decisions  about 

cultural activities to be organized through consensus. The Forum  is supported and  

guided  by teachers  who are also  members  playing the role of  mentors. The 

Forum performs varied functions which are detailed  below: 

 Planning and organizing  cultural activities  throughout  the year. 

 Prepares  programme calender for the year. 

 Organizes function to inaugurate  cultural activities for the year  by inviting local 

MLA and  eminent  persons  from the literary field. 

 Encourages students  to participate  actively  in cultural  activities. 

 Selection of students  to participate  in cultural competitions to be organized  at 

taluk, District  and university level. 

 Conducts inter- class and inter-college cultural events  frequently and give prizes 

to the winners. 

 Arranges special cultural programmes being sponsored by NGO,s and GO,s on the 

campus and outside. 

 Promotes cultural interest of students by way of   giving opportunities  to take part  

in various  cultural events. 

 Celebrates independence day, Republic day, Rajyosthava, Gandhi jayanti, 

Ambedkar jayanti, Vivekananda  jayanti, Teacher,s day, welcome to new entrants, 

farewell to outgoing students and the like. 

 Organizes annual cultural competitions separately for girls and boys for two days 

and give attractive prizes  to winners  during annual function. 

 Holding Valedictory  function at the end of the year  to bring an end to  the 

cultural activities for the year  by inviting  local MLA and District  incharge 

minister and a well known person  as a main speaker to address students. The 
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guests  distribute prizes to the winners of cultural  events as well as sports and 

games. 

 Prepares annual cultural report for publication in college magazine. 

Funding: 

Cultural Fund  is created  out of contributions made by students. The students  

contribute  towards cultural fund  at the time of admissions. The fund  can be utilized  

by Cultural Forum  for organizing  various cultural activities  throughout  the year. 

The forum allows principal to use  unspent  amount  if any  for welfare of students.   

 

5.3.6 Give details of various academic and administrative bodies that have               
student representatives on them. 
In our college   students representatives are  involved in decision making process. 

Involvement of  students representatives  in decision making  process greately 

facilitates  the smooth and successful  functioning of academic and administrative 

activites  of the college. The  college constitutes  various academic and administrative  

committees that have students representatives. The details  regarding  committees with 

students  representation are mentioned below:- 

College Development Council(CDC):- 

It is the highest administrative body at the institutional level. It is constituted  as per 

the guidelines issued  by Government through  Department of Collegiate  Education. 

Local MLA is the president of  the council. The members  of council are choosen by 

MLA. It  would take  relevant decisions and lookafter  the developmental activities of 

the college. All infrastructural problems are resolved  through CDC. 

College Development Fund(CDF):- 

The college creats  and maintains  devepment  fund  which  shall  be utilised  for 

specific  purposes as per the  direction  given  by DCE. The committee with students 

representative is set up to take pertinent  decisions in respect of  use of fund for 

prescribed  purposes. 

Cultural Forum(Cultural Committee):- 

Students contribute  towards  cultural Fund. The Forum plans  and organizes  cultural 
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activites throughout the year by utilising  the cultural fund. It organizes functions for 

which  cultural events are conducted. 

Students Welfare Committee:- 

The college offers various  welfare schemes to students. A student welfare  committee  

being headed by welfare officer  is formed  for implementing welfare schemes of 

college. 

  

5.3.7 How does the institution network and collaborate with the Alumni and    former 
faculty of the Institution? 
An Alumni  Association  was formed  in the college   in 2004 itself. Our institution  

gave  considerable  importance  to the  Alumni as soon as  it was  assessed and 

accredited by NAAC for the  first  time in March 2003. Eversince  its formation an 

effective  network has been  developed  by various means  for the purpose  of 

improving  the quality of educational services rendered by the  institution to the 

students  coming from  the lowest strata  of the society. The institution  has to its credit  

a large number  of alumni occupying important positions in Government departments 

and private  companies and a sizable number  is self- employed. The alumni is linked 

to the present  students  and teachers of the college.A successful collaboration   has 

been going on between the internal stakeholders and alumni.They would  come to the 

college to attend meetings of Alumni Association in which  their suggestions and help 

will be sought for  efficient  running of the  institution. The past and present  students  

of the college assemble in the college campus on different occasions in which sharing 

of knowledge and experiences take place.The Alumni Association is pro-active and is 

involved in  most of the activities of the college. Many of social and extension 

activities carried out by the institution were sponsored by  alumni. The institution 

keeps regular  touch  with them. They are often invited  to the college  to view 

functions organized by  Departmental Forums and  Cultural Council of students. 

Some  alumni served  as resource persons in the college and delivered special lectures 

on current affairs which enriched   students.The alumni has been  very generous in 

contributing voluntarily to the fund set up by  the institution.Out of this fund the 

financial aid  is being  given  to the poor and needy students. Till now the alumni 
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contributed Rs.-  to the fund which has been appropriated for academic and 

developmental activities of the institution.The network with alumni continues to be 

widened in future also in which the students  will be  the real beneficiaries. 

Being  a Government college  the faculties are appointed  by the Government.The 

transfer  of faculty from one government college to other  is inevitable. It happens 

every year.Senior  teachers retire  from service on superannuation also. A data bank 

containing the profiles of those  teachers who had worked previously   is maintained  

in the college. The institution is having network with them and  their services are  

enlisted  for the use of  students.The concerned department  invites the former faculty 

to attend  seminars and workshops conducted by students as resource person. They are  

also requested  to give  special lectures.The former  faculties are also  requested to 

attend  annual get together party organized by the concerned students at the year end. 

 

FOR  RE- ACCREDITATION 

1. What were the evaluative observations made under  students support and 

progression in the previous Assessment Report and how they have been acted 

upon? 

PREVIOUS OBSERVATIONS: 

Appreciation made by the Peer Team with regard to the following: 

 Interest shown by  College Development Council in the development  of the 

college. 

 The financial assistance  in the form of scholarships initiated by the Government  

to the students coming from poor financial status of families. 

 There is a  congenial learning atmosphere in the campus. 

OTHER OBSERVATIONS 

 Most of the students fail in English. This shows   that English is a difficult subject 

for students from rural background. The English  teaching should be strengthened 

with remedial measures. 

 The student-teacher ratio is not  satisfactory. There are only 20 permanent  faculty 
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members and  5 part- time  lecturers. 

 A Placement cell be created. 

COMPLIANCE 

 Most of the students  who study  in this college  come from rural background and 

they belong to first generation learners. More than 90% of such students  studied 

upto Plus two stage in Kannada media. More number  of such  students prefer to 

join different combinations of Arts discipline in UG course and rest  of the 

students join other courses offered by the college. The said students  are very weak  

in English but very strong in other subjects and highly potential. English  is a 

tough subject  for others  and naturally  they fail in  that subject. This is the ground 

reality.The college tried a lot to improve the academic performance  of all 

students, especially English. Remedial measures were taken  by the college  to 

improve  the results in English.The English teaching has been strengthened  with 

remedial measures through the dedicated efforts of the faculty of English teachers  

in English  department  have put in  a lot of efforts  to improve  the results  in the 

subject of language English. Weaker students  are identified and given extra 

coaching. They teach  grammar to the new entrants at the entry level itself. The 

remedial classes are held by the department   of English to speed up the grasping 

power of students.The students are  motivated  to attend  spoken English classes  

to develop communication skills. With all this  the success rate in English  has 

gone up. 

 An improvement  in student- teacher  ratio has  been made with appointment  of 

more  number of permanent  faculty members  and along with  guest faculty. 

 A Placement  cell  has been formed  with  an object  to help  students  in securing 

jobs according to their abilities and qualification. The cell performs  several 

activities  towards the placement  of students to the  right jobs. The cell is student-

centric and acts as information centre. It collects and disseminate  information   

about availability  of employability opportunities to students. The information 

about job  markets are also displayed on the college notice board. It trains  

students  in interview  skills and communication skills. It also  acts as  a life line to 
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the  students of final year  by giving useful career guidance. It would prepare  

students to appear for  campus selection and motivate them to attend  campus 

selection  outside the college. In 2010 about  45 students  of B.Com and BBM 

attended  campus selection held  at Government R.C. college. Bangalore. Out of 

them  30 students  were selected by different companies.  

 

2. What are  the other quality  sustenance and enhancement measures 

undertaken by the institution since  the previous Assessment and 

Accreditation? 

 The progression of students  to higher education  is impressive 

 A large number  of students received financial assistance  every year in the form 

of  scholarships. 

 A poor boys fund has been created  in the college  to the  very poor and destitude 

students. 

 College website has been created  which is updated  annualy providing 

information regarding courses offered, admission procedure, fee structure, 

scholarships, rules of the college, sports and games, NSS, cultural and other co-

curricular activities. 

 The college providing recreational  facilities  to  students in the form of indoor and 

outdoor games, quiz programme, singing of songs, pick and speak, debate and 

discussion etc,. 

 Some teachers  are  trained  in counselling services at  NIMHANS, Bangalore. 

They are  giving various counselling services such as academic, personal, career 

and Socio-Economical to   needy students. 

 Various academic  and administrative  bodies that have  the students 

representatives have been formed. 

 Support and guidance  is provided to  students in preparing for  competitive 

examinations like  Central and State services, Railways, Banks  and others. 

 Students are involved  in extension activities  through  NSS units. 
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 Students are trained  with practical knowledge. 

 Extra-coaching and remedial classes are arranged for weaker students. 

 Outgoing students  are motivated to continue education by joing PG or 

Professional courses. 

 Measures were taken  to harness students potentiality through co-ordinated  efforts 

and personal attention 

 Refreshments  provided to  students  at reasonable  rate through  a mobile canteen 

on the campus. 
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CRITERION VI: GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 

6.1 Institutional Vision and Leadership 

6.1.1 State the vision and mission of the Institution and enumerate on how the 
mission statement defines the institution’s distinctive characteristics in terms of 
addressing the needs of the society, the students it seeks to serve, institution’s 
traditions and value orientations, vision for the future, etc.? 

The vision and mission of the institution are given as an answer to the Q.N0. 1.1.1 

under criterion 1 to avoid repetition here.  

The college is located in rural area. It is the premier institution of higher learning in 

this part  of the state.The college  caters to the higher educational needs of students  

coming from villages. More than 50% of students  come from  remote places.Most of 

the  students  belong to  first generation learners.The students are inquisitive in 

nature.They  are pursueing higher education on their own. The mission of the 

institution  has been to provide   higher education  in all streams.The mission 

statement of the institution  highlights the significance of social values, social justice 

and also ethical and moral standards.It also lays emphasis on equity, Socio-Economic 

order and balanced regional development. The mission statement is also reflecting the 

need to inculcate the  institution’s traditional and moral values to the students of 

younger generation and make them  responsible citizens of tomorrow.The college is  

striving very hard to achieve  an excellence of high order through value 

orientation.The mission statement  also   states that the orientation of students  towards 

the changing needs of the  environment  is the need of the hour.The college is fully 

geared  up to meet  the  changing needs of society.There is enough  flexibility in 

teaching and learning process so far  designed  by the college for incorporating the 

new trend  in higher education.Students are exposed to innovate ideas in and around 

the college.The college  organizes cultural events and shows, debate and essay writing 

competitions, research oriented  programs, organizing guest lectures by inviting 

resource persons.In addition to class room teaching, students will be taken on 

industrial visit, education tours, historical tour, adventurous activities etc.All this 

makes  students  to be creative.Eventually it helps students to have competitive edge  

over others. 
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6.1.2 What is the role of top management, Principal and Faculty in design and 
implementation of its quality policy and plans? 

The college is run by the Government . Naturally it comes under  the administrative  

control of  Department of Collegiate Education. The Government  is committed  to 

provide  qualitative higher education to the students coming  from  all walks of  life. 

The  Government wants to increase  GER in Higher Education  by providing  

adequate  infrastructure  for teaching and learning. At the  same time  the  Government  

is very much  interested to sustain and enhance the quality of higher education. In this 

background  the  Government  often formulates appropriate policies and plans  

towards higher education and implement them through  the department of collegiate 

education. The institution  follows the policies  of the  Government  in this regard. 

Since  it is the  Government college  the principal is empowered to design and 

implement  quality plans. Accordingly the principal with the  assistance of the faculty 

has been designing suitable  plans for efficient  management  of teaching-learning 

activities. A  CDC comprising of  prominent  persons from various fields in the  

vicinity headed by the local MLA who is also  the  Minister for Forest  as well as 

District Incharge Minister has been constituted in accordance with  the guidelines 

issued by the Government. The CDC Meets twice  in a year  and gives suggestions 

and instructions to the principal and faculty in designing and implementing quality 

plans. Besides, a governing council consisting of  all heads  of department headed by 

the principal is constituted which  is  responsible for designing and implementing 

plans for good governance of the institution. Other than what is mentioned above  in 

respect of  formulating plans  IQAC is also helpful. It makes  action plans and 

implement  them. The principal has been  playing a leading role. Under the able  

leadership of the principal the institution has been  efficiently managed. 

 

6.1.3    What is the involvement of the leadership in ensuring : 
• the policy statements and action plans for fulfillment of the stated               

 mission 

• formulation of action plans for all operations and incorporation of the 

    same into the institutional strategic plan 
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• Interaction with stakeholders 

• Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis ,research 

    inputs and consultations with the stakeholders 

• Reinforcing the culture of excellence 

• Champion organizational change 

The  institution  has a  dynamic leadership  in principal who plays a significant  role. 

With the co-operation of the faculty  the principal  has been able to  manage  the  

institution efficiently and effectively. The  leadership is actively involved in all the  

activities of the institution. 

The college has set  its own mission which is brought  to the notice of all stakeholders. 

All activities of the college  are directed  towards  the  fulfillment  of  this mission. 

The mission statement  is very  clear and unambiguous. The  leadership is  ensuring  

the fulfilment  of the  stated  mission by preparing suitable policy statements  and 

preparing action plans annually. The CDC and Governing council under the able 

leadership of the principal do prepare policy statements  by taking into account  the  

directions  given by the  DCE. Action plans are prepared in accordance  with the  

policy statements. The IQAC would  ensure  the implementation of action plans which 

ultimately leads to the  fulfillment  of the stated mission. 

The primary  objective of the institution is to  bring out successfully the graduates  of  

excellence , competence, good character and integrity by imparting knowledge and 

skills through  quality  teaching. So as to achive   this objective strategic plans have 

been  formulated and   made flexible to effect changes if any and as such  the  

institution is working on this plan. The leadership is playing  a vital  role  in designing 

strategic  plans. Preparing action plan has been  in vogue  in this institution. Action 

plans are prepared departmentwise and facultywise. These action plans are  prepared 

under the guidance of  the principal, Governing council and IQAC. The IQAC will  

ensure that the  annual action plans will be prepared for all  activities   like  

curricular,co-curricular  and extra-curricular.  The IQAC assumes  the responsibility  

of consolidating the action plans for all operations. The leadership would  make sure 

that the  action plans formulated  for all operations will be incorporated into the  
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strategic plan. 

The leadership keeps  constant touch  with all the stakeholders both internal and 

external. This is enabling  the leadership to have  continuous interaction with them. 

Through this  interaction  a special  academic relationship has grown between the 

leadership and stakeholders. This  kind of special relationship will be strengthened 

further  in future. The interaction  takes place either  formally or informally. The 

leadership will obtain the feedback from the  stakeholders on  the operations of the 

college  and use it  for  further improvement and ensure  effective  governance. The 

interaction with  stakeholders will generate  excellent  ideas  and will be used  as 

inputs in action plans and finally it will be  incorporated  into the  strategic plan. This 

will facilitate  in achieving  the goals  and objectives of the institution. 

Ours is a  premier institution of higher  education always  focusing on  the changing 

needs of environment in general and the needs of aspirants in particular as far as  

higher education is concerned.  This college always  considers that the  analysis of 

needs  is the  basis  for  formulating policy  and  plan. It is making the careful analysis 

of needs  and incorporating  the outcome of analysis into the plan. Research inputs are 

made  available  to the extent possible. It is proposed  to  introduce  PG courses  in 

different  subjects from this year. The institution  will be recognized  as  a research 

centre shortly. Stakeholders are often  consulted  and their  opinions  will be sought. 

The dimension of policy  and  planning is changing  in this  institution. It is well 

supported  by need analysis, research inputs and  stakeholders consultaion. As a result  

the college  has been  able to  cater to the  changing needs of aspirants. All this  has 

been made possible  because of good  governance, effective  leadership and efficient 

management. 

The institution is known for promoting the  culture of excellence among  students. The 

institute has  acquired a distinctive  character in terms of  addressing  the  needs  of the 

society and  the students it seeks to serve. It has  a definite  vision for the  future. The 

aim of the  institution is to  bringout  the graduates of excellence  by offering  

qualitative teaching and true knowledge. It reinforces the  culture  of excellence  to the  

students  community  almost every day  by inculcating the personality development 

traits and  providing  academic  and personal counselling. The leadership is providing 
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right  plotforms  for the students to excel in all the  activities  like  curricular, extra-

curricular  and co-curricular. The students  are taught  the  value and significance  of 

excellence in  education right from the  entry level until they  leave  the institution. It 

is the  mission of the  institution also. The college  has  been  successful in promoting 

the culture of excellence  among students through effective  leadership and 

governance. So far  it has  brought  out  the graduates  of excellence  who have been  

employed  occupying  high positions  in Government departments, public and private  

companies  and self-employed with entrepreneurship qualities doing  lucrative  

business and  leading  quality life by contributing their  mite to the society.    

                                                                                                                                                                                               

6.1.4 What are the procedures adopted by the institution to monitor and evaluate      
policies and plans of the institution for effective implementation and 
improvement from time to time? 

Ours is a  growing institution in the  mofussil area.  It has grown  remarkably during 

the  last  five years both in quantitative  and qualitative terms. It was inevitable   for the  

management  to formulate  the  comprehensive policies  and plans  in order to  ensure  

an orderly growth  of the institution with a view to  achieve  a special goal of providing  

value based  education to the  students. The leadership has taken  suitable  measures  to 

devise  the monitoring  and evaluation procedures to ensure  that  policies  and plans  

are implemented , evaluated  and improved  from  time to time. The procedure  has 

been  developed  in such  a  manner  as to  see that  the monitoring and evaluation and 

improvement in policy and plan take place continuously. The principal is empowered  

to monitor  and evaluate  the  policies  and plans  and take steps  for  improvement. The  

HODs  are also  assigned  the task  of implementing,  monitoring and evaluation of 

policies and plans in  their  respective  departments. In  order to  improve  and sustain 

quality  in education and  also to create  an academic  ambience  in the college  various  

academic and development committees have been constituted. The policies and plans  

are implemented  by HODs  and  so called committees . The IQAC is also  constituted  

alongwith  other committees which is considered to be the  main  organ  of the  

institution. It  would  ensure  that  the plans  are  implemented  by the committees and 

also  will  co-ordinate  the activities  of the committees. HODs and IQAC inform the  

principal with facts and figures about the  implementation of plans. The leadership will 
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then evaluate and initiate  necessary  steps  to improve  the  policies and plans . This  is 

the  procedure  that has been  set in  by the leadership which has to be  adopted  by the 

subordinates for the sake  of monitoring,  evaluating  and improving the  policy and 

plans from time to time. 

 

6.1.5 Give details of the academic leadership provided to the faculty by the top 
  management? 

The college is governed by the Government of Karnataka through  the department of  

of collegiate  education. As an affiliated college, it comes under the academic control 

of Bangalore university. Academic activities are being  carried on  in accordance with 

the rules and regulations of the university. The principal as an head of the institution is 

to ensure the smooth  conduct of all academic and administrative activities of the 

college. The leadership of the institution lies with the  principal. So, the  responsibility  

of managing the institution lies with him. The principal is the top leadership at the 

college level. Ours is a  big institution having  more than 2400 students studying in 

different  courses. There are many departments/units in the college and each one  is 

being looked after by a senior most teacher  as HOD. The academic  leadership has 

been provided by the principal to all  Heads  of the department to carryout activities of 

the department efficiently with in the  framework of the guidelines issued by  the  

university. In  turn  the HODs provide  academic leadership to individual faculty to do 

his/her assigned  job as efficiently as possible. The faculty members are encouraged to 

take  decisions on various academic issues depending upon the top leadership. The 

principal has been running the institution  smoothly and efficiently with the  co-

operation of the faculty by providing  academic leadership to each and every  faculty. 

As a result  the institution has acquired  a distinctive  character. 

6.1.6 How does the college groom leadership at various levels? 
With the passage of time the college  has come to possess the disnctive  characterstics 

in the sense that  it promotes the leadership among the  members and students. This is 

happening  on a regular basis. It is  quite  evident  from the  programmes  that are 

organized  continually in the college  and even  outside. This  has been made  possible  

with the  unstinted  efforts  of the teachers. Both  the teachers  and students  are willing  
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to imbide  the  leadership qualities.  In view  of this  umpteen number of  opportunities  

are created and provided  to them  to develop leadership qualities. As far as  grooming 

of leadership is concerned   the institution  believes  in the ideology that  more  

emphasis should be on grooming of leadership among the faculty that  eventually 

facilitates the promotion of  leadership skills among  students at various levels. The 

Principal constitutes various  academic  and developmental committees and appoints 

the teachers as convenors and   members with specific  responsibilities. The teachers  

can act as  leaders. The institution has been  organizing  innumerable  co-curricular and 

extra-curricular activities through  cultural forum, NSS, Department of physical 

education by involving  the teachers and students  actively and facilitating the 

grooming of leadership at  various  levels. Moreover  departmental forums  are formed  

recently which are  organizing many programmes for the benefits of  students which 

would  also promote leadership. The activities  leading to  grooming of leadership have 

been integrated with curriculum. 

 

6.1.7 How does the college delegate authority and provide operational autonomy                   
to the departments / units of the institution and work towards decentralized 
governance system? 

The institution follows  decentralized  governance system. The administration  has 

been decentralized to collaborate  with  different departments and personnel of the 

institution to  improve  the quality  of its  educational provisions. The principal is the 

head of the  institution  who should lead  a team of academic  persons and other 

personnel to run  the institution in a fair  and transparent  manner. He takes every one  

into confidence with   a decentralized form of administration to provide qualitative  

higher education. The institution has  many departments  which need  to be given 

operational autonomy to carryout  the day to day activities of the departments by taking 

suitable decisions  at the departmental level. Keeping this  in mind  the head  of the  

institution has been  providing  operational autonomy to all other  departments by  

delegating  authority. This would enable  certainly  the units  of the institution to 

function efficiently by  performing the operations of  the departments freely without 

any hindrances  and thus contribute  to  realizing the chief  goals  and  objectives of the 

institution. Above  all the principal constitutes  various  committees every year  to 
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facilitate  the smooth  running of the administrative  and academic  activities of the  

institution. The committees are assigned  different  responsibilities by delegating  

authority. The committees can work independently in co-ordination with  others. The 

convenors  and members  of the committee assist  the principal in day to day  affairs of 

the institution.  Thus the committees are useful to improve the quality  of educational  

standards. The decentralized governance  system  being  followed  by the institution 

has paved way for  strengthening the  academic standards. 

 

6.1.8 Does the college promote a culture of participative management? If ‘yes’, 
      indicate the levels of participative management. 

Yes. The institution is promoting a culture of participative management . Democratic 

principles  are being followed  in day to day  administration  of the institution. The 

views of all stakeholders are considered  in decision making process. The  faculty , 

students  and administrators are allowed  to participate  in management  meetings 

which are held  frequently. A cultural forum is formed  every year  which will  conduct  

meetings periodically under the leadership  of the principal in which  all the faculty 

members,administrators and students representatives would be present and give their 

opinions in taking decisions about the  cultural events to be organized throughout the 

year. The institution has been  efficiently  managed  by the principal with  the active  

support of  governing council consisting  of all Heads of departments and staff council 

comprising of teaching and non-teaching staff members of the college. The HODs and 

staff  will participate  more actively and offer valuable suggestions in taking decisions. 

This will really ensure the adoption of participative management and  as a result the 

benefits  of this  kind  of management by involving  all  segments would be  made 

available to  all stakeholders of the institution. 

6.2  Strategy Development and Deployment 

6.2.1 Does the Institution have a formally stated quality policy? How is it  
developed, driven, deployed and reviewed? 

The Government  formulates  the formal  quality  policy  which is applicable to all 

institutions of higher education in the state of Karnataka. It is developed, 

driven,deployed and reviewed  by obtaining the necessary inputs from all institutions 
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through  the Department of  collegiate  education, eminent  educationists and experts. 

The  college  is implementing the  policy  developed by  the Government  in toto with 

regard to Higher Education. The  policy  developed  is subject to  revision from time  to 

time  to incorporate  new trends  in Higher Education. 

 

6.2.2 Does the Institute have a perspective plan for development? If so, give the 
     aspects considered for inclusion in the plan. 

Yes. The institution has grown substantially over the years in terms of enrolment of 

students  to all courses and proportionate increase  in infrastructure  facilities. This is 

the only  institution  in the rural area  which has developed  enormously and it will be  

developed further  in the days to come focusing on the holistic development of 

students. It is due to  the  formulation and effective implementation of  perspective  

plan. A  college council consisting of  all  heads  of the departments  headed by the  

principal is formed  and it has  the  responsibility  of formulating the perspective  plan 

for development of the institution. The council is determined  to set  the goals  and 

objectives  of the institution,  formulates suitable policies, develops appropriate  

procedures by taking  into  account the local conditions. It will then chalkout  and 

organize  various  programmes through the IQAC, academic and developmental 

committees. The  perspective plan for development  will be formulated by  involving  

the teachers, administrators and  students. The various aspects such as  specific goals 

and objectives, policies, procedures and programmes  are included  in  such plan. It 

highlights the current trends in higher education  by focusing  on the expectations of 

the students. 

 

6.2.3 Describe the internal organizational structure and decision making             
 processes. 

The Government first grade college, channapatna is a government institution.It has an 

effective  well structured  internal organisation and decision making processes.It is 

governed and administered by the ministry of higher education  through the department 

of collegiate education.The department  has five  regional offices  all over Karnataka 

and our college belongs to Bangalore Region.The Bangalore regional office  headed by 
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Joint Director  who guides and monitors the activities of the institution  on the 

instructions of the commissioner, Director and other higher authorities.The principal is 

the  institutional head who is supported by  a Gazetted manager, superintendent  and 

other administrative staff.There are 13 departments in the college  and each one is 

headed by a senior teacher  performing respective  academic activities and assisting the 

princial in administrative matters.The college has  central library and information and 

physical education department which are  headed by a senior  librarian and a physical 

education Director  respectively.The CDC  is the highest  governing body of the  

institution which is headed by local MLA as the  chair person and the principal as the 

member secretary.The council has members from different field who are chosen by 

local MLA who is at present  the cabinet  minister for  forest  and Mandya district 

incharge minister, Government of Karnataka.The college also has  college council 

which is  an internal decision making body.The  senior faculty, the Manager and 

Supereindentant are also  the members of the  Council.The college  has committee 

form of organization where in various academic and administrative committees 

consisting of teaching and administrative staff have been constituted by the principal 

with specific roles and responsibilities. 

 

6.2.4 Give a broad description of the quality improvement strategies of the     
   institution for each of the following 

• Teaching & Learning 

• Research & Development 

• Community engagement 

• Human resource management 

• Industry interaction 

The institution has firm commitment  towards  providing qualitative education  to the 

students  at reasonable cost. It  always  considers quality as the defining element  in all 

activities  of the institution. The college  has  given importance  to quality  eversince  it 

came into existence  29 years ago. The Management  ensured  that the operations of the   

institution are carried out successfully by giving importance  to quality. The quality 
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consciousness has been created  among the teachers and students and administrators. 

The institution emphasized  the need for quality improvement continuously. Hence, it 

has developed  quality improvement strategies regarding  teaching and learning, 

Human Resources, Industries interaction and community engagement etc,.  

Constant efforts  are made  by the institution to improve  the quality  of teaching and 

learning. Though the quality improvement  in teaching and learning  was very slow in 

the beginning  but it has picked up well  during  the last ten years. The main reason is 

that  the Government  has given full encouragement   and support to improve  the 

quality  constantly in teaching and learning. At the same time many measures  have 

been  initiated  by the  college  in conjunction with the policies of the Government with 

regard to  quality  improvement. The institution will always  focus  on sustaining and 

enhancing  quality in the process of teaching and learning. This process has virtually 

become  dynamic one. An academic  ambience  has been  created  in the college which  

acts as  a motivational factor influencing the teachers to move towards quality 

improvement. The teachers  are committed  to QI by adopting  innovative methods of 

teaching. The teachers  are very creative  and innovative in nature. They use new 

methods  and models  in teaching  in addition to conventional methods. They are 

encouraged  and motivated to attend  seminars, workshops  and conferences and enrich  

their  knowledge  and sharpen  the teaching skills. It has positive impact on students.     

There has been a good rapport  between them. The teachers and students  are provided 

with all the facilities they need to improve their teaching and learning skills.  

Operational autonomy has been provided  to the units and faculty  to  move towards 

decentralized governance system. The institution is promoting the culture of 

participative management.A computer lab has been set up with internet facilities. 

Audio-visual tools  are provided. New communication technology  has been  used. All 

together the institution  has been adopting  quality improvement  strategies regarding 

teaching and learning. 

Gradually the institution has  recognized  the need for  Research and Development in 

higher education. In the past  R$D was not considered  as the major  component  in 

teaching and learning process. It has now been realized  by the institution that   it shall 

have  responsibity to bringout  the graduates  of excellence  and competence who can  
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become  good citizens and will be able to  meet  the societal and economic demands  of 

the nation by giving top priority to R$D. In view of this  the college  started  

developing  and deploying strategies in incorporating the concept of R$D in curricular 

aspects. The  affiliating university  also has considered this  in framing  syllabus 

content  for UG courses on account of  noticeable  changes  that are taking place in 

higher education. The process of promoting research  culture  among the teachers and 

students is already set in. As of now  30% and 40% of teachers  hold  doctorate  and 

M.Phil qualification and passed JRF/NET/SLET. These teachers  are assuming the role 

of research  promoters in the college.Another 20% of teachers  are pursueing  the 

research work on  socially and economically relevant topics. Such teachers  are 

inspired  and guided  by the  fellow teachers who  have  acquired  doctorate degrees. 

With  all this  the college  will soon  become  an institution of research promoters. PG  

courses  in Kannada, History  and Economics will commence  from this academic year  

for which  the  permission has already been  accorded by the Government. The  

institution  is thinking critically to have  collaboration with the research organization, 

agencies, university and  other institutions  in respect of promoting  and upgrading  

research after the commencement  of PG courses. The  desire of the  college  is to 

become  virtually a research institution in near future. 

The institution has been striving very hard to engage  the community  by organizing 

community orientation programmes. Many strategies  have been  devised  over the 

years  to improve  the quality of  the educational services which also  focused on 

community  development. Community development  by  engaging the  students  

volunteers and community at large  has been going on uninteruptbly. It has now  

become  a part of regular  activities. A lot of efforts  have been  made  to extend  the 

educational services to the  community at  large. The institution  has been  able to meet  

the demands of  the community  to  a larger extent  by  incorporating  the  expectations  

of the  community  in the  development planning. The  college  gets  the community  

engaged  in its  co-curricular and extra-curricular activities  which  are organized by  

the NSS  units and cultural forum. There are two NSS units  headed by  the dynamic 

and sincere teachers as  programme officers who are always  up in action and take 

initiatives  in organizing  regular  and special camps outside  the college  by engaging 
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the community people. Various useful programmes such as Aids awareness, legal 

awareness, blood donation camps , Health and hygienic, civil awareness, tree 

plantation are conducted  frequently through  NSS and  cultural forum in which the 

community  people  are also engaged. The chief  aim of the  institution  is to provide  

the benefits  of higher education  to the community. 

 

6.2.5 How does the Head of the institution ensure that adequate information 
 (from feedback and personal contacts etc.) is available for the top 
 management and the stakeholders, to review the activities of the institution? 

The institution is run  smoothly  under the able leadership of the principal. All the 

academic and administrative  activities are being carried on  efficiently and effectively 

with the  co-operation and support  of the  excellent  teaching  and administrative  staff. 

The institution is progressing well. The staff members  use  new  methods  and models  

to  improve  the  standards  of  education. New  information  technology  is also being  

used  by them to augment  the quality  of education. They are even ready to  cope with 

the changes that  are taking place in the arena of higher education. They always  

findout  the new ways  and means  to perform their  assigned  duties. The planning  

process  adopted  is flexible  enough  to be  revamped  from time to time so as to 

include  new concepts. As  a result  the activities  of the institution  keep on  changing. 

Internal communication  system  has been  very effective. There are  very good  

internal  information  channels  which facilitates the generation  of information about  

the activities  of the institution. The principal  is overseeing  the performance of all the 

activities and hence  he is in touch  with  everything. The principal as the head of the 

institution obtains  feedback from all concerned persons and also through  personal 

contacts. The principal shall also collect  information  from all departments through the 

established  channels and  ensures that  adequate  information will be  passed on for the 

top management  and stakeholders to  review the activities of the institution. The 

activities of the institution will be reviewed  from  time to time  in accordance  with  the  

instructions and guidilines of the  Government  and affiliating university. 
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6.2.6 How does the management encourage and support involvement of the staff      
in improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional processes? 

The institution has  developed a comprehensive process to carry out all the  activities  

systematically and efficiently with the involvement  of all  the staff members of the 

institution. The  staff members are  inquisitive  and have  interest  on all activities. The  

staff members are encouraged and motivated  to participate  in all  institutional 

processes such as admission, teaching and learning, administration, examination, 

extention and social activities, cultural and sports, community development, skill 

development, counseling and career guidance and  placement of students etc,. Various  

committees  are constituted  in the beginning of  each year  by involving  all the staff 

members as convenors and members for improvement  of the  effectiveness and 

efficiency  of institutional processes. Administrative support  has been  extended  to all 

teachers  to update  their knowledge  and skills by allowing  them to participate  and 

present papers   in seminars, conferences and workshops. The  staff members  are also  

allowed  to attend  Administrative Training  Programmes, Faculty  Empowerment 

Training Programmes, Skill Development  Programmes, Teachers Training in students 

counseling conducted by  the Government , Universities and other institutions. The 

staff members  have improved  their  efficiency  by updating their knowledge  

technically and are able to render  better services. The Head of the institution has been  

encouraging and providing  necessary support  to the staff  involvement  for 

improvement  of the  effectiveness and efficiency of the  institutional processes. With  

the active involvement  of staff  the performance  of the institution has been very high  

and the expected  outcome has been achieved. 

 

6.2.7 Enumerate the resolutions made by the Management Council in the last          
year and the status of implementation of such resolutions. 

Proceedings of CDC meeting held on 16-01-2013 at 11 a.m  in the principal chamber 

under the presidentiship of  honourable Minister of Forest and Ramanagara District 

minister, Government of Karnataka. 

i. The concerned people should take  required steps  for the  inauguration  of 

new building of the college in the month of February 2013. 
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ii. Decided not to construct the intended construction of gate behind the  college 

building in the academic interest  of students. 

iii. As the science subjects were restarted recently in the college, it was  decided  to  

purchase required  tables, equipments and almiras for preserving  items to lab.Also 

agreed to  purchase chemicals and articles. 

iv. Remuneration to unskilled employees working on temporary basis and 

 getting this amount from CDC Fund has been raised from Rs. 3500 to  

 4500. 

v. Decided to raise the  CDC Fund by collecting additional  amount of Rs.  250 

from each  student at the time of  admission during the  academic  year 2013-

14 in the wake of  enhancement of  remuneration to unskilled  employees  stated 

above. 

vi.  Agreed to pay the pending bills of chemicals and equipments. 

Status of Implementation 

i. New building of the college  could not be  inaugurated due to  assembly   

 elections  in Karnataka.It will be inaugurated  shortly. 

ii. Construction of intended gate behind the college was stopped. 

iii. Required science lab items were purchased. 

iv. The enhancement of remuneration  to unskilled employees  has been      

implemented. 

v. An additional amount of Rs.250 shall be collected  at the time of  admission. 

vi. Pending bills of chemicals and  equipments were paid. 

 

6.2.8 Does the affiliating university make a provision for according the status of 
autonomy to an affiliated institution? If ‘yes’, what are the efforts made by the 
institution in obtaining autonomy? 

No. The  affiliating  university  has no provision for  according autonomous  status  to 

the  affiliated institutions. Since  it is  a Government  college  the Government  has to  

take decision in consultation with  UGC for obtaining autonomous status to the  
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institution. So far no effort has been made  in obtaining autonomy. 

 

6.2.9 How does the Institution ensure that grievances / complaints are promptly 
attended to and resolved effectively? Is there a mechanism to analyse the nature 
of grievances for promoting better stakeholder relationship? 

Yes. There is  an in built  mechanism to  analyse  the nature  of grievances  for  

promoting better  stakeholder-relationship. The institution  has taken  steps  in fostering  

good  relationship among stakeholders. Ours is a potential and growing  institution. The 

institution  has grown tremendously during the  last  six years and will continue to 

grow  in future also. The grievances  of stakeholders are quite  natural and will be  

resolved  immediately. Students  grievances  redressel  cell has been formed  and 

headed  by  a senior  teacher . The grievances  of students  will be  received , analysed 

and resolved  fairly by the cell without any delay. The cell is empowered to resolve  the  

grievances of students independently or it may  seek the co-operation of the  concerned 

faculty, HOD, administrator  and  also may  take  the opinion of the head of the  

institution in resolving  the grievances effectively. The  grievances of the staff  will be  

amicably resolved  by the staff association and  the head of the institution. The 

institution does not allow  any grievances  to be outstaning /without being resolved 

effectively. The  differences  are eliminated . The  campus environment  is friendly. 

The  institution has been building up harmonious relationship among all stakeholders.  

 

6.2.10  During the last four years, had there been any instances of court cases 
 filed by and against the institute ? Provide details on the issues and decisions 
 of the courts on these? 

There have not been any  instances of  court cases filed by  and against  the institution 

during the last  four  years. Not only that  in the history  of institution  court cases had 

not happened. The college  has good  public image  among all affiliated  institutions. It 

is free from allegations. 

 

6.2.11 Does the Institution have a mechanism for analyzing student feedback on 
institutional performance? If ‘yes’, what was the outcome and response of the 
institution to such an effort? 

Yes. The institution has  a mechanism for analyzing  student  feedback on  institutional 
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performance. The performance  of the  institution  will be  measured  with the help of  

feedback. The Head of the institution will obtain  the feedback systeamatically from all 

stakeholders and analyse it. The outcome  of the analysis  of the  feedback would be  

used for  the  improvement  of the institutional performance. Computer technology  has 

been  used  extensively  in office  administration.  The information  generated  through 

feedback  will be stored  in computers and  subsequently  used  in decision making  

process. The institution uses  the various  data  and information obtained  from 

feedback not only in decision making  but  also in  performance   improvement. Thus  

the feedback is being  used  as a  yardstick  to know  the  level  of institutional 

performance. After  determining the level of performance  suitable  measures  will be  

initiated  by the  institution for further improvement. 

 

6.3  Faculty Empowerment Strategies 

6.3.1 What are the efforts made by the institution to enhance the professional 
development of its teaching and non teaching staff? 

Many initiatives  have been  taken up  by the institution  for the  sake of  the 

professional development  of teaching  and non-teaching  staff. There have been 

policies  and  practices   of the institution that would ensure  the  professional 

development  of all  the staff members. The teaching staff  is permitted  to pursue  

research work  under FDP as per the  UGC guidelines. The teachers  have been allowed  

to attend  and present papers  in UGC sponsored  seminars  and conferences  conducted 

by  university  and other institutions. Study leave will be granted  to those  staff 

members  who wish  to go  for  advance  studies. Both  teaching and non-teaching staff  

members  have been deputed  to undergo administrative  training  and acquire  skills at 

ATI. The  teachers  have also been  allowed  to attend  UGC sponsored  Orientation  

and  Refresher  Courses which  are  made mandatory  as per the  UGC norms and 

providing  dual benefits to the teachers such as  enhancement  of knowledge  and  

career  advancement. The  staff members  were  deputed to undergo  computer  training  

to acquire  computer skills conducted by  the DCE. The institution  has been  sending  

teachers  in batches  to attend the Teachers Empowerment Training  Programme  to 
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enrich  their  basic  knowledge and  improve  teaching abilities organized  by  the 

Government. The  teaching and non-teaching  staff  have ample opportunities for their 

professional development.  

 

6.3.2 What are the strategies adopted by the institution for faculty         
empowerment through training, retraining and motivating the employees  for 
the roles and responsibility they perform? 

The  faculty  empowerment  strategies  are  formulated  by the Government  and  are  

applicable  to all  employees  working  in Government  colleges through  the  

department  of collegiate  education. Our institution  adopts  the same  strategies  for 

the faculty  empowerment   as per the  instructions  given by the  DCE. Effective plans  

are in place  to train, retain and  motivate  the employees for  performing different roles  

and  responsibilities. The roles and responsibilities are  defined and communicated to 

employees for performance. The  faculties  need to be trained and retrained whenever 

required to perform their assigned jobs efficiently. In this  background the DCE has 

organized Faculty Empowerment Training   Programme to which  the institution  has 

sent  the faculties  to the programme to gain  knowledge  and skills. New  strategies 

will be  developed every now and then so as to make  the  faculty  to  be empowered 

and motivated to take up new roles  and responsibilities. The performance  has 

improved  with the  empowerment of the  faculty and  thus  the anticipated outcome  

has been  easily  achieved. The institution is promoting  faculty empowerment and 

innovation. 

 

6.3.3 Provide details on the performance appraisal system of the staff to evaluate  
and ensure that information on multiple activities is appropriately          
captured and considered for better appraisal. 

All the  staff members have to perform  multiple  activities  pertaining  to  academic  

and administrative   assisting  the principal to run  the  institution  smoothly and in the 

right direction. The staff members  are  expected  to  show good performance  in 

achieving  the stated objectives  of the institution. The performance  of the  staff  will 

be  measured at the  end of the  academic  year. At the end of the year  the staff  should  

have to  make  self appraisal.  There has been  right mechanism to ensure  that  the 
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information  on the multiple  activities of  the  teachers  is appropriately captured  and  

considered in the process of appraisal. Each staff  shall  have to  prepare  a self –

appraisal report  in a prescribed  format furnishing  detail information about his/her 

performance and will  submit  the same to the principal. The principal as the head  of 

the institution  is empowered to  collect the self-appraisal reports of all the staff 

members and will assess their performance. The principal will then  send  all the 

reports  to higher authorities confidentially for consideration. This is the  process  of 

appraisal  which is in place to  measure  the performance  of various  staff of the 

institution. 

 

6.3.4 What is the outcome  of the review  of the performance appraisal reports         
by the  management and  the major decisions taken? How are they 
communicated  to  the appropriate  stakeholders. 

The staff will make self assessment  at the end of the year and then  prepare  self-

appraisal  reports  in a given  format. The principal is empowered  to collect  the self-

appraisal  reports  of all the  staff  and will asses their performance. The  Principal  has 

to  give his opinion  on the performance appraisal  of each staff and forward  the same 

to the  higher authority for review. The opinion given by the  principal is in the form of  

confidential report. The authority  will then review  the performance  appraisal reports 

and take  appropriate decisions. The major decisions  so taken  will be communicated  

to concerned  stakeholders through the Head of the institution. The outcome  of the 

review  will help the  staff to improve  their performance. 

 

6.3.5 What are the welfare schemes available for teaching and non teaching 
 staff? What percentage of staff have availed the benefit of such schemes in 
 the last four years? 

The Government  has introduced  various  welfare schemes  for the  employees 

working in  Government colleges. All the welfare measures  of  Government  have 

been offered  by the institution to the teaching and non-teaching staff. Many staff 

members  of the college  have availed  the benefits of all these schemes. Those  staff 

members  who had availed  the benefits  of such  welfare schemes  are satisfied and 

absolutely happy. The  various  welfare  measures  introduced  by the  Governmnet  are 
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Housing  loan scheme, vehicle loan, Medical benefits, pension, gratuity etc. These 

welfare schemes  act as motivating factors  in influencing the staff to improve  their 

performance . It will also effect and  improve  the well being  of employees.More than 

80% of staff  availed the benefit of such schemes in the last four years. 

 

6.3.6 What are the measures taken by the Institution for attracting and retaining   
 eminent faculty? 

The government has taken several measures for the sake of  attracting and retaining  the 

eminent  faculty  in government colleges. The Department of  collegiate education  

under the instructions of the Government  formulates  plans  so  as to attract  and retain  

the eminent   faculty  with desired qualification, skills and knowledge as per the 

requirements  of the  institution . The institution has  eminent faculty  because  of the  

initiatives  taken by the Government. They are offered  all the benefits  as per the new 

UGC norms  such as  attractive 2006 UGC pay scales , benefits of promotion  to the 

faculty with  requisite  qualification, experience and skills. They have also been assured  

job security, medical and pensionary benefits. Moreover efforts are made  by the 

institution  for creating  condusive  environment  for teaching. The eminent faculty 

enjoy all the privileges being provided by the Government. With attracting and 

retaining  the eminent faculty the quality of teaching and learning  has improved  a lot 

during the last  five years.   

 

6.4  Financial Management and Resource Mobilization 

6.4.1 What is the institutional mechanism to monitor effective and efficient use of 
 available financial resources? 

The institution has good financial management  which ensures  the use of available 

financial resources effectively and efficiently. It is a Government college  and hence 

the higher authority  from the department of collegiate education will keep on  

monitoring  the utilization of funds  given for various academic, administratative and 

developmental activities  of the institution. Different  committees have been  

constituted  for taking appropriate  decisions regarding  utilization  of financial 

resources. UGC committee comprising of  all heads of the  department is responsible 
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for utilizing  the grants  given by UGC. A CDF committee of senior  and experienced  

teachers and  administrators has been entrusted  with the  responsibility  of using  CDF 

efficiently. Besides, a purchase committee  has also been formed  for purchasing  sports 

materials, library books, computers, lab items , equipments , furnitures and other 

required items as per the decisions  taken by different committees. There has also been  

complete transparency  in utilizing  financial resources. The Principal is the monitoring 

authority  at the institutional level and would always  ensure  the optimum utilization of 

funds. The funds  so utilized  are subject to external audit. 

 

6.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for internal and external audit? 
When was the last audit done and what are the major audit objections? Provide 
the details on compliance? 

The audit is done compulsorily. The Institution follows  well set mechanisms for audit. 

Appropriate procedures  have been devised  and used for  both internal and external 

audit. The accounts of the institution  are subject to  internal and external audit  which 

are done regularly. University audit is done every year  to verify  the transactions 

relating to   the university. The departmental audit  will be done periodically to verify  

the accounts in detail. The Accountant General of India  also audits  the accounts  of 

the institution  in detail  and give suggestions and instructions  to maintain the accounts 

in a proper way. The reports compiled by the auditors  will be taken up seriously. The 

institution shall comply with  audit objections. The audit objections if any  will be 

promptly attended  by the institution. The mistakes and errors  if any will be set right  

immediately. The last  audit  was done  during the year 2011-12. There were no  major  

audit  objections. The objections raised by the auditors have been attended.  There are 

no pending  audit objections. 

 

6.4.3 What are the major sources of institutional receipts/funding and how is the 
deficit managed? Provide audited income and expenditure statement of 
academic and administrative activities of the previous four years and the 
reserve fund/corpus available with Institutions, if any. 

The government is funding the institution  since it is a Government college. The 

government  has been  giving  funds  in the form of grants. Different grants  are given  
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by the government  for different purposes. Grants are received for  salary, purchase  of 

books, furnitures, equipments, computers, lab items , teaching aids, capacity  building  

etc.  The day to day  expenditures  are also  met  out  of the  funds  given by  the 

government. The institution also receives  grants from UGC under  2(f) and 12(B) 

.Apart from  these  major  sources  of  institutional receipts various fees  such as 

cultural fee, magazine fee, library  and reading room fee, sports fee, laboratory fee 

would also be  collected  from students  at the time of admissions. The  amount  so 

collected by the institution  from students  in the form of  fees  can be utilized  to meet 

the respective expenditures. The institution  has adequate budget  from the  department  

to meet all the  expenses . In case of any deficiency  to meet the expenses  the principal  

has been  authorized  to make use  of the funds  available  in CDC and CDF.  

  

6.4.4 Give details on the efforts made by the institution in securing additional       
funding and the utilization of the same (if any). 

The Institution has grown tremendously during the last five years. There has been 

heavy enrollment of students  to all courses  which has made  the institution  to go in 

for additional funds.  On account of  increase  in the  strength of students  the classes 

are held  on a shift basis due to  shortage of class rooms. Through the co-operation of  

local MLA the institution has secured  Rs. 20,00,000  from MP funds for construction 

of first floor. The construction of first floor has been completed  and the number of 

class rooms   has increased. The institution has also secured additional funds from the 

Government through the Department of collegiate education  for the construction of 

second floor.The civil work has started and it is still going on. It will be completed in a 

couple of months. The institution is making a lot  of efforts  to get additional funds 

from Government and UGC to enhance  the infrastructure facilities. 

 

6.5  Internal Quality Assurance System (IQAS) 

6.5.1 Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) 
a. Has the institution established an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)? If 

yes’,  what is the institutional policy with regard to quality  assurance and how 
has it contributed in institutionalizing the quality assurance processes? 

Yes. The mission of the institution  has been to  provide  qualitative  higher education  
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in all streams  to the students  coming from socially backward and economically 

weaker section of the  society  at an affordable cost. More importance  has been given 

to  the quality aspect  eversince  the college  came into being  in the year 1984. The 

college  was assessed and accreditated  by NAAC in march 2003. In the post-

accreditation period  the institution  has taken  drastic steps  for enhancing  and 

sustaining  the quality  at all stages. The institution  took initiative  in establishing  

Internal quality Assurance cell as per the  guidelines  of NAAC. The cell has assumed 

the role of quality  facilitator  and has been playing  pivotal role  for improving  the 

quality of educational services. The quality assurance process has been institutionalized  

with the emergence  of IQAC. The contributions of IQAC for institutionalizing  the 

quality  assurance processes are invaluable.  The quality  is the defining element  in all 

academic and administrative  activities of the  college. The main focus  of the 

institution  has been  on enhancing and sustaining quality  in all activities especially 

teaching, learning and evaluation process. The policy of the institution  is to achieve  

TQM by enlisting  the support of all stakeholders. With the emergence  of IQAC the 

quality  of educational services  has improved  a lot  and the institution  has been  able 

to  bring out  the excellent and competitive graduates  with a sense of  social 

responsibility and commitment  who can  lead  a quality life  by being good citizens. 

 

b. How many decisions of the IQAC have been approved by the management/ 
authorities for implementation and how many of them were actually 
implemented? 

The IQAC is vital quality organ of the institution and playing  decisive role  with 

regard to improving  the quality of educational services. With the emergence of  IQAC  

the institution has given top pritority  to the  issues  relating  to the quality. The IQAC 

has made significant  contributions  for institutionalizing  the quality assurance 

processes. The  management  has given  free hand  to the IQAC  for  its operation. It 

has  become  pro-active  with the passage of time. It has been authorized  to take  

decisions  on various  matters  pertaining  to the day to day  activities  of the institution. 

It  prepares action plans  at the beginning of each year  and would implement them 

through the different  departments.Most of the  decisions  have been approved by the  

management  and many of them  were  successfully implemented. 
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c. Does the IQAC have external members on its committee? If so, mention any 
significant contribution made by them. 

No. The IQAC does not  have external  members.  The members of the cell are only 

internal. The cell consists of  senior and experienced teachers who are  committed  to 

their profession honest and have a sense of responsibility and are  willing  to render  

self-less  services to the institution. The contributions  made by the  members of the  

cell are highly valuable. 

 

d. How do students and alumni contribute to the effective functioning of                               
the IQAC? 

The IQAC  is very pro-active. It has  functioned  well  so far  and continues to  function  

effectively  in future also. The institution has earned  name and fame  far and wide  

because of effective functioning of IQAC. The IQAC of this  institution  has been 

identified  by the functions  it performs. All  stakeholders  including  the  students and 

alumni have  contributed  greately  to the  effective functioning  of IQAC. The students  

and Alumni are very supportive. The members of the cell  are in the midsts of students  

and happen  to meet  the alumni frequently. The  cell  would  obtain    the feedback  

from the students  and Alumni about  the effectiveness  of teaching , learning and 

evaluation process of the institution. The  feedback  so obtained  will be  analysed  and 

this will help the cell  to effect  changes  in the quality  assurance process. The views  

of students and Alumni will be incorporated  in action plans. 

 

e. How does the IQAC communicate and engage staff from different constituents 
of the institution? 

Ours is  a big institution having  different departments. All the departments  are  larger  

with heavy  students  strength  and eminent faculty.The IQAC has been given special 

status  and playing  significant role  with  regard to  the quality  improvement  of all the 

activities  of the institution. The  IQAC is functioning  as an  hub of the institution  by 

communicating  and engaging  all the  staff members  of the institution. It conducts  

staff meetings periodically with a clear agenda and makes eloberate discussions. The 

members of the cell  are in regular touch  with the staff  and also  have informal  
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discussions  with them. The members of the cell are simple , most generous  and 

develop cordial relationship with the staff  of the college. By doing this  the cell has 

been able  to involve  and engage  all the staff of the college  in its activities . It 

collects, analyses and disseminate  information  to the staff. It formulates  action plans  

in consultation with the staff  and put them into practice  with their support and co-

operation and try to achieve  the expected outcomes . 

 

6.5.2 Does the institution have an integrated framework for Quality assurance of      
the academic and administrative activities? If ‘yes’, give details on its      
operationalisation. 

Yes. The institution  adopts  an integrated framework for quality assurance  of the 

academic  and administratitive activities. Several measures  have been taken by the 

institution for strengthening  its activities  by integrating  quality  concepts. IQAC has 

been formed  as per the guidelines of NAAC which acts as nodal agency in quality 

related activities. It would  take  care of the  measures  to be  implemented to sustain  

and enhance  quality  in all activities  of the institution. A schedule  of academic  and  

administrative activities is prepared  every year  and the IQAC monitors the operation  

of the schedule  and see that  all activities  will be carried out  as planned. The 

guidelines  issued by the  affiliating university  and the department of collegiate 

education in carying out the academic and administrative  activities  respectively  are 

considered  while preparing  and operating schedule. 

 

6.5.3 Does the institution provide training to its staff for effective implementation 
of the Quality assurance procedures? If ‘yes’, give details enumerating its 
impact. 

Yes. Quality assurance  procedures  have been  developed  over the years  with the 

establishment  of IQAC. The cell has initiated  several measures  to improve the quality  

of all the activities  of the institution. It is well supported  by the staff  and students  of 

the college . The cell  and other staff  of the college  are assuming  new roles  

voluntarily to achieve  the expected outcomes by giving  importance  to the quality. 

The staff of the college  is willing to learn  new ways  of performing  their  assigned 

respnsibilities. At the same time  the institution  has been  providing  adequate  training 
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to the  staff  of the college  to understand  and implement  the quality  assurance 

procedures. Some teachers  have  attended  training  programme  for IQAC co-

ordinators held  at ATI, Mysore.The principal and some of the staff of the college  who 

are  involved in NAAC, UGC and IQAC work attended training programme  in quality  

assurance process to be adopted  in the college on a regular basis  arranged by  the 

department  of collegiate  education  through the State Quality Assurance Cell (SQAC) 

in Bangalore. The management  is sending  the teachers  in batches  to attend  

workshops and undergo  training  in the matters of quality  enhancement process being 

organised by external agencies. The institution  is providing  training  to all the staff  

for effective  implementation  of quality  assurance  procedures so as to achieve the 

chief objectives of the institution. 

 

6.5.4 Does the institution undertake Academic Audit or other external review of      
the academic provisions? If ‘yes’, how are the outcomes used to improve the      
institutional activities? 

Yes.  The institution  undertakes  academic audit  regularly. All the activities  of the 

institution  especially  the academic  are   subject to  verification  from time to time.  

The review of  activities  will take place  internally. An internal mechanism is in place  

to measure  the performance  of activities  to confirm  that  the activities  are being 

performed  as  per the  expected standards. The Head of the institution with the support 

of  HOD,s and IQAC members  keep on examining  the execution of activities  by the 

staff. A detailed  verification  of all the performed  activities  will be done  at the  end 

of each semester  and the results reviewed. Through internal  verification  the quality  

of academic provisions  will be improved. The academic audit  is also conducted by  

the affiliating university. The present working system of university provides  that a 

team of auditors will be sent  to all affiliated colleges for academic  audit. The 

academic audit  is mandatory  as per  university rules. The auditors  verify  all the 

activities  in detail and make  recommendations for improvement. The outcomes  of 

academic audit  have been  used  to improve  the institutional activities. Through this  

the institution has been able to  upgrade  the academic standards and providing  the 

qualitative higher education  to the desirable students.  
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6.5.5 How are the internal quality assurance mechanisms aligned with the     
requirements of the relevant external quality assurance agencies/regulatory      
authorities? 

Our institution is being regulated  by the  Government of Karnataka through  the 

Department of Collegiate Education.As the scenario  in higher education has changed  

a lot  and therefore the Government  has taken  initiative  to augment  the quality of 

education provided by  the institutions of higher learning.The Government is framing 

suitable policies for promoting  higher education to meet  the requirements of global 

market. The Government  is also ensuring TQM by providing all infrastructure 

facilities such as  physical,   human resource and technological. In pursuance  of 

Government  policy  the Directorate of  collegiate Education has set up SQAC to 

provide necessary inputs to IQAC  established  in all colleges for sustaining and 

enhancing the quality  in all academic and administrative activities of the 

institutions.The  guidelines issued by SQAC for  quality maintanance  are scrupulously 

followed in our institution.A work shop on  internal quality was conducted  by SQAC  

in Feb, 2012 in Bangalore to which  the principal,NAAC and IQAC co-ordinators 

attended. In addition to this  meetings of principal and IQAC co-ordinators are held 

every year for review  of internal quality mechanisms. 

The college also abides by the policies of  affiliating university with  regard to internal 

quality mechanisms.The university  sends  Local Inquiry committee to the college  

every year for review   of  academic audit.The committee  verifies  each and everything 

to confirm whether the  academic standards  have been maintained in accordance with 

the  policies and procedures  of university.It makes recommendations at the  end for 

further improvement. 

The college has also been following the guidelines issued by  NAAC from time to time  

pertaining to internal quality enhancement since  its first assessment and  

accreditation.The  value frame work suggested  by NAAC  is being followed  for  

promoting core  values in all the operations of the institution. 

With all this the college  is annexed to the   external quality assurance agencies for 

betterment  of students faternity. Naturally the internal quality assurance mechanisms 

are aligned  with the requirements of the relevant internal quality assurance 
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agencies/regulatory authorities.   

 

6.5.6 What institutional mechanisms are in place to continuously review the     
teaching learning process? Give details of its structure, methodologies of 
operations and outcome? 

The institution  adopts  new  pedagogy to help the studens comprahend better. At the 

same time the teachers  are committed  and willing to practice the art of teaching to 

improve  student  learning.  Teachers  are  more enthusiastic in using scientific methods 

alongwith conventional method of teaching and make classes  more  interactive and 

demonstrative.The staff  uses  power point presentation and OHP to certain  extent  to 

facilitate  students  to learn better. Many text  related  movies are screened.Staff gives 

ample opportunities to  students to hone their  communication skills through  mock 

interview, group discussion, seminars, tests, skill development and assignment. 

Teachers are  accommodative and co-operative to the  students both inside  and outside  

class rooms.Environment condusive  for  promoting  teaching-learning process has 

been  created on the  college campus which in turn  promotes healthy and cordial  

relationship between the teachers and students.Many mechanisms are in place  to 

continuously review the teaching-learning process.There is  always  mutual  assessment  

between  teachers  and students to  determine the effectiveness of teaching –

learning.The students  are assessed  by the  teachers and vice-versa.Higher officers 

from the  Department , Local Inquiry Committee  from  university, the principal and 

even heads of department review  the results of students to measure  the effectiveness  

of  teaching-learning.Each and every  teacher  will be evaluated in terms of  results of 

students on the subjects taught  by him/her.The outgoing students  give  their opinions 

frankly about  the teaching  of each and every faculty. 

6.5.7 How does the institution communicate its quality assurance policies, 
mechanisms and outcomes to the various internal and external       
stakeholders? 

The college  is working on a clear vision of producing quality graduates by  inculcating 

value  based education.To realise  this vision it has devised  quality assurance  policies 

and  develop mechanisms which have been aligned  with relevant  external quality 

assurance  regulatory authorities. At the same time communication channels  have been  
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established to bring them to the notice  of all stakeholders along with their outcomes. A 

wide network has been  created with external stakeholders through which it is possible 

to communicate  the internal quality aspects and outcomes.The internal stakeholders 

are informed and reminded regularly about  these aspects through  meetings conducted  

by the  principal, cultural forum, departmental forums, departmental meetings, staff  

council, CDC, Alumni Association and so  on and  so forth. It is also displayed  on 

college notice board. College website is used to communicate all aspects to all 

stakeholders.The  Principal with the assistance  of Heads of   units gives more 

information of quality  related aspects in open assemblies of students and  staff. Above 

all the  principal councils the parents and students regarding quality assurance policies 

and mechanisms at the entry level and later on  parent teachers meetings are held and  

the enhanced  quality policies and outcomes are communicated to the internal and 

external stakeholders. 

 

FOR RE-ACCREDITATION. 

1. What were the evaluative observations made under  Organisation and Management 

in the previous  Assessment report and how have they been acted upon? 

(Governance, Leadership and Management) 

PREVIOUS OBSERVATIONS 

 There is no  autonomy for the institution 

 The team noted that  the students  and parents  wanted better infrastructure  facilities  

and introduction  of Post-Graduate  courses which the autorities can consider 

positively during interaction with them. 

 Good interpersonal relationship among teaching   and  non-teaching staff helps in the 

smooth functioning of the college. 

 The payment given to part-time lecturers may be enhanced. Atleast they should get 

Rs. 3000 to 5000 per month. 

 The college  should take  urgent steps  to come under  12(B) section of  the UGC 

regulation. 
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 Office automation has to be initiated. 

Actions  taken by the institution to fulfill the observations 

 The infrastructure facilities  in the college  have been  on increase  since  seven years. 

The college  building  has been  extended  by constructing  floors. Further expansion 

will take place in future. The expansion is inevitable since ours is a growing  

institution. The Government has sanctioned Rs. 90 lakhs  for the construction of new 

block in 2012-13. The new block will come up soon. Library facilities are getting  

expanded  with constant increase in number of books and  other facilities. Computer 

lab was set up with modern  facilities. New  courses in  UG   were already started.The 

authority considered positively the introduction of  PG courses. The PG courses in 

Kannada, History and Economics will be offered  by the college  from this year. 

 The college is  on autonomous mode. The Government  is very keen to grant  

autonomous  status  to  some colleges. Our college  is one among  them. The college  

will soon acquire autonomous status. 

 Eversince  the inception of the college, a good interpersonal  relationship has been  

developed  and maintained between the teaching and non-teaching staff of the 

college.The relationship is cordial and social. The college realised that  a good inter-

personal relationship between  the two  is vital  in performing the academic and 

administrative  activities  of the college effectively and efficiently. Mutual co-

operation,understanding and adjustement are very much  needed to realise  the  stated  

goals and objectives of the institution. The college initiated measures  to maintain 

cordial relationship between them so as to  resolve  the academic and administrative  

problems. Several  welfare measures have been introduced by the college to keep the  

relationship intact.Informal discussions about  the routine college affairs take place. 

Staff meetings are  held  so often  in which  eloberate discussion will be made by the 

staff  on various issues and decisions will be taken  through consensus. This keeps the 

cordial, social and friendly relationship between the  two which is a pre-requisite for 

the succesful operation  of the institution. 

 The nomenclature  of part time lecturer has been changed a Guest Faculty. The 

principal  is empowered  to appoint  Guest Faculty with the  permission  of the higher 
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authority. A Guest faculty is allotted 8 hours per week. The payment given to Guest 

Faculty has been enhanced to Rs. 10,000 per month to a person who has passed 

NET/SLET and Rs. 8000 to the person without NET/SLET. 

 The college  took urgent  steps  to come under  12(B) section of the UGC regulation 

soon after  its  first  Assessment  and Accreditation. The college  applied  for  the same  

in a prescribed UGC format alongwith necessary enclosures through the  College 

Development Council of affiliating university. Follow up action  was taken by the 

college. Finally  the college  was included  under section 2(f) and 12(B) of UGC 

regulation. 

 An initiation was made by the college for office  automation. It is in process. 

Information  technology  has been used  extensively in office work. Admission, 

examination works and accounts  are already computarised. Computarisation   of other 

office and administrative works are done  to the extent of  90%. Admissions are made 

on-line.Payment of examination fees by students , approval of admissions by  

university, allotment of Register numbers and issue of admission tickets by university  

and announcement of results  are  made on-line.  

 

2. What are the other  quality  sustenance  and enhancement  measures  undertaken by 

the  institution since  the previous Assessment  and Accreditation with regard to  

Organisation and Management ( Now Governance , Leadership and 

Management)? 

 The college is governed on democratic lines,  the principle of  participation and 

transparency. The staff  and students  are involved  in academic  and developmental 

process. Various  academic  and  administrative bodies /councils have been formed  

which  have  students representatives. The principle of participative  management 

system is being followed. The opinions of students  are incorporated  in academic   

and administrative planning. The college has good governance  through  the 

involvement of students and staff  in decision making process.  

 The college formulates  various committees to perform  the academic and  

administrative activities. The responsibilities are clearly  identified  and delegated  to 
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the  committees. Each committee is to  convene a preliminary meeting for work 

assignment  among its members. Susbequently committee meetings will be held 

periodically to take  stock  of the situation. The principal often reviews the progress  of 

each committee. The committees thus  prepare and submit  the reports   to the 

principal at the end of the  year. This  paves the  way for grooming of leadership 

among  the  staff at various levels. 

 A class teacher  is appointed  by the principal every year. At the  same time class 

representatives in  each class  are selected  by class teacher  on the basis of merit to 

monitor and regulate  the entire class under the guidance  of class teacher. It ensures  

discipline among students. Thus, this system contributes  to the good governance  of 

the institution. 

 The salary bill of employees  is not prepared  mannually but prepared through 

HRMS(Human Resources Management System). The Government  introduced  

HRMS through which  the  salary  of the staff is being disbursed  The system  has 

been introduced  all over Karnataka for  its employees. It is  a E-maintanance  of 

Human Resourcess effectively. 
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CRITERION VII: INNOVATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES 

7.1  Environment Consciousness 

7.1.1 Does the Institute conduct a Green Audit of its campus and facilities? 
The Government First Grade College, Channapatna is the most potential college in 

rural area.The college is  growing in terms of enrollment  of students  as well as  the 

facilities  available for the students and staff.It has been  attracting a large  number of  

students  as it is located in the heart of the town imparting quality education.The 

college has so far produced  thousands of  quality and employable  graduates who have  

taken up different lucrative jobs ,Being employed and self-employed  often come to the 

college.The college has very good contact with old students.It also draws the attention 

of  external stakeholders.With this the college can develop a good network and 

collaborate with them.On account of this  the development of  college campus is 

inevitable.There was a dire need that the campus should be stakeholders 

friendly.Keeping this in mind the college  leadership has been  focusing also on 

developing and maintaining environmental friendly campus by providing  required 

facilities. Though  the green  audit  of campus  and facilities is not done in the real 

sense of the term  it has been  kept clean and tidy. The campus development  is taken 

up by NSS units of the college.Campus cleaning drives involving volunteers and staff  

are held every week by two NSS units.The physical education department  is also 

playing  a significant role in developing and maintaining campus.The campus has  

greenary and looks beautiful.The environment on the campus  is quiet clear, calm and 

condusive for  learning.There is serenity  on the campus which adds  value to the 

education  provided  by the college. The facilities  on the campus  have been utilised  

by the students and staff optimally.Maintaining  a green  and serene  campus is made as 

a continuous process. 

 

7.1.2 What are the initiatives taken by the college to make the campus eco-       
friendly? 

The unique feature of our college   is that it gives as much importance  to campus 

development  as it gives to  the academic activity.One of the objectives  of the college  

is to conserve  the environmental resources in a best  possible  manner.The college 
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always considers that the  promotion  of environment  is a key  for success of any 

endeavour.Therefore  the college has been  striving  to make  the campus  Eco-friendly 

by taking many initiativies.The  students  and staff  are indeed real strength  as they 

contribute  a lot  towards development of campus and making  it to be Eco-

friendly.Organising many  programmes every year  in the college and even outside to 

educate  students,community people and all those who happen to be  in the educational 

process about various issues is in vogue.Environmental awareness  is one among such 

programmes.The awareness programme  has positive impact  on students. 

The staff and students  are conscious of environment and very keen  to render services 

to accomplish the institutional objective and become  a part of  campus developmental 

process. 

Environmental issues  are addressed in the  class room systematically which has had  

an impact  on the functioning of the college.A study of environment has received  

adequate  attention in our academic programmes.Bangalore university  to which our 

college is affiliated has prescribed  Environmental studies (EVS) as a compulsory (non-

core) paper with  a six months Module syllabus for  Under Graduate courses of all 

branches of Higher Education.The students are taught  continuing problems of 

Environment like solid waste disposal, degradation  of environment, loss of forest, 

pollution and issues such as  economic productivity and  national security, global 

warming, Ecosystem, the depletion of  ozone layer and loss of bio-diversity. In addition 

to teaching, environment drives  are also conducted by the staff which make students to 

be more receptive.As the students are exposed  to environmental issues and become  

aware  of the long lasting benefits of promoting environment , they get involved  in 

making campus  Eco-firendly. Making college campus Eco-friendly is in process. It 

will be  done gradually. There are many constraints at present. 

* Energy conservation 

Ours is a growing institution of Higher learning.Hence it has been focusing on 

imparting value  education to the students.At the same time  it is  also  embarking on  

creating Eco-friendly campus  to realise  the said goal by energy conservation.A lot of  

thinking is going on in this direction.The college is taking initiative  for energy  
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conservation.The institution is not  only  taking steps  to create  Eco-friendly campus 

through  energy conservation but also  encouraging NSS volunteers to create  an 

awareness among  farmers in villages about  it when  week long special camps are held  

by NSS units. 

*  Use of renewable energy 

The strength of the college  has increased  enormously over the years.The college  is 

looking at  alround  development  of students  by providing  all the  facilities that are 

needed by them.In this background  it is going to create  an Eco-friendly environment 

on the college campus.As the  institution  has grown  substantially it is very much  

aware of its growing energy needs.It was in search of various energy resources.One 

such  apparent energy resource that the college  has found  is use  of  renewable  energy 

on the campus.It is well thought that if this  energy  is used  the college can get  dual 

benefits.On the one hand  the college  will have Eco-friendly campus and on the other 

the energy  needs  will be met. An initiative  is already taken by the college  to use  this 

kind of  energy.Suggestions and guidance  are sought  from experts in using  renewable 

energy.With in a short period of time the college  will have Eco-friendly Environment  

on the campus with  use of renewable  energy. 

*  Water harvesting 

With the sole aim of  having  Eco-friendly campus  and to obtain  environmental inputs 

to be used  in educational process the college has taken some initiative  for water 

harvesting.The college needs more quantity of water  with increase in the  strength of 

students and staff.Conservation of   rain water  is inevitable  in the college.Water  

harvesting is yet to start as the  extension  of college building is  going on.The civil 

work  is still in progress. Once  the work is completed  the process of  Water 

Harvesting  will be set in  by seeking guidance  from experts.The college  will then  

have  Eco-friendly environment  on the  campus  through water harvesting. 

*  Check dam construction 

*  Efforts for Carbon neutrality 

*  Plantation 

The desire of the college  is to have a  good  Ecosystem.Issues relating to the Ecology  
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have been  integrated into the Curriculum which has  positive impact on students 

learning.As the students  knowledge  is enriched  with  ecological matters they 

themselves take initiatives in making  campus Eco-friendly.The college  took initiative  

regarding  plantation on the campus .Plantation  is a major activity  taken  up by the 

institution from the very beginning through NSS units.It was done  even before  NSS 

unit was sanctioned by the university.The NSS units  are in  constant  touch  with the  

Horticulture  and Forest department  whose  guidance  has been taken for plantation. 

Variety of saplings  given by the departments were planted  on the campus and are 

maintained  by NSS voluntees.The plantation has also been  done  in front  of the  main 

gate of the college  on either side upto  Bangalore-Mysore road.In the  quadrangle  

coconut  saplings were planted  and now they have grown to  yield coconuts. Tender 

coconuts are   often plucked  and offered  to the guests and VIPS.The  college  has 

good  green campus with  attractive plants, trees and lawn.Many birds like Assian 

Koels, Barbets, Bulbuls and mynahs have become regular visitors. 

*      Hazardous waste management 

The operations of the institution do not result into hazarduous waste.The college is 

keeping its  surroundings clean and tidy.NSS units are pro-active  and organising  

campus cleaning drives  every week.An  adage ‘ Cleanliness is Godliness’ is 

propogated among  students   at all stages. A Management  to clear  the waste  is in 

place. The students of the college are the most obedient  and abide  by the rules  of the 

college.They are disciplined and do not throw out waste materials  openly  on the 

campus.The corridors of the college  are always kept clean  by putting  dust bins  at 

important places which have been used by students. Office administrators, NSS units 

and Physical education  department  play an important  role  in  maintaing hazardous 

waste free  campus. The  campus  has pleasant environment and facilitates student 

learning. 

*      e-waste management 

Ours is a large institute in rural area with heavy enrollment of students. Facilities 

required by the students have expanded with increasing strength. The college promotes 

the use of electronic resources in teaching & learning. A separate E-waste management 
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has been in place to minimizes E-weast in order to have eco-friendly environment. 

Care taken to see less e-waste is generated. Use of paper on both the sides is 

encouraged. In our college the students are disciplined and environmental conscious. 

So, the problem of e-waste doesn’t arise. 

7.2  Innovations 

7.2.1 Give details of innovations introduced during the last four years which have 
created a positive impact on the functioning of the college. 

The college is committed to  innovations in order to be able   to  impart quality higher 

education in all branches  to the rural youths.Though the college is situated in  rural 

area it is in the forefront in introducing  innovations in educational process. It has a  

clear vision  for future  based on  which  the activities  are  planned and implemented to 

accomplish set goals and objectives. The main goal  of the institution  is to  bring out  

competant graduates with  employable skills and  refined behaviour who can  become  

productive  members of civil society. Many innovations  have been  introduced  during 

the last eight years which have contributed  to the quality   improvement  of the core 

activities  of the institution.The  innovations so far  introduced  have created a possitive 

impact on the  functioning of the college.With that the  performance of the institution 

has improved  remarkably and continues to improve in future  also with many more  

innovations.our  college has now  become  a trend setter and a model institution of 

higher education especially in mofussil area and will soon become a recognised 

research centre. 

a. Formation of IQAC 

The college has formed  IQAC as per the  guidelines issued  by NAAC for internal 

quality improvement of the institution.The role and responsibilities of the council have  

been clearly spelt out. Every member  of the council is conscious and aware of it.The 

IQAC in the college  is pro-active and work towards the  achievement  of institutional 

objectives by promoting quality related aspects.It takes  suitable  measures  to  remove 

obstacles in the process of  quality  enhancement. It  analyses  strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities and challenges(SWOC) and initiate  appropriate  measures to overcome  

the weaknesses.It  conducts various  programmes by involving the faculty and students. 

It will  prepare  AQAR and  submit  it to the NAAC. 
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b. Inclusion of college under section 2(f) and (12B) 

The college leadership had acted upon the  recommendation made by peer  team at the  

time of  previous assessment and accreditation to get the  college included under the  

above  section of UGC Act. After a long correspondence with the  UGC secretary the 

college was  officially  included under the above said section of UGC regulation on 27-

07 -2006.Consequently the college  has received  Rs. 40 lakhs from UGC under  xi 

plan for capacity  building.The  grants  have been utilised  as per the  UGC norms to 

purchase  audio-visual tools, equipments, books for library, subscription to journals of  

national repute which have contributed  to the  innovations in teaching-learning 

process. 

c. Introduction of new courses and combination at UG level. 

The vision of the  college  is that  innovative programmes should be  introduced  

whenever required to cater to the  needs of students at UG level by considering the 

social relevancy  of each programme.A BBM course  was started  in  2006 as it was  

heavily demanded.A new HEE combination in BA course  was  opened in the same  

year to create  an opportunity for those students who would like to study optional 

english.B.Sc course  which was  discontinued  12 years ago  was  revived and re-started 

with two PCM and CBZ combinations in  2010.Opening these new courses are  leading  

to scientific and management innovations. 

d.  Project work undertaken by BBM students. 

The syllabus content  of BBM course  is  project and skill oriented.As per the 

regulations  of Bangalore university the students  have  to undertake  project work 

compulsorily which shall from part of  sixth semester  examination.The project Report 

and Viva-Voce carries 100 marks.The  students  will prepare  and submit  project 

report under the guidance of commerce faculty.The faculty guides the students to 

prepare report  in an innovative way. 

e. Establishment of computer Lab 

A computer  lab with moderate facilities was established  in 2010 for promoting 

technology based  method of learning among students.Morethan 90% of teachers  have 

been trained  in operating computers by the department  which is facilitating teaching 
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effectively. Students  can learn  basic computer language  and skills which is  a 

necessity  for them to seek job after they become  graduates.The  lab has 27 computers 

which  have been  used by the faculty and students at stipulated time.The use of 

computer  lab leads  to innovations in the process of teaching learning. 

f. Learning through  internet 

The students  are widely  exposed to the world of interent.The computer  lab  of the 

college  also  has internet facilities  which the faculty  and  students  can avail.The  

teachers make  innnovations in teaching the given  curriculum by availing internet 

facilities  in the computer  lab. Learning through internet  will  enrich the students  

knowledge  and they do  have thrilling experiences  while learning the subject through 

interent facility. 

g. Introduction of HRMS (Human Resource Management System) 

There are revolutionary changes in the management of Human Resources since four 

years.The Government  has introduced  this system for efficient  management of  

human resources with  transparency all over Karnataka.The college strictly adheres to 

this system as a Government institution.Under this  system the profile of each and 

every employee  is available on line.The manual method of preparing salary bill of 

employees has been replaced  by this  system.Now the  salary  of employees is drawn 

and disbersed through HRMS only. 

h. Launching of PG courses. 

The Governing  Body  of the college  in its meeting  held in 2010 resolved  to introduce  

PG courses in Kannada, Commerce, History, Economics and Political 

Science.Proposal was sent to the Government  through the department for approval as 

per the proceedings  of the meeting.The  permission  has been accorded by the 

Government  to start PG courses in Kannada, History and Economics only.These 

courses will commence    from this year 2013-14. The college  is still trying to get the 

permission from  the department  to start  PG course in Commerce.It will also 

introduce more innovations once the PG courses are started. 
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i. Formation of Heritage Club 

The college has set up  a Heritage Club in February 2011 voluntarily as per the 

guidelines of Archaeological Department, Government of Karnataka. It is headed by 

the Principal as Chairperson and  a faculty  of History as convenor.The Club  includes 

teachers from Kannada and History Departments and a band of 25 students as 

members.The chief objective of the club is to create an awareness among common 

people about Historical significance of the locality, Folklore, Fair, Procession 

Inscriptions, Monuments under the leadership of students.The  club preaches the 

science of Monuments and Arts to the people.It has been organizing seminars, 

workshops and special lectures in the college  by inviting resource persons , Historians 

and experts from  University and other Departments to train students.Students are 

regularly taken on Historical Tours under the banner  of this Club to visit Historical 

places, Monuments,  Inscriptions,Arts and  Sculptures.The archaeological Department 

is giving  grants of Rs. 10,000 every year for the maintenance  of the club. 

j. Establishment of Youth Red Cross Unit 

A Red Cross Unit  was established in the college in 2012. All students of the college 

have become members of the  unit.The college  has been registered under the above 

said unit  at the University level. A portion of membership fee collected  from students 

is credited to the account of  Youth Red Cross Fund.Various social Welfare activities 

will be conducted  under the ambit of Red Cross. 

k. Establishment of Scouts and Guides Unit 

A Unit of Scouts and Guides was set up in the college at the beginning of the year 

2012-2013.All students  of the college  are made  members of the unit.The membership 

fees  collected  from students   have been deposited  in an account  opened with  a 

Bank.The amount would be utilized  for conducting Social Welfare activities under the 

above  said unit. 

l. Establishment of Innovative Club 

 An Innovative Club has been established in the college  very recently in the month  of  

August 2013.The prime objective  of the Club is to promote innovations in the process  

of education.It will collaborate  with  industry, University and other agencies and 
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generate  innovative ideas which can be  put into practice  for the benefit of 

stakeholders.The college  will function in an innovative manner  here after with the  

establishment of the Club.This is  unique in nature and would definitely add to the 

value  of the  functioning of this great institution. 

 

For Re-Accreditation 
1. How  are  the core values of NAAC reflected in the various functions of the 

institution? 

The institution is aimed  at  providing  value  based education to  rural  youths. In this 

very background the value framework advocated by NAAC has been followed 

scrupulously in all its educational operations. The Vision, Mission and Objectives 

framed by the institution reflect  the values  to  be taught to  students while  teaching 

prescribed  Curriculum. The institution has been promoting core values through  

Curriculum delivery. The details  regarding  promoting core values in the usual process 

of education are furnished below. 

Education has been identified as one of the priority sectors and given top priority by the 

Government. Hence,  The Government is aiming at promoting the welfare of  people 

especially the rural people through education. The Government  has framed perspective 

plan for education to  achieve Socio-Economic  objectives. A Comprehensive 

Educational Policy has also been drawn up by the  Government which is  in favour of 

promoting higher education  and implemented through the institutions of higher 

education in the State. Being  a Government college the plans and policies of 

Government  are followed  in addition to  the action plans which are  chalked out and 

implemented  periodically at the institutional level. The college  has been  contributing 

substantially to National Development by way of giving higher education to the people 

living in villages. The college is meant for  rural people and therefore it ensures that the  

education is being given to the  last person in the society. The cost of education 

provided  is affordable and attracts  large number of students from all walks of life  

through ideal location, best infrastructure facilities, competent faculty. Though it  is a 

co-education college, the ratio of girls to boys is very high. It looks like more of  a Girls 
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College  rather than  being  co-education college. Girls  are about  67% of  total 

students strength. Empowerment of women is going on  at a larger scale. With  

constant  increase in  strength of students the GER  in Higher Education in this part  of 

the State has  increased over the past  few years. Since the inception of the  college  

lakhs  of students have been  graduated from this renowned  institution and now  they 

occupy very important positions  in the society with a sense of social responsibility and 

commitment towards their own society.The college  focuses on activities leading to  

ensure  social justice, equity, access to disadvantaged sections of  the society. With the  

existence of this  college in rural area the living standards of people are  improving. 

The college  uses education as an instrument to achieve Socio-Economic objectives. In 

this way it  contributes greatly to National Development. 

The college is known by the modus operandi of performing its functions. It performs  

innumerable functions logically, sequentially so as to achieve  the stated  mission. The 

various functions of the college  are performed in a  philasophical  manner.  

Propogation of  the  statement ‘Think  Globally and Act Locally’ is  in vogue.The 

essence of this statement  is often explained to students through delivery of  curriculum 

with  practical examples. Teachers do not  stick on to  class room teachings only but 

expose students to the outer world. The college has  holistic  approach  towards 

students and as such  it enables students to develop competitive spirit while  learning. It 

aims  at overall  development of student’s personality by organizing personality 

development programs for students with the help of resource persons from outside. 

Teachers take  initiatives to make  students to become more competitive in order to  

face the challenges  posed by  present job markets. The job markets are highly dynamic 

and changing for ever.  Changes are  occurring rapidly as we are in the era  of  LPG 

(Liberalisation, Privatisation and Globalisation).  An awareness  has been  created  

among  students that they need  to be  competitive to meet the requirements of job 

markets. The  students  are  taught about  the emergence of new concepts like Global 

Village, Global  Markets, Global competancies.The college has taken  initiatives  to 

foster  Global competitiveness among students. Therefore, a set of skills are imparted 

to students  through adopting a best  practice called  “Comprehensive Skill 

Development Programmes”. This apart, many student enrichment  activities like 
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seminars, workshops, interactions,  debate, discussions, adventurous, field work, 

Industrial tours, Factory visit and a host of others are held  frequently to foster  global 

competancies among students. 

Higher  Education being provided by the institution is  based upon certain values.The 

Vision and Mission statements have also been prepared by taking into  consideration 

the value system.Inculcating a Value System  in students has been a usual practice .It 

has become  a part and parcel of system of education being adopted by the 

institution.The ideology of the institution is that education  with values would make 

students   as perfect and complete  human beings. Inculcating  value system in the 

process of education has been taken by the  institution as social responsibility and  

obligation. Every member is aware of it. In this  regard the institution   has Social 

Accreditation. Human values are taught to   students day in  and day out and make 

students to imbide them. Generic qualities such as  obedience, loyalty, honesty, co-

operative spirit,  sympathy for others, hard work, due respect to the elders are also 

taught while imparting knowledge and skills. The Vision of the College is “To be a  

quality centre for teaching and learning of Social, Ethical, Moral and other Human 

values, all through  the perennial streams of higher education and Social research by 

recognizing the inherent strengths of students hailing  from backward villages of 

Channapatna Taluk and other areas and  giving them ample opportunities to promote 

themselves to the higher standards of lives  with firm  commitment  to render  self-less 

service  to the society and the Nation in times of need”. 

The quality of educational services rendered by the  institution  has improved  

tremendously during the  Post-Accreditation period. It is due to  initiating  many  

innovative  practices during this period. Pedagogical changes are going on and the 

teachers adopt  innovative methods and models in teaching. They keep themselves  

abreast of changes  taking place  in the field of higher education.ICT facilities have 

been  used in teaching-learning process. The college has been promoting the use of 

technology. A Computer lab with broad band internet facilities for the use of students 

and teachers  has been set up. Automation of office  has been initiated which ensures 

transparency and Accountability  in the administration. Computerization  of library  is 

in process. Decission has already been taken to equip class rooms with ICT facilities. 
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Admission of students  and exams related  works  are made on-line. The college has 

technological environment which is condusive for  student learning. 

This college is a ray of hope  to the marginalized and oppressed sections  in the society. 

This is an institution of Higher Education meant for  educating rural people by offering 

UG and PG courses. UG courses have been offered from the very beginning and PG 

courses will be offered  from the year 2013-14.It is worthwhile to mention here that  

the PG courses will be started at the time  when the college  is for going Re-

Accreditation process.  It is scaling new heights  in  higher education and naturally has 

Quest for Excellence. It is going to  achieve  an excellence of  high order to fulfil  high 

expectations  of stake holders. All  facilities required by students  are available  in the 

college. The college  has best  human talents, good  physical facilities, well stocked 

library, computer lab with internet facilities well equipped Science lab which can  be 

used by students. Our college  has all the potentialities to become  number one  

institution among all affiliated colleges. It will be identified shortly as College with 

Potential for Excellence (PCE). 
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Best Practices 
Elaborate on any two best practices as per the annexed format (see page .. ) which have 

contributed to the achievement of the Institutional Objectives and/or contributed to the 

Quality improvement of the core activities of the college.  

 

PRESENTATION  OF PRACTICE 

BEST PRACTICE-I 

1. Title of the Practice 

Comprehensive Skills Development Programme 

2.  Goal 

Ours is a premier  institution  being  located  in rural area serving  the noble  cause  of 

education to the students  hailing from    diverse socio-economic background.Most  of 

the  students  seeking admissions to this college  belong to  first generation  learners. It 

is the fact that  many of these students  studied in kannada media  in previous 

qualifying examinations. These students  lack  necessary skills  required  to cope with 

the  courses to which  they are  enrolled.The institution  has holistic approach  to 

students   and will always  focus  on over all development  of students personality.This  

indeed is  the need  of the  hour. The institution  does not  aim at  mere producing  

graduates in different streams mechanically but  would persuade them continue  their 

education by joining PG or professional  courses  or enable  them   to face  the  

competition in the job market and get  employed or they can get self-employed and 

become  employers rather than being employees.Moreover, the requirements of job 

market  are  continually changing.The  need to   inculcate  a set of  skills to the  

students has arisen in the wake of  changing  scenario in the job market.Therefore, the 

institution has devised  comprehensive skills development  programme to help students 

to learn required skills and become competitive graduates. 

3.  The Context 

The  college adopts   many best practices for the  overall development of  students’s 
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personality.Imparting  relevant skills to the students  throughout the course duration in 

order to  enable  them  to fulfil their  aspirations is indeed  a best and  appreciable 

practice.The practice  is being followed  by the institution systematically in the  present  

context of  higher education.It is believed  that the  textual learning by  students is not  

sufficient. Teaching prescribed  curriculum without imparting  basic skills does not  

serve  any purpose at all.The institution is expected  to  facilitate students  to 

accomplish  learning and graduate outcomes.For quality  improvement and to  achieve  

institutional objectives, imparting useful skills  to the students   besides teaching  

syllabi effectively is obsolutely necessary.It is made known to  the internal stakeholders 

at all stages.Teaching skills is an  academic issue and a challenging task to be 

performed.Various issues had to be addressed  in designing and implementing the 

programme. Willingness of teachers, co-operation of administrators, availability of 

space, time factor, financial resources are the major issues  which need to be addressed  

while designing and implementing   this practice.The institution has been  designing 

and implementing this skill will programme  comprising of a set of skills  like learning, 

computer and soft, communicative, interpersonal, interview, job , life, presentation, 

entrepreneurial and the like. 

4. The Practice 

The students need to enrich  their knowledge and  learn  new skills to get  competitive 

advantages.The  institution  has clearly specified the learning outcomes and graduate 

attributes.It  is the responsibility of the institution to achieve intended  learning 

outcomes and  should make  students  to attain  graduate attributes.In view  of this  it 

has  been  realized by  the  institution that teaching necessary  skills  to the  students 

apart from  handling syllabi to give  knowledge  about  subject  is necessary.So, a well 

planned Comprehensive Skills Development Programme has been  designed  and 

implemented regularly at various  points of  time.Virtually it has  become  a practice  

over the  years and it is a unique programme in the context of  higher education.It 

involves a series  of events being organized by the respective departments, committees 

and faculty as per the schedule. 

The knowledge of computer  is imperative  to the  students.So, the college  had  set up 

a fulfledged  computer lab with internet  facility for the  use of  staff and students in 
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2010. Imparting  computer  skills to the students has been the regular practice since 

then.The students  have  access to these  facilities to learn basic computer  language  

and develop soft skills.The students  start learning  computer skills in the first year 

itself  and they will become well versed  in computer  when they leave college  once 

they become graduates.  

The students who study  in this college  have intense interest  in learning but they lack 

skills required  for learning.They need to be taught  learning skills to help them to  

improve  their abilities  in understanding  subject.Teaching learning skills  starts  at the 

commencement  of the programme and the process  will continue  till the  end of the  

course.The teachers are committed to this  and are always willing  to adopt  different  

practices to make  students  to acquire  learning skills.They  also  invite  experts to give  

hints to the students  in developing  this kind of basic skill. 

Teaching skills  subject wise is made  a part of syllabus content by affiliating 

university.Skill Development programme has been  specified  and integrated  with 

syllabus  as major component covering  all aspects.At the college level  the scope of 

skill  has been widened further by each faculty by including many more  

aspects.Questions are set on this  and given to students as home assgnment by each 

faculty. The students  should prepare  answers  to the questions in a record by 

undertaking field visit and submit it to the  concerned teacher for evaluation.Teachers 

of our college are known to have used appropriate methods in teaching skills to the 

students.It has become  normal practice over the years which  facilitates students to 

learn  subject skillfully.This practice is helpful to the students in learning the subject 

independently and  also  promote writing skills.   

Our college is located in the vicinity of  industrial area.Knowledge and experiences of  

industrialists have been  utilized  to train our students as good entrepreneurs.HODs, 

IQAC and  various  committees invite  successful industrialists and businessmen to 

train our students to become innovative entrepreneurs. 

The college has  a placement  cell which provides information to the students  about 

employment opportunities.It  also  arranges training sessions for  students to learn  

employable/job skills.Interview skills  are also  imparted among students.With the aid 
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of Karnataka Vocational Training and Skill Development Corporation ltd(A Govt. of 

India undertaking), the college conducts SAHAYOGA Traing Programme every year 

for outgoing students.The  main objective  of skill development course is to  improve  

employable graduates. 

The students  lack  communication skills as they come from rural background.An 

initiation  has been taken  by the college  to conduct spoken English classes for  the 

sake of students to imbide communication skills.Even resource persons  have been  

invited  to the  college  to teach  language skills  so that the students can learn  language 

and  become good speakers. 

The college has adopted the practice  of bringing out  annual college magazine and 

wall magazines through language departments which  nurtures creativity  among 

students.It  encourages students to develop the habit of  writing articles  in any 

language  they like and  publish  them in the above  said  magazines and even  dailies 

and may become creative writers. 

The speciality  of our college  is that  it is grooming  leadership among students.It has 

taken  necessary  steps with a view to  influence students positively and develop 

leadership skills.The students get  ample opportunities to develop leadership skills 

through NSS, Cultural council and departmental forums.Through cultural  council the 

students  are able to  imbide  debating skills and develop competitive spirit. 

5. Evidence of success 

It is a comprehensive  practice involving  a series of events aiming at holistic approach 

towards students.The practice is vital and complementary to academic process and 

student oriented and so far provided ample opportunities to them  to enhance subject 

knowledge, learn new skills, develop personality and fulfil their desires.Each event in 

the series was performed  successfully with the unstinted efforts of  teachers and 

administrators.The results were reviewed  as soon as the  task was performed to know  

its effectiveness and  to remove the defects if any in the process of implementation.The 

review of results enabled us  to modify  the practice according to  the requirements of 

students.The results of the practice  are excellent and has great and lasting  impact on 

students.Students were trained with  practical knowledge with external experts and by 
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utilizing internal resources.The over all performance of the institution  has improved 

over the years.The institution has so far produced  the graduates of excellence, 

competence, good character and integrity.The practice resulted into  an increase in  

success rate in university examinations, progression of students to higher education, 

gainful employment to graduates, venturing of students into self-employment 

opportunities and to take up  lucrative business.The practice is reforming students as 

life long learners and innovative entrepreneurs.The  products  of our college  are 

successfully placed in various fields such as  Government Service, MNC’s, social 

service, journalism, self-empoyed and even  in politics.Refinement of  students by this 

practice is going on successfully. 

6.  Problems Encountered and Resources Required 

The organizers have encountered many problems since it is a large practice.The 

teachers had to  work under pressure as the semester system is in vogue.Most of  the 

time  the teachers were  over burdened with academic, administrative, examination, 

evaluation works alongwith  attending to co/extra-curricular activities.Lack of space, 

time constraint and inadequate financial resources were major problems encountered 

by those teachers who performed this practice.But, the college has a band of   teaching 

and administrative staff with sense of duty and committed to their  profession.They  

had worked very hard and implemented the practice inspite of  the problems  they have 

encountered.Many of our  teachers have been in constant touch with NGO,s and  

prominent persons in the  locality and have always tried their  best to  enlist their 

services in implementing the  practice.Many of the events were sponsored by  

outsiders.With the support and cooperation of all  stakeholders the problems faced by 

organizers could be overcome.This is the creditable  achievement  of our great 

institution. 
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Best Practice-II 
1. Title of the Practice: 

Blood Donation Camp-   Donate blood Save life 
2.  Goal 

The Institution  is committed to  render  yeomen service  to the  immediate society.It is 

done through  organizing blood donation  camps.It has been the usual  practice  to 

conduct  the above said  camp in association with outside  agencies which have  a sense 

of  social  responsibility since 2009.Social concepts have been  integrated  into the 

curriculum.The aim of the  practice  is to  save  the lives of people  by donating  

blood.The life of human being  is the best  one  and more precious than any living 

creatures.The institution believes  in the ideology  that  there is no  service  greater than  

saving the life of  a human being.The students of the college  are at the age of 

adolosence , more powerful and enthusiastic youths.It is to create social  awareness  

among  rural youths and to send a strong message  that this  institution  is in existence 

for promoting  the welfare of society by resolving  its problems. 

3. The context: 

The practice relates to social issue with kindness and  humane features. It is being  

adopted  as a relevant  concept  in the context of present society  and guided by  the 

vision and mission of institution.The task  to be peroformed  voluntarily with a  sense 

of Institutional Social Responsibility appears to be  challenging  in nature  as it  pertains 

to resolving of day to-day  problem faced by  people who are socially and 

economically weakers. Donating blood  to needy people  is a good idea.But  various 

issues  need to be addressed while designing and implementing a best practice.The 

consent of  leadership and his advise must be   taken.Suggestions  and co-operation 

from teachers, administrative  staff  are solicited. Openions  of students  who act as 

donors should  be considered. Afterwards a  negotiation  with  specialized agency shall 

be  made  whose  services  are absolutely necessary  in its implementation.In order to  

put an idea  into  a best practice  it needs  the co-operation of all 

stakeholders.Confirming this  a plan of action  is to be drawn up, designed and 

implemented to achieve  a desired goal. 
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4. The Practice 

The best practice has been adopted every year since  2009 and continues to be  

followed in future also. NSS unit  of the college  in association with Kidvay Blood 

Bank, Bangalore  organized  a Blood Donation Camp on the college campus on 21-03-

2009. Dr. Sanjay along with  his medical team participated and collected  blood.Both 

students and teachers donated  blood voluntarily. 120 units of  blood were collected  on 

that day. 

A Blood  Camp by NSS unit  in association  with Vijayanagara Hospital Blood Bank, 

Bangalore was held  on 17-02-2010. Dr.Sudhakar with his medical assistants took part  

in the camp and collected  blood from students and staff. As many as  135 units of 

blood were collected. 

On  07-03-2011 a Blood Camp was conducted  in the college by NSS unit in 

association with  Dr. Raj Kumar Blood Bank, Bangalore. A medical team represented 

by Dr. Santhosh Kumar collected blood from students  as well as staff.The team 

collected  about 119 units of blood. 

On 13-03-2012 a Blood  Donation  camp was  organized by NSS unit-I of the college  

and the Institute of  Sports and Culture, Channapatna in association with  Dr.Raj 

Kumar Blood Bank, Bangalore. A  medical team headed by  Dr. Nagaraj had come  to 

the college on that day , participated actively and collected  blood from eligible  

students and staff.On the advise of Doctor  a large number of  students and staff came 

forward voluntarily to donate blood. The team  had worked continuously from morning 

to evening to collect blood from 140 donors. The camp was a grand success and  the 

medical team  appreciated the efforts of  teachers  in organizing  this event. 

A Youth Red Cross Wing of the college organized a blood donation camp  in  

association with Rashtrothana Parishat, Bangalore.An orientation Programme  was 

held    under the guidance of the Principal on 27-03-2013 to enlighten the students  

about  the necessity  of donating blood  and its advantages.Many misconceptions about  

donating blood were dispelled  by the  camp co-ordinators K.S. Sundar, Eshwar and 

medical officer Dr. Nayak. On 28-03-2013, students participated enthusiastically in the 

blood donation camp. Totally 111 units of blood  were collected.Refreshments and 
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energizers were supplied  to the donors. Entire blood donation camp was strictly 

supervised  and was held according to  prescribed medical norms. 

Organizing  blood donation camp was first initiated by K.M.Mayige Gowda, Associate 

Professor  and HOD of  Economics. He was  NSS officer for two terms and had 

organized first  three blood camps successfully and the practice has been followed by 

the present  NSS officers. Mahesh R   Assistant professor of commerce and presently 

NSS officer for unit-1 held  blood  camp in 2012. Harish M.G Assistant professor of 

English and  presently youth Red Cross Officer organized a camp recently in 2013. 

5. Evidence of Success 

The practice  has been implemented  successfully from the  day it was started till to-

day.A target was fixed  every time  before the  practice was to be implemented.There 

was  overwhelming response  from  internal  stakeholders in each camp.On seeing  

grand success of  the practice  even external stakeholders came forward enthusiastically 

in donating blood. The  performance  of practice  exccded the target  and benchmark. 

The target  was to collect  100 units of blood  from each camp but the results were 

excellent.So far  five  camps were held with  in a span of  of four years.The  aggregate  

target  from five  camps were  to collect 500 units of blood.But  more than  600 units 

were collected. From these  results it is seen that the performance  was outstanding.The 

results indicate  that  there are  always  people  who support  and extend full co-

operation to the  best practice if it  provides  benefits  to all people  without 

discrimination.More over it also  indicates that the honest efforts put in by  teachers  in 

organizing  event  will definitely bear fruits. 

6. Problems encountered and Resources Required 

Problems always  crop up  while  adopting best practice.The organizers encountered 

many problems while designing and implementing this practice.A best practice  can not 

be adopted abruptly.It  requires a lot of preparations.Teachers are always  under 

pressure of  work  as  the semester  system is vogue. There is  always  constraint of 

time which is the limiting factor. The problem of  financial resource did not arise at all  

as the best practice  was sponsored  by others.The efficiency of  organizers lies in  

identifying the sponsores. 
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7. Notes (Optional) 

This kind of  practice  should be adopted  by all Higher Educational Institutions.There 

is  a need  to  create an  awareness among  students in Higher education to come 

forward  voluntarily to donate  blood  in times  of need.It is a social commitment too. 

The  students  should be taught  about this  commitment in class room by integrating 

social concepts in curriculum.If any endeavour  is to be  successful the organizer has to 

be ready to encounter  the problems boldly that may arise in the process of 

implementation.   

 

Contact Details:  

Principal: Prof: Lingannaiah.S.  M.Sc. 

  Govt. First Grade College, 

  Channapatna, 

  Ramanagara Dist. – 562160 

  Ph: 080-27255313 

                   Mobile : 9880605175. 
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF DEPARTMENTS: 
 

1. Name of the department:                              Department of Kannada 

2. Year of Establishment:                                          1984-85 

3. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., P.hd, etc). 

Under Graduate programmes only. BA, B.Com, BBM and B.Sc- 04 and 02 

combinations  in Arts and Science discipline respectively. Language  and Optional 

kannada are taught.PG course in kannada  will be offered from the year 2013-14.                                        

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: 

Language Kannada  is a vernacular subject.A majority of students  from all courses opt 

kannada  as a first language.As far as this language  subject is concerned all courses are 

interdisciplinary. 

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): 

Semester system  is followed   in all Programmes. 

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:  

Kannada  is  a vernacular  subject  and offered  as first language. More than 90% of 

students opt Kannada as first language. Hence the department is linked to  other 

departments  of the college.It is a common department  for all courses.Naturally the 

department  actively participates in the courses offered by other  units.The   department 

also offers  Kannada  as an elective  paper in HSK combination to the students who are 

interested in it. 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, 

etc.  

The department does not have a course  which is in collaboration with other 

university/industry. 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons.        

There was no programme which was discontinued. 
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9. Number of Teaching posts 

 Sanctioned Filled 
Professors _ _ 

Associate Professors 02 02 

Asst. Professor 02 02 

 
10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,     

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 

 
Name Qualific 

ation 

Designati

on 

Specialization No. of 

years of 

Experienc

e 

No. of P.hd 

students  

guided for 

the last four 

years 

1.Dr.B.T.Nethravathi M.A, P.hd Associate 

Professor 

Comparative 18 05 

2. Dr. M.K.Joshi M.A,P.hd Associate 

Professor 

Modern 

Literature 

17 06 

3. B.M.Kusuma M.A,M.Phil Assistant 

Professor 

Modern 

Literature 

06    _ 

4. R. Padmanabha M.A Asst.Prof. Modern 

literature 

04    _ 

 

11. List of senior visiting faculty       

More than 10 senior visiting faculty in the department. 

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise) 

by temporary faculty 

The department has 06 Guest lecturers and each of whom  is allotted  08 hours  per 

week.Approximately 50% of  lectures are delivered by them. 
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13. Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)    446:1 

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;  

   sanctioned and filled          

Academic support and administrative staff  are not sanctioned to the department nor 

filled.    

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG.:     

Faculty with   Ph.D-02, Faculty with M.Phil-02 

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International 

funding agencies and grants received         

No faculty of the department has  ongoing project being funded by  any agency.But the 

teachers are very curious  to take up the projects in future. 

17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total 

   grants received             

The department did not take up any project  being funded by  any of  agency    

mentioned above. 

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University       

The department is not yet recognized as a research centre. 

19. Publications: 

*   Publication per faculty 

*  Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /international)    

by faculty and students 

Dr. Madhu Sudhana Charya Joshi: 

 He has published the following  books. 

i) Sahitya Darshana in 2003 ( View of Literature). 

ii) Sayitya  Sambhrama  in 2007 (Pleasure of literature). 

iii) Bandaya Sahitya: Hyderabad Karnataka Parampara in 2010. (Rebellion 

literature:  Heritage of Hyderabad  Karnataka). 
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iv) Dasa Shayitya Sowrabha in 2010. 

v) Haridasa Sampada in 2011. 

vi) Haridasa Vahini in 2012. 

vii) Haridasa Vybhava in 2013 (Glori of Haridasa) 

*    Books Edited     Details are given in personal profile of Dr. M.S. Joshi 

*    Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers     NIL 

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated: 

The faculty  is providing consultancy services in linguistic areas such as drafting of 

letters, Translation work from English to Kannada, Filling up of application forms  in 

Kannada for various purposes, guiding people in organizing programmes relating to  

promotion of Kannada.Consultancy services are provided at free of cost. No income is 

generated. 

21. Faculty as members in 

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards…. 

The faculty  is on editorial board to bring out the annnual college magazine.Dr.B.T 

Nethravathi was on editorial board  for two years. She is on  Text Book Committee at 

the university level. Dr.M.K.Joshi is on editorial board  to bring out the college 

magazine for the  year 2012-13. 

22. Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter 

departmental/programme      NIL 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies     NIL 

23. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students 

Dr. M.S.Joshi received VIPRATHNA award from Lions Club, Channapatna for his 

outstanding services to the society through literature.Dr. B.T.Nethravathi was 

recognized and honoured  with   SHIKSHANA RATNA, SHIKSHANA PREMI and  

KALPASHREE  awards   by Basava centre, shree Murugharajendra math, Chitradurga 
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for training students to get First Rank in Vachana Kammata.  A few brilliant Students 

have received  awards in cash and kind from NGO’s and prominent persons for securing 

highest marks in university examinations. 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department 

Eminent  writers and academicians visited the  department  on various occasions. Some  

of whom were invited  as resource persons to deliver talks on modern literature, 

comparatives etc.The persons  who visited the department are as followes. 

Dr. Prasad Swamy.Dr. Byramangala Rame Gowda,Dr. Ramesh Chandra Datta, Dr. 

Bhuvaneshwara, Prof.Omkarapriya Nagaraju, Dr. B.Krishna, Dr. 

L.Hanumanthaiah,Dr.Ranga Reddy Kodirampura, Dr.Chittaya Pujar, Prof. S.Basavaraju, 

Prof. T. Jayanna and Shri. Mahesh Murthy. 

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a) National 

b) International       

Seminar/workshop was not organized so far. It is planning to organize  a state level 

UGC  sponsored seminar and for which a proposal will be sent soon 

26. Student Profile programme/course wise- Language only for I and II year 

 
Name of 
the course 

Application
s received 
I           II 

Selected 
 
I              II 

             Enrolled 

          I 
  M        F        Total 

          II 
 
M          F      Total 

BA 512      454 490       454 164     326  490 193      260 454 

BCom 286      211 252       211 101     151  252   95      116 211 

BBM 35         33   35         33   14       21   35   09        24   33 

BSc 46          34   46         34    15       31   46   06        28   34 

 294    529 823 303    428 732 
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HSK combination (Optional Kannada) 
 

 
 

27. Diversity of students 

There are no students from other states or abroad. 100% of students are from the same  

state. 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations 

such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc. ?    

Approximately 15-20 students have cleared  competitive examinations. 

 Student Progression: 

Students Progression Against % enrolled 

UG to PG             25 

PG to M.Phil              02 

PG to P.hd.              01 

P.hd to Post-Doctoral                 _ 

Employed 

Campus Selection 

Otherthan campus selection 

 

 

            60 

Entrepreneurship/Self-

employed 

            10 

 

Year Applications 
received 

 Selected         Enrolled 
M         F              Total 

I year          114      106 28        78   106 

II year            85        85 26        59   85 

III year          77        77 25        52       77 

 79     189    268 
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29. Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a) Library-  

The students and staff use  facilities available in the central library.They go to the 

library  so often  to borrow and return books.The library has stock of 1824 books on 

kannada.Besides, the department  established book bank facility for the use of students 

and staff in 2012.  

b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students:    

The college  has a computer lab with  internet facilities which  are generally used by all 

students  and staff. The faculty and students are encouraged to  avail the facilities in the 

lab.Computer literacy and soft skills are imparted to students. A new software 

‘Kannada NUDI’  has been installed for the  use  of  students of Kannada. 

c) Class rooms with ICT facility: 

The faculty is ready to  use ICT facility in class room. The principal has taken  steps  to 

provide  ICT facilities in the class room. If it is provided  the teaching-learning will be 

much more  effective. 

d) Laboratories: 

The department is very keen to  establish  Kannada lab to disseminate information and 

create an awareness about old and new  Kannada literature, writing of eminent 

persons,publications and writings of Jnanapeeta awardees etc. But the space  is not yet 

provided for lab. 

30. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university, 

government or other agencies 

As many as 60 students of optional kannada students have received  financial 

assistance  from Government and other agencies. 

31. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops   

/seminar) with external experts 

The department has been  organizing so many  programmes, literary activities for  

enrichment of students under the banner Srujana Kannada Sangha.Special attention 

is paid  to optional students. The students  are always  engaged  in one activity  or the 
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other  with the involvement of  faculty.Seminars,  workshops, special lectures were 

conducted  with external experts, internal and external resource persons, eminent  

kannada writers were organised for students and staff. 

Video shows  on Sri Kuvempu a National Poet and on Bhujangaiahna 

Dashavatara(Shree Krishna Alanahally), Samskaara (Dr. U.R.Anantha Murthy), 

Siddapaji Pavaada( Folk Epic, prescribed as text), Kakana Kote (Maasti Venkatesha 

Iyyangar)  were arranged for optional students. 

A special lecture  delivered on Ramayana Darshanam by prof. Ranga Raya  Reddy, 

Kodi Rampura, an external expert. 

A special lecture  on Sri Kuvempu delivered by Dr.B.Krishna Deputy Director for 

Horticulture on 30th Dec, 2011. 

A special lecture on “Analysis about small study” given by prof. T.Jayanna from Sri 

Kuvempu college, Channapatna. 

A seminar on ‘Influence of other languages on Kannada”  given by Prof. S. Basavaraju 

from Sri Kuvempu college, Channapatna  in 2011. 

A special lecture on”Dalitha literature” delivered by  eminent  resource person prof.L 

Hanumanthaiah, Ex-MLC in 2012. 

Special lecture  on Kannada as classical language by eminent person prof. Chittaiah 

Poojar, Bangalore University in 2012. 

Every year the students will be taken on educational tour. On 20th Feb,2012 the 

students visited the birth place of Sri Kuvempu, Kuppalli in Shivamoga District, 

Historical places like Badami, Ihole, Pattada Kallu, Koodala Sangama, Hampi. 

32. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 

The faculty is innovative in nature and have research bent of mind. Different  teaching 

methods like lecture, Group discussion, interactive, seminar by students are adopted by 

the faculty to improve student learning. 

33. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities 

The department has been  contributing greatly towards the Institutional social 

Responsibility and Extesion activities.Dr. B.T.Nethravathi, HOD, served as NSS 
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officer for three years and had organized three special camps in remote villages of 

channapatna Taluk and a lot of  extension and awareness programmes.The department 

has its own Association of students by name Kannada Srujana Sangha by means of 

which  social awareness  is created  through effective  writings.In addition, the staff and 

students are involved  to perform  social activities through Cultural Forum and 

NSS.The students of the department  are actively  involved in  institutional social 

responsibility and extension activities through NSS and cultural Forum. 

34. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

Strength: 

i. Vernacular language department.Morethan 90% of students from all courses opt 

Kannada as first language.It is the actual strength of the department. 

ii. Qualified, competent and dynamic teachers who are always  willing to motivate 

students for promoting kannada at all stages. 

iii. The department has  04 permanent teachers.Of whom 02 are Ph.D  holders and 

another one  is M.Phil holder with vast experience  in kannada literature. 

iv. The department library with wide range of books on kannada  literature is in 

place  for use of students and  teachers. 

v. PG course in Kannada will be started from next year 2013-14. 

Weakness: 

i. The department is not fulfledged with permanent teachers.It depends on Guest 

lecturers. 

ii. Shortage of reference books  especially on  modern literature and linguistics. 

iii.  No separate room for department. 

Opportunities: 

i. Suggi a wall magazine creats creativity  among students as they can  write 

articles and enrich their knowledge about literature. 

ii. The students  have an opportunity to learn  through seminars, panel 

discussions,displays on dramas and novels with external experts.  
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Challenges: 

i) Train students for  competitive examinations 

ii) Prepare students  to develop self-confidence and  to update themselves to face  

 the present  situations. 

Future Plans: 

i) To organize UGC sponsored seminar 

ii) To have more special lecturers, seminars and workshops with eminent writers 

in  Kannada. 

iii) To get  the department  recognized as research center by university. 

iv) To establish language lab 

v) To take  the students to participate in seminars, conferences and workshops to 

be organized at other colleges and university along with teachers 

The Department of Kannada  is the second biggest  language  department  in the college.  

It is a subject of  vernacular  language  and has been offered as a first language  eversince  

the  inception of the college. Morethan 90% of students  opt Kannada  as a first language. 

The  faculty  taught  only language Kannada from the very begging until HSK 

combination was introduced in 2002.The department  had taken  initiative  in introducing  

optional Kannada  to cater to the  needs of the  students who are inclined to study  

Kannada  literature. In this combination Kannada  is an  optional  subject . The department  

is now  teaching language  Kannada to the students of  all  programmes  and optional 

Kannada  to selected  students. The  demand ratio for  optional kannada  at the entry level  

is more.So, the Department  plans to comennce HEK combination. 

The teachers in the department  are more  enthusiastic and pro-active. They are all 

dedicated teachers and have devotion for their duties. They  guide  students  on the right 

path and show  a lot of concern for them. 50% of faculty  hold  Doctorate  degree and 

another 50% are M.phil holders.They are youngsters and willing to   pursue   Doctorate 

degree in Kannada literature. The department has research oriented faculty  facilitating the 

promotion of research culture and temperament among students of Kannada literature.The 

faculty always yearning to  enrich  and update their knowledge and sharpen skills by 
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attending seminars, conferences and workshops  on a regular basis. Some teachers are 

invited  as resource persons in seminars and workshops.The teachedrs  also make  the 

students  especially optional students  to attend  seminars and workshops along with  them 

at taluk, District and State level to enhance  their knowledge regarding Kannada literature. 

The department has a good academic record.The result of students  in university 

examinations is tremendous. The success rate  is above the university average and is 

comparatively better than  neighbouring colleges. The pass Percentage  is morethan 90% 

each year and  in some  year it was 100%. There are  students  who secured morethan 

90%. It is  because of hardwork done by the faculty and students. 

The progression of  students to PG course  is very good. The department  sends 10-15 

students  to join PG course in Kannada every year.  Many of whom who completed post 

Graduation have taken up research work in the past five years. Some of them completed  

research work and acquired Ph.D and M.Phil degree.The  department has  to its credit  

more number of students getting  through NET/SLET/UGC examinations and are eligible 

to be appointed  as assistant professors for UG and PG courses. 

The faculty  strived very hard to start PG course in Kannada. The efforts  made by the 

department  to have PG course and research study  in Kannada  literature  are successful. 

The  Government  has permitted the college  to open  MA in Kannada  from this year to 

which  an intake of  20 has been allotted by the university. A senior  teacher with 

Doctorate degree  has been appointed  by the principal as co-ordinator  for  PG course. It 

is like  a new feather to the cap of the department.  

The department has been in the forefront in conducting  literary activities in the college. 

The  faculty members act as  anchors in college functions,judges in various cultural 

competitions, evaluaters in essay competions organized on the campus and even outside. 

The faculty is  on editorial board to bringout   annual college magazine. 

A literary club has been  established  in the department.All students  of Optional kannada  

are the  members  of the club. The club organizes  literary activities  frequently. The 

members  of the club meet on every Friday and debate  and discuss  over the issues  

pertaining to kannada literature. Besides, Shrujana Kannada Sangha has  also been  

established. Apart from this  “Suggi” a wall magazine is being brought out  regularly and  
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displayed. It provides  a platform for students  for creativity. All this gives  an immense 

opportunity to the students  to bringout their latent talents.The students are exposed to the 

literary world. The Department  is known for organizing special guest lectures  frequently 

by inviting resource persons from the  literary  field. The Department  is progressive  in 

terms of  quantity as well as quality. 

Profile of Faculty:- 

Dr. B.T.Nethravathi:- Head of the Department  

 Guided Ph.D and M.phil candidates from different universities. 

 Has been a creative writer, columnist in local news papers,  a good  orator.Wrote 

many articles and got them published in dialies. She  writes poems and would 

recite them in literary programmes , inspires  students to write  articles and get 

them published in journals. 

 Attended a Refresher course and 05 Seminars/ conferences/workshops, 

participated in HRD and TQM programme on effective teaching methods in 2004  

and in training for trainers for implementation of Kannada   conducted by District  

Training Centre in 2010. 

 Attended a Workshop  on Women Empowerment Programme sponsored by  

UGC. 

 Worked as NSS programme officer  for six years and organized special camps,  

conducted regular activities, social and extension activities by involving students 

and staff. 

 was a editor of  college magazine  for two years during 2006-07 and 2008-09 and 

brought out magazine excellently. 

 A member of Kannada shahithya parishad and participated in  pro-kannada  

activities at  Taluk  and District level. 

 Is  appointed as co-ordinator   for PG course in Kannada which will commence 

from  the year 20013-14. 
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Dr. Madhusudhana Charya Joshi 

 Attended an Orientation Course, two Refresher Courses and  several seminars, 

conferences and Workshops. 

 Has been  a creative writer, good orater, resource person to several social  

organizations and published many articles  in  local and  State level dailies and 

weeklies and inspires students to develop their personality. 

 Worked as  Cultural Convernor for  six years and conducted cultural activities. 

 Organizing general knowledge tests to students  occasionally. 

 A member of Kannada Sahitya Parishat and Bharat Vikas Parishat, Participated in 

Pro-Kannada activities. 

Padmanabha R: 

 Attended an Orientation Course 

 Attended many Seminars, Conferences and workshops. 

 Served as  a member of  various academic committees. 

 Has been a creative writer,an orator,wrote articles, poems and has singing habit. 

 Was a Cultural Convenor for 2012-13 and conducted  cultural competitions. 

 A member of Kannada Sahitya Parishat. 

Kusuma: 

 young and dynamic teacher, specialized in modern literature,Epigraphy, Lipishatra 

 Passed NET in first  class , done  Diploma in computer software application. 

 Attended a orientation course and 02 UGC sponsored  state level seminars and 

enriched her teaching methods with innovative ideas. Preached peace and 

humanism by involving in Anti-terrorism campaign.  
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1. Name of the department:     Department of URDU 

2. Year of Establishment:       1984 -85 

3. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

    Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

 UG courses only.Urdu is offered as  first language to the students of all UG     

 courses. 

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved        Nil 

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise)   

Semester system is followed. 

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments 

Students from all courses can opt  Urdu as first language.Therefore, the  department  

is annexed  to  other courses as well.The participation of  the department   the  

courses offered by other departments is inevitable. 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign       

 institutions,etc.NIL 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons.     NIL 

9. Number of Teaching posts 

The department had  one sanctioned post and a senior permanent faculty. But the 

teacher  was transferred to another Government  college  three year ago.  

10.  Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,               

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 

There is no permanent faculty in the department. The subject is taught    and the 

department is managed by two Guest lecturers.  

11.  List of senior visiting faculty.   NIL 

12.  Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise)  

by temporary faculty. 

There is no permanent faculty in the department.So, 100% of lectures are       

delivered by Guest lecturers. 
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13.  Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise) 

14.  Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;  

sanctioned and filled.    NIL 

15.  Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. 

 The subject is taught by  two Guest lecturers with PG and M.Phil.        

16.  Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International 

funding agencies and grants received.     NIL 

17.  Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC NIL, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and   

total grants received.   NIL 

18.  Research Centre /facility recognized by the University.       NIL 

19.  Publications: 

 Publication per faculty                  Nil 

20.  Areas of consultancy and income generated.   NIL 

21.  Faculty as members in, 

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Board.    NIL 

22.  Student projects 

a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter 

departmental/programme 

b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution 

i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies.      NIL 

23.  Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students      

A few students who have scored  highest marks  in university examinations     

were recognized and given  awards by Government departments and other agencies.  

24.  List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department   NIL 

25.  Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a)National 

b)International          NIL 
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26.  Student profile programme/course wise: 

Name of the 

course 

Applications 

received 

Selected 

 

Enrolled 

 

Pass 

percentage 

 I                   II I              II I                    II  

   M         F         M         F  

BA 15               18 10          18 10        -          18 90        100 

BCom 43               25 38           25 19       19        07       18 95         92 

BBM 08               09 05           09 05       04        05       04 85         89 

BSc 02               03 02            03 02           -       03 100       100 

 

27.  Diversity of Students 

There are no students from other states or abroad. 100% of students are from the same 

state. 

28.  How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations 

such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.  

Urdu is prescribed as language subject upto II year.Students  who study  Urdu  as first 

language  are scattered  in all programmes offered by  the college.Every year 

approximately 10% of students clear the competitive examinations. 

29.  Student progression 

Around 25% of students with Urdu  as first language  would join PG/other professional 

courses in different subjects in different universities and the rest  are employed. 

30.  Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a)  Library 

The students are  using  the facilities  available  in the central library of the college.The  

library has  240 books on Urdu which includes language text and general books.The 

students often go to the library  to draw and return books and also for reference. 

b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students 
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The college has well equipped  computer lab which can be used  by the  

students and staff.The students  have easy access to the  computer lab. They 

learn  and understand the subject through internet technology in computer lab. 

c) Class rooms with ICT facility 

ICT facilities  are yet to be  provided  in the class room. 

d) Laboratories.              Nil 

31.  Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

university,government or other agencies 

42 students received  financial assistance  in the form of scholarship from the 

Government and other agencies. 

32.  Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops 

/seminar) with external experts 

Special sessions were held on Urdu language with  literaturers which  enabled students 

to enrich  their knowledge. Students are regularly allowed to attend 

seminars/workshops held in other colleges along with teachers. 

33.  Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning. 

Teachers are  free to adopt any method of teaching to  improve students 

learning.Lecture method, interactive, Group discussion, demonstrative are usually 

adopted. Advance learners  are  induced  to do  seminars.The method of teaching being 

employed is according to  the learning abilities of students.  

34.  Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities. 

Students  are involved  in social and extension activities through Urdu Forum, Cultural 

Forum and NSS. 

35.  SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

S- Each student gets individual attention 

 Effective span of management  as student strength is minimum. 

W - i) No permanent faculty    

             ii) Shortage of class rooms 
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O - i) Placement of students 
      ii) Progression of students for higher education 
C - i) Preparing  students  to deveop competitive spirit to face the problems  in job 
 market/self –employed. 
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1. Name of the department:-             Department of English 

2. Year of Establishment:                        1984-85 

3.  Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

UG courses only. Common paper as a second language and Optional English. 

4.  Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved 

The subject is offered as second language to the students of all courses. Teachers  are  

involved  in teaching  the subject  to the  students of all units.Naturally all courses  in 

the college  are said to be interdisciplinary as far as  language English is concerned. 

5.  Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise) 

Semester system is followed in all programmes. 

6. 6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments 

The department is annexed to other departments in the college  since English  is  a 

common paper as second language. The participation of  department  in all other 

courses is inevitable. 

7.  Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, 

etc.    

There is no course in collaboration with other university/industry. 

8.  Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons       

No course was discontinued so far. 

9.  Number of Teaching posts 

 Sanctioned Filled 

Professors  - - 

Associate professors - - 

Assistant professors 03 03 
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10.  Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, 

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc., 

 

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of years 

of 

experience 

1.B.S.Hemavathi M.A,M.Phil Assistant 

professor 

Translation& 

Linguistics 

08 

2.Chandan M.A,M.Phil Assistant 

professor 

Transln&comp. 

literature 

04 

3.M.G.Harish M.A,M.Phil Assistant 

professor 

Film studies & 

Translation 

04 

 

11.  List of senior visiting faculty 

Prof. AnuP Singh, a senior most  teacher with  experience of more than 30 years was  a 

visiting faculty for three days in a week on deputation basis from other Government 

college. Besides, there were other 2 visiting faculty in the department. 

12.  Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme 

wise)by temporary faculty 

The Department  has 04 Guest lecturers and they deliver 45% of lectures. 

13.  Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)      245:1 

14.  Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled         

The above staff  is neither sanctioned  nor filled. 

15.  Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. 

           Faculty with M.Phil-03 

16.  Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International 

funding agencies and grants received       
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The department dose not have faculty with ongoing project.  

17.  Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total 

grants received       

Projects  were not taken up by the department . 

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University   

 The department is not  recognized  as research centre by the university. 

19.  Publications: 

*Publication per faculty 

* Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national   

/international) by faculty and students 

* Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web 

ofScience, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database -

International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.) 

* Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers 

Chandan:  Publications 

 Emergence of the  Woman in Regional Indian Theatre in “Theatre 

Research-2” edited  by Nagesh.V.Bettakote, published by Dhwani 

Publications in 2012.ISBN:978-81-923757-8-6. 

 Many questions, few answers: A Study  of Dattani’s FINAL 

SOLUTIONS PUBLISHED by Tumkur University in 2012.ISBN:978-81-

924393-5-8. 

 DEVRA DARSHANA a short story published in Gauri Lankesh a 

Kannada Weekly in 2012. 

 An article published in  Kannada daily-PRAJAVANI in 2012. 

 An article about”Feminist trends in Kannada Literature” published  in July  

2013 Prajavani Sunday supplement. 
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M.G Harish: Publications 

 ‘’Representation of women during partition” in National Level Academic  

Journal-Pariprashna in Aug 2007 Vol-II ISSUE II 

  “Cosmopolitan and Cosmopolitanism in J.M.Coetzee’s novel Boyhood 

and Youth in the book Cosmopolitanism in Contemporary Fiction ISBN-81-

7877-086-5. 

 Published an abstract in  the book Recent Trends in Literature: A Global 

Perspective. ISBN-93-81361- 

 “Production, Reception and Distortion of  Text A context based activity: In 

the book Interviewing Texts and contexts: Pedagogical strategies. ISBN 978-

81-923151-4-0. 

 An article titled “Interplay between History and Literature :J.M.Coetzee’s  

Disgrace in Perspective” ISBN 978-93-826940-6-9. 

 An article titled Post 9/11 world  of Xenophobia, distrust,suspicion and 

hostility: Mohsin Hamid”s “The Reluctant Fundamentalist” in perspective in a 

referred Journal LUMINAIRE  ISSN: 2249 2542 Vol 3/issue1 /2013. 

 Articles published in  the books Resistance Studies and negotiating 

Theories. 

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated 

The Department is providing  consultancy services  in the areas of English 

literature.But income is not generated so far. 

21.  Faculty as members in 

a)  National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards…. 

B.S.Hemavathi was on editorial board to bring out annual college magazine  during 

2011-12. Chandan a faculty was also on editorial board.He was also on editorial board 

to edit  UG text books  and member of BOS  at Bangalore  university. 
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22.  Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter 

departmental/programme 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies          NIL 

23.  Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students      

A few students  were recognized and given suitable awards  by NGO’s and prestigious 

persons for exhibiting their  talents in varied events like sports, cultural and even 

securing highest  marks  in  subject in university examinations. 

24.  List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department 

An eminent person Mr. Gaja Osazuwa from Nigeria and Mr. Venkatesh Puttaiah 

from  Mysore University  visited the department. 

25.  Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a)National 

b)International   

Seminar/workshop was not orgazined.      

26.  Student profile programme/course wise:   ( Language English only) 

 

Name of the 

Course 

Application

s received 

I              II 

Selected 

 

I          II 

Enrolled      

    I                 II             

M      F      M        F        Total   

     BA 531        492 505       479 165   340    194    285              984 

     BCom 345        306 306       240 133   173    104    136 546 

      BBM 40            - 39           - 14       25       -       -   39 

      B Sc 49           42 49           42 15       34       07     35    91 
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HEE combination only  (Optional English) 

 

  Year  Applications 

received 

  Selected Enrolled 

M              F 

I year         61       61 11              50 

II year         52       52 16              36 

III year         55       55 06              49 

 

27.  Diversity of Students 

There are no students from other states or abroad. 100% of students  enrolled to the 

department  are from the same state.  

28.  How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations 

such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc. ? 

It is  a common department. Language English is taught to the studentds of all courses 

upto second year. But optional  English  was  started from 2006. Some students who 

did  graduation in optional  English joined PG course in English.   Of them and those 

who finished post graduation  about 05 students  cleared NET/SLET examinations. 

29.  Student progression 

Student Progression Against %enrolled 

UG to PG            05  

PG to M.Phil             - 

PG to Ph.D              - 

PG to Post-Doctoral               - 

   Employed 

 Campus selection 
 Other than campus recruitment 

 
 
  - 
 60 

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment              30 
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30.  Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a) Library-  Students  and staff avail  facilities in  the central library of the college. 

There are wide range of books written by  renowned authors.The library has stock of 

1165 books on language English that includes 544 general books, 508 DCE SC/ST 

book bank and 113 university SC/ST book bank.The department  proposed to establish 

book bank facility  for students and staff. 

b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students  - Staff and students are allowed to use  

computer and internet facilities  in the central computer lab of the college during 

stipulated hours. 

c) Class rooms with ICT facility-  Class rooms are not yet equipped with ICT 

facilities.But teachers are trained in using these facilities.ICT tools are being used by 

teachers in teaching subject  to a certain extent in computer lab. 

d) Laboratories- Language lab would be established if the space is provided. 

31.  Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

university,government or other agencies 

About 1104 students  received  financial assistance from Government and other 

agencies  during the year 2012-13. 

32.  Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops 

/seminar) with external expert 

 Organised a seminar on “post colonial Literatures” presided by resource 

person Mr Venkatesh Puttaiah, Maharaja college, Mysore on 12-04-2011. 

 A special lecture on China Achebe’s Things Fall Apart’ by eminent resource 

person Mr. Gaja osazuwa. 

 Students went on educational tour to view different places. 

 The faculty had taken students  on adventurous trips to Bevoor and Chamundi 

Hills at Mysore. 

 Competitions on vocabulory building were conducted. 
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 Plants were distributed  as farewell gift to sensitise  students about 

Environment. 

 Competitions on ‘Jumbled words’ were organised  for Optional English 

students. 

 Screened  an Israeli  movie Waltz with Bashir to aid  the understanding of the 

poem “All Generations before Me” by yehuda Amichai, Thomas Hardy’s novel 

“Tess” directed by Roman Polanski, “Ten Commondments to comprahend 

Man’s First Disobedience” by John Milton. 

33.  Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 

 Teachers always focus on students learning and employ different methods of 

teaching.As the  students  are from  rural background they  need  to be  oriented about   

grammar.Teaching grammar to the students especially at the entry level is 

inevitable.Practical methods are adopted  and classes taken  by teachers  are motivating 

the students to develop interest in learning language.Lecture  method  is not the only 

method  being adopted.ICT facilities are used  a little  extent  in computer lab. Students 

are made  to understand  the  subject  through power point presentation and screening 

of movies pertaining to the text.Classes are interactive,demonstrative and very 

effective. 

34.  Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities 

Teachers are showing  enormous interest in social service and community development 

which has  positive impact  on student community.The students  are emulating the  

same interest.The  staff and students  are getting involved  every now and then in 

extension,outreach and other  social activities through language Forum, Cultural Forum 

amd more so from NSS. 

35.  SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

Strengths: 

i) It is the largest language department as English  is offered as second language to 

the students of all courses.It is indeed  the real strength of the department. 

ii) 03 full time  teachers and all of them are M.Phil holders. All teachers are 
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pursueing research work and would be awarded doctorate degree next year. 

iii) The department  has committed and honest teaching staff 

iv)  The willingness of teachers to help students to learn communication skills in all 

possible ways. 

v) HEE combination is offered to the  students who are good at language English 

Weakness: 

i) A separate space is not allotted to the department 

ii) Inadequate teaching faculty.Dependancy of the department on Guest lecturers is 

more. 

iii) As  most of the students hail from rural area they are very weak in language. 

iv) Teachers  have to put in  extra efforts to teach grammar to the 

students.Otherwise the subject of English can not be taught. 

Opportunity: 

i) Students have  an opportunity to acquire communication skills as the teachers 

are very keen to teach grammar and basic language taking special classes. 

ii) Advance learners may seek admission to HEE combination and excel in the 

language English 

iii) New models  have been used by teachers in teaching which facilitates the 

students learning 

Challenges: 

i) Most of the students are below average and average  students.Preparing these 

students and making them to  pass in the examinations is a great challenge. 

ii) Improve constantly the progression of students to Higher Education in the 

subject of  language  English   

Future Plans: 

iv) To screen text related mmovies 

i) To have  a Language Lab 

ii) To train  students for  competitions 
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iii) To have more guest lectures, seminars and workshops 

iv) To bring out a News letter 

The department of English  has made its humble beginning in the year 1984. Since then 

the subject of English has been offered  as a second language  to all students  seeking 

admissions to all UG courses. It is the  largest  language department  of the 

college.Initially the department was teaching language English to the students of  BA and 

B.Com only. The department  got expanded  with the inroducton of HEE combination in 

2006. Optional  English  has been offered  to the aspiring  students  since then. In addition 

to this  BBM course was started  in the same year. Besides,B.Sc course was revived and 

re-started during 2010-11. Presently the department  is teaching the language English to 

the students  of all programmes and optional English to the selected  students. There is  

enough flexibility to the students in the courses.Though  students  have wider options in 

choosing  any programme of their  interest English is offered  as  compulsory second 

language   to all students. The department has been developed in a phased manner  with 

the passage of time. 

The department has committed and honest teaching staff. They inspire students with the 

sincere efforts. They enrich their  knowledge and skills and improve  the teaching methods 

through  attending and presenting papers  in seminars, conferences, workshops and 

symposia relating to  English  literature.  Teachers are innovative in nature and  committed  

to enhancement of quality in the  department and are adopting innovative  methods and 

new models in teaching and learning process.As  the college  is situated in rural area a 

whole  lot of  students  come from  villages and belong  to first  generation. Naturally they 

are very weak  in language  English. Honest  efforts have been  made  by the  faculty to  

improve  the learning abilities of students by way of  teaching grammar, taking extra 

classes to cover up  syllabus, encouraging students to read  English news papers, Journals 

and periodicals, making them to participate in cultural competitions like essay  writing and 

debate in English, writing  and publishing articles  in college magazine.Slow  learners are 

identified and given extra coaching.Spoken English classes are often held by the  faculty 

and also by inviting language experts from outside for students to learn language and 

communication skills. On account of all this  there has been  an improvement in the result  

of students in the university examinations. 
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The department  takes care of optional  students  with special interest. The number of 

students opting for optional English has been on increase every year. Presently the 

demand ratio  has gone up. The students  are  deeply involved to study  English literature. 

They are  exposed to world of English literature by performing meangingful and practical 

activities in the department.Relevant movies are screened for optional students. The 

faculty encourages  students  to read  English novels, fictions, articles written  by eminent  

persons. Special guest lectures are  arranged by inviting resource persons from the literary 

field. The students  do the seminars in class room, involve themselves in group discussion.  

Teachers mentor  the students and make them to participate in seminar/conferences 

organized  at other colleges  alongwith  them. 

The Department  has so  far made some significant achievements. It has started a literary 

club to encourage students to participate  actively in literary activities.The students  of 

optional English become the members  of the club.Through this club the students  are 

exposed  to the world of English literature.The Department  has been  screening movies  

pertaining  to socil-economic and psychological issues.  Students  will gain practical 

knowledge  from this. Extempore  and debate  competitions  are organized  every  now 

and then in order to make  students  to become  more competitive . A talk on “literary 

terms “ is  being organized  for enabling students to learn  the meanings  of literary terms. 

The Department  also  brings  out  a wall magazine  entitled “Grafitti” which has 

fortnightly editions. This makes  students to be more  creative  by contributing small  but 

meaningful articles about English literature to wall magazine. 

 

Profile of Faculty:- 

B.S. Hemavathi 

Specialised in translation and linguistics, Pursueing Doctorate degree in English literature 

in Bangalore university on the title “Deconstruction of Androcentric Notions in select 

Fables and Fairy Tales”.She has already submitted thesis and will be awarded Ph.D  

shortly. 

Chandan: 

 Specialised in Translation and  comparative studies. 
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 Taken up research work and will submit thesis  soon. 

 Edited text books for UG courses. 

 Written many articles and poems. A few of them were published in periodicals. 

 Participated in Culture Camp at Heggodu in 2009 

 Participated in Question Paper Workshop 

 Attended Vani Certificate Course at All India Radio, Bangalore. 

 Attended ELT summer school on Teacher Development: Communicative 

language teaching for  large classes at RIESI, Bangalore. 

 Moderator for a session in the Two day International conference held in 2013. 

 Attended an Orientation Programme, 07 UGC sponsored State/National level 

Seminars, Conferences, workshops,Symposia and presented research paperes. 

Details of paper presentations 

 Women of the twelth century as portrayed by Kannada playwrights presented 

in the  two day International Conference on Staging/playing gender:history, 

theatre and performance held by Department of Performing Arts,  Bangalore 

University in 2013. 

 The cost  caste demands:life and times of Basavanna as seen by modern 

Kannada playwrights presented in  the two day National conference on Post 

modernism and  progressive India:Literary articulations and non literay 

interventions  organized in 2013 at Bangalore 

 Use of myths to probe modern modern questions presented  in the two day 

National Conference on Myth and rituals in Indian Theatre held by Department 

of Performing Arts, Bangalore university. 

 Many Questions few answers: a Study of Dattani’s FINAL SOLUTIONS 

presented in the  National conference on Multiplicity of cultures in South Asian 

Literatures held by Dept. of Studies and Research in English,Tumkur Univeresity 

, Tumkur. 
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M.G.Harish:- 

 Specialised in Film studies, Linguistics and Translation works.He has intense 
interest in journalism and did diploma  in journalism in 2004 from Bharathiya 
Vidya Bhavan. 

 Attended a orientation course and 05 Nationa level UGC sponsored seminars, 
conferences,workshops and symposiasym and presented  research papers. 

 Participated  in a two day  International seminar on Holocaust 
Literature:Memories and Losses organized by University of Mysore. 

 Participated in the Teacher Empowerment  Training conducted by the Department 
of Collegiate Education, Government of Karnataka. 

 Writes articles and get them published in Journals. Publications made by him are 
given as an answer to the Q.No.19 to avoid repetition here. 

 Serving as an officer,Youth Red Cross Unit at the college level since 2012. 
 Attended a one day workshop organised by Indian Red Cross Society on 15/04/13. 
 Screened the Movie “Bol” related to feminist criticism for  VI sem HEE students 

March on 23rd, 2013. 
 Screened an animation Movie “Spirit” related to concepts of History of 

Colonialism, subjugation and forceful occupation-for IV sem HEE students  on 
March 28th, 2013. 

 Submitted the thesis in July 2013 to Dravidian University titled”Bearing Witness 
to Apartied:J.MCoetzee,s Inconsolable Works  of Mourning” for the award of the 
degree of Doctorate of Philosophy in English (Ph.D). 

 Completed an online Course from University of Virginia signed by Prof. Phillip 
Zelikow on “History from 1760 to present” –Certificate of Distinction has been 
awarded. 
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1. Name of the department:          Department of History   

2. Year of Establishment:                 1984-85 

3. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.):    

UG programme.PG in History will be offered from the year 2013-14. 

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved.    Nil 

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):  

Semester system is followed. 

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments.    

The department does not participate in the courses offered by  other units. 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, 

etc.  

No course in collaboration with other university and industry. 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons.    

No course was discontinued. 

9. Number of Teaching posts 

 Sanctioned Filled 

Professors - - 

Associate professors 01 01 

Assistant professors 04 04 
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, 

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 

 

 

 

11. L
i

s

t

 

o

f

 

s

e

n

i

or visiting faculty.     

There are 3 visiting faculty in the department.  

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise) 

by temporary faculty 

25% of lecturers are delivered by  temporary faculty. 

13. Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):    200:1 

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; 

sanctionedand filled.     

Academic support staff and administrative staff  are not sanctioned or filled. 

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. 

Faculty with P.hd-03, Faculty with M.phil-01, Faculty with PG-01 

 

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 

years of 

exp. 

Dr.V.Venkatesh M.A,P.hd Associate 

professor 

Ancient 

History 

26 

Puttaswamy M.A Assistant 

Professor 

Medival 

IndianHistory 

11 

Dr.S.K.Devegowda  M.A.Ph.D 

DIE 

Asst.prof  Karn,History 06 

4.Dr. T.B.Annaiah M.A.M.Phil 

P.hd 

Asst.prof Europ. His 05 

Smitha M.Bhavi Katti M.A,M.Phil Asst.Prof Asian His 04 
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16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International 

funding agencies and grants received.        

No faculty with ongoing project. 

17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total 

grants received.      

Projects being funded by the above agencies were not taken by the department. 

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University.     

The university has not provided  research facility to the department. 

19. Publications: 

i) Publication per faculty 

ii)  Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national 

/international) by faculty and students 

 Dr.T.B.Annaiah 

He is a good writer. So far he has written  many articles  which were  published in local 

and State level  news papers.Recently he wrote a book entitled”Collections of articles 

on Enlightenment” which was published  and printed  for three times.Two more books 

such as  Savya Sachi (A Biography of Sachin Tendulkar) and Jnana Ganga have 

been published very recently.Three more books are coming up and will be published 

soon. 

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated 

The department is known for  giving consultancy  services in all branches  of History to 

the deserving people. History  is the most opted subject in arts discipline. All students  

who are enrolled for BA course  study history as one of the  compulsory subjects in all 

combination offered by the college in Arts faculty. It is a relevant subject  for those 

who wish to appear  for  competitive examinations conducted by UPSC and KPSC.For 

such students the knowledge of history is inevitable. The department is providing 

invaluable  advise  for those graduates who are willing to take competitive  

examinations. The department is known to have experts in all areas of history. It is 

more of research oriented department  as there are 03  senior teachers with doctorate 
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degrees who serve  as resource persons  not only in the college but also outside. The 

young graduates often consult teachers  for guidance and suggestions to face 

competitive examinations. Apart from this  prominent persons from the immediate 

society would also consult teachers to uderstand the significance of historical events. A 

heritage club has also been set up by the department  through which valuable services  

are provided to the  people in the locality.  The services rendered  by the department  

are free of cost. Income has not been generated so far.   

21. Faculty as members in 

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards…. 

Dr. Annaiah , a faculty was placed on editorial board by the principal at the college 

level to bringout  annual college magazine during the  year 2010-11. He had worked  

well  as an editor with support of other members of the board and brought out  the 

magazine  successfully on time  and it was released by the local MLA.  

22. Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter 

departmental/programme.     NIL 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies.    NIL 

23. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students      

Toppers and other  intelligent students who scored highest marks in individual subjects 

in university examinations  were recognized and given awards in cash  as well as kind 

by Government departments, NGO,s and other philanthrolists in the locality. 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department     NIL 

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a)National 

b) International.                 

Seminar/ workshop was not organized. 
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26. Student profile programme/course wise: UG   Course only 

                            BA-HEP, HES, HSK  & HEE  combinations 

Name  of the 

course 

Application 

received 

Selected Enrolled 

I   year    505         505                                                                                                           165             340               

II year     479         479                                 194             285 

III year     406        406                       152             254                 

Total  1390     1390 511             879 

 

27. Diversity of Students 

100% of students enrolled to the department are from the same state. 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations 

such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc. ? 

Many students continue  their education  by joining  PG course.These students are 

advised to appear for NET/SLET examinations while they are in second year itself. 12 

students cleared NET/SLET examinations.More than 125 students  cleared other 

competitive examinations and got employed in Government departments, Banks and  

companies. 

29. Student progression 

Progression of students  Against % enrolled 

UG to PG              40 

PG to M.Phil               10 

PG to Ph.D               10                 

Ph.D to Post-Doctoral  

Employed 

Campus Selection 

 

                 - 
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Other than Campus recruitment                 25 

Entrepreneurship/Self-employed                10           

 

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

Cental library is used by students and staff. There are – books  on History. New 

editions and titles  are purchased every year. Students are advised to  visit  library 

regularly. A book bank facility will be set up soon. 

b)  Internet facilities for Staff & Students 

The department is totally committed  to  sustain and enhance  quality in all its  

academic activities. The  teachers have understood  the inevitability and relevancy  of 

using  internet technology in teaching. So,  They have been trained in computer 

operations and applications and using internet facilities. The college is having a good 

computer lab with  internet facilities for staff and students. Teachers have acquired  

computer skills voluntarily and  motivate  students  to develop such skills.The 

department took initiatives to encourage  teachers and students to go to the computer 

lab regulary and use the available facilities. This in turn augment the quality of  the 

department. 

c) Class rooms with ICT facility 

UGC committee has taken  a decision to equip class rooms  with ICT facility.Teachers 

are trained in using this facility. 

d) Laboratories 

There was a proposal to launch Historical museam in the college. It was not possible 

due to  lack of space.History lab would be set up soon as soon as the space is provided. 

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

university,government or other agencies 

650 students have received financial assistance in the form of scholarship from 

government and other agencies during 2012-13. 
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32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops 

/seminar) with external experts  

The department  is in forefront in organizing student enrichment programmes in the 

form of seminars, workshops,special guest lectures by inviting resource 

persons,training sessions with external experts  to prepare students to face competitive 

examinations, field visit, historical tours etc.These  programmes  are often conducted  

to  enable  students to enhance their knowledge and improve abilities.There are 03 

teachers with doctoral degree who always discharge their duties in a manner  that is 

helpful to students to gain  new knowledge and sharpen and develop skills besides 

assisting other teachers in their research work.The department has set up  a Heritage 

Club of 25 students in February 2011 being headed by the principal as president and  a 

faculty with doctorate degree as convenor.The club organizes innovative programmes 

throughout the year. Students  are taken  on historical tour and vist  important  

historical places, monuments, study inscriptions and understand their  significance. 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 

The aim of the department  is to  improve student learning   at any cost. So, the teachers 

do not stick  on to chalk and talk method always as a rule of thumb . Morethan 80% of 

students  come from  villages and they are very weak in language.The  method of  

teaching to be employed by  the faculty depends upon  the capacity  of students in 

grasping and  understanding the subject.  Teachers will first assess the students and 

then decide  about  the method  of teaching.The openions of students  will be  obtained  

in choosing  a right and suitable  method of teaching. Teachers are very  curious  to 

adopt  new models in teaching so as to  make  students  to improve their performance 

level. They  keep on sharpening their  teaching skills through attending teacher 

empowerment training, seminars, workshops etc. The range  of teaching  methods  

being adopted by  the faculty are lecture method, computer aided teaching, interaction, 

group discussion etc. The department  is planning to use  audio-visual tools in  class 

room. 

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities 

The Department has taken up social responsibility and rendered  the services to the 
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society through NSS.Dr. V. Venkatesh, HOD, was NSS programme officer for three 

years and induced students to participate in  Community oriented  programmes.Dr. 

Annaiah, a faculty is NSS officer for second unit. He is conducting special camps, 

extension and outreach activities by involving students and staff.He was also a staff 

convenor of cultural Forum of students. 

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

Strength: 

i) Qualified and competent teachers.05 permanent faculty and 03 Guest lecturers 

ii) 03  teachers have P.hd degree and one teacher  is doing  research and will soon 

submit thesis. 

iii) Commitment and willingness of teachers to  promote  the genuine interest of 

students. 

iv) Heritage Club  formed in the department  facilitates students learning and 

improve the quality. 

v) Pleasant  learning academic environment  in the department. 

vi) PG course  in history will be started from the year 2013-14.  

Weakness:  

Class rooms are not sufficient. 

i) No separate room  for department 

ii) Student strength in each class is unwieldy so individual attention can not be 

given. 

Opportunities: 

i) Can avail internet facilities in the computer lab  of the college. 

ii) ICT facilities can be  used  in class room to have effective teaching 

iii) The college library  has stock of – books which can be used by the students and 

staff. 

iv) Ample opportunities for graduates to take competitive civil service 

examinations and prove their mettle to become class I and II officers  in 
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Government departments. 

Challenges: 

i) Bringing cent percent result 

ii) Making  students to develop competitive spirit 

iii) Reduction of drop  out rate. 

iv) Preparing  students  to secure  distinctions in the university examinations. 

v) More progression of students  to Higher Education. 

vi) Placement of students into right positions. 

Future Plans: 

i) To have more seminars and workshops with external experts. 

ii) To organize  UGC sponsored seminar. 

iii) Improve students  result in university examinations. 

iv) To establish Book Bank facility. 

v) To subscribe  more journals/periodicals of national repute. 

The Department of History  came into existence  from the academic year  1984-

85. History is offered as the common subject in all combinations of BA course. It 

is the  most opted  subject. At the time of establishment of the department there 

was only a single HEP combination in Kannada media. With the passage  of time  

many more  combinations were  introduced to cater to the needs of  local 

students.Presently there are four combinations in Arts discipline such as 

HEP,HES,HSK (Kannada media) and HEE (English media). The strength  of 

students  has increased enormously over the past  years.The department  has begun 

with only 52 students in 1984 and  now it has gone up to 1390  students in 2012. 

Quite  a large  number of students are seeking admission to this department. As of 

now  the students studying in four combinations account for  morethan 60% of the  

total strength. All students who seek admissions to Arts discipline will be offered 

History subject. It is the ever biggest department  in Arts faculty. 

The Department  has excellent  teaching staff.  Teachers are the  most efficient and  
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experienced. More over all of them are  committed to their  profession and strive  

towards bringing quality in to the department. Some of the teachers are  highly 

qualified and more knowledgeable. The department is  fulfledged with  adequate 

faculty. There are  05 permanent teachers in the department.The department is 

resourcesful as three of its teachers posses doctorate degree in History. These 

teachers act as guide to P.hd and M.phil candidates. Some research candidates  

from different universities were already guided by them and  awarded degrees. 

Not only that a few  teachers of the  department  are invited as resource persons to  

seminars and workshops and to deliver special lectures on various  topics of 

History in other colleges of  higher education and institutions. All teachers always  

wish to attend  seminars, conferences and workshops for updating their knowledge 

and sharpening their  skills in teaching. Some teachers presented research  papers  

in State /National level UGC sponsored seminars. All teachers are placed on 

various committees constituted  by the principal every year as convenors and  

members and thus the department  contributes greately to the  smooth running of 

the institution by  performing assigned task efficiently. 

The department  is research oriented and imparts research culture among students. 

Lecture and interactive  teaching methods are adopted to improve students 

learning. The department  involves students in various activites of the college. The 

students are also  encouraged to participate in social and extension activities to 

render services to the society. 

The students bring good result. The success rate  is very high in each semester 

examination. The progression of students to higher education is very good. The 

department has so far  produced young and dynamic graduates in Arts discipline. 

The faculty would encourage  students to appear for competitive examinations like 

IAS  and KAS and prove their mettle. 

The department proposed to start PG course in  History to satisfy the needs of 

aspiring students. The Government  accorded sanction for this and the University 

allotted an intake  of 20 students. The department will offer PG course in History 

from the year  2013-14. A senior teacher  with doctorate degree has been 

appointed as the  co-ordinator for PG course. 
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A distinctive feature of the department  is that  a Heritage  club was formed in 

2010. It is being funded by  the Government. A senior faculty  of the department  

is incharge  of the club. The purpose of the  club is to create an awareness among 

all  stakeholders especially the students  about the important historical  events and 

the significance  of Historical places.  Sudents of the department  are the members 

of the club. The club  involves all students of the college in its activities. The club 

conducts different activities, organises various programmes, arranges for special 

guest lectures  in the college by inviting eminent historians for the benefits of all 

students . The students  are taken  on historical tour every year through the club.      

 

Profile of faculty 

Dr.Venkatesh:- 

 Attended 06 UGC sponsored seminars, conferences and workshops since five 

years. 

 Delivered  a special  lecture on “History in  competitive examinations” at 

Ramanagaram in 2010. 

 Presented a  research paper entitled “ social and  religious conditions in Kolar 

District” in 30th Annual session of the south Indian History congress in Kerala in 

2010. 

  KPSC has  selected  him as a subject expert and placed  him on the panel of 

examiners for  conducting  interview for appointment  of lecturers. 

 Presented   a paper  on ‘Religious system in Kolar District Inscription’ in 

Karnataka History congress organised  by KSOU, Mysore, Feb 2011. 

 Served as NSS programme officer for  three years and  staff convenor of  Cultural 

Council of students for two years. 

Dr.S.K.Deve Gowda:- 

 Attended  a Refresher Course and  05  UGC sponsored seminars, conferences and 

workshops and presented many research papers. The details are 

  “The condition of South India before Hoysala Mummadi Veeraballala came 
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to  power” in 16th session of Karnataka History Congress  held in Mysore 

university in 2005 

  “Hoysala Mummadi Veeraballala’s contribution to an art and  sculpture at 

Cam ,KAR Samanvaya Research intitute in Mysore in 2005. 

  “A study on Channakeshava Temple in Sunkatonnuru village” in 18th session 

of Karnataka History Congress  organized by  Kannada university, Hampi in 2006. 

 “Inscriptions on Mahasati stone” in Chamarajanagara in 19th session of 

Karnataka History Congress held in Tumkur University in 2006. 

  “Religious Policy advocated by Hoysala Mummadi Veeraballa in 21st annual  

session of Karnataka History Congress held  in Hagaribommanahally in Bellary 

District in 2006. 

  “Condition of South India  under the rule of Hoysala III (before and After  

succession). 

Dr.T.B.Annaiah:- 

 Attended a orientation and  a Refresher course,08 UGC sponsored seminars, 

conferences and workshops. 

 Presented a research paper  on”Garudaru during Hoysala Someshwara Period” 

in  22nd session of  Karnataka Hitihasa Academy held  at Dharmastala in 2008. 

 Also presented a paper on “Religious  system during Someshwara Period” in 

23rd session of Karnataka Hitihasa  Academy held at  Balehonnuru in 2009. 

 He is a writer  and having abiding interest in journalism.  

 He took part  in Abhiyana on “Historical Heritage” and delivered a lecture about 

Dr.B.R.Ambedkar and Unification of Karnataka and after”. 

 He has been Serving as  NSS programme officer for  second  unit  since two years. 

 Worked as  editor  of college  magazine committee for one year and convenor of 

cultural forum of  students for two years. 

Puttaswamy: 

 Attended  08 state/national level UGC sponsored seminars, conferences and 
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symposium since 2006. 

 Participated in Teacher  Empowerment  Training  organized by the department of 

collegiate education at RIESI, Bangalore from 12-03-2012 to 17-03-12. 

Smitha. M.Bhavi Katti: 

 Attended 07 state/national level UGC sponsored seminars, conferences and 

workshops since 2009. 

 Also attended 02 international conference in 2011 and 2012. 

 Participated in Teacher Empowerment Training for Assistant  Professors  

organized  by the  department  of collegiate education in Bangalore from 17-23 

July 2011. 
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1. Name of the department           Department of Economics  

2. Year of Establishment              1984 -85 

3.  Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

 Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.)     

UG programme only. It will offer  PG in Economics from the year ( 2013-14). 

Preparations  are already made  to start  PG course. 

4.  Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved         Nil 

5.  Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise).  

Semester system is followed. 

6.  Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments 

Previously the department participated  in the  commerce and Management  courses. 

The  faculty taught  the subject Business Economics for the students  of B.Com and 

BBM courses till 2011-12. The syllabus content for these courses has been  changed  

and brought  into effect from the year 2012-13. As per  the modified  syllabus structure 

a new  vibrant  subject  MBCA is  introduced  in place of Business Economics which is 

now taught by  commerce faculty. 

7.  Courses in collaboration with other universities,industries,foreign institutions, 

etc.    

No course in collaboration with other university/ industry. 

8.  Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons 

No programme offered by the department was discontinued. 

9.  Number of Teaching posts 

 Sanctioned   Filled 

Professors - - 

Associate  Professors 02 02 

Assistant Professors 04 04 
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, 

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 

 

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 

years of 

service 

K.m. Mayige Gowda M.A Associate 

Professor 

Money and 

Banking 

26 

Dr.Shyamala Devi S M.A, Ph.D Associate 

Professor 

Agriculture 

Economics 

17 

Mahadeva Swamy K 

B 

M.A, M.Phil Asst.Professor Money and 

Banking 

06 

Naga  Jyothi M J M.A, M.Phil Asst.Professor H.R and 

Finance 

04 

Dr.Renukamba M.A,Ph.D Asst.Professor Doctrines 04 

Dr.Shobha.S.Malhari M.A, Ph.D Asst.Professor Doctrines 04 

 

11.  List of senior visiting faculty       

There are 2 visiting senior faculty in the department. 

12.  Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise) 

 by temporary faculty 

The department is fulfledged with permanent faculty. The services of temporary faculty 

are not required.Hence 100% of lectures  are delivered  by full time faculty. 

13.  Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)          200:1 

14.  Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;  

Sanctioned an filled. 

Academic support staff and administrative staff  are not sanctioned nor filled. 
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15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. 

Faculty with P.hd- 03, Faculty with M.Phil- 02  and Faculty with PG- 01 

16.  Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International 

funding agencies and grants received.     

No faculty  in the department with ongoing project. 

17.  Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total 

 grants received.    

Ggrants were not  received  from any agency as the department did not undertake any 

project. 

18.  Research Centre /facility recognized by the University.     

The department has not been provided research facility by university.  

19.  Publications: 

a) Publication per faculty 

Prof. K.M. Mayige Gowda  - Published the following articles: 

  “ Effects of Globalisation on Indian Economy” in Prajavani news paper, Feb 

2006. 

  Janapara Budget” in Prajavani news paper, March 2007. 

 Hadhiharayada samesyagalu in local newspaper Reshme seeme in 2007. 

 :Ayaveya Vondu Avolokana” in Kengal pathrike  in March 2008. 

 Janapara Budget” in Kengal pathrike , March 2009. 

 “Election oriented Budget “ in Reshme seeme, March 2010. 

Dr.Shyamala Devi 

Published an article entitled “Industrial water pollution”, a case study  of cost 

abatement in Bangalore in the book ‘Environment Challenges in India published by 

the School of Economics, Madhurai Kamaraja University, Madhurai P.I-7,2005. 
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20. Areas of consultancy and income generated 

The faculty members are in constant touch with Alumni, community people, Business 

men, Industry, entrepreneurs and so on. They expect  the department to help them to 

address their problems with suitable solutions. This apart,  a  large  number of  

students who wish to  appear  for competitive examinations like, IAS, KAS, Banks, 

Railways, postal services seek  guidance  from the department.The faculty is giving 

useful tips to them and arrange classes by inviting experts and successful people from 

different government departments.The services are given at free of cost. Income is not 

generated. 

21. Faculty as members in   

 a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Board       N IL 

22. Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter 

departmental/programme.     NIL 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies.   NIL 

23. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students   

Toppers and other intelligent students who secured highest marks in individual 

subjects  were recognized and given awards by the Government departments, NGO’s 

and prominent persons in the locality every year.       

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department       NIL 

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a)National 

b)International.       

Seminar/workshop was not  organized. 

26. Student profile programme/course wise:  UG course only-BA-HEP,HES and HEE 

combinations. 
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Name of the 

course 

Application 

received 

Selected Enrolled Pass Percentage 

I year 399 399 137             262 68 

II year 401 401 173             228 78 

III year 329 329 127             202 88 

  Total 1129 1129 437             692 

 

27. Diversity of Students 

100% of students enrolled to the department  are from the same state. 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations 

 such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc. ? 

Advance learners are motivated continuously to pursue higher education joining  PG 

course in different universities.A few of such  students  appear for  competitive  

examinations.So far 08 students have cleared NET/SLET examinations.This apart 

more than 600 students  have passed other competitive examinations and are 

employed in Government departments, Banks and private companies. 

29. Student progression 

Students  Progression  Against % enrolled 

UG to PG 25 

PG to M.Phil 05 

PG to Ph.D 05 

Ph.D to Post-Doctoral - 

Employed 

Campus Selection 

Other than Campus recruitment 

 

- 

50 

Entrepreneurship/Self-employed 11 
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30. Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a)  Library 

The students and staff  can make use of  facilities available in the  central library. The 

students  would visit the library almost every day before and after the class hours.They 

also sit and read dialies in reading room. The reading  habit of students is promoted by 

the faculty. The college library and information centre has a very good  collection of 

books on Economics. New editions , titles, reference  books written by renowned  

authors are purchased  every year and added to the existing one. 

b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students 

The institution has  a computer lab with internet facilities which is being used by  the 

staff and students of the department. ICT facilities are gradually used  in teaching the 

subject.Teachers  received training in computer language, applications Tally, PPP etc. 

and teach computer skills  to  students. 

c) Class rooms with ICT facility 

Class rooms are not yet equipped with ICT facilities.Teachers are already trained in 

using  ICT facilities and looking forward enthusiastically for such facilities.The  

management assured us that it would be provided soon. However the teachers are 

using  available facilities in central computer lab of the college. 

d) Laboratories 

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

university,government or other agencies 

525 students have received  financial assistance  in the form of scholarship from 

Government and other agencies during 2012-13. 

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops 

 /seminar) with external experts 

The department took initiatives in organising  student enrichment  programmes like 

special guest lectures, seminars, adventurous activities and special talks by inviting 

experts, eminent persons from different fields.A special  lecture on National Stock  

Market by  a eminent resoure person was arranged in 2011. Another seminar on 
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“Career Banking” by a resource person Mr. Venkatesh was organised in 2012.  

Students have also arranged  seminars on ‘population explosion’ in 2011. The faculty 

members had given special lectures on “Overcoming Examination Phobia” for  

students.Above all a special lecture on “How to achieve  success  in civil service  

examinations” is being given by Prof K.M. Mayige Gowda every year for the students 

of final year. 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 

Economics is the only department  which does not  depend on guest lecturers.It is  one 

of two units of the college  in which  03 of its  teachers  are P.hd holders.The teachers 

are  promoting research culture  among students.Available ICT facilities are being 

used to  some extent  in computer lab in teaching-learning.Computer aided teaching in 

addition to lecture method  is usually used.The desire of the  staff is to have 

demonstrative  and interactive sessions. 

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities 

The department has been  playing  a significance role  in Institutional Social 

Responsibility. So far the department  has contributed  substantially to the immediate  

society in general and promotion of  human and social values among  students in 

particular.It is  in front line whenever  the social  activity  is performed .Prof. 

K.M.Mayige gowda. HOD, had served  as NSS officer  for two  times and conducted 

10  special camps in  neglected villages, carried out  so many extension, outreach and 

awareness programmes about social, environmental,health and hygiene, legal, civic 

and so on.Many cleaning drives were held by him on the college campus and 

outside.The activities  carried out by NSS volunteers were telecast by TV channels 

and appeared  in  news  item at prime time.During his  period  the NSS  unit of our 

college got appreciated and  recognized as a best NSS unit by the co-ordinator of NSS 

at the university level.He inspires the faculty members and students  to perform social 

activities for the betterment of  society.He is a resource person and guiding spirit to 

the present NSS  officers and volunteers. 
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35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

 Strengths: 

i. Fulfledged department with 06 permanent teachers. 

ii. Qualified, competent and enthusiastic teachers committed to enhance the 

quality of the department. 

iii. Research oriented department  as 50% of teachers are P.hd holders, 33% are 

M.Phil holders and one is the senior teacher with rich experience. 

iv. PG course in Economics will commence from the year 2013-14. 

v. Student strength has gone up behond 1100 and likely to increase in future. The 

demand ration is higher. 

Weaknesses: 

i. A separate space is not allotted to the department. 

ii. Students can not get individual attention as the  size of each class is unwieldy. 

iii. ICT facilities are not yet  provided in the class room. 

Opportunities: 

i. Students have free access  to  internet facilities in the computer lab. 

ii. The facilities available in the college library and information centre have 

increased over the years which can  be used  by the students to the maximum 

extent. 

iii. Economics is a vibrant subject in which  the students can excel by making use of 

the proficiency and experience and skills of teachers. 

Challenges: 

i. Preparing students  to write competitive examinations with self –confidence. 

ii. Motivating students to bring more distinctions in university examinations. 

iii. Persuading students to continue their education by joing PG or professional 

courses. 

iv. Placement of students into the right jobs according to their abilities. 
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v. Making  students to develop self-confidence,self dependence  and self reliance. 

Future Plans: 

i. To improve the performance of students in university examinations. 

ii. To organize UGC sponsored seminar. 

iii. To form Economics Forum. 

iv. To conduct more seminars, special lectures and workshops for student 

enrichment with external resource persons. 

The Department of Economics was started  alongwith when the institution had its humble  

beginning in the year 1984. Eversince its inception the department  witnessed remarkable  

changes  in all spheres of education. It was a small department at the time of 

establishment as the number  of students enrolled was just 18. The  number of students 

enrolled into the  department  is 1129 during the  present academic year 2012-13. The 

department  has grown  from strength to strength from the very beginning until  to-day. It  

has been expanded substantially in terms of  enrolment of students  as well as  faculty in 

the last ten years with introduction  of new combinations. 

The department offers quality education in the subject of Economics. There are three  

combinations in BA course in each of  which Economics is offered as one  of the 

compulsory subjects. The department  is teaching the subject  of Economics to  the  

students of HEP, HES and HEE combinations. There  are both Kannada  and English 

medium sections. Economics has been  one of the  most opted  subjects by students  

studying in BA course. There are  wider options available  to the  students to choose 

Economics as one of the  compulsory subjects. Majority of students hail from  rural area 

and a whole lot of them wish to study in Kannada  media.The students have limited 

knowledge  of the combinations to which  they are enrolled and there is  certainly  a 

knowledge gap. This knowledge gap  is being  filled  by the  faculty through coaching  

and remedial classes and personal attention. 

Economics is a fulfledged  department in the  college  with 06  permanent  and qualified 

teachers. Of whom 03 are P.hd holders, 02 are M.Phil holders. 50% of teachers are 

doctorate  degree holders and the rest  of the teachers are  pursueing  the research work. 

The teachers  are most competent and dedicated. They are  adopting innovative  and 
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scientific  methods in teaching the  subject. Lecture, interactive, computer aided methods  

of teaching are being followed. The teachers come down to the level  of students to teach 

the subject  in a lucid  language.The teachers are commited  to provide quality  teaching 

by keeping themselves abreast  of changes taking place in the competitive world and 

making the learning enjoyable by students. A few teachers attended Teacher 

Empowerment  Traing  Programme organized by the department in 2012. Some more 

teachers have been  trained  in students counseling at NIMHANS, Bangalore. Senior 

teachers of the department  have  undergone administrative  training at ATI, Mysore. 

Moreover, the teachers are also trained  in  computer  language and teach  soft skills to 

the  students  besides  handling regular classes. The students get  immense  benefits from 

the  rich  and practical  experience of the faculty. 

The department  is having  a good  academic  record. The performance  of students in 

university  examinations is commendable. Some of the  students have scored  distinctive  

marks. Pass percentage is more than university average and better than other  affiliated  

colleges. The department  is motivating young graduates to pursue  PG  in Economics.  

Every year some students join MA in Economics. The  progression of students to higher 

education is really very good. 

Students are encouraged  to participate in social, extension and extra- curricular 

activities. The department immensely contributed to the community development 

through NSS. The HOD  was  NSS programme officer for second term and had 

conducted  umpteen  number  of activities inloving  students,  staff, community people 

and alumni. He still serves as a resource person to NSS units of the college even to-day. 

Teachers also  inculcate leadership qualities in students. All students of the department 

have been advised by the faculty to read  economic journals, magazines and articles 

appearing in leading news  papers. Students are also  advised  by the faculty to acquire 

knowledge about current  affairs relating to  national and international events in the field  

of Economics and Banking. 

Educational tour is made a part  of  academic programme.Hence, the students are taken 

on educational trips each year and  are also involved in adventurous activities. The 
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faculty had taken  students on adventurous trips to Bevoor  Hills on 31st January 2011 

and  to Ijoor Hills on 10th March, 2012.  

A special feature of the department  is that  the teachers will  critically analyse the  

budgets presented by the  central and State  Government every year and express their 

views over the budgets and the same  would be  displayed on the notice board for the use 

of students of the college and also it will be published in local news papers for the 

information of general public. 

The department  wanted to expand further by launching PG  course and  by getting 

recognized  as study centre with research tag. The HOD alongwith  faculty had put in  

great efforts to get   the  permission from the Government through the principal to start  

PG in Economics. The efforts  of the  department  were not in vain. The  permission is 

given by the Government to start MA in Economics from the next  academic year 2013-

14.An intake  of 20 students is being allotted by the university. A senior teacher having 

Ph.D is appointed  as co-ordinator  for PG course. The department  of Economics is 

emerging out as one of the  leading departments  of this great institution. 

Profile of  Faculty:- 

K.M.Mayige Gowda- Head of the Department 

 had undergone Teachier’s Training in students  counseling for 21 days at 

NIMHANS, Bangalore. Actively involved in  students counseling. 

 Attended 05 State level UGC sponsored seminars, conferences and workshops and 

acquired new practical knowledge and sharpened  teaching skills. 

 Acquired administrative and  management skills by attending  training  programme  

at ATI, Mysore as a senior teacher. 

 Had been the NSS programme officer twice and held special camps in remote 

villages of channapatna taluk, conducted many extension and  outreach activities, 

blood donation camps, community oriented programmes, rendered invaluable  

services to the society and brought name and fame  to the college. 

 Is an eloquent speaker and often invited as  guest to  functions of different types by 

local institutions. Also invited  as resource person and  delivered special guest 
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lectures on many subjects in schools and colleges in the locality. 

 Acted as judge  in  cultural competitions conducted  by local associations. 

 Voluntarily takes part in the  developmental activities of the college.Has been 

instrumental in the  campus development, was  a staff convenor  of Alumni 

association of the college. 

 Analyse budgets presented by central/state Government  every year and  expresses 

his views over it. 

 Has been a columnist in local news paper, in the habit of  writing  articles also on 

varied subjects. Some of them were published. 

 Organized afforestation programmes on the college campus and  outside with the co-

operation of Forest Department. 

 Attended Solid Waste Management Programme conducted by State Government for 

three years from 2009 to 2011. 

 Worked as  a State Resource  Person for 2011 Census to give  training for  Master 

Trainees. 

Dr. S.Shyamala Devi:- 

 Attended a Refresher course and  05 UGC sponsored seminars,conferences and 

workshops. Presented research papers in seminars and got her knowledge enriched 

and updated.  

The details of paper presentations are 

 “Industrial Water Pollution”- A case study of cost abatement in Bangalore at national 

seminar on”Environmental changes in India” organised by  the school of Economics 

Madhurai Kamaraja University sponsored by UGC. 

 “The Impact of  Economics Reforms on Indian Economy” held in Bangalore. 

 ”Micro Finance and policy implications for women empowerment” in UGC 

sponsored seminar on “Significance of Micro Finance  in poverty alleviation and 

women,s empowerment  in “ issues and challenges organized in Kanakapura. 

 ”Child labour in Beedi Industry”- A case study of channapatna town at Indian labour 
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Economics conference held at thiruvananthapura,Kerala. 

 Has intense interest  in sports, games and athletics and voluntarily participates in 

physical activities. 

 Participated in evaluation work of KAS Examination of  Economics paper-I  and 

paper-II conducted by KPSC during 2011. 

 Worked as  an  IQAC  coordinator. Prepared and submitted eight  AQAR reports 

from 2005-2013. 

K.B. Mahadeva Swamy: 

 Attended  an Orientation Programme and  a Refresher Course  conducted by  UGC-

ASC, Bangalore University in 2008 and 2010 respectively. 

 Received training in students  counciling held at NIMHANS  in 2008. 

 Attended 12 UGC sponsored State/National level Seminars, Conferences and 

Workshops from 2008 to till to-day 

 Worked as a member of various academic committees at the college ledvel. 

As a Resource Person: 

 Seminar given  on topic “Modern Functions of Commercial Banking System” at 

Government First Grade College,Ramanagara on 01 March 2012. 

 As an interviewer for the post of “Social Development Officers” at District Office, 

Ramanagara on 06 May 2010. 

 As an interviewer for the post of “ Rural Development Officers” at District Office, 

Ramanagara. 

     P.C. Renukamba 

 Participated in  UGC sponsored  Orientation Programme conducted by ASC, 

Bangalore University in 2011. 

 Attended  06 UGC sponsored  State/National level  Seminars and Conferences since 

2010. 
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1.  Name of the department           Department of Political Science 

2.  Year of Establishment                        1984-85 

3.  Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

     Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.)  

           UG programme only. HEP combination. 

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved :- Nill 

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system(programme wise) 

Semester system is followed.     

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments 

The university has prescribed Indian constitution as a compulsory non-core paper for 

all UG courses.It is taught by the faculty of Political Science.Four UG courses such as 

BA, B.Com, BBM and B.Sc are presently offered  by the college. Teachers of the 

department  handle  Indian constitution to the students of all these courses.The 

department  is invariably  annexed to other departments  of the college.Hence, the 

department is actively participating in the  courses offered  by other departments.  

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, 

etc.   

There is no course in collaboration with other university/Industry. 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons     

  No course was discontinued. 

9. Number of Teaching posts 

 Sanctioned Filled 

Professors             - - 

Associate Professors              01 01 

Assistant Professors               02 02 
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, 

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 

 

Name  Qualification Designation Specialization  No of 

years of  

Exp. 

Bharath Raj M.G M.A Assot.Prof. Public Admn. 21 

Jayaramaiah 

G.M 

M.A,M.PHil Asst.Prof.$HOD INR 15 

Dr.Poornima M.A,M.Phil, 

P.hd 

Asst. Prof. INR 04 

 

11. List of senior visiting faculty         

There are 2 visiting senior faculty in the department  . 

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme 

wise)by temporary faculty 

Four Guest lecturers are  appointed and each one  is allotted  08 hours per week.About 

45% of  lecturers are delivered  by Guest faculty. 

13. Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)           235:1 

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; 

sanctionedand filled           

Academic support staff and administrative staff are not sanctioned to the department. 

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. 

The department has 03 permanent teachers.Of whom Faculty with P.hd- 01, Faculty 

with M.Phil-01 and Faculty with PG-01. 

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International 

funding agencies and grants received         

No faculty with ongoing project. 
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17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and 

totalgrants received               

Grants were not received as the department has not taken up any project. 

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University        

The department is not recognized  as a research centre by the university. 

19. Publications: 

 * Publication per faculty 

Dr. P.G.Poornima 

She has authored text books for PU and Degree classes. 

Text Books for PU Classes 

I. PUC – Fundamentals of Political Science and Government 

II. PUC – Political Thinkers, Trends and Processes 

Text Books for Degree Classes (Bangalore University) 

I. Sem--  Basic Concepts of Political Science 

II. Sem—Major Political Theories 

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated 

The department  is involved in providing consultancy services in some specific  areas 

to a certain extent.  Teachers  are more enthusiastic with respect  to consultancy. 

Teachers are giving  consultancy services in the areas of Public Administration, Indian 

constitution, Political system, Democratic principles, Human Rights, RTI and the 

like.These services have been  given  mostly to the graduates who wish to appear for  

competitive examinations  conducted by KPSC and UPSC and also  to  the prominent  

people from the immediate  society. But  the income  has not been generated so far. 

The services rendered are not remunerative. 

21. Faculty as members in 

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards…. 

Dr.Poornima, a faculty  was placed on editorial board  by the principal to bring out 

college magazine. 
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22. Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter 

departmental/programme      Nil 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies         NIL 

23. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students          

Toppers and other intelligent students  who secured highest marks in individual 

subjects in university examinations  were recognized and given suitable awards  both 

in cash and kind by the Government departments , NGO,s and  prominent persons   

almost every year. 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department 

Prof. Dhanapal, principal of Shri Kuvempu college, Channapatna and Dr. M.G. 

Krishnan, the Dean of the department  of Political Science, Bangalore university 

visited the department  in 2012 and enriched the students and teachers with their 

experiences and practical knowledge. 

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a) National 

b) International        NIL 

26. Student profile programme/course wise: UG Programme only-BA-HEP 

combination 

Name of the 

Course 

Application 

received 

Selected Enrolled 

M F 

Pass  

Percentage 

I year 257 257 93     164 90 

II year 219 219 97      122 95 

III year 186 186 87        99 98 

Total 662 662 277     385 
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27. Diversity of Students 

100% of students enrolled to the department are from the same state. 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations 

such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc. ? 

Graduates in  Political Science seek admission to PG courses in different universities 

on the advise of  teachers.They wish to  attend NET/SLET and other competitive 

examinations. 

29. Student progression 

Students Progression Against % Enrolled 

UG to PG 10 

PG to M.Phil 03 

PG to P.hd 01 

P.hd to Post-Doctoral - 

Employed 

Campus Selection 

Other that campus selection 

 

 

59 

Entrepreneurship/Self-Employment 22 

 

 

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a)  Library 

The students  and faculty are encouraged to utilize resources available  in the central 

library of the college.There are a wide  range  of books written by renowned  authors 

on the  subjects of political science and Indian constitution.New titles, revised editions 

and reference books are being purchased every year. As of now there are  2561 books 

in the library and  the number of books will be increased with frequent purchases. 

b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students 
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The college has a well established  central  computer laboratory with all the  facilities 

including internet. An awareness is being  created  among  students by the faculty 

about  the availability of these facilities in the computer lab.The students  and  staff  

have free access to the  computer lab and use  the facilities  frequently which 

facilitates teaching-learning process. 

c) Class rooms with ICT facility 

The faculties are trained  in using ICT facilities in class room and  look forward 

enthusiastically for such facilities.Initiatives have been taken by the college to equip 

class rooms with ICT facilities. 

d) Laboratories 

 

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

university,government or other agencies 

Financial Assistance  of various types is  being given  to the eligible students by the  

Government  and other  agencies every year.It is  a great  financial help to the students  

especially less-priviliged and Economically weakers.Around 200 students  from HEP 

combination have received  financial assistance. 

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops 

/seminar) with external experts. 

The action plans chalked out by the department  every year would also include special 

lecturers and seminars by external experts.Prof. Dhanpal, principal, shri Kuvempu 

college,  channapatna delivered a lecture  on  ‘Indian foreign Policy and UNO’ on 02-

03-2012. Prof. M.G.Krishnan, an eminent person and dean  of the department of 

Political Science, Bangalore university delivered  a lecture on ----. 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 

Teachers are  committed  to improve  student learning.They have been  adopting 

different  methods of teaching as the students  belong to  first  generation learners.The 

methods   that are being used  are simple  and quite  understable  to the 
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students.Descriptive, Historical, Analytical  computer aided and empirical methods are 

in use  to enable   students  to improve  their  grasping  abilities. 

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities 

The department has been encouraging students  to be  a part of  Institutional Social 

Responsibility and Extension Activities through  NSS units of the college.A sense of  

social responsibility is inculcated  to students.The social and extension activities are 

conducted  regularly through NSS units and  as well as Cultural Forum of 

students.The students  and staff  are always  actively involved in all such  activities for  

rendering  services to the immediate society.  

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

Strengths: 

i) The department has 03 full time teachers.Among these  one has Ph.D and   

another one has M.Phil. 

ii) There are more than 600 students in HEP combination. 

iii) Competent and commited teaching faculty 

iv) It is a potential department since Political Science  has been the most opted 

subject.The demand ration is higher. 

Weakness: 

i) Inadequate teaching faculty. 

ii) No separate space for department 

 

Opportunities: 

i) Students have an opportunity to learn through computer and internet 

technology 

ii) The college has a good library with stock of  standard books on Political 

Science which the students can  use  optimally and enrich their  knowledge. 

iii) The students can excel  in the  subject by availing  the proficiency  of teaching 

faculty. 
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Challenges: 

i) Preparing students  to face competitive  examinations with courage and 

conviction 

ii) Inviting  companies for recruitment of students on the campus. 

iii) producing  the graduates of excellence and become  good citizens of to-

morrow. 

Future Plans: 

i) To take steps  to improve students  result  in university examinations. 

ii) To establish Politica Science Forum. 

iii) To set up Book Bank facility 

iv) To start PG course in Political Science 

v)  To organize UGC sponsored seminar. 

vi) To conduct more special lectures  by inviting resource persons. 

 

The Department of Political Science was started alongwith when the erstwhile college 

was established in the year 1984. It made  a good beginning with HEP combination. 

The same combination is being continued even to-day to cater to the  growing needs of  

aspirants in the locality. The subject has been one of the  major elective subjects 

offered by the college from the  very beginning. As there was  heavy  demand  for the 

subject the intake  has been  raised periodically. The  department got expanded with 

increase in intake and enrolment of  students.The growth  of the department since its 

inception  has been remarkable.It is quite evident from an increase in number of 

students who seek admissions to this combination year after year at an entry level. It is 

the  fact that the number of applications received  for admissions to HEP is morethan 

the intake. There has been heavy enrolment of students to HEP combination during the 

last two years.As many as 250 students were enrolled in 2011-12 and the same number 

is enrolled in 2012-13 resulting into  opening up of  additional sections to provide 

accommodation to all of them.Presently there are  three sections each  in I and II year 

and two sections in final year.The department taught just 52 students during the year  
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it was established.At present  it is teaching  more than 650 students. The growth  of the 

department  since its inception especially during the last two has been tremendous. 

The University  has prescribed  Indian Constitution a non-core compulsory paper for 

students of all programs since semester system was introduced in 2004. The  teachers 

of the department  are  teaching this paper to the students of all  courses like BA, 

B.Com,BBM and B.Sc in addition to  handling of Political Science as an elective 

subject. Invariably the department is annexed to other departments of the instituton. 

The department  has able teaching faculty. The  faculties are rich in  experience  and 

are  committed themselves for  imparting quality education in the subjects of political 

Science and Indian Constitution.New  teaching methods have been  adopted by them 

to create an interest in students. The teachers are highly qualified and very keen to  

enhance their level of knowledge by taking part and presenting research papers in 

UGC sponsored seminars, conferences and workshops. They also improve  their  

teaching methods and skills by going through  recent  publications, books, periodicals 

and journals of national and international repute. They also enrich themselves by 

attending orientation and Refresher courses. One of the  teachers  has P.hd  degree and 

another one  is  pursueing  doctorate degree. The department  is research  oriented  in 

its approach. 

The department has   autonomy in the sense  that  it can  make  teaching plans of its 

own and execute them.The plans so prepared are in consistant with the goals and 

objectives of the institution. The faculty uses  many parameters to asses the academic  

standing of students. The faculty keeps a constant watch  on the  performance  of 

students. The grasping  ability  of students in the class room is periodically tested. The 

department monitors the overall performance of students  through conducting 

tests,seminars and giving home assignments. 

The academic  performance  of students  is very high.Teachers  guide  students  to get 

good results.  Students faring well in university examinations. The success rate  is 

morethan 90% in each semester examination.It is much higher than   university 

average. The  department  has produced  the graduates of  excellence  in political 

Science. 
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Profile of the Faculty: 

Jayaramaiah: 

 Attended 05 UGC sponsored Seminars/conferences/workshops and presented a 

research paper entitled “ Media, democracy and Citizenship” at the National  level 

seminar on “Role of Media in Democracy held in march 2010 in Bangalore. 

 Pursueing Doctorate degree  in Bangalore University. 

M.G.Bharath Raj: 

 Attended 06 UGC sponsored seminars/conferences/workshops and presented  a 

research paper on “Gender Issues” in State level Political Science teachers conference  

held  in Kudalasangama, Karnataka in 2007.  

Dr.P.G.Poornima: 

 Attended 04 UGC sponsored seminars/conferences/workshops. 

 She has a good academic record.She is a good writer and authored text books for PU 

and Degree courses which is shown as an answer to question No.19 in the 

departmental inputs to avoid repetition here. 
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1.  Name of the department:            Department of Sociology 

2.  Year of Establishment                            1984-85     

3.  Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.)              

UG course only. HES and HSK combinations in Arts descipline. 

4.  Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved    NIL 

5.  Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise)  

           Semester system is followed 

6.  Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments   

NIL 

7.  Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, 

etc.  

The deparment does not have  course in collaboration with other university/Industry. 

8.  Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons      

No course was discontinued. 

9.  Number of Teaching posts 

 Sanctioned Filled 

Professors - - 

Associate Professors - 01 (On Deputation)     

Asstant Professors 02 02 

 

10.  Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, 

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 
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Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 

years of 

Exp. 

Swarna. B      M.A Assistant 

Professor 

Industrial  

Sociology 

06 

Umavathy M.A, M.Phil Assistant 

Professor 

Sociology of 

Rural 

Development 

04 

Hanumantharaya M.A Associate 

Professor 

Sociology of 

Pol.Science 

Sociology of 

Education 

22 

 

11.  List of senior visiting faculty 

Prof. Hanumantharayappa, a senior teacher from nearby college  has been the visiting 

faculty for two days in a week since five years. 

12.  Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise) 

by temporary faculty        - 

13.  Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)      284:1 

14.  Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; 

sanctionedand filled 

The above staff is not sanctioned nor filled. 

15.  Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. 

Faculty with M.Phil- 01, with PG -02 

 

16.  Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International 

funding agencies and grants received      
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No faculty with on going project. 

17.  Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total 

grants received       

The department has not undertaken up any project. 

18.  Research Centre /facility recognized by the University      

Research facility is not provided to the department by the university. 

19.  Publications:   Publication per faculty and students       Nil 

20.  Areas of consultancy and income generated 

The department is involved  in community service other than teaching.The faculty 

members have addressed the problems of community by involving themselves in 

social and extension activities.Local people are in touch with the department seeking 

guidance and advise on various issues plauging the society.The department has come 

forward to guide people in solving their  day-to-day problems.The services  given  by 

the faculty were not remunerative.So, the income was not generated. 

21.  Faculty as members in 

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards     NIL 

22.  Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter 

departmental/programme 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/otheragencies        NIL 

23.  Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students       

Toppers and other intelligent students  who secured highest marks in individual 

subjects in university examinations  were recognised and given awards by the 

Government departments, NGO’s and  other agencies almost every  year.      

24.  List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department     NIL 

25.  Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 
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a)National 

b)International        NIL 

 

26.  Student profile programme/course wise:  UG Programme only- BA- HES $ HSK  

combinations. 

Name of the 

course 

Application 

Received 

Selected Enrolled 

I year      187 187 61              126 

II year      215 215 86              129          

III year       165 165 59               106 

Total        567 567 206            361                                

27. Diversity  Students 

100% of students are from the same state. 

28.  How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examinationssuch as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc. ? 

Students  go in different  directions after they become graduates. On an observation it 

is found that around 10%  passed various competitive examinations  till date. 

29.  Student progression 

 

Students Progression Against % 

enrolled 

UG to PG 10 

PG to M.Phil - 

PG to Ph.D - 
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 Ph.D to Post-Doctoral - 

         Employed 

 Campus selection 

 Other than campus recruitment 

 

- 

60 

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment 20 

 

30.  Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a. Library 

The students and staff  can use  the facilities in central library of the college.Teachers 

often go to the library for reference and  also inspire students to use  the  library  

resources regularly.There are so many books on Sociology available  in the 

library.New books, Journals and magazines of national repute are purchased  every 

year and added to the existing one. 

b. Internet facilities for Staff & Students 

The college has set up a well equipped computer lab with internet  facilities.The staff 

and students can make use  of  internet facility extensively in the  computer lab. 

c. Class rooms with ICT facility 

The faculty is ready  to use ICT facility in class room to strengthen the standards of 

teaching. But class room with ICT facility is yet be  provided. 

d. Laboratories       No Laboratory 

 

31.  Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

university,government or other agencies 

75 students received financial assistance  in the form of scholarship from government 

and other agencies. 
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32.  Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops 

/seminar) with external experts 

A departmental forum  was formed  for all round development  of students. Student 

empowerment programme in the form of seminars, special lectures are conducted  

continually through the forum. A seminar on Social Problems  by external resource  

person was conducted in 2012.Senior teachers from other colleges were invited to 

deliver special lectures on different topics relating to the  subject.Very often the 

faculty members also deliver special lectures on the topics  that are chosen by student. 

Students are encouraged to do seminars on the topics given by  the faculty. 

33.  Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 

Innovative teaching methods are adopted by teachers to improve student learning.The 

method of teaching  depends  upon the learning capacity of students.Descriptive, 

Historical, Analytical, computer aided empirical methods are usually adopted to 

ensure  effective teaching. 

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities 

The department has shown a special interest to contribute towards ISR and extension 

activities. An awareness has been created among students about their roles towards 

society. Students of the department  have become active volunteers of NSS units and 

Cultural forum of the college.The students  participated in outreach activities 

organized by the institution in collaberation with Government departments and 

NGO’s.The  department  is firmly committed  for the  good of  society and therefore it 

has involved  staff and students in all the  activities  that were conducted by  NSS 

units. 

35.  SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

Strengths: 

i) Efficient and hardworking teaching staff. 

ii) Students are more enthusiastic in learning. 

iii) Two combinations with Sociology in Arts stream have other two vibrant subjects 

which  caters to the needs of  students  of present generation. 
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Weaknesses: 

i) No separate space for department 

ii) Classes are run on two shift basis as there are  no enough class rooms. 

iii) No separate room for conducting activities for students  other than teaching. 

Opportunities: 

i) The subject Sociology gives ample  opportunity to the students in creating social 

awareness at various stages. 

ii) Students can  imbide  the conventional rules  of manners(Social Etiquette) through 

the study of sociology. 

iii) The college library is well stocked with books on sociology including the 

journals/periodicals of national  repute which the students  can make use of. 

iv) Students have free access to the  computer lab and use  facilities to develop soft 

skills. 

Challenges: 

i) Time constraint  is the  biggest  challenge to have constructive programmes. 

ii) It is a challenging task to improve the  progression of students to higher education. 

iii) Train and prepare students  to write  competitive  examinations. 

Future Plans: 

i) To have more  special guest lectures through inviting resource persons from other 

colleges and university. 

ii) To improve  the students result in university  examinations. 

iii) To take students  to visit  orphanage, old age homes and rehabilitation centres. 

iv) To take out students on Jathas  to create an awareness against  social evils plaguing 

the society like corruption, Child labour and marriage, Foeticide, Infanticide, honour 

Killing, subjugation and harassment of women etc. 

The subject  has been offered  as one of the  optional subjects ever since the department 

was established  in July 1985. The vision of the  department  has been to  inculcate  social 

values and good virtues  into the young minds apart  from teaching Sociology.The 
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department  began with HES combination in which  Sociology    is offered  as an elective  

subject. Another  HSK combination was introduced in the year  2002 so as to  satisfy  the 

needs of time.It is made  a compulsory subject in this combination.The department  is 

corrently teaching the   students of HES and HSK combinations of Arts discipline. More 

number of  students  seek  admissions to  the department  as the subject  has  social 

relevance.Like other  units of the institution the department  is also  getting expanded 

year  after year.The department  started  on a single combination with 26 students 

only.Presently there are  two combinations having  about  567 students .Earlier the  

intake for the  subject was  just 80 students and it was  raised to 100 students.Since  a 

large  number  of students  sought  admission to the department  the intake was further 

raised  to 150 students.During 2011-12  there  was  heavy  rush of students. The 

department  gave  admission to 150  students at the entry level.The department is aimed 

at bringing  quality into teaching-learning process.The department has earned  a good 

name   over the years by imparting  social and human values apart from teaching the 

subject of Sociology. 

The Department  has adequate teaching staff.  Teachers are the most efficient  and 

effective. They are committed for  noble cause of students. They always  enrich  their 

knowledge through participating in seminars and conferences. They  improve  teaching 

skills and update knowledge  by going through recent  publications ,books and journals 

of national and international repute and also inspire students to read  them regularly. 

They are also keen to  participate  in orientation and Refresher course. 

 Teachers chalk out  teaching plans and  execute them. The same  is communicated to the 

students.The plans  so chalkedout are subject to  modification  depending upon the 

learning capacity  of students.The faculty will keep a constant watch on the performance 

of students.The grasping ability of students is often tested. The performance of students 

is known by means of  conducting test and seminars and also  through home 

assignments. Different  methods are used  in teaching. 

The department  has taken  initiative to render social services. It motivates students to 

undertake  social and environment surveys through extension activities.The faculty 

also offers consultancy services on issues concerning  the society.The faculty advises  
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community people  against subjugation  of women, child labour, child marriage, 

foeticide, infanticide and  other  evils of society. 

The Department  has made  commendable  achievements in terms  of result. The result 

of  students  is more than 90% in every semester examination. 

 

Profile of Faculty           

B. Swarna 

 Attended UGC sponsored Orientation Programme conducted by ASC, Bangalore 

University in 2007 and Refresher Course in 2008. 

 Participated in Teachers  Training  in  Students Counselling  held  at NIMHANS, 

Bangalore in 2008. 

 Actively involved in  couselling students especially the girls. 

 Attended two UGC sponsored seminars in  2010 and 2013. 

 Has been  the convenor  of Women’s  Cell formed at the  college level organizing 

various programmes exclusively for women. 
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1.  Name of the department:    Department of Commerce and Management 

2. Year of Establishment:       Commerce was established in 1984 and Management  in 

2006. 

3. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

UG  programmes only in  commerce and Management. B.Com and BBM courses. 

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved 

B.Com and BBM courses  are interdisciplinary.Commerce and Management courses 

are put together as one single department called as  commerce and Management  

department. It is the  major unit of the college which is deeply involved  in both the 

courses. 

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise) 

Semester system  has been followed  in commerce since  2004 and in Management 

since 2006. 

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments 

The department  is actively  participating in commerce and management programmes 

as these are put together  as one single department.These two courses are  

interdisciplinary in nature.The subjects and syllabus content  designed   and  

prescribed by the university for commerce and Management programmes are inter 

related and hence  all the subjects can be taught by commerce faculties.Teachers  in 

Management with  MBA qualification have been appointed  as guest lecturers to 

handle  the subjects of  both the courses. 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.   

There is no course in collaboration with other university/industry. 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons:      

No course was discontinued. 
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9. Number of Teaching posts 

 Sanctioned Filled 

Professors                  -                  - 

Associate Professors               02                 02 

Assistant Professors                03                  03 

 

10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, 

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 

years 

of 

experie

nce 

Yamichannaiah 

 

M.com Associate 

Professor 

Costing 31 

Kumar K.V M.Com Associate 

Professor 

Costing and 

Income Tax 

24 

Mahesh R M.Com, M.Phil Assistant 

Professor 

Accounting 

and Taxation 

13 

Srikanth N M.Com, M.Phil Asst. Professor Accounting 

and Taxation 

11 

Anupama B.R M.Com, M.Phil Assistant 

Professor 

Finance 06 

 

11. List of senior visiting faculty:   

The department does not have visiting faculty. 
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12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise) by 

temporary faculty. 

It is a huge department but has only 05 permanent  teachers.The dependence of the 

department on temporary faculty is inevitable.There are 21 Guest lecturers each of 

whom is assigned 08 hours per week and they have delivered around 67% of lectures. 

13. Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)       200:1 

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned 

 and filled.    

Academic support staff and administrative staff are neither sanctioned nor filled.   

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. 

Faculty with M.Phil-03 and Faculty with PG-02 

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International 

 funding agencies and grants received.     

No faculty with ongoing  project. 

17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total 

grants received 

Project work is taken up by  BBM students compulsorily in sixth semester.Project 

report and viva-voce carries 100 marks( 75 for Report and 25 for viva). The students 

shall  choose  relevant topics, go on field work to collect primary data, analyze, 

interpret, prepare and submit reports to the department  under the guidance of  faculty 

members. Copies  of Project Reports  submitted  by students   till date  have been kept 

neatly in the department  and being issued  to the  students  at present  who are on  

project work for reference. Projects are not funded by any organization but it is self  

funding by students. 

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University 

The department  proposed  to start  PG courses  in Commerce and Management. 

Proposal has been  sent  to the  Government for permission.The department of 

Commerce and Management  is the most potential unit  of the college.Hence, the 

Government  will definitely  accord permission to launch PG courses as there is  more  
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demand in this locality.Sincere efforts  will be made  by the  faculty members  to get 

the department  recognized  as research centre by the university if the PG courses are 

started. 

19. Publications: 

* Publication per faculty 

* Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /international) 

by faculty and students 

Prof. Yamichannaiah: 

He had drafted  227 pages  of Self Study Report(SSR)  and submitted the same  to 

NAAC in 2003.He  was  instrumental in creating college  website.He has collected  

information about  the academic and administrative  activities of the college  and 

inputs from all departments and edited, consolidated and presented accurately in about 

40 pages for the purpose of  designing and creating a beautiful college website.He  has 

also taken up the responsibility of  drafting  Re-Accreditation Report(RAR) for the 

Re-Accreditation of the college by NAAC.  This RAR is being drafted single handedly 

by him only. 

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated 

The department of commerce and management  is a unique department  in the college 

since it has been providing valuable consultancy services in income tax, Accounting, 

Auditing, Management and administration and the like. All the faculties of the 

department  are actively involved in this task.Consultancy services in income tax have 

been provided  to all  teachers of the college, teachers of other institutions, employees 

of Government departments, local business men and entrepreneurs, organizations and 

industry.The department guides  in calculating tax liability, preparation of  form no. 16 

and  ITR .Ex-students  of the college  who are  self-employed have also availed 

consultancy services  of the department. 

A committee being headed  by prof. Yamichannaiah, HOD of this department was  

constituted by the principal to verify the income tax returns submitted by  all teaching 

and non-teaching staff of the college.The committee verified all returns as per income 

tax provisions and submitted final report to the principal for deduction of tax at source. 
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21. Faculty as members in 

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards…. 

Prof. Yamichannaiah  mooted an idea to  bring out college magazine annually to 

encourage students  to write  articles.This idea  was totally accepted  by the principal 

and staff without any further discussion. He was placed  on the editorial  board  to 

launch college  magazine for the first time.The magazine  was brought out 

successfully for the first  time during the year 2003-04 and the tradition  of bringing 

out  the college magazine annually has been  continued till to-day. 

22. Student projects 

a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter 

departmental/programme 

Students of sixth  semester  BBM would undertake  project work as a part of  

academic programme.Preparation and submission of project report by each student is 

in partial fulfillment of requirements for BBM degree to be awarded by 

University.About 40% of students are involved in projects every year. 

b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies:                      Nil 

23. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students 

Prof. Yamichannaiah, HOD was recognized and felicitated by the  principal and  staff 

of the college on 26-03-2003  for having drafted and submitted SSR to NAAC and got 

the college  Assessed and Accreditated.He was also felicitated by the  Forum of 

commerce and management students, Government First Grade College, Ramanagara 

on –2012 in  recognizion of  his outstanding services in the field of commerce and 

management.  

The topers in examinations and those  students  who secured  highest marks  in 

individual subjects are recognized and  given attractive  awards by the Government 

departments,NGO’s, prominent persons and other agencies  in the locality every 

year.The awards  are given  in the form of  cash, reading and writing materials which 
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asre useful in their studies.More than  150 students  of the department  received  such 

awards  during 2012-13. 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department 

Prof. Appannaiah, a well known personality and renowned writer in the field of 

commerce and management visited the department in 2009 and addressed students 

about their responsibilities and challenges to be faced by them in the competitive 

changing job market. 

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a)National 

b)International 

Seminars and workshops were not organized.But the department  is planning to 

organize  a seminar in near future.  

26. Student profile programme/course wise:   UG course only-  B.Com $  BBM 

B.Com 

Name of  the 

course 

Application 

received 

Selected Enrolled 

I B.Com       345        306 133           173 

II B.Com         240         240 104            136 

III B.Com         242         242 112           130 

Total         827         788 349            439 

                                                                  BBM 

Name of  the 

course 

Application 

Received 

Selected Enrolled 

I BBM      39         39 14                25 

II BBM       44           44 15                29 

III BBM       49           49 15                34 

Total    132        132                  44                88           
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27. Diversity of Students 

100% of students  enrolled to B.Com and BBM courses are from the same State. 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations 

 such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc. ? 

The department offers  only UG courses in commerce and management. PG courses 

will start from the year  2014-15 for which  the permission will be  given  by the 

Government. Some  of  our graduates intend to become  lecturers and therefore they 

would  like to  pursue higher education by joining M.Com or MBA.These students  

are in still touch with and  are under the guidance  of the faculty. All PG graduates are 

advised  to take  NET/SLET examinations. Of whom  approximately 10% clear  the 

examinations every year and become eligible for lectureship.  

04 students  studying in  final year BCom  appeared for MAT examination conducted 

by AIMA(All India Management Association) on 3-2-2013 at Bangalore centre  and 

secured  best composite score and  become eligible for admission to MBA in any 

standard college. 

29. Student progression 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Students  Progression Against % Enrolled 

UGto PG 20 

PG to M.Phil 04 

PG to Ph.D 10 

Ph.Dto Post-Doctoral  - 

                             Employed 

Campus Selection 

Other than campus recruitment 

 

- 

50 

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment 14 
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30. Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

The department has been focusing on  imparting quality education to the students. In 

this  direction an effort was made by  the faculty members to provide book bank 

facility. Commerce and management book bank was  launched  in 2007 for the use of 

students and teachers. At present  there are 415 books in Commerce and Management  

Book Bank which are  issued to the students and staff for reference. This apart, both  

students and teachers can go to  the central library  of the college  to draw, use and 

return books  and for reference.The library  has wide range  of books on commerce 

and management written by  standard authors.Presently the library has  4743 books in 

commerce and 1027 in  management  including the books in DCE and university 

SC/ST book bank which are kept  separately for the use of such students. 

b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students 

The college had set up computer lab  with internet and other facilities which can be  

utilized by the students and staff.The students and staff  of the department  have been  

encouraged to use the facilities available in computer lab extensively. 

c) Class rooms with ICT facility 

 Teachers of the department have learnt voluntarily about the use of  ICT facilities in 

class room.They are  very  eager to   teach subjects through LCD, OHP,PPP to 

improve their teaching skills while  influencing the students to  learn  in a better way 

with the help of  technology.The class rooms are not yet equipped with  ICT 

facilities.The department requested the principal  to provide this facility in class room. 

d) Laboratories 

The department proposed to  establish  commerce and management lab long ago.But  

it could not  be set up since  separate  space was not provided.The department has 

been working in constraint of space.The room  given to the department  is very  

congested. O5 permanent teachers and 23 guest lecturers are huddled in a very small 

room.Establishment of  lab needs spacious room which will also  improve the quality 

of the department.The principal assured us that a separate room would be  provided for 

lab.The lab would be set up immediately when the space is provided for it. 
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31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

university,government or other agencies 

As many as 350 students of BCom and BBM have received financial assistance in the 

form of  scholarship and financial aid  from the Government and other agencies. 

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /seminar) 

with external experts 

The  department takes initiatives to orgazine   special lectures,seminars and workshops 

through inviting resource persons from outside to enrich student learning.Prof. 

Appannaiah, an eminent academician delivered a special lecture on Indian 

Accounting Standards. Shri. Lakshman, manager ,State Bank of India, 

channapatna branch spoke on  modern services of banks. 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 

The department  has a clear vision of  imparting quality  education  in commerce and 

management.Hence, it is firmly committed to adopting holistic process in teaching and 

learning activities.Our teachers  are  innovative  in nature and thereby  pedagogical 

changes have been going  on continuously. New models  are being used in teaching. 

Teaching methods are being  modified every now and then to  improve  students 

learning.Teaching method is not always chalk and talk.The students are involved in 

discussion.Although  the student strength  is larger in each class except BBM 

individual attention has been given  to each and every student by our faculty. It is a 

speciality of our teachers.Our teachers  are adopting conventional  as well as  scientific 

methods of teaching for making students  to understand the subject  easily with  

zeal.Teaching methods that are adopted include chalk and talk, Interaction with 

students, question and answer sessions, computer aided teaching with internet, Group 

discussion, seminars by advance learners, tests, home assignments, skill development 

programmes etc.Whatever method is followed by the faculty is  towards improvement  

in student learning.Commerce and management   is the  most  disciplined department 

in the college  in terms of  punchuality in engaging classes strictly as per  the  time 

table, ensuring discipline among staff and students, developing cordial interpersonal 

relationship  among teachers including guest lecturers and creating a good teaching 
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and learning atmosphere.The department is indeed  like an adage  “Owner’s pride 

neighbour’s envy”. 

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities 

Social concepts  are integrated  into  the  curriculum systematically through which  a 

sense of  social  responsibility is inculcated to the  students.Teachers  have social bent 

of mind and have positive attitude towards society.The inclination  of teachers  to 

perform social activities has positive impact  on students. The teachers and students 

plunge into  social services in any  manner at any time  if the need arises. Prof. 

Yamichannaiah became NSS officer  for six long years in his early professional career 

and had organized  05 special camps  and a lot of extension activities. Prof. Kumar 

K.V. had also served  as NSS officer in this college and had conducted many social 

activities.Presently Prof. Mahesh R has been NSS officer for unit-1 since two years 

and organized two special camps, blood donation camp and umpteen  number of  

social, extension and outreach activities.In this  background the students of the 

department  have been  inspired by the faculty to be a part of Institutional Social 

Responsibilities and Extension Activities. On account of  tremendous social interest 

shown by the  teachers and students  the department has virtually become socially 

oriented. 

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

Strengths: 

i) Most potential department as there has been an increase  in enrolment of students year 

after year 

ii) Students are the real strength as they are ambitious, obedient and hard working. 

iii) The department has a band of highly experienced senior and  the young, dynamic and 

enthusiastic teachers. 

iv) Qualified and competent teachers. 60% of teachers  have M.Phil degrees and  had 

passed NET for lectureship.80% of teachers are pursueing research work. A senior 

teacher who is doing research work  will be awarded doctorate degree shortly. 

v) Teachers are self motivated  and committed to their noble teaching profession.They 

are  highly disciplined with devotion for duty and a sense of responsibility. 
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vi) Availability of Book Bank facility. 

Weaknesses: 

i)  Inadequate teaching faculty.So, the department depends on guest lecturers. 

ii)  Shortage of class rooms. 

iii) Most of the students  come from villages  so they are very weak in language. 

iv) No support staff to the department 

v) Teachers are made  to wait  for long time as the classes are run on two shift basis from 

9.a.m to 5.p.m. 

vi) Lack of space in the department. 

Opportunities: 

i) Students and staff  can avail resources  available in the central library of the college. 

ii) Students  have an opportunity to learn through computer technology and internet 

facilities. 

iii) The Department can utilize UGC funds  for organizing seminars and workships. 

iv) The present job markets are in favour of  commerce and management graduates.So, 

they can get  employed if they develop required skills. 

Challenges: 

i) Refinement of first generation learners. 

ii) Arranging for  campus selection by inviting companies and placement of students into 

right job according to their  abilities. 

iii) Inspiring students to develop competitive spirit. 

Future Plans-To 

i) Improve the progression of students for Higher Education 

ii) Bring about 100% student result. 

iii) Bring out a commerce and management  news letter. 

iv) Activate Forum of commerce and management students. 

v) Have more seminars, special lectures and workshops with external experts. 
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vi) Launch PG courses in commerce and Management. 

vii) Organize UGC sponsored seminar 

viii) Subscribe Journals and Magazines of National and International repute. 

ix) Expansion of Commerce and Management Book Bank.  . 

 

The department  of commerce saw the light of the day  29 years ago.It has made  its 

humble beginning in the year in which the erstwhile college was started.Prior  to this 

the commerce education was not provided to the rural masses  at an affordable cost in 

this area.The vision of the  department is to impart  quality higher education to the 

needy students of this locality in the field of commerce and 

management.Empowerment  of rural youths with  commerce and management 

knowledge and employable skills is its great vision.The vision , mission and objectives 

of the department  are made  known to the faculty and the prime stakeholders of the 

department. 

The department has grown  from strength to strength since its inception.It started with 

just 18 students  with an intake of  100 students only. The growth of  the department  

in terms of students  was normal and gradual in the beginning.The department got 

expanded  more both quantitatively and qualitatively during the last  ten years. It is 

visible  from an enormous increase  in enrolment  of students  every year since 

then.The number of students enrolled  to the department  has increased  from just 18 in 

1984-85 to 920 students  in 2012-13.There has been  sudden increase  in students 

strength in the last four years.The demand ratio for commerce  is very high at 

present.During the current year    alone as many as 306 students  have been admitted 

to B.Com  at an entry level.The  level of intake  has been raised  frequently. 

The department had put in an unstinted  efforts to launch BBM course.The vision  of 

providing management education was fulfilled with  the introduction of  BBM course 

in 2006.It  could be made possible with the co-operation  of the principal and the 

initiation taken by the  faculty members.The dream of economically backward and 

rural students to pursue management education  at an affordable cost  is being realised 

with the offering of BBM course.Offering management course  is like  a new feather  
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in the cap of the department.The number of students  pursueing  management  

education has increased  from 37 students in  2006 to 150  in 2012.It is a creditable 

achievement of the department. 

The department  is now an amalgum of  commerce and management courses.They 

have become courses of the moment.These are the most relevant courses to-day  as 

they are  catering  to the diverse needs of present generation.There is more demand for 

these courses  at the moment.Totally there are  920 students in the department  during 

the academic year  2012-13. Of whom 788  are commerce students  and the rest  are 

management students.  

The department  is catering  to the   commerce and management   needs of students of 

diverse socio-economic background. Many of them  are from  the lowest strata of  the 

society hailing from  remote villages.A large chunk of  them studied  in kannada 

medium in previous qualifying examination and are not able to  cope up with the  

course  to which they are enrolled. There is certainly a knowledge gap of incoming 

students  which needs to be filled up .It is done by the faculty through personal 

attention, counselling, extra coaching  and special classes.There has been a practice of 

identifying slow and advanced learners whose needs will be taken care of by the 

faculty separately. 

 The department of commerce and management  is a largest department of the 

institution with 920 students, 05 permanent teachers and 23  guest faculty.03 

permanent teachers are M.Phil holders, passed NET and pursueing P.hd.One among 

those  who passed NET is a senior faculty.There are two NET holders among guest 

faculty.03 permanent teachers and 08 guest faculty  are alumni of the department.They 

are working along with their own teachers.The department  is proud to have them as 

the faculty.It is indeed the real achievement of the department. 

The department is known for its discipline  and has become model in the arena of 

commerce and management education. The department has a blend of experienced, 

young and dynamic  teaching faculty. Teachers are self motiated  and committed to 

their noble teaching profession.They always show a lot of cincern to the upliftment of 

students .They are inquisitive in nature and experiment with every thing.They keep 
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themselves abreast of changes  that may take place in higher education.They update 

their knowledge and improve teaching skills by attending orientation and refresher 

course whenever necessary.Young teachers were allowed to attend teacher  

empowerment training programme organized by the department of collegiate 

education. Teachers have been motivated to participate and present research papers in 

seminars, conferences and workshops.Senior teachers of the department took part in 

Teaches’s training in students counselling held at Nimhans, Bangalore and also 

attended administrative training  held at ATI, Mysore. 

The students and faculty are indeed the real strength of the department.The faculty is  

responsive  to the needs of students  and the students are receptive.The teachers  are 

committed to  prepare  students not only to  face examinations and also guide them as 

to how they can  face the challenges  posed by the present competitive world.While 

teaching,the teachers make the students  to imbide  generic qualities  like loyalty, 

Integrity, obedience, humility, mutual help, willingness to co-operate and help others 

in times of need. A good raport  between  the  faculty and students  has been 

successively built up and maintained  which is a necessity  in the process of quality 

enhancement. It is a  unique feature of the department. 

The department has been performing several activities  for the betterment  of student 

faternity.Many initiatives  have so far been taken  for the effective functioning of the 

department through which the quality  in performing each and every activity has been 

sustained and  enhanced continuously. 

The department has formed  a Forum of  commerce and management students in 

2007.The students will have better exposure through the  forum. It makes  them to be 

active and dynamic.It also enables  them  to develop leadership skills.The forum  is 

going to  strengthen the academic standards  of the department. 

Consequently after  a forum was established  an initiation was made by the department 

to launch  a book bank facility  for students.A commerce and Management  Book 

Bank was formally established  in 2007.It was inaugurated by the principal and 

attended by  the heads of  other departments of the college and lauded the efforts  of 

the department.The books  have been issued to the students  by the faculty during 
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working hours.Students will be  allowed  to use books  till the examinations are over.It 

will immensely benefit the rural students.The books are  added  every year. At present  

there are about  415 books in the book bank. 

Project work is taken up by  BBM students compulsorily in sixth semester.  Teachers 

act as guides to BBM students  to prepare project report in addition to handling 

allotted subjects.About 12 to 15 students  are guided  by each faculty  every year. 12 

students are assigned  to each faculty  for guidance  during the year 2012-13. Students 

have to choose relevant topic,collect data, prepare and submit report under the 

guidance  of  faculty.The reports submitted by the students will be sent to the 

university for evaluation. 

A copy of project report  submitted by each student has been retained  in the 

department  for future reference. So far five  batches of students  were sent since BBM 

course  was introduced.As many as 200 reports from previous batches have been 

retained and maintained in the department. Old project reports are issued to the present 

students  for reference. 

Industrial visit  is made  compulsory for  BBM students  as per the university 

regulation.So, the  visit  is arranged  by the department each year  for the sake of 

students. Teachers will  accompany the students  who will be on  factory visit. 

The department  is keeping  old question papers for the use of  students.Old  question 

papers are collected, bounded and kept in the department neately for student 

reference.It is helpful to   students especially new entrants to understand  the pattern of  

university examinations. 

There has been  an excellent  academic record of  the department  as far as result  is 

concerned.The performance  of students  in each semester examinations is 

outstanding.The over all pass percentage  is more than university average and is 

comparatively better than neighbouring colleges. The pass percentage in  most of the  

individual subjects is morethan 90%. There are  100% results in some subjects. Many 

students secured  distinctions. 

The progression of students  to higher education  has been impressive.The outgoing 

students  are persuaded  to continue their education by joining PG courses in 
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commerce and management  and professional courses like  CA, CS, ICWA. Students 

are also encouraged to  go for campus selection conducted at  other  colleges.In 2010 

about  40 students  were sent  for campus selection at Government R.C college, 

Bangalore, of whom  24 students  were selected by different  companies. 

The department  of commerce and management  commits itself  to serve  the noble cause  

of rural youths and empower them with  true  knowledge and skills required  to seek  

right job  in the present  competitive global market or self-employed  with self 

confidence  and lead happy, peaceful and prosperous life by  contributing their mite  to 

their  immediate society. 

Contribution of the department  to the academic growth and development of the college. 

i) Drafted Self Study Report and got the college Assessed and Accredited by NAAC in 

2003. 

ii) Took initiative in forming Alumni Association soon after the first Assessment  and 

Accreditation of the college. 

iii) Had taken initiative  to bring out annual college magazine Chandana for the first time in 

2004. 

iv) Has put in honest efforts for inclusion of our college  U/S 2(f) and 12(B) of UGC 

regulation in 2006. 

v) Ensured that the  resolution was passed in CDC meeting to start new course in 

Management and HEE combination in Arts stream. As a result the said  course  and 

combination were introduced in 2006. 

vi) Great efforts  were made  by requesting the president of CDC, its members and the 

principal to pass a resolution in its meeting held in 2010 for launching PG courses in 

Kannada, History, Economics, Political Science and Commerce.As a result of resolution 

and  subsequent efforts yielded results. The Government  has given permission to open  

PG courses in Kannada,History and Economics which would be  started  fron this year. 

vii) Has been framing master time table for the whole  college every year. 

viii) Taken initiative  to create website (www.gfgcc.com). 

ix) Sent LOI online to NAAC for Re-Accreditation of the college. 
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x) Drafted this RAR for Re-Accreditation of the college. 

 

Profile of faculty: 

Yamichannaiah:- 

 Attended 2 UGC sponsored seminars and 4 workshops since two years. 

 Received  a letter of appreciation from a member of peer team for co-ordinating the peer 

team visit effectively in 2003. 

 Made correspondence with  UGC secretary for  inclusion of the  college U/S 2(f) and 

12(B)  of UGC Act and followed it up until the college  was included under this section 

in 2006. 

 Attended programme for university teachers in human rights education at Jnana Bharathi 

campus, between August 04 and 08, 2003. 

 Was a member of  BOE in commerce at Bangalore university in 2006. 

 Worked as custodian for   valuation unit of non-core subjects at Bangalore university in 

2006 

 Attended Training for IQAC Co-ordinators of First Grade colleges organized  by  the 

Department at ATI, Mysore from 09-04 -2007 to 14-04-2007 

 Worked as custodian for B.Com valuation unit  at Bangalore university in 2007 

 Attended a course on Management  of Government First Grade Colleges for principals 

and lecturers organized by the department at ATI, Mysore from 24-9-2007 to 29-9-2007 

 Worked as custodian for Re-valuation unit of Non-core subjects at Bangalore university 

in 2009 

 Has been a member of BOS and BOE in commerce and management at Government 

college Mandya(Autonomous) since 2007-08 

 Took part in “Teachers training in students counselling” for 21 days organized by the 

department at NIMHANS Bangalore. 

 Was a member of BOE in Commerce at Tumukue University (External) in 2009. 
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 Was a member of BOE in commerce at Mysore university in 2012. 

 Was felicitated by the  Forum of commerce and management students  Govt,First Grade 

College, Ramanagara in recognition of his services  in the field of commerce and  

management in 2012. 

 Is appointed has Chairman of BOE in Commerce- B Com- V & VI (Semester and 

Annual)- 2013-14 Examations, Banglore University, Banglore. 

Kumar KV 

 Has passed UGC eligibility test for lectureship 

 Attended a orientation, two refresher courses and seven UGC sponsored seminars, 

conferences and workshops 

 Participated in ‘Teachers training in students counseling programme ‘conducted by the  

department at NIMHANS, Bangalore. 

 Attended training on TQM in Bangalore 

 Participated  in international conference held in Bangalore in 2011. 

 Attended  a course  on ‘ Management of First Grade Colleges for principals  and lecturers 

organized by  the  department  at ATI, Mysore in 2007 

 Became  joint secretary of Bangalore University teachers council of  commerce and 

management for the year 2008-09 

 Was a member of subjects and syllabus design committee for B.Com course of 

Bangalore University in 2010. 

 Was a member of  BOE in commerce  at Bangalore university in 2012. 

 Worked as  paper setter and chief examiner in Elementary Book Keeping for  

departmental examinations held by KPSC in 2011. 

Mahesh R 

 Got success in NET-UGC examination for lectureship. 

 Attended 05 UGC sponsored  seminars  and 02 workshops. 

 Participated in  orientation course and obtained A grade. 
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 Has been the NSS programme officer  since two years (unit-1)  and conducted  a week 

long special camp, extension activities and blood donation camp. He has organized  

enrichment  programmes  for NSS volunteers by inviting resource persons.Campus 

cleaning drives  are held  every week by involving  NSS volunteers and staff. 

 Participated in the Training and orientation course for NSS programme officers 

organized by  NSS empanelled Training institute for Karnataka (ETI),University of 

Agricultural Sciences Dharwad from 12.12. 2011 to 17.12. 2011 sponsored by Ministry 

of Youth  Affairs and sports. 

 Participated in  International conference held in Bangalore in 2011. 

 Participated  and presented  a paper on “Strategies for Revival of Management 

Education” in international conference on “Re-Engineering of Management Education 

“held on 8th and 9th April, 2011, organized by Karnataka Open University, 

Manasagangothry, Mysore. 

 Attended Teacher Empowerment Training   held at Bangalore  in 2012.   

 Attended and presented a paper in National Seminar on “Financial Inclusion- An over 

view” held at Bangalore in 2013. 

Srikanth .N. 

 Got through successfully in NET-UGC examination for lectureship. 

 Participated in orientation programme  and obtained A grade. 

 Attended as Assistant NSS programme officer in a weeklong special camp conducted by 

NSS unit -1 of the college in 2012. 

 Participated  in 05 UGC sponsored  seminars and 02 workshops since four years. 

 Attended International conference held in Bangalore in 2011. 

 Participated and presented a paper on “Strategies for Revival of  Management 

Education in International conference on “Re-Engineering of Management 

Education” held on 8th and 9th April, 2011 organized by  Karnataka State Open 

University, Manasagangothri, Mysore. 

 Attended Teacher Empowerment  Training  in 2012 at Bangalore. 
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 Organising secretary for  ‘Yuvamela’  a “District Youth Meet” held in Channapatna. 

 Has been the Scouts and Guides officer since 2012 

 Attended and presented a paper  in National Seminar on “Financial Inclusion-An Over 

view” held in Bangalore in  2013. 

Anupama. B.R 

 Participated in Orientation Programme  and obtained A grade. 

 Participated  in a one day seminar on 6th pay commission and choise based credit system 

on 9th Feb, 2010, organized by  UGC-ASC, Mysore university. 

 Participated in  a 2 day  State level conference sponsored by  NABARD on “Regional 

Imbalance,Banking Industry and Inclusive Growth in Karnataka/India, A focus on 12th 

Five year Plan” conducted by Centre for study of social exclusion and inclusion policy  

in 2011. 

 Participated and presented a paper on  “Knowledge workers in  State level seminar on 

“Knowledge Economy Paradigm panacea for  Organization’s High Performance” held in 

2012 organized by Soundarya Institute of Management  and Science, Bangalore. 

 Attended Teacher Empowerment Training held at Bangalore in 2012. 

 Attended and presented  a paper in National Seminar on “Financial Inclusion-An over 

view” held at Bangalore in 2013. 
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1. Name of the department :             Department of Physics 

2. Year of Establishment                            2010-11 

3. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated    

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

UG programme only.  B.Sc course-PCM combination 

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved    Nil 

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise)   

Semester system is followed. 

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments      NIL 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.  

No course in collaboration with other university/industry. 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons  

The department was established in the beginning itself. But it was discontinued as there were 

no sufficient number of students. It was revived and restarted in  2010. There has been 

gradual increase in student strength since then. Presently there is more demand for the subject. 

85 students have been admitted to the department at the entry level during the present 

academic year 2013-14. 

 

9.   Number of Teaching posts 

 Sanctioned Filled 

Professors - - 

Associate  Professors - 01(on deputation) 

 Assistant  Professors                          01 02(One on depuitation) 
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, 

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 

 

Name Qualification Designatio

n 

specialization No.of years   

of experience 

Ramesh T M.Sc,M.Ed Associate 

professor 

Physics 

Education 

23 

Nagaraj J M.Sc, M.Phil Assistant 

Professor 

Solid state 

 

Physics 

04 

Venkatasubba 

Reddy 

M.Sc,M.Phil Associate 

Professor 

Solid  State 

Physics 

24 

11. List of senior visiting faculty     

Two senior visiting faculty in the department 

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise) 

by temporary faculty    

It is a fulfledged department with 03 permanent teachers.Services of temporary faculty are not 

availed. 

13. Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)             40:1 

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned 

and filled                     NIL 

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. 

Faculty with M.Phil-02, Faculty with PG- 01 

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding 

agencies and grants received             NIL 
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17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total 

grants received                        NIL 

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University    

 Not recognized by university 

19. Publications: 

*  Publication per faculty 

* Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /international) by faculty 

and students 

M.Venkatasubba Reddy- Research paper Published 

A Research  Paper Inframed and MAS  NMR studies of Potassium Boro- Vanadate Glasses in 

the Journal of Molecular Structure,Elsevier, 889(2009) 197-203. 

A Research Paper on Na2O-B2O3-V2O5 Glasses in the Journal of Alloys and Compounds, 

Elsevier,(2009). 

20.  Areas of consultancy and income generated       

The Department is involved in giving cosultancy services in respective areas. Income is not 

yet generated. 

21.  Faculty as members in 

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Board   NIL 

22.  Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including 

interdepartmental/programme 

b)  Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside 

theinstitution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies       NIL 

23.  Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students 

Prof. Nagaraj, a faculty  was given  an award by Rotary International in recognition of 

his professional services.A few Students of the department  were awarded by external 

agencies for scoring highest marks  in examinations. Toppers and other intelligent 

students who secured highest marks  in individual subjects in university examinations 
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were recognized and given awards  by the Government departments, NGO,s and other 

agencies almost every year. 

24.  List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department        NIL 

25.  Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a) National 

b) International         NIL 

26.  Student profile programme/course wise: UG Programme only 

                                                       B.Sc-PCM  combination 

Name of the 

course 

Applications 

received  

Selected Enrolled Pass Percentage 

I year        36                                     36                      

II year        35                                            35 06                 29             86 

III year       36            36 04                 32             83                        

         Total       107        107                  10                61 

 

27.  Diversity of Students 

100% of students enrolled to the department are from the same state. 

28.  How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations 

such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc. ? 

It is hardly three years since the department was established.Therefore, the students have not 

yet taken the above competitive examinations. 

29.  Student progression 

It is a new department which has started three years ago.The first batch  of students  is still in 

final year. The progression of students  will begin from the year 2013-14. 

30.  Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a) Library                                                                                                                        
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The central library resources are utilized by students and staff.The Department has access to 

the library since lt is located  in the first floor just opposte to it.Location  of the library attracts  

students during leisure hours. 

b)  Internet facilities for Staff & Students 

The college has  a separate computer lab which is used by students and staff.Computer aided 

method of teaching  is applied.Students  are allowed to browse  internet when they wish to do 

so.The teachers received training in basic computer language and its applications.It helps  

students  to learn the subject which automatically improves the quality of students. 

c)  Class rooms with ICT facility 

The Administration of the college has already decided that the classe rooms should be 

equipped with ICT facility. It will take place soon.Teachers are ready to utilize such services 

which will augment the quality of teaching-learning.But the teachers use ICT facilities in 

computer lab. 

d)  Laboratories 

A fulfledged Physics lab has been set up with all  facilities that are needed  by  

students.Morethan 50 lakhs were utilized to have a state of art Physics lab.The faculty enables 

students to utilize facilities in lab extensively.The practical classes are engaged  for long hours 

in which the students are involved with intense interest.The  is lab  set up in such a manner 

that the interest of students  in attending practical classes is stimulated.  

31.  Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

university,government or other agencies 

About 30 students have received financial assistance in the form of scholarship from 

Government and other agencies. 

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /seminar) 

with external experts 

Experts are invited to deliver  special lectures.Students do the seminars in class room and are 

given home assignments.Students are also taken on field visit. 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 
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Traditional and modern methods  are adopted to improve the quality of student 

learning.Teaching is done  by showing experimental evidence.Lecture method , computer 

aided, interactive,group discussion are employed. 

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities 

The students and staff  are actively involved in social  and extension activities  of the college 

through NSS. 

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

S- Well experienced Faculty, Fulfledged  physics laboratory. 

W- Inadequate library, Non-availability of space to have Book Bank Facility. 

O- Campus Selection of students. 

C- Getting 100% result, Quality improvement in students. 

Future Plans 

i) To attract more students 

ii) To prepare students to appear for competitive examinations 

iii) To persuade students to go for higher education 

iv) Enrichment of students with innovative programmes 

 It is a new department started  three  years ago  since Science programme was revised and 

re-started.It is one of the major departments in Science discipline.The vision of the 

department  is to provide an excellent  quality education in physics.It offers PCM 

combination in B.Sc course  in which the subject physics  is one of the compulsory 

subjects.The Government aims at promoting Science education to encourage innovative 

activities.In view of this the Government  is giving grants liberally exclusively for 

providing infrastructure facilities for science course.With in a short span of one year  a 

fulfledged physics laboratory was set up. Morethan  50 lakhs were given by  the 

Government and UGC to purchase lab equipments and other accessaries.  The lab is 

spacious and adequate .It  has been excellently maintained by  teachers. Now the 

department  is having all  facilities to provide better education to students in the subject of  

physics.It  is committed to   sustain and enhance the quality in teaching and learning 

process. 
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The Department  has senior and young teachers.Teachers are dedicated and active.They 

always wish to attend seminars, conferences,workshops,orientation and Refresher course  

to improve themselves to bring about the quality into teaching-learning activities of the 

department.Senior teachers  from other college has been deputed to strengthen the 

department. 

Slow learners are identified and given extra coaching. Individual attention is paid to each 

and every student.The department is aimed at bringing 100% result.Teachers have 

undergone training in computer language and applications and therefore  it is possible for 

them to teach  computer skills  to students. 

The result of students  in the university education is excellent. The pass percentage  is 

better than  other colleges. It was 100% in one semester. It is the creditable achievement 

of the Department. The department is gradually expanding with increase in infrastructure  

facilities and thereby attracts more number of students.  

Profile of Faculty: 

M.Venkatasubba Reddy:     

  Attended 01 Orientation and 04 UGC sponsored Refresher courses. 

 10 workshops on experiments in modern physics,Liquid crystals,Effective 

teaching methods,revision of syllabus,introduction of quantum mechanics and 

statistical  physics at UG level and the like. 

 05 national conferences/symposiums/ seminars and presented papers. 

Details of  research papers presented are as follows 

 On elastic  property studies of Zinc-Boro-Vanadate glasses in the National 

conference on emerging materials,Devices and Technologis held in the 

Department of Physics, Sri Venkateswara University,Tirupathi from 24-02-2009 

to 25-02-2009. 

 On structural studies of Sodium-Boro-Vanadate glasses in the National seminar 

on Display Phosphors and its applications held at Bangalore from 22-10-09 to 23-

10-2009. 

 On Correlation between elastic properties and structural groups present in sodium 
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-Boro-Vanadate glasses in the 52nd DAE solid state physics symposium held at 

Mysore university from 27-12-2007 to 31-12-2007 

 On elastic  properties of Sodium-Boro-Vanadate glasses in the sixteenth national 

symposium on Ultrasonics held at Cochin university,Kochi, Kerala from 17-12-

2007 to 19-12-2007. 

 On Sound Velocities and elastic Modulie studies on Lithium-Boro-Vanadate 

glasses containing LI2 SO4 in the 17th national symposium on Ultrasonics held at  

department of Physics,Banarus university,Varanasi from 04-12-2008 to 06-12-

2008. 

 Published 02 research papers (Refer question No.19). 

Nagaraju J: 

 Attended an Orientation Course organized by JNU, Hyderabad in 2011. 

 Participated in Programme on Practical Physics held  in Bangalore in 2010. 

 Attended 04 State/National  UGC sponsored  Seminars, conferences and 

workshops since 2009. 
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1.  Name of the department.              Department of Chemistry 

2.  Year of Establishment:                            2010-11 

3.  Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters;Integrated Ph.D etc.) 

UG programm only.  BSc course-Two combinations-PCM and CBZ 

4. .Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved         Nil. 

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise). 

Semester system is followed. 

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments     

NIL 

6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, 

etc.  

No course in collaboration with other university/industry. 

7. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons     NIL 

8. Number of teaching Posts] 

 

 

 Sanctioned   Filled  

Professors - - 

Associate  

Professors 

 

- 

 

01  (On Deputation) 

Assistant  Professors 01 02(  02On Deputatioon) 
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9. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, 

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 

Name Qualificatio

n 

Designation Specialization No.of 

years of 

Exp 

Mallesh H.B M.Sc, M.Phil Associate 

Professor 

Inorganic 

Chemistry 

30 

Dr.Nage Gowda M.Sc, Ph.D Assist 

Professor 

Analytical 

Chemistry 

07 

Mamatha Devi 

A.B 

M.Sc, M.Phil Assist 

Professor 

Physical 

Chemistry 

07 

 

10. List of senior visiting faculty            No visiting Faculty. 

11. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise) 

temporary faculty 

100% of lecturers are delivered by  teachers who are on deputation from other colleges.                              

12. Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise).              40:1 

13. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled    

The above staff is neither sanctioned nor filled.    

14. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. 

 Faculty with M.Phil-02, Faculty with P.hd-01. 

15. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International 

funding agencies and grants received        

No faculty with ongoing project. 

16. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total 

grants received     
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The department  has not taken up any project. 

17. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University 

Research facility is not recognized by the university. 

18. Publications: 

*  Publication per faculty 

* Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /international) 

by faculty and students 

 Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of Science, 

Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database -International Social 

Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.) 

Dr.Nage Gowda.P:-   Published 38 Research Papers jointly with others. Only details 

of 15 publications are furnished here. 

 Spectrophotometric  and  high performance liquid chromatographic determination 

of amlopdipine besylate in Pharmaceuticals, Science Asia, 31 (2005) 13-21. 

 Determination of  drug content  of pharmaceutical containing ranitidine by 

titrimetry and spectrophotometry in non-aqueous medium, Science Asia, 32 (2005) 

207-214. 

 Titrimetric and spectrophotometric assay of felodifine in tablets using bromate-

bromide,methyl orange and indigo carmine, Journal of Serbian chemical society, 

70 (2005) 99-978. 

 Rapid titrimetric $ spectrophotometric determination of frusemide in formulations 

using bromate-bromide mixture and methyl orange,Indian journal of Chemical 

Technology, 12 (2005)149-155. 

 Titrimetric and modified spectrophotometric methods for the  determination of 

amolodipine besylate using bromate-bromide mixture and two dyes, Science 

Asia,32(2006) 271-278. 
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 Titrimetric, spectrophotometric and kinetic methods for the assay of atenolol using 

bromate-bromide and methyl orange, Journal of  Serbian Chemical Society, 

71(2006)553-563. 

 Simple titrimetric and spectrophotometric determination of frusemide in 

pharmaceutical  formulations using bromate- bromide mixture and indigo carmine, 

Proceedings of the national academy of Sciences, 2006. 

 Quantitative  determination of prochloperazine in bulk drug and in tablets, Indian 

Pharmacist, 4 (2005) 59-62. 

 Application of bromate-bromide mixture and two dyes in the quantitation of 

trifluoperazine, Indian Drugs, 42 (2005) 585-591. 

 Sensitive titrimetric and spectrophotometric assay methods for chlorpraomazine 

with bromate-bromide and acid dyes, Indian Journal of Chemical Technology, 12 

(2005) 25-29. 

 Validated spectrophotometric methods for the assay of ciprofloxacin in 

pharmaceuticals based on redox and complexation reactions, Analytical chemistry, 

2006. 

 Titrimetric and spectrophotometric assay methods for ciprofloxation in 

pharmaceuticals based on  neutralization reactions,Natl. Acad. Sci. Lett., 29(5-6) 

(2006) 189-194. 

 Spectrophotometric and titrimetric determination of  ciprofloxation based on 

reactions with  Cerium(IV) Sulphate, Science Asia, 32(4) (2006) 403-409. 

 Quality changes during storage of dehydrated chicken Babab mix, Intl. Natl. J.Sci. 

and Tech, 42 (2007) 827-835. 

 Synthesis and invivo anticancer effects of novel thioxothiazolidin-4-ine-

derivatives against transplantable mouse tumor, Med.Chemical research, (2009) 

00.  

19. Areas of consultancy and income generated 

Chemistry is a rich subject.people often come  and seek  guidance and suggestions 

from the faculty members pertaining to the subject chemistry.The department has a 
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senior teacher who is able to guide them and give valuable suggestions. It is indeed a 

good consultancy service  rendered by the department.The servces are given at free of 

cost. 

20. Faculty as members in 

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Board    

A.B.Mamatha Devi, a faculty is  a member of Indian Science Congress Association 

(ISCA). Membership No: L-18452. 

21. Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter 

departmental/programme 

b)  Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside 

theinstitution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies                   

Nil 

22. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students 

A few students received awards from  Government departments,NGO’s and other 

agencies for getting highest marks in the examinations. 

23. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department      Nil 

24. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a) National 

b) b)International 

Seminar/workshop was not conducted. 

25. Student profile programme/course wise:UG course only 

                                       B.Sc-PCM and  CBZ combinations 

Name of the 

course 

Application 

received 

Selected Enrolled Pass Percentage 

I year 40 40   

II year 44 44 07                37 90 
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III year 43 43 06               37 84 

Total 127 127  

 

26. Diversity of Students 

100% of students enrolled to the department are from the same state 

27. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations 

such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.  

It is hardly three years since the department  was established.Therefore, the students  

have not yet appeared  for the above competitive examinations. 

28. Student progression 

It is a new department  which has started three years ago.The first batch  of students is 

still  in final year.The progression of students will begin from the year 2013-14. 

29. Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a. Library 

The students and staff use facilities in the  central libray.The library is just opposite to 

the  department  in the first floor.The faculty and students visit  library   frequently and 

avail  available facilities  extensively. 

b. Internet facilities for Staff & Students 

Internet  facilities are made available in the central computer lab for all students and 

staff of the college.The students of the department alongwith faculty visit the 

computer  lab regulary and use  facilities. 

c. Class rooms with ICT facility 

Providing ICT facility in class room is in process.Teachers are trained in it and eagerly 

awaiting to make use  the ICT facility for improving class room teaching-learning 

process. 
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d. Laboratories 

A fulfledged computer lab with all  facilities  required by students to learn the subject 

practically has been established. Students spend more time doing practicals in the 

laboratory in the presence of faculty. 

 

30. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

university,government or other agencies 

34 students received financial assistance from the Government and other agencies. 

31. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops 

/seminar) with external experts 

Many programmes were held  in order to  enrich students.Resource persons  from 

other colleges were invited  to deliver special lectures. 

32. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 

Lecture, demonstration, interactive, seminar, Group discussion,Home assignment and 

other innovative methods are being used  to improve student learning. 

33. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities 

The faculty and students of the department  take part voluntarily in all institutional 

social, extension and outreach activities that are held by NSS units  and Cultural forum 

of the college. 

34. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

S- Disciplined and ambitious students strength,Well experienced and committed 

faculty 

W-Inadequate Library, insufficient internet facilities. 

O-Campus selection for  Final year B.Sc students. 

C-Imparting Quality Education,Strengthening the department to encourage students to 

get more  distinctions. 

Future Plans 

i)   To organize more seminars and workshops with external experts 
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ii) To bring about cent percent student result 

iii) To attract more students through quality teaching 

iv) To facilitate progression of students to PG courses or gainful employment 

The Department of Chemistry  came into existence three years ago as the Science course 

was re-opened. The dream of  imparting a good  quality education in the subject of 

chemistry to the marginalized students of rural area is being fulfilled.It is  the big 

department in  Science discipline since it is offering the subject in two combinations like 

PCM and CBZ in each of which  chemistry  is a common paper. These two are  basic 

combinations in Science course. There is  flexibility to a certain extent to the students to 

pursue science education by studying chemistry alongwith two subjects of their 

interest.The college has received grants  from Government and  UGC to establish science 

lab. A well equipped chemistry laboratory has also been  established instantaneously. 

Other facilities like computer, Refrigirator and generator  are also provided  in the 

lab.The lab is spacious and has good ventilation. Students really feel comfortable while 

doing practicals. The lab is excellently maintained by  a senior and experienced  teacher. 

A senior Associate professor by name H.B. Mallesh from prestigious college  has been 

deputed to this   college  on  full time basis to develop the  department. He has rich 

experience of over 27 years  in teaching.This apart,other two teachers  from neighbouring 

Government college are  also deputed  .The result of students  in university examinations 

is  appreciable. It is around 90%. Pass percentage is comparatively better than other 

colleges. The faculty encourages  students to get distinctions.The department  has  all the 

potentialities to grow and  develop very fast in near future. 

Profile of Faculty 

Mallesh H.B. 

 He has  a rich academic and social service experience.He  has served as NSS programme 

officer for four  years and organized special camps, extension and community oriented 

programmes. 

 Also served as NCC officer for a period of two years.During his period  two NCC 

students have participated in Republic-Day  celebrations at New Delhi for  both the  

years.Besides, he had also served as an officer incharge of activities of Gandhi study 
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circle for  two years and conducted various inter-collegiate programmes like patriotic 

songs, essay writing, Rangoli drawing, debate and a host of  other events. He was  

incharge of dramatic activities and motivated students to play drama. 

 Attended 10 National level UGC sponsored seminars, conferences, workshops and even 

Reresher courses  to update his knowledge from  time to time. 

Dr.Nage Gowda.P:- Attended 

 Orientation Programme and Refresher course in 2008 

 Teachers Empowerment Training  for one week at RISIE,  Bangalore in 2012. 

 10 conferences/seminars/workshops/symposiums. 

 Published 38 Research Papers (Refer Question NO.19) 

 Presented 04 Research Papers in conferences and seminars. 

 Details of papers presented are as follows: 

 Studies on quality of thermally processed chicken products at 15th Indian Convention of 

Food ScientisandTechnologistsCFTRI,Mysore,India(Awarded as a best research paper, 

RIRST PRIZE). 

 Quality evaluation of ready –to-eat shahi paneer processed in retort pouch at 5th 

International Food Convention CFTRI,Mysore,INDIA. 

 Preparation and quality  evaluation of retort pouch ready-to eat mutton chops at 5th 

Internatiuonal Food Convention ,CFTRI, Mysore, INDIA. 

 HPLC determination of tinidazole in  Pharmaceuticals at national Conference on 

Emerging trends in Chemicals Sciences in the new Millennium  at shri Shivaji Science 

college Amaravathi INDIA,  

A.B.Mamatha Devi- Attended 

 UGC sponsored Orientation programme and Refresher course in 2011. 

 Teachers Empowerment  Training at RIE, Bangalore university, Bangalore in 2012. 

 07 conferences/seminars/works 
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1. Name of the department.          Department of Mathematics 

2. Year of Establishment.                     2010-11 

3. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.)    

UG programme only.   BSc cours-PCM combination. 

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved    Nil 

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise)  

 Semester system is followed 

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments    - 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc. 

No course in collaboration with other university/industry. 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons 

The department was established in the beginning itself. But it was discontinued as there were 

no sufficient number of students. It was revived and restarted in  2010. There has been 

gradual increase in student strength since then. Presently there is more demand for the subject. 

85 students have been admitted to the department at the entry level during the present 

academic year 2013-14.. 

9. Number of Teaching posts 

 

 

 Sanctioned  Filled  

Professors _ _ 

Associate Professors _ 01 (On Deputation) 

Assistant Professors 01 02(One on Deputation 
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, 

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No.ofyearsof 

exp. 

A.G.Narasimha 

Murthy 

M.Sc Associate 

Professor 

Relativistic 30 

D.K.Jyothy M.Sc, M.Phil Assistant 

Professor 

Graph Theory 03 

M.S.Sunitha M.Sc, M.Phil Assistant 

professor 

Graph Theory 03 

 

11. List of senior visiting faculty 

There are 2 senior visiting faculty in the department 

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise) 

by temporary faculty 

The department has 03 full time teachers.Services of temporary faculty are not utilized. 

13. Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)     22:1 

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; 

sanctionedand filled 

The support of  above staff is not provided. 

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG.   

 Faculty with M.Phil-02, Faculty with PG-01 

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding 

agencies and grants received 

No faculty with ongoing  projects. 
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17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total 

grants received 

The department did not take up any project 

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University 

19. Publications:                      Nil 

* Publication per faculty 

* Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /international) by 

faculty and students 

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated        Nil 

21. Faculty as members in 

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards….  Nil 

22. Student projects 

a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including 

interdepartmental/programme 

b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside 

theinstitution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies                         

Nil 

23. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students 

Toppers and other intelligent students who secured highest marks in individual subjects in  the 

university examinations were recognized and given suitable awards  in cash and kind by  the 

Government departments, NGO,s and other agencies  every year. 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department      Nil 

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a)National 

b)International                                                                                                 Nil 
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26. Student profile programme/course wise: UG    Programme only. 

                                                     B.Sc-PCM combination 

Nameof the 

course 

Application 

received 

Selected Enrolled 

M            F 

Pass Percentage 

I year       34         34 10           24                   95                            

II year       35                              35 06           29           90 

III year        36         36 04           32                                        84                                      

       Total       105       105 20           85                                     

 

27. Diversity of Students 

100% of students  enrolled to the department are from the same. 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations 

such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc. ? 

It is hardly  three years since the department was established. Therefore, the students  have 

not yet taken the above competitive examinations. 

29. Student progression 

It is a new department  which has started three years ago.The first batch of students  is still in 

final year.The progression of students  will commence from the year 2013-14. 

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

The central library has  books on maths written by  standard  authors. Students  of the 

department  often go to the  library  and use   facilities to the maximum extent.The department 

proposes to launch book bank facility for the use of students and staff. 

b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students 

The institution has computer lab with internet  facilities which is used  by both students and 

staff. Students are allowed to  browse  internet.computer aided teaching method  is followed 

to help students to learn soft skills alongwith learning subject. 
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c) Class rooms with ICT facility 

ICT facility  in the class room is yet to be provided. 

d) Laboratories           Nil 

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

university,government or other agencies 

24  students have received financial assistance in the form of scholarship from Government 

and other agencies. 

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /seminar) 

with external  

Many programmes were organized  for benefit of students.Special  lectures were  held  with 

senior teachers from other colleges.Students are not confined to textual learning but are 

exposed to new areas of study. 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 

Teachers are innovative in nature.They do not stick on to lecture method only.Interactive , 

group discussion, technology enabled teaching seminars , quiz, skill development  assignment  

are adopted  to improve student learning. 

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities 

Students and teachers  render services to the society through NSS, cultural and science 

Forum.They take part voluntarily in all social and extension activities  of the institution.  

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

S- Qualified, competent and committed  faculty, Good library and other  infrastructure                           

facilities 

W-ICT facilities are not adequate, shortage of class rooms 

O-Campus selection for  final year students 

C-Making students  to get more distinctions and bring about cent percent result 

Future Plan 

i. To have more seminars and workshops with external experts 

ii. To organize science exhibition 
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iii. To take students to visit  Indian Institute of Science  in Bangalore 

iv. To motivate students to join PG courses 

v. To prepare students  for competitive examinations 

vi. To train students with practical knowledge 

There was a dire need of local students to study mathematics alongwith other subjects of  

science  discipline.Efforts  were  being  made  by the institution to introduce  mathematics  so 

as to cater to the needs  of local people. The  department  took  shape  two years back with a 

clear  vision of providing quality education in the subject of mathematics to the needy 

students who come from economically weaker sections of the society.Mathematics is  offered 

as  a  elective paper through PCM combination. This combination should be opted  by those 

students who would like to  persue mathematics.Like other science subjects the department 

too made  a quite humble  beginning with a good  response from students. 

The department has an ideal  strength of students. Students  are screened systamatically at the 

time of admission at entry level.Only those students  who have  intense interest in the subject 

can be given admission.Each student gets  individual attention.The concerned  faculty will 

classify students  into slow and advanced learners.Remedial classes are held for slow learners 

to make them to be equally competitive with advance learners. 

The department  credited with  a good composition of seniormost and young and enthusiastic 

teachers. The teachers are honest  to their profession and self-motiated which has positive  

impact on students.They always keep on updating their  knowledge by attending 

seminars,conferences and workshops.They strive very hard to bring 100% result.The students 

get  immense benefits through the hardworking of  teachers.Students are prepared not  merely 

to pass  in the examinations but are also prepared to face  the challenges in the competitive 

world.The ability of students in understanding the subject will be assessed through tests,home 

assignments, seminars etc. 

So far the result  of students in the university examinations is very  good. It is around 85% which 

is much  higher than university  average. A few students secured morethan 90%. 02 students got 

100 marks  in mathematics.The performance  of students in examinations  is outstanding. 

A science club has been formed  to which the students of the department are active members.The 

club organises extra-curricular activities and competions every week for science  students to 
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showcase their hidden talents.Merritorious  students were  felicitated by the  club.Students 

visited flower show in Bangalore in 2012.Through the club the students  celebrate science day 

every year. 
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1. Name of the department                Department of Botany 

2. Year of Establishment                              2010-11 

3.Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

4.Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

UG programme only.CBZ combination in BSc course. 

5.Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved   NIL 

6.Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise) 

Semester system is followed. 

7.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments  NIL 

8.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.  

No course in collaboration with other university/industry. 

9.Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons.  NIL 

10. Number of Teaching posts 

     Sanctioned   Filled 

Professors _ - 

Associate Proessors _ 01 (On Deputation) 

Assistant Professors _ _ 

 

11. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, 

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 

 

Name  Qualification Designation Specialization N. of years 

of Exp 

Dr. Kempe Gowda M.Sc,M.Phil, 

Ph.D 

Associate 

Professor 

Cytogenitic 22 
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12. List of senior visiting faculty.    

One senior visiting faculty in the department. 

13. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise) 

by temporary faculty 

The department does not have temporary faculty. So,100% of lectures delivered and 

practical classes handled by  full time faculty only. 

14. Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)        24:1 

15. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; 

sanctionedand filled.   NIL 

16. Qualificationsof teaching facultywithDSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. 

 Faculty with Ph.D-01 

17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International 

funding agencies and grants received.   

There is no faculty with ongoing project 

18. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and 

totalgrants received.      

Departmental project has not been undertaken. 

19. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University 

Research facility is not provided by the university. 

20. Publicatio: Publication per faculty and students         Nil 

21. Areas of consultancy and income generated    Nil 

22. Faculty as members in 

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards…. Nil 

23. Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including 

interdepartmental/programme 
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b)  Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside theinstitution 

i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies             Nil 

24. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students 

Toppers and other students  who got highest marks in individual subjects in university 

examinations were  recognized and given awards by the Government departments  and 

other agencies.  

25. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department  Nil 

26. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a) National 

b) International 

Seminar/workshop was not conducted. 

 

27. Student profile programme/course wise: UG Programme only 

B.Sc-CBZ combination 

 

28. Diversity of Students 

Students from other states or abroad are not admitted to the department. 100% of students 

are from the same state. 

29. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinationssuch as 

NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc. ? 

B.Sc course was introduced  in 2010 with CBZ combination. The  first batch  of students  

Name of the 

course 

Application 

received 

Selected Enrolled Pass Percentage 

I year 06 06  74 

II year 09 09 01               08 96 

III year 07 07 02                05 95 

 Total 22 03                 13  
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is still in final year. So,  the students  have not yet  appeared for  NET/SLET and  other 

examinations. 

30. Student progression 

It is hardly three years since the department was established.The first batch of students  is 

still in final year.The progression of  students will begin from the year 2013-14. 

31. Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

The college has a very good library and information centre. Students  of the  department  

are  encouraged and directed  to use  the facilities in the central  library  of the college.The  

library  of our college  is well stocked with srandard books  on all subjects including 

Botany. 

b)  Internet facilities for Staff & Students 

The college has computer lab with internet  facilities for the  use of  students  and staff. 

Both  teachers and students  are motivated to use  internet  facilities in the computer  lab 

relating to their subjects.The  students  are  showing profound interest  to acquire  soft 

skills. 

c) Class rooms with ICT facilitys 

The ICT facilities have not been  provided  in the class room.But  the department  is 

planning to use  such facilities. 

d)  Laboratories 

Though the  department  was started three years ago  a separate fulfledged lab  has been  

established. Botany lab is spacious and adequate enough to the  students. The facilities  in 

the lab have been on increase every year with the  grants given by the Government and 

UGC.The grants have been utilized wisely to provide  all  facilities  to   students to do 

practicals.  Students enjoy learning the subject by being in the laboratory for long hours 

doing experiments. 

32. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college 

university,government or other agencies 

08 students have received financial assistance in the form of scholarship and financial aid 
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from Govermnt and other agencies. 

33. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /seminar) 

with external experts 

Students can enrich their knowledge through seminars, tests, quiz programs etc. Senior 

teachers  from other colleges are invited to deliver special lecturers. 

 

34.  Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 

 Teacher  adopts different  methods of  teaching in order to help  students to improve  their  

learning.Basically lecture method  is  adopted  to startwith. Subsequently the method of 

teaching will be  switched over to  interactive, discussion,  computer aided teaching and the 

like.Individual attention  can be  given  to each student as the student strength in the class 

is minimum. In class room the teacher is getting   students involved  in deep discussion 

either in group or individually. By doing all this  the  performance of students  will be 

higher. 

35.  Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension 

activities 

As the  teacher  pays individual attention to  each and every student a social awareness has 

been created among students. Moreover, as the  students  come from  rural area they are  

naturally inclined to serve  their own  society when an occasion comes. Our students  are  

pro-active in performing social activities and  also  get  involved voluntarily in extension 

and outreach activities conducted  through NSS and cultural Forum of the college.The 

department  is contributing towards the institutional  social responsibility.  
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SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

Strength:  

i)  Well experienced faculty 

ii)  Well equipped Lab 

Weakness:  

i)  Lack of space 

ii)  Internet facilities are not sufficient 

Opportunities:  

i)  Campus selection for final year students 

ii)  Progression of students 

Challenges:  

i) Bringing  cent percent result 

ii) Strengthening of department by focusing quality improvement 

Future Plans:  

i) To attract more students.                   

ii) To bring cent percent result 

iii) To organize seminars and special lectures with external experts 

The department came into existence   so as to fulfil the needs of local  students with the 

subject of   Botany.The subject is offered in CBZ combination which is socially relevant at 

present.A separate lab has been set up with in a short span of time which facilitates student 

learning. The Government and UGC are giving grants liberally  for promoting science 

education.Steps  have been taken by the institution to provide  all  facilities in the lab  that 

are needed  by students.The department  is headed by  a senior most faculty with rich 

practical experience.He is a committed teacher who wants to bring  about radical changes 

in the functioning of the department.He sensitizes students towards new concepts and 

trends in Botanical field.He is a Botanist since he has done research in the subject.He has 

been deputed  from  a prestigious college  for the sake of development  of the 

department.The students  are lucky to have the services of  a good and knowledgeable 
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teacher. 

The performance of students in university examinations is very good. Students  result  of 

second and third year  is near to 100% .The result of first year students needs to be 

improved. Students at the entry level need time  to adjust with pattern of university 

examinations.Each student  is paid  individual attention by the faculty as the student 

strength is  very thin. 

Profile of Faculty 

Dr. Kempe Gowda.M.S-Attended 

  UGC sponsored OP and RC organized by ASC, Mysore and Bangalore university in 

2012 and 2013. 

 National Conference on Development Biology-NACOND BIO 2010 sponsored by 

UGC-SAP and Bangalore university. 

 Conference on Inclusive  Education and Inclusive Development in 2010. 

 Sixth Kannada science conference in 2010-Supplement of Nutrition through water for 

mulberry cultivation. 

 Regular army Attachment Camp -20 Day camp –April 2011-Maratha Light Infantry 

Regimental Centre, Belgaum. 

 Passed Diploma in NSS from Bangalore University. 

 Participated in the activities of NSS and attended annual camps. 

 Passed NCC ‘C’ Certificate exam. 
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1. Name of the department.                  Department of Zoology 

2. Year of Establishment.                                2010-11    

3.  Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated 

Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) 

  UG programme only. B.Sc course. The subject  is offered through  CBZ combination  

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments combination /units involved  

- 

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise). 

Semester system is followed. 

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments   - 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,  etc. 

NIL 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons.  NIL 

9.  Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,  

(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,) 

Presently the department is without permanent faculty. Initially the department was headed 

and the subject taught by a senior Associate professor  who was on deputation from a 

reputed  college in Bangalore.The faculty went back to the parent institution as the 

deputation was cancelled in 2012.Since then the department has been managed and the 

subject taught by two guest lecturers. 

10. List of senior visiting faculty       No visiting faculty. 

11. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise)by 

temporary faculty 

100% of lecturers  delivered and practical classes handled by  Guest lecturers only. 

12. Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise) 

13. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; 

sanctionedand filled.    NIL 
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14. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. 

15. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International 

funding agencies and grants received.  NIL 

16. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total 

grants received.    NIL 

17. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University.       

The department is not recognized as a research centre by the university. 

18. Publications:    Publication per faculty  and students             Nil 

19. Areas of consultancy and income generated                   Nil 

20. Faculty as members in      

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards…. 

21. Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter 

    departmental/programme.     NIL 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

   institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies.   NIL 

22. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students 

A few students  who secured  highest marks in university examinations were  recognized 

and awarded  by the Government departments and other agencies. 

23. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department          Nil 

24. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a) National 

b) International             NIL 

 

25. Student profile programme/course wise: UG programme only 
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B.Sc-CBZ combination 

Name of the  

course 

Applicationreceived Selected Enrolled PassPercentage 

I year 06 06  75 

II year 09 09 01             08 90 

III year 07 07 02             05 86 

 Total 22 22   

 

26. Diversity of Students 

100% of students are from the same state. 

27. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations 

such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.  

It is hardly three  years since the department was established.Therefore,the student have 

not yet taken the above competitive examinations. 

28. Student progression 

It is a new department which has started three ago.The first batch is still in final year. The 

progression of students will begin from the year 2013-14. 

29. Details of Infrastructural facilities 

a) Library 

The students and staff  have been using the facilities made available in the  central library 

of the college. The department is housed in first floor. The students  have free access to the  

library since it is also housed in the  first floor. The library  has wide  range of books on 

Zoology written by  renowned authors. New titles, new and revised editions and reference 

books are available in the library. The  department  encourages the staff and students  to go 

to the library frequently to make use  of  the facilities.  
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b)  Internet facilities for Staff & Students 

A computer lab has been set up by the college for  the use of students and staff.The 

students  learn through computer and internet technology  in the central computer lab  of 

the college. 

c)  Class rooms with ICT facility 

ICT facilities in the class room are  not yet provided. 

d)  Laboratories 

A fulfledged separate  Zoology  lab has been  established with in a short span of time 

which facilitates student learning.Grants are received from the Government  and UGC for 

purchasing lab equipments and other accessories. The students  attend theory classes  in the 

morning  and do practices in batches  in the afternoon  in presence of teachers. 

30. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

university,government or other agencies 

 08 students received financial assistace in the form of scholarship from Government and 

other agencies. 

31. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /seminar) 

with external experts 

Many programmes were held  in order to enrich students.Resource persons from other 

colleges were invited to deliver special lecture. 

32. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 

Lecture method, computer aided teaching, group discussion, interactive sessions are 

usually employed. 

33. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities 

Students are encouraged to participate actively in social and extension activities through 

NSS units,cultural and Science Forum. 

34. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans 

Future Plans: 

i) To attract more students  
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ii)   To organize seminars and special lectures with external resource persons.  

The department came into being  when B.Sc course was restarted.The subject Zoology  is 

offered as an elective paper in science descpline.The institution took initiative in 

establishing  this department as Zoology  is the most  relevant subject in the present context 

of society.Students interested in Zoology shall have to opt CBZ combination.A separate  

Botany lab  has been established which is being  used by students  extensively.The 

department is managed  efficiently by  02 guest lecturers giving  individual attention to 

each and every student.Although the department  does not have  full time  faculty but the  

students  result  in university  examinations are simply outstanding. It is more than 90%  

and the teachers are committed to achieve 100%.Teachers work  enthusiastically to 

improve  quality  in teaching and learning process.They are striving  for alround 

development of student’s personality. 
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Post-Accreditation Initiatives 

 

The process of  Assessment and Accreditation of Government Colleges in Karnataka was started  

in the year  2002 for the  first time when the  Government  had prepared a list of  33 colleges to be 

accredited by NAAC.The  Government First Grade College, channapatna was one among them. 

Accordingly a SSR was prepared and submitted  to NAAC with in a short span of time seeking 

accreditation  of the college. Our college  got  assessed and accreditated by NAAC successfully 

on 29- 04-2003. Our college was  the only Government college  to be accreditated by NAAC for 

the first time  being affiliated to Bangalore university in Bangalore Rural District at that time.The 

college has achieved a lot  academically and its development and growth  has been phenomenon 

in the post-accreditaion period. The reasons  for its remarkable  achievements in terms  of 

enrolment of students, increase in basic infrastructure facilities, students result in university 

examinations, progression of students to higher education or gainful employment, enrichment of 

students, use of technology  in teaching-learning and administration are attributed to  the measures  

being taken by the college from time to time for  quality improvement, sustenance and  

enhancement.The institution focuses  on  quality on  regular basis and it is the defining element  in 

all its  educational provisions and  activities to achieve  its vision and mission. A brief  narration  

of significant  quality sustenance and enhancement  measures undertaken  during the last ten years 

is given below. 

An Alumni Association was formed  in the same year  when the college  has undergone  

Accreditation process by NAAC. The  Association has been strengthened every year since then 

with the  inclusion of  new members.It supports all the activities for the  smooth and successful 

running of the college.It  has also  given financial  assistance  in the form of contributions. A sum 

of  RS. 4,000,00  has been  mobilized from Alumni  till to-day which can be  utilized  for 

academic and developmental purposes. 

NAAC suggested  that every  accreditated college  should have  a IQAC.So, the college  had  

constituted  IQAC on   05.07.2005   as per the guidelines issued by NAAC.At the end  of the  

same year  the cell sent  a report to the NAAC through electronic format. Subsequently the IQAC 

was revamped owing to  transfer of teachers.The IQAC has  undertaken  many initiatives for 
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quality  improvement and it is pro-active in the college.It has prepared and sent  AQAR  for all the 

years and the same has been uploaded to the  institutional website. 

In order to nurture  the creativity  among students and the staff an initiation was made to bring out  

annual  college magazine during the year 2004-05. A good  college  magazine ‘Chandana’  was  

launched at the  end  of 2005 for the  first time and it is  being brought out every year. The 

students have an opportunity  to write  articles  in kannada, urdu and English and publish them in 

magazine.This apart the lauguage  departments have brought out  wall magazines fortnightly.It  

encourages  students to display their  talents. These magazines supplement the academic activities 

of the college. 

Honest efforts were made by the principal and staff to bring the college  under UGC regulation. 

At the end of 2004 a proposal was sent to  UGC for inclusion of the college  under specific 

provisions of UGC Act. After a long correspondence our proposal was accepted and finally the 

college got UGC recognition and  came to be  included  u/s 2(f) and  12(B) of UGC  Act on      

27- 07.2006. Thus the college has created  facility  for teachers  to undertake  research project 

under FIP. On account of the  college  being included under the above  said section UGC grants 

were received  under xi plan for capacity building. 

The Erstwhile  college  was housed in nearby Government Junior college building during its  first  

decade of its existence.It was shifted to  present building  in 1994.The college  has  its own 

identity with the  permanent super  structure of the  building.However there were only 08 class 

rooms which  were  not sufficient to engage  all the classes at the same time.In the mean time  the 

strength of students has increased over the past years especially in the last 06 years.The 

Governing body of the  college  understood the inevitability  of the extension of the building to 

increase  the number of class rooms and also  to provide the space  for other useful purposes.The  

building has been  extended with the construction of the floors from the grants given by the  

government and the local area MP fund.  

The vision  of the college  has been  to provide value based higher education in all streams to the  

students coming from diverse socio-economic background.In view of this  initiatives  were 

undertaken to start new programme in Management and new combination with  relevant subjects. 

BBM and HEE combination in Arts discipline were started in 2006 to cater to the needs of 

students. 
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Our college is also committed to  promote  science education  among rural youths.So,persistant 

efforts were made to open  science course to fulfil  the needs of  aspirants in this rural area.The 

vision  of  providing  higher education in all branches has been achieved by opening science 

programme. B.Sc course with two combinations PCM and CBZ were started in 2010.One more  

PCS combination will be offered from next year for which  an affiliation has been  given  by the 

university.A well  equipped  laboratory for  each subject of  science has been established with in a 

short time.The government  and UGC have given  grants exclusively for  establishing laboratory 

in a fulfledged manner. The lab  is maintained excellently by the  competent and experienced 

teachers. There are  plans for  expansion of science education in due course. 

Measures were taken  to improve the quality  of teaching and learning with the use of  information 

and communication technology.The college  has set up a separate computer lab with internet  

facilities and it was inaugurated by the Director of Collegiate Education in 2010. There are about 

27 computers in the  lab. New facilities  have been added  to the existing  one as and when 

necessary.These facilities   are  made accessible  to the  students and staff. Now a days course 

content   has been changed  by the affiliating university which includes  basic computer languages 

and concepts.The Students learn this  in class room  theoritically and  understand and develop 

computer skills by using  the facilities  available  in the  computer lab.Both teachers and students 

have been encouraged to use the  available facilities and improve their skills. 

The management  has initiated the process of office automation for the purpose of  good 

governance and effective  administration.Office and administrative works have been 

computerized to the extent possible. ICT  facilities  are being  used in the administrative work.The 

central compute  lab facilitates  the performance  of  routine office and administrative work 

effectively and efficiently.computer with internet facilities  are used extensively in the college 

office.Quality web camera for use at the time of admission of students, printers, Xerox machine, 

Fax, T.V. and other equipments are being used in  office work.Internal control  mechanism is in 

place for ensuring transparency and accountability of each administrative staff.On line admission 

of students , use of HRMS services in accounts, performing exam related works through 

computers definitely  improve the quality  of services rendered by the institution  to the 

stakeholders.Automation of office  and administrative work is still going on  and it will be done  

to the extent of 100% with in one or two years. 

Our college has been  able to  scale new heights in higher education.The leadership with the 
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unstinted support of the  staff resolved  to get  the college recognized as PG centre. The education 

services rendered by this great institution are extended further  to offer PG courses to fulfil the 

growing  needs of   aspirants in the mofussil area. PG courses in Kannada, History and Economics 

would be started  from the ensueing  academic year.Senior teachers with Ph.D have already been  

appointed  as co-ordinators for respective PG courses.Preparations are going on  to inaugurate PG 

courses  either in the month of August or sept 2013. 

It is the  most potential college  in rural area as it has been  getting expanded constantly every year  

in all its spheres so far as the promotion of  higher education  among  rural youths is 

concerned.Recently the Government  identified  this college  and given the  status of community 

college in October 2012. Depending upon  the  occupation  of localites training and   job oriented 

courses would be  started very soon for which  the proposals have been  sent to  the Government 

for approval.  

Special initiatives have been undertaken in order to increase the facilities in college library and  

information centre.Library was housed  in a small room in ground floor. A large  room  with  

enough ventilation and natural lighting  is  constructed exclusively for library  and it will be 

shifted  in a couple  of months.The college  has received  grants from UGC towards  the purchase  

of books for college library. New titles, revised  editions and encyclopedia on all subjects  are 

purchased  and added to  the existing ones. The total number  of books  has   increased from 

10175 in 2003 to 28238 in 2013. About  18063 books  have been  added to the  library  from 2003 

to till-date. The details  of number of books  added and amount spent  for the last ten  years are 

given in annexures. 

More  importance has been  given to reading room over the years. Reading habit  is inculcated  

among students  and they are advised  to sit and read dailies and periodicals.New journals have  

been added  every year. It has been  the practice  of our students  to spend  their  leisure  time  by 

going to  reading room.It will enrich   students knowledge  and understand  the current affairs. A 

portion of UGC grants  has been utilized  for subscribing  new journals of national and 

international repute in 2012. The list  of journals  is shown  in Annexures. 

A Youth Red cross Unit  was established  in the college  in 2012. All students  of the college  have 

become  the members  of the unit.The college  has been registered under the  above said unit at 

the university  level. A portion  of membership fee  collected  from students  is credited  to the  
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account of  Youth Red Cross  Fund. Various social welfare  activities  will be conducted  under 

the ambit of Red  Cross. 

A unit of  Scouts and Guides  was also  set up  in the college  at the beginning  of the  year 2012-

13. All  students  of the  college  are made  members of the unit. The  membership  fees  collected  

from the students  has been deposited in an  account opened with a bank.The amount  would  be 

utilised for conducting  various social welfare activities under the above said unit. 

Ours is a large institution with 13 departments including 03 languages.Each department is unique 

in the sense that  it has made significant contribution to the academic growth of the 

institution.Some departments took initiatives for  providing book bank facilities for students and  

staff.The department of commerce and management was first to start book bank facility in 2007 

itself.Kannada department  started this facility recently in 2012.Other departments  have plans  for 

launching these facilities in  near future. All the support needed by the departments to render this 

kind of service to the prime stake holders is being provided by the college. 

There was a plan  to have  seminar hall in the first floor for conducting seminars, workshops, 

holding meetings of staff, students, parents, committees meetings etc.Creation of seminar hall  has 

been  deferred due to the shifting of library to the room meant to be used as seminar hall 

temporarily till the construction  of special room for library is completed.The library  will be  

shifted  to the  nearby room shortly.A well equipped seminar hall will be ready  with in a few 

months after the library is shifted. 

The college aims at holistic development of students. so, it focuses on enrichment of students 

through seminars, workshops, special lectures  by inviting  eminent  personalities from different 

fields.Spoken English classes, skill development programmes, personality development 

programmes, brain storming sessions  are held regularly with external experts.All the departments  

organize several programmes  constantly to enable students   to enhance  their knowledge and 

learn new skills to become  more competitive. 

The college has been functioning efficiently in the  midst of  community.It has earned a good 

name  among the people of this locality since it has  been  rendering yeomen services to the  

immediate society.The  contribution of the college  for the development  of community is 

substantial.It is ensured that the benefits of higher education should reach common 

people.Various  programmes  organized by the college were community oriented. There are two 
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NSS units which play vital role  in organizing such programmes.NSS  units represented by 

dynamic officers and cultural council  of students perform social welfare and extension activities  

regularly.This college is known for adopting  best practices  for the upliftment of downtrodden 

people.The college  has organized  blood donation camp, free eye check up, medical check up, 

live stock check up  at villages, planting of saplings, cleaning drives, many  social  and 

environmental awareness programmes, conduct of socio-economic survey in villages and so on 

and so forth for the benefit of community people.As the college  has been recognized by the  

Government as community college the  institutional social responsibility will be more in future. 

The college is having  a beautiful quandrangle in which the external activities are 

conducted.College functions are held here.National Festivals  are celebrated in this place.The 

main stage  in the quandrangle  was in bad condition.It has been  reconstructed raising its 

level.The level of  National Flag Hoisting Area has been raised  too .Old slabs on the  corridors 

have been removed and  replaced by  quality granite  slabs.The whole quandrangle is made 

attractive  and given  a new face lift  recently  in 2013.  
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Declaration by the Head of the Institution 

 
 I certify that the data  included  in  this  Re-Accreditation  Report (RAR)  are  true to the  best of 

my knowledge. 

This  RAR  is  prepared  by  the  institution  after  internal   discussions   and  no  part  there  of   

has  been outsourced. 

I  am aware  that  the  Peer  team  will   validate  the   information   provided   in   this   RAR   

during   the  peer   team  visit. 

                                                                                                              Sd/- 
                                                                                   Signature of the Head of the  Institution 
                                                                                                        With  Seal                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                
 
Place:  Channapatna 
Date:   19.10.2013 
 


